ACADEMY, man dies in strange manner: Mr. 22, 30; dynamite cap injures pupil Ap 3, 30; coroner's jury brings verdict Mr. 21, 30; woman escapes death: My 20, 30; judge enters settlement My 20, 30; body of man discovered Mr 20, 30; Prindil child hurt by disc Ag 5, 30; loses left leg Ag 10, 30; woman shock victim S 7, 30; riding accident S 11, 30; boy is killed in h 4, 30; metal worker injured 0 15, 30; foreman falls 0 15, 30; ranch worker N 1, 30; accident fatal to boy N 13, 30; Mann, W. L. & Goodwin, Walter N 14, 30; Walter E. Meloy Mr D 23, 30; translucent Mr 2, 31; Mrs. Green Mr 9, 31; dynamite blast S 3, 31; dynamite caps mangle 8. 5. 31; Pope Mr 20, 32; high voltage Ag 2, 32; Park City boy falls from horse S 7, 32; Holt woman S 25, 32; Ryecat road worker dies here Mr 7, 32; boy escapes death Mr 10, 33; fall-Helmichner Mr 14, 33; riding: Billings youth Mr 30, 33; woman is hurt in fall S 14, 33; tractor: W.G. Stout Mr 20, 34; riding: Billings man O 10, 34; shooting: J. Elk F 10, 35; boy mishap victim shipped Mr 20, 35; Sheppard farm youth D 9, 35; man in Lockwood area D 20, 35; crashed: L. Vidle F 2, 36; Pryor woman Mr 7 30; crushed by falling tree: R. F. Walker Mr 9 30; boy hit by truck D 15, 30; Kennedy's Plea -- not guilty Ja 3, 37; seven men die at Palmer Dam Mr 4, 37, Mr 7, 37; body recovered at Palmer Dam Mr 5, 37; fall: T.B. Lucas Mr 11, 37; Mint: S. Tقلو 31, 37; Juen, R.P. is in mishap victim Mr 23, 37; woman: Yellowstone Park Ag 16, 37; holiday toll: 200 My 31, 37; fall: three Indians D 29, 30; D 27, 30; D 20, 30; MacDonald, Virginia -- dies J 6, 39; see also Accidents, Airplane, Auto, Brawling, Mining, Shooting;

ACCIDENTS, AIRPLANES: Carlson, R.W., Cordon, William Ap 13, 30; Misner, Archie Dean, Dean, A. W., Carroll, J. A., Mr 19, 30; Emerson Mr 24, 30; peace mission ends in death as ship falls 0 17, 30; Wyoming pilot hero 0 27, 30; large army Yacker plane crashes here Jn 9, 31; Mr Heberbrug Ap 25, 32; accident ends record assault N 13, 32; wife of athlete's son Jn 9, 33; Buck, Fred; Riley, V. Ag 22, 33; two army flyers Mr 10, 34; accident near Cheney Mr 10, 34; Campbell, D.L.; Rayman, F. W.; Andrews, A.H.; Erickson, J. J. 19, 34; Carver, L.; Freeman, Francis Ag 9, 34; Harold Wyman Ag 10, 34; Dana, Marshall; Binnerly, Bert O 9, 34; King, H.; Bouquette, Fred; Madden, J. H 12, 34; Culver, H. J.; O'Hall, W. L. F 17, 35; plane falls near Rudyard Jn 16, 35; farm worker killed N 14, 35; Rummelcher, A. C. and Cunderson, Mike killed Ag 10, 30; J. B. M'Nissan S 24, 30; student pilot, Raymond Pritchett, slightly hurt in plane crash S 27, 36; Mitchell, Malcolm - Rinehall, James F 1, 37; McHaffie, E.D. - Logan, Don J 8, 37; Meyers, H. H. Jl 10, 37; Polish, Joseph - Mrs. Randolph Polish O 18, 37; Croquet, Horner are among victims in state tragedy Jn 11, 39; Ja 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 39; Croquet, Horner Ja 20, 21, 22, 33; federal inspection Jl 13, 30; Jackle, Mrs. C. S. - dies Jl 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 30; Northwest Airliner damaged in take-off O 5, 6, 30; Miles City crop -- Chamberlain, Mary, Zahniser, Morris J 14, 15, 16, 17, 39; see also Airplanes, Lost and Damaged;

ACCIDENTS, AUTOMOBILE: Henry Lohren F 28, 30; George Lucey Mr 9, 10, 11, 30; Long, William W., McGath, John Mr 23, 30; walks 12 miles for help Ap 11, 30; Backman Ap 17, 30; couple injured Mr 9, 30; Bricker student Mr 15, 30; three held Jl 19, 30; girl victim My 22, 30; woman victim My 22, 30; Stevens, R. & Peterson, J. E. Jn 1, 30; Grant, Lava Mr N 9, 30; girl hurt at Absarokee Jn 14, 30; Latte, Mde. (Mrs.) Jn 23, 30; rail crossing crash fatal to J. M. Connachie Jl 20, 30; husband makes effort to save wife Jl 21, 30; Evans, Veva - Bair, James - Deacon, Fontella - Accident Jl 7, 30; garage man Jl 16, 30; six injured: Newman Jl 23, 30; father will die Jl 23, 30; Miles City Man Jl 29, 30; three hurt in accident Ag 4, 30; Mississippi man Ag 11, 30; Laurel driver hits Oriental Ag 21, 30; too die in car, train collision S 2, 30; Elmo Osborne S 6, 30; Dunn & Parkey S 9, 30; Taylor, Mrs. L. E. S 21, 30; Barlow, Richard S 19, 30; Newman, Curtis S 27, 30; Lee, Russell & R. E. S 27, 30; crash driver sought O 1, 30; Scott, William faces count of two men in accidents hurt 0 29, 30;
ACCOIDENTS, AUTO, cont.: Lelsey, M., 2, 31; noted novelist (Allington) N 2, 30; Druma, C.F. R 3, 30; body thrown fifty feet N 3, 30; Forsyth man N 3, 30; local attorney N 9, 30; skull fractured N 27, 29, 30; Woman woman D 28, 30; minors held - Neren, E. and Ven, Paul J, 1, 31; Cleghorn, C. R. Mr. 9, 31; second victim dies My 12, 31; pursuing car forced from highway My 13, 31; search for hit-run driver My 13, 31; Jordan rancher in hit-run case My 14, 31; Columbus man My 14, 15, 31; farm youth in hit-run My 13, 31; arraigned: probe of auto crash (Greenfield) My 14, 19, 31; McCullam Jn 18, 31; Ballio, John Jn 16, 31; Fehl, Peter Jn 20, 31; Mosinger, R. E. Ag 2, 31; Carlson Ag 5, 31; Winer Ag 10, 31; two drowned in accident in Sidney section Ag 13, 31; Rottman Ag 24, 25, 31; four hurt S 7, 31; five injured S 8, 31; rancher S 28, 31; five hurt S 30, 31; drug rally hurt S 10, 31; driver hurt S 10, 31; Gannan 1 17, 31; Joliet farmer N 18, 31; Jess C. Callahan - dead N 21, 31; former Lovina man N 10, 31; Gahulin & Forsham N 20, 31; Gahulin & Forsham - identified N 20, 31; Swain D 12, 31; D 13, 31; Bourne, J.W., D 13, 31; Neagle D 22, 31; Van Doren D 25, 26, 27, 30, 31; Hard, Critchick; Anna and Mary Fillback, Fox, Clark & Wice Jn 17, 32; attack comes while driving Jn 20, 32; Asim (Harry), Walker (Henry & Mrs.) Asim (Mrs. Harry) Asim (Clarke) Asim (Amelia) F 1, 32; O'Dell,acea Jl 13, 32; youth hurt Mr 27, 32; charge Ginter Mr 29, 32; victim dies Ap 21, 32; most traffic accidents between 3 and 6 p.m. N 10, 32; Elkin, Jimmy Jl 12, 32; Porro - hit & run Jl 31, 32; driver cleared Ag 28, 32; man dies as auto upsets S 2, 32; Smith, (Mrs. I.J.) Ida, (Mrs. I.J.) Aggs, Fred S 6, 32; two persons 0 5, 32; seven crashes 0 5, 32; Savich N 13, 32; injuries fatal Jl 33; Morrow F 6, 33; boy injured Ag 7, 33; crossing mishap injures Carter Ap 23, 33; Johnson, Scheff, G & Tom Ap 24, 33; Johnson, Harry, Douglas & Derholtz Ap 20, 33; McMillen Jl 11, 33; Haines, Keene, King Ag 21, 33; four hurt Ag 23, 33; Ballantine man S 18, 33; man injured 0 8, 33; England's son N 3, 33; infat cancelled N 3, 33; girl dies N 3, 33; three injured D 8, 33; Blackwell Jl 12, 33; Corney, Tschirge Jl 29, 34; Negre, Robinson F 11, 34; Most Accidents Occur Late In Day F 10, 34; Bangart, Dorothy F 26, 34; Studebaker Mr 6, 34; youth Mr 23, 34; Spaulding Mr 8, 34; Schleis, Hurst My 27, 34; Cote, Captwell Jl 3, 34; Alden, Frank Jl 2, 34; nine hurt Jl 12, 34; Aldry Jl 19, 34; Corney Jl 20, 34; Olson, Nicholas Jl 20, 34; "Accidents That Happen"
ACCIDENTS, AUTO, cont': Billings man held
Ja 2, 37; oil trucks collide Ja 10, 37;
Brown, Harold & Hill \& Co 20, 37; Wilson &
Hindman Mr 3, 37; Manslaughter case
dismissed: Ray, Morris Mr 10, 37; Bach,
Ap 12, 37; Green, Malcom, Volkovich,
Salle & Donnie, Henderson, Frank, Zion,
Vukovich, Dura & Drugi, Ashlevich Ap 5, 37;
March Ap 15, 37; local man Mr 17, 37; Minson
My 24, 37; Hunger, Yates, Harris, Shoemaker,
& Weters My 31, 37; Stricklin & Hieber
Ja 4, 37; Reeder, Mulford, Fredrickson
Jl 4, 37; Negasho, Pauley, John & Esther,
Coseo, Pauley, Conrad, Mrs. John, & S.A.
Jl 12, 37; Hargis, Davis, Bernhardt
Ag 7, 37; Rodriguez Ag 8, 37; Shaffer,
Greenwald, Joe & Cooney Ag 23, 37; Nelson
Ag 29, 37; Chinese S 7, 37; Richards S 14, 37;
Kennedy on Trial - Hit-Run S 30, 37; 46-000
volt wire falls on machine near Laurel 0 16,
37; Loring, Cox 0 22, 37; Ross, 0 22, 37;
Cox 0 25, 37; McKaughan, Henry & Roland
0 28, 37; Flett, John, Carlson, Dawson 0 30,
37; 0 31, 37; McGlinch dies N 4, 37;
Doeon, Carl, Sanders, Dineson, Smith,
Vandermeier, Sanders 0 31, 37; Hargis, Berman,
Homan, Dave, Lydon, Harold, Bangert, Tommy,
Dobby, Ochs, Voit, Ruff, Vistor, Catherine
& Marie N 8, 37; baby killed N 13, 37; Butte
attorney D 8, 37; Hilles Citation Ja 27, 37;
Schank Ja 26, 30; Injured near Levistown.
(14) Ja 27, 37; Richards, Broekway Ja 30, 37;
Troyon Mr 18, 18, 39; Autos-Bicycles Crash
Ap 20, 39; victim dies Mr 8, 39; man killed
My 20, 39; Carlson, Froeburg Ag 9, 39; Roeder,
Lindemuth, Mr. & Mrs. Ag 10, 39; Blake,
Arnold dies S 3, 39; Geanah, Kent 0 16, 39;
Kohn, Jerome O 23, 39; Kuhn, O 23, 39;
Johnson, N 5, 39; Dallerson, N 6, 39;
Carlson, Ray & Lavone; Naborn, & Krause
N 7, 13, 39; Murphy, Mr & Mrs. N 12, 39;
Jyskson woman D 8, 39; three Billings persons
D 14, 39; Vickers D 16, 39; Rixson, Margaret-
dies F 6, 39; Martin, Arthur L Mr 19, 39;
Halverson Ap 2, 39; Reeder dies Jan 1, 2,
39; Mackin, Mrs. Walter Jan 21, 39; Proch,
Ja 2, 39; Easton Ag 2, 39; Covert Ag 3, 39;
Big Nair, Peter & Bock, Luke Ag 9, 39;
Pyma, Mary, Charles Russell S 29, 39;
Bune, Mrs. Anna O 23, 39; Terrill, Neva
D 11, 39; 

ACCIDENTS, ELECTROCUTION: Coronor's jury
makes ruling Jan 6, 36;

ACCIDENTS, HIT & RUN: see Hit & Run

ACCIDENTS, HOME: Home Accidents Kill 80
Persons Daily 0 27, 35;

ACCIDENTS, HIT & RUN: banker's son Ja 2, 30;
Giesick 0 29, 30; Smith, Mr 18, 31; Todd,
D 31, 33; Teal N 15, 34; Ott, Ludwig N 8,
35; Schwennecker, Bruce & Jukes Mr 10, 36;
Dean rancher kills son N 19, 36; Sikora
& Conert N 1, 37; Wyrrick O 4, 39; 

ACCIDENTS, INDUSTRIAL: Hamilton N 12, 31;
Wagon crushes farmer D 15, 31, 37;

ACCIDENTS, MINING: Thuesen & Young F 25, 30;
farmer killed N 22, 36; Roundup miner Ap 22,
31; George Salvidge N 2, 31; Antovich
Ja 7, 33; Blast Fatal to Miners My 11, 34;
Jones, O 3, 36; Young O 20, 36; Dobson
O 21, 36; miner drowns in old tunnel near
Kiehat 0 15, 37; Evaine, Birtichfield &
Coffrey N 14, 37; Five Wyoming miners in
gas pocket explosion F 13, 39; F 14, 39;
Kenney & Winters D 29, 39;

ACCIDENTS, MOTORCYCLES: Oliver Jan 20, 32;
Hansen Jan 3, 35; Reeder, Harold & Helen
and Stricklin My 31, 37; Miller, Moller &
Vine N 21, 37;

ACCIDENTS, RAILROAD: Body Found Ja 10, 30;
Body Recovered Milwaukee Line Mr 21, 30;
Hunter & Malley Mr 25, 30; Accident in
yards at Laurel Ap 7, 30; transient Ag 7, 30;
Dent Ag 21, 30; Reidle Ag 21, 30; Mesa
Ja 29, 31; Van Doren Mrs. Glenn & Betty,
D 25, 28, 30, 31; Wisconsin man N 5, 31;
Farny Youth S 10, 32; Olympian goes into
ditch F 25, 33; Meyers Ag 20, 33; 20
passengers rescued from stranded train D 24,
25, 27, 33; unknown man killed Ja 5, 39;
N.P. brakeman killed Mr 12, 34; Jalley Ag 11
34; Early Railroad Wreck Near Here Recalled
By Wisconsin Man D 16, 34; Lombardi & Harlan
My 24, 35; Stephens N 13, 35; Fatter, Mr. &
Mrs. Ag 7, 37; Freistly Ag 10, 35; Yates N 20,
35; Auto is struck by locomotive F 5, 30;
Mexican youth Ja 2, 36; Bailey, Mrs. Leo
Jawanda & Joyce & Leer, Mrs. Gladys C. &
Lavon Jan 20, 30; Eckert, Robert - killed
20 hurt Jan 25, 30; West, Donalp,
Bedillon, & Mussen N 9, 30; McDonald, Ray
Mr 26, 39; Bernhardt, Conrad dies D 5, 39;

ACCIDENTS, SHOOTING: man wounded Ja 7, 30;
Smith boy Mr 23, 30; death precedes birth
of first child two hours Ap 25, 30;
ACCIDENTS, SHOOTING, cont': Bruno S 46, 30; Metcalf By 28, 31; Smith D 8, 31; Joliet By 8 1/2, 32; Girl S 25, 32; pistol mishap fatal N 28, 32; Laurel youth M 6, 33; girl at Pompey's Pillar D 1 1/2, 39; Art Pettit D 2 1/2, 35; Nectacee By 5 3/4, 36; coroner shoots gravedigger at Powell Apr 27, 30; Big Horn youth B 6, 36; local youth M 1, 36; See also: Accidents, Hunting.

ACCIDENTS, TRAFFIC: See Accidents, Auto.

ACCIDENTS, TRAIN: See Accidents, Railroad.

Achirovich, Louis, injured Apr 5, 37.

Achenhausen, Charles, was in St. Joseph, Missouri Bob Ford shot deceased Apr 10, 35; Acre Trading Co. buyer dies June 13, 35; Adair, Lieut., Gov., Hugo, speaks at Elks Meet Jul 12, 37; gives Huntley talk Jul 10, 19, 37; Adams, Tony, dies in Rock Slide at Poison Dam Mar 14, 37; Adams, Alvin, crushed to death May 28, 35.

Adams, Arthur G., Old Folks entertain D 18, 37.

Adams, Charles, opposes search Jul 19, 36.

Adams, Clarence, criminal cases dismissed D 1, 36.

Adams, Earl T., escapes Anaconda jail S 27, 32.

Adams, John, Butte chosen convention site Nov 27, 34.

Adams, J. D., Company, machinery firm Ja 21, 36.

Adams, Joseph R., 100 meet in state session Jun 14, 30.

Adams, Josephine, in seclusion Apr 25, 35.


ADULT EDUCATION: discussed Jul 11, 31; benefits many Apr 25, 34.

ADVERTISING: Montana Inc. late July 38, 30; "Billboard" methods of advertising discussed Apr 26, 32.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR MONTANA: members announced Mar 19, 30.

ADVISORY COUNCIL: propose state name F 15, 35.

ADVISORY PLANNING BOARD: Coordinating Comm. formed Jul 13, 38.

Affleck, John, believes that of Affleck, former sheriff Nov 30, 31.

Affleck, Jack ('three-fingerer') arrested O 24, 37.

African Methodist Church; opens drive F 5, 35.

Age, Fannie & Fred, two wounded F 11, 34.

Age, Fred, six-year given Apr 19, 34.

Age, Fred, injured Mar 10, 32.

AGRICULTURAL ADJUTANT ADMINISTRATION: wheat farmers get 50,000 O 23, 35; egg checks received D 1/14, 35; 235,000 in wheat checks D 1/14, 35; wind and livestock damage in AAA F 9, 39.

AGRICULTURAL COUNCIL: extension plans Ja 10, 33.

AGRICULTURE: market state gain on cooperative bases F 18, 30; record figures revealed Mr 4, 30; advance reports reveal farmers in 10 region will seek crop changes Mr 25, 30; topic for luncheon session Mr 29, 30; seed improvement recommendations Apr 1, 30; rains brighten crop prospect Apr 27, 30; Schnitzler: Finds Crops Improving F 9, 30; Stafford finds thriving crops F 4, 30; conditions equal to 1929 Aug 12, 30; lists 6 stops: June 26, 1930 "Low Cost Farm" special train Aug 22, 30; economy guspet spread Aug 23, 30; crop livestock prospect Aug 27, 30; state outlook reviewed by Connelly Ag 28, 30; Agricultural outlook theme Apr 9, 31; Schnitzler speaks My 9, 31; livestock, crop reports elated My 30, 31; farm, livestock parity expected to draw heavily Jun 2, 6, 11, 12, 31; experiments on world wheat Jun 14, 31; Huntley area's crops top U.S. state projects Jun 20, 31; Montana group to seek data on needs of farmer Jul 10, 31; County agents survey conditions Jul 12, 31; Northwestern Montana suffers heavy losses from hail, wind Jul 17, 31; Erickson considers farm board's plan Apr 4, 31; Montana's crops to make good showing July 1; Montana group devices means whereby farmers may secure seed grain F 18, 31; Montana holds high rank in total of trucks used on farms D 20, 31; Dryland farm meetings scheduled F 21, 32; club to discuss farm prospects Apr 14, 32; outlook here noted in East Jun 3, 32; anticipate no crop damage in Billings Jun 9, 32; morale much improved Jun 18, 32; excellent yields assured for '32 Jun 23, 32; crops above 10-year average Jun 12, 32; crops hold up Jul 17, 32; Fanning Brings City Success Jul 28, 32; farmers deliver grain to M 22, 32; acquired farms to be placed on sale M 3, 32; Agriculture Practices Have Influenced Many Developments here Jul 15, 33; Crop survey shows upward trend Jun 8, 33; wheat gets premiums D 5, 33; value crops gains over 1931 and 1932 D 31, 33; credit sessions set Jul 11, 34; snowfall will benefit farming Mr 7, 34; Stillwater County asks wheat inspection waiver Mr 29, 34; drought causes heavy losses Mr 29, 34; upward trend in farm prices Apr 5, 34; outlook brightens due to rainfall Jun 14, 34; farmer getting loans Mr 30, 34; farmers build increase in crop prices O 17, 34; estimation in millions over recent sessions O 12, 34; best farming year in history F 15, 35; crop-share loan action Apr 5, 35; larger yield in this state Aug 16, 35; wheat meeting Ap 23,
AGRICULTURE can’t: planting other crops urged
Ap 26, 35; rain increases crop prospects My
2, 35; winter wheat outlook bright My 4, 35;
heat sets scheduled My 5, 35; 1935 production
will exceed 1 1/2 yl by 31 per cent My 16,
35; farmers plant grain hay, beans My 16,
35; state favors wheat program My 20, 35;
bright crop outlook, Jul 2, 35; crop outlook
best in years Jul 7, 35; corn outlook good
Jul 9, 35; above average grain crop Jul 11, 35;
crop outlook hailed by bank heads Jul 21, 35;
corn conditions reported good Jul 21, 35;
bean and wheat damage widespread Jul 6,
35; isolated losses offset by gain in other
areas Jul 12, 35; wind, rain, hail take heavy
toll Jul 12, 35; canal turned sagebrush area
into useful crop land Jul 14, 35; yields this
fall far over last year S 20, 35; about
$600,000 to be paid producers D 19, 35; poll
goes against AAA S 20 to Jul as court ruling
waits Jul 5, 35; voters oppose government
control in industry, Faming S 9, 35; snow-
fall tightens crop outlook F 20, 35; expect
500 at farm sessions Jul 20, 35; drouth in
area not as bad as expected Jul 11, 35;
County Extension Reports Reveal Varied
Activities During L 35; Ja 17, 35; crop
prospects brightened by rain My 20, 35;
farm leaders will meet here Jul 9, 35; crop
prospects much improved Jul 1, 35; ditches
figure importantly in farm income here Jul 4,
35; crop planning gets attention S 20, 35;
contour system to conserve water N 20, 37;
land and stock values decrease in ’37 D 2,
37; agricultural show to open D 1, 37;
crop outlook excellent Ap 10, 36; local
course set on the place on farm Mr 20,
36; State Agronomist Recommends Follow
Method for Eradication of Noxious Perennial
Weeds Ap 24, 36; rains brighten crops
outlook My 11, 35; crop outlook is good due
to rainfall My 18, 35; Hamberg farm near
Kibau with complete utilization of soil
control system S 5, 35; returns come from
using manure as well as sale of animals
going on auctions S 9, 35; Montana farmers
become more aware of benefits Ja 82, 39;
Humped from the Air Ja 52, 39; education
measuring opens Monday S 24, 25;
27, 33; group favors lifting bans on
acreages S 30, 33; closer to convert non-
productive farm land into income-producer
Mr 19, 35; farm income up Jul 22, 35; shanty
project-crop rotation Ag 20, 35; market in
national economy Ag 27, 33; see also: Shelter
belts, irrigation, grasshoppers, Montana
strawberries, plants & pest control, weed control
pesticides.
AGRICULTURE COMMISSION: Kelly named Ja 17, 3;
Cooney request for Stafford's office denied
F 3, 34; start action in Stafford case F 15,
34;
AGRICULTURE CONSERVATION AID: Waring, C.L.
reigns My 20, 35; meeting set O 17, 37
sees need for protection of resources O 31,
37;
AGRICULTURE CREDIT CORPORATION: Credit will
be given stockmen Ap 14, 37;
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION: selective
work helps build Create wheat grass
quality O 17, 37;
AGRICULTURE - FARM RELIEF: confer on seed
loans Jul 3, 32; calls protection “good
business” N 11, 32; Roosevelt places farm
relief first N 20, 32; wheat allotment checks received F 1, 34; corn-hog plan meet-
anted F 7, 34; open crop loan meeting
Mr 10, 17, 34; map plans for relieving debt
burden of farmers Jul 29, 34; farm debt
meeting held Jul 18, 24, 34; corn-hog plan
signers receive checks Ag 29, 34; see also
Drought Relief
AGRICULTURE, WYOMING: Greybull is Hub of
Garden Spot & Teens with Industrial Life
Ag 34, 35; Powell has Big Yearly Income
From Farming Ag 34, 35;
AGRICULTURE, ORDER of: Meetings scheduled My 27,
34; to open session My 24, 25, 27, 34;
meeting My 23, 25, 34;
Ahberg, Agnes: escapes injury D 132;
Aho, Frank & wife: die S 2, 30;
Aik, Alma Barkland & Martin: wounds bride,
kills self Ja 22, 23, 32;
AIR BASE; ARMY: Army Frontier Air Base may
be Given Billings F 18, 35;
AIR FAIR, BILLINGS: Fly arrives for air show
Jul 10, 11, 12, 33;
AIRLINES: Twin Cities Air Corporation Mr 26, 30;
AIR MAIL SERVICE: Newer postpones test flight
Jul 11, 10, 30; endorsed local group D 13, 30;
endorsed by Senate group Ja 29, 31; survey
for Northeast to open July 1 Ja 22, 31;
commerce club endorses N 10, 31; club to
talks S 23, 32; Bitten Praises
Proposed Air Mail Route F 1, 33; service
starts Thursday Mr 3, 33; air-mail day
Friday Mr 23, 34, 33; new measures would
slash rates My 17, 33; restoration asked by
club, council Ap 1, 34; Northwest may start
air-mail schedule today My 25, 34; Wyoming
firm is low bidder My 25, 27, 34; service
to Cheyenne expected soon My 6, 34;
Billing south service June 12 Ja 9, 34; delay
service Mr 12, 34; Chey Bill service Mr 20,
34; Bitten Praises

AIR MAIL SERVICE, can't: service to K1, Pueblo; JL 15, 34; service to Spokane 0, 23, 34; night service will be given 0, 13, 34; change slate service N 4, 34; shift schedule Ja 1, 35; Billings may be air-mail terminal Ap 6, 35; to be increased Ja 10, 35; arrangements started Ap 23, 35; increase in outgoing air mail 0, 35; Billings-Falls route authorized Fa 1, 35; flight delayed by rain My 21, 35; join air-mail week program My 19, 35; via Air Mail 0, 9, 35; see also Alaska air-mail route.

AIR RAIDS, MACK: Army attacking planes fly over city Ag 13, 35.

AIR SERVICE: Billings point on Spokane to St. Paul route F 10, 30; Twin Cities Air Corporation M 26, 30; carrier officials to visit Mr 27, 30; record envoy trip M 28, 30; reception for Mayor Party Apr 30, 30; daily service through city J 8, 30; service to Great Falls open D 29, 30, 30; package on Monday F 29, 30; Senate passes Northwest Air Survey Plan F 4, 31; extend air line to south F 16, 31; border line will be extended Ap 6, 31; Denver-Falls service announced; air passenger service opens Monday; National Parks Airways to give service to city J 19, 33; new high speed planes Ag 15, 33; new fast schedule D 7, 33; new speed ship of Northwest Airways Ja 15, 33; passenger service to be started Ja 20, 34; Billings again secures daily service F 23, 34; northern airline will be extended west F 25, 34; inaugurate service today F 26, 34; airways firm quits service on Billings line Ap 2, 34; work started on Northwest aerial beacon My 31, 34; lighted air lane by next spring 0, 18, 34; southern service set J 3, 34; schedule changes boost local airport N 25, 34; fog hampers service Ja 9, 35; will install beacon Ja 27, 35; beacon progress F 3, 35; airport lighting ceremony held F 12, 35; service to be doubled in Billings May 1 F 16, 35; to be increased Ap 10, 35; northwest will start night service Ap 10, 35; four passenger ships daily Ap 20, 35; open two-way service tonight My 1, 2, 35; increase air service J 25, 35; radio direction beam service opens S 20, 35; Helena stages dedication N 23, 35; state chiefs aid in air service event My 10, 36; will speed service My 7, 37; service to be expanded Ja 3, 37; Billings example of center for tourists using airplanes Ag 1, 37; line to double service My 8, 30; Billings major aerial center S 2, 10, 37; Famous Recent Dot Long History of Flying in Billings Ag 11, 35; Pilots Recall Early Flying Days and Ja 25, 37.

AIR SHOW: 47 army planes in show My 30, 31; squadron pays homage to Wrights D 18, 34; air show at dedication of new hangar S 12, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 37; slate air show here June 1-4 My 18, 39; AIRPLANES CRASHED: see accidents, airplane. AIRPLANES, LOST & FOUND: Army Transport fails to reach airport Ja 15, 30; wind current blamed Ja 13, 30; weather halts air search 0, 10, 30; search is halted by heavy fog F 14, 30; stolen biplane found S 29, 31; local alarm from broken airplane during gale F 13, 33; Roundup plane carried pair, is said missing S 27, 30; 38; missing plane lands in North Dakota Tues. My 18, 33.

AIRPORT: See Billings Municipal Airport.

AIRPORT ROAD: speed work seen D 23, 33; court hearing Oct 2, 34; delay hearing Oct 3, 34; work given Billings firm My 25, 34; roads to be called My 10, 35.

Alton, A. F. ansers F.D.R. S 30, 35.

Aker, Floyd, blown astray during gale F 13, 33.

AL PEDO SHIRE: see Masonic Lodge.

Albany, Ernest, dies Ag 5, 35; pedestrian hit J 30, 35.

Albin, B. R. asserts trade outlook healthy S 24, 30.

Albin, Rose, three hurt Jn 30, 36.

Albrecht, Sunny, Wyo. children die F 17, 32.

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES: brewers rush to swing into producing beer My 10, 33; digest of beer measure announced Mr 18, 33; drinking brew in good old days was ritual Ap 2, 33; perished city welcomes beer after 15 years Ap 13, 33; gets liquor shipment Ja 9, 34; liquor store to open Jn 10, 34; whiskey plant at Red Lodge to open D 11, 34; close liquor and beer shops on reservation My 2, 34; see also Liquor Laws, Liquor violation.

Alten, Frank, couple injured J 2, 34; body found: Sept. 9, 1937, lost in Beartooths S 8, 37.

Alten, Harry J., waitress turns gun on her self Jn 2, 4, 30; boy found after lengthy search Jn 18, 36.

Alder Gutch, Montana: mother put her in stove oven to escape ruin of Indian's Arrow My 27, 34.

Aldegren, Mary L. asks Galen aid 0 31, 30.

Aldrich, L. A., officer acquitted Ag 20, 30; Aldrich, L. A., arrested drive 0 30, 37.
Aldrich, (Mrs.) L. R. Orthopedic drive 0 25 35
Aldrich, Nick H. Shot Mr 1 37
Alexander, Albert, forgery suspect My 30 35
Alexander, Mark, larceny charges 0 29 37
ALP: 4.16 cultivation Jn 27 30; yield to bring over $300,000 0 19 30
ALLISON: cause congestion in highline jails D 9 30; Court holds alien law not valid My 29 35
Allcular Creek: new stream line Mr 27 30
Allcular Creek Cooperative grazing district: district ok'ed by 8 18 35
Alkire, (Mrs.) Florence, suicide F 8 32
ALL-MONTANA DAY: Roseman ceremony Ap 6 37
program complete Jl 1 2 3 37; picnic proposed at meeting F 10 37
Allard, Louis W. talks on cripples My 9 31
Knights of St. Gregory D 13 31; asks financial help for orthopedic F 2 34
order of Masons honoring Ja 3 32; Public Meets Dr. Allard at Club Tonight Ja 6 32
confer Papel Award here on Dr. L. W. Allard Ja 7 32; St. Vincent’s faces crisis 0 21 33
invited to conference S 25 35
ALLEVIANCE, QANT OF: Solon debate more Ja 31 31
Allen, Harry T. dies S 27 34
Allen, Mrs. L. N. dies My 17 34
Allen, P. S. seek Sheridan knife wielder Ja 3 31; arrested - Jan 1 1931
Allen, Robert T. dies My 28 30
Allen, Ross, Roundup rail robbery F 4 37
Allen, Sherman suicide 8 3 35
Allen, Theodore, escaped prisoner will be returned My 15 31; My 8 31; returned: My 15 31; given 10 years My 19 31
Allen, W. A. Pioneers of Eastern Montana draft plans for Mr 27 30; burglars loot office (ALLER) D 11 31; D 17 31; issues new book My 16 31
Allen, Mrs. Wilhelmina, dies Ap 31 36
Allen, Robert, flares of guns My 4 30
ALLIED CAMPAIGNERS FOR PROHIBITION, open drive 0 3 4 5 6 31; Poling speaks here S 29 30 32
Alling, Florence, cabin of man "escorted from country seized as schoolhouse F 18 34
Allington, Floyd, Injured N 2 30
Allison, J. Lewis, Billings Youth Entre Rodeos Contest A 5 34
Allison, W. A. Bean growers official Mr 21 31; air views on labor Ap 26 35; files for representative Ja 20 30
Allison, Mrs. W. A. re-elected church head Ap 19 33
Allport, Elizabeth, wins scholarship My 13 35
Allsup, Mary, end evidence in Criner case S 4 35
Almendares, Rafael, here for burglaries S 10 35
Alonso, Hernanreagida, held for shooting, Jl 31 31, Ag 9 34
Allsup, E. R. Idaho company recommended Jl 30 31, Ag 1 31, Ag 8 31, Ag 11 31
Allsup, Shaltan, burglar killed, D 21 35
Altenberger, John, dies Ag 8 30
Althoff, Leo, eight receive fines 0 22 37
Althoff, Ray, boy killed Jr 9 34
Alvarado, Aurelio, Mexicans arrested J 23 31
Ammen, Amelia, Clara, Harry, six injured F 1 1
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC: Wyo. firm low bidder My 26 34
AMERICAN ASSOC. OF UNIV. WOMEN hold sessions 0 7 31
AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOC. Park City men select Jl 29 33
AMERICAN CINEMA CO. Mount mints operation Jl 11 34
AMERICAN FEDERATION & LOAN, dislikes compensation bill, Jn 25 30
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR, meeting Jn 22 35; meetings Jn 23 24 25 26 27 36; sugar factory union agrees on pay S 14 37
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BANKING: bankers visit Jn 27 30
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC OPINION: poll presents vital votes Mr 5 36
AMERICAN LEGION, Talmage named commander S 17 30; rehabilitation work chief
will visit Jn 15 31; commander to visit Ja 18 31; hold session Jn 18 31; induct
bail Ja 19 31; to hold meet Jn 22 31; 31; O'Neill to deliver address Ag 11 14 13
12 31; banquet D 5 6 31; meeting Jan 18 D 17 31; Upshaw selected D 17 31;
officers elected Jn 2 31; work landed Jn 23 32; Elects Yeager S 14 32; membership drive
N 1 32; honor Buck Ap 23 33; commander visits My 28 30 31 33; meeting Ag 21 33
Allenger: Aug 22 31; Billings new next session Ag 24 33; name Carlson commander
S 6 33; Laurel to be host 0 22 22 33; fixes session dates F 11 34; national chic
to address meeting Ag 9 34; present rodeo Ap 18 34; rodeo August 17th 20, My 2 34;
trip to Jubilee My 17 34; Parker named head Jn 11 34; meet program made public
Jl 14 34; program to be topic Jl 27 34; Major issues proclamation Jl 25 23 30 34;
reservations for luncheon pass 200 Ag 1 34; Legion rodeo Ag 3 34; Parks commander
named, Ag 8 34; 1,000 to gather here Ag 1 20 21 22 34; attorney talks on consti-
tutional Jl 23 34; plans for Armistice Day 0 28 34
AMERICAN LEGION, can't, meet D 13, Aug 27, 31; meeting Jn 15, 30; women honor Bernice Howard Jn 17, 30; elects Earl Thompson Ag 7, 30; opens Sessions Ag 19, 20, 21, 22, 30; District Meet N 3, 30; district meeting N 16, 18, 30; select Tuck Ag 5, 30; then select Jn 22, 30; re-elect Amin Jn 22, 30; meet opens Ag 16, 18, 19, 30; district meet D 2, 5, 6, 30; district meet Jn 3, 6, 7, 30; Colmer visits Jn 15, 16, 19, 20, 30; sessions and Jl 29, 30; select Armstrong Jl 20, 30; meeting N 21, 30; Billings post will send 50 to Red Lodge Jn 12, 13, 30; conventions attended by nine posts D 4, 5, 30; conventions Jn 12, 30; meeting Jn 23, 25, 30; conventions S 27, 30; meeting D 3, 4, 30; seal named Ag 20, 30; rodeo held Ag 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 30;

AMERICAN NATIONAL LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION: meet opens in Choteau Jn 9, 30;

AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOC. terminal action urged Jn 11, 30;

AMERICAN RED CROSS, within $50 of 1,200 quota, N 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 30; fund drive S 6, 31; meeting set S 9, 31; fund drive S 15, 17, 19, 21, 22, 31; Ericksen S 29, 31; relief work S 30, 31; fund drive N 16, 30; meet opens O 8, 30; O 9, 30; campaign set S 27, 31; aid stations planned S 12, 31; fund drive N 11, 31; campaign set N 17, 31; third of quota N 18, 19, 20, 21, 30; campaign set N 13, 14, 30; campaign set N 11, 30; quota exceeded D 2, 30;

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR CONTROL OF CANCER: head to visit Jn 30, 30;

Anna, Lecoy, dies Jl 10, 31;

Aucy, Miss Nellie see Lettinger, Mrs. D.C.

ANAconda COPPER MINING CO. Hobson honored My 22, 30; tribute at Fort Custer S 22, 30; State will not need bread lines N 21, 30; program ($10,000) F 20, 31; Lewis Evans dies My 31, 31; D.M. Kelly selected Jl 7, 31; strike at Butte, My 8, 9, Jn 19, 31; Jl 29, 31; settlement of strike locates Ag 17, 18, 27, 31; plants to reopen Ag 27, 31; proposes pay increase S 12, 32;

ANAconda, MONTANA - in 10,000 class Jn 22, 33;

Aoneauy, Charles L. president of Stockgrowers My 28, 32;

Anorlin, James H. probe forest fire Ag 26, 37;

Anderson, Albert - rail road board Jn 5, 30; justice post Jn 8, 30; candidate Jl 13, 16, 30; Cullen restates views S 17, 30; campaign O 8, 30; O 26, 29, 30; gains seat on bench N 1, 30; N 6, 30; candidate: Supreme Court N 14, 30;

Anderson, Mrs. Charles, bodies located Ag 7, 30;

Anderson, Mrs. Doris E., can't: 1937 demonstration activity F 27, 30;

Anderson, Ed, foul play suspected My 24, 30, 31;

Anderson, Mrs. Ellen, elected leader Jn 30, 37;

Anderson, Emmett, feared drowned Jl 9, 31;

Anderson, Florian (Mrs.) suicide Ag 16, 30;

Anderson, George, Bonasquin hits at bootlegger Jn 30, 30;

Anderson, Gust, head of Ashlar Lodge D 7, 31;

Anderson, Harold, held for questioning S 1, tried for murder D 6, 32; given 10 years D 7, 8, 9, 32;

Anderson, Ina, heads of L-H club Fair Ag 16, 31;

Anderson, Jack, dies in rock slide Mr 4, 30;

Anderson, J. R., pleads not guilty, Ja 4, 30; arraigned Mr 7, 31;

Anderson, Karl A. R., trial S 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 31; given 4-year term S 24, 31;

Anderson, Louise (Mrs.), dies N 21, 30;

Anderson, Nels, suicide, O 27, 30;

Anderson, R. J., State associate Justice Group refutes charge O 30, 30;

Anderson, Reaple A., killed S 28, 25, 31;

Anderson, Roy, period begins O 28, 30;

seek seat in legislature Jn 5, 39;

Anderson, Alva R. dies in crash Jl 16, 34;

Andrews, Anna H., Lillian, leave $30,000 to Poly Jn 8, 32;

Andrew, William W., dies Jn 19, 31;

Apteen, Albert H. enters race My 10, 30;

Angus, Charles, commander of GAR Jn 16, 31;

Animals, prehistoric, recent discovery Ag 9, 10, 31; hoplitosaurus skeleton, Ag 31, 31;

Annexation, subdivision Jn 10, 17, 29, F 1, Mr 18, 30;

Amin, James, legion head Jn 22, 36; district head Jn 7, 37;

Annual Harvest festival S 14, 30;

THE ANTLER SHEEP CO., large clips Jn 6, 30;

Antonich, Pete, killed, Jl 7, 33;

APPLE GROWERS given help O 10, 32;

APPORTIONMENT, Tenn Bill Ja 12, 29;

APPROPRIATIONS, Governor gets measure Ja 9, 15, 31;

Aquilar, Jose, narcotics case Mr 9, 30;

Argen, Charles, sentenced to die My 13, 30;

ARROW DAY, progress in tree planting My 7, 3;

ARCHAEOLOGY, science probes caves Jl 11, 37;

Archibald, John R., prisoner dies O 11, 13, 14, 15, 37; O 16, 20, 30;

ARCTIC PATROL, see U.S. Army, Arctic Patrol;

Arentz, Peter L. body found Mr 17, 32;
Arick, Ada, hurt, S 12, 36;
Aries, ALL BLIND ROAD ORCHESTRA JI 25, 37;
Arizona University, Atkinson president My 6, 37;
Ark, Mrs. Navy, Richland Fair S 13, 30;
Ark, James M., Stabbing, JI 7, 37;
Arlit, Ada Hart, here for P.T.A. meet F 8, 31;
Ark, work slated to start Ja 29, 36;
Armstrong, A.W., Moore Legion, JI 21, 35;
Armstrong, Bert R., dies S 17, 39;
Armstrong, Henry B., dies Ja 11, 34;
Armstrong, Ora J., selected Legion comm. Ji 23, 37;
Army Aviation Demonstration, Army aviation program to draw many to city Ji 16, 17, 35;
Army Pursuit Squadron, stop in city Mr 15, 31;
Army Reserve, sea U.S. Army Reserve;
Arnold, Ben, rustling trial F 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 29; found guilty 22, 23, 29;
Arnold, Frankie, narcotics trial Ap 24, 34;
found guilty Ap 26, 34;
Arnold, George O. drowned S 10, 37;
Arnold, John P., steamster hound, My 22, 37;
Arnold, Ralph L. named justice S 20, 39;
Arnold, Steve, selected to legislature jobs ja 5, 31; reports bright outlook for republicans N 4, 32;
V. Flachskner and S. Arnold not opponents N 23, 30; views on gasoline tax Ji 16, 32;
Arnold, W. P. near death D 6, 34;
Arnott, Mrs. Anna, wife of former Glasgow banker is under guard S 12, 36; trial F 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27;
declared insane F 28, 31;
Arnott, Mrs. Leroy, dies 0 23, 34;
Arnott, Leroy, dies My 26, 35;
Arcon, Vilho, killed by slide Ag 19, 36;
Arcon, Cesar B., young democrat head 0 6, 35;
Arconda, Sen. Van, described blaze scene Ag 24, 37;
Arcon: Hachart fire, F 7, 31; Foster, Babcock Ji 24, 32; Mocher, Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Ap 20, 37;
Art: exhibition opens Mr 11, 10, 35;
Artesian Wells report H 2, 30;
Arthurs, William & Harold, father slain 0 19, 21, 30;
Arts: Jack Riddle J 14, 34; Montanans have given much Ja 25, 34; Lottus Nest F 3, 35;
Statue of Chief Plenty Coups, My 5, 35; Early Indian Painting, My 25, 35; local artist;
centers work on Indian life, O 11, 30;
Wyoming Ja 15, 35;
Arvin, Stanford M. enters bourbon race My 25, 36;
Arnett, George, oil discovery Ag 27, 30;
Asey, Carl, hurt in car crash Mr 4, 36;
Aubury, Calvin H., dies Mr 6, 31;
Aucow, Charles, tells of army life F 11, 31;
Auli, Henry, mine accident F 13, 14, 30;
Auchman, Maj. Gen. T. Q. speaks Mr 27, 20, 20, 30, 30;
Ashburn, Charles C., dies Ja 6, 37;
Ashland, Montana, celebrates fiftieth anniversary My 13, 25, 35;
Ashland, Herbert B., dies opening Jl 23, 30;
Ashland Lodge (Masonic) charter granted October 5, 1904 S 30, 31;
Ashton, John, dies Ja 30, 30;
Ashlin, Elva, retrial D 6, 31, D 9, 31;
Aslin, Alvin E., held F 13, 20, 33;
Ashley, Therne, injured Jl 20, 30;
Asphyxiation, Joe dies Mr 14, 30; Mackey, Mr. & Mrs. Mr. 24, 30; refinery man 0 20, 31;
Bad Little Paget F 1, 32; monoxide gas proves fatal to Mrs. Dunn, My 2, 33;
Whitey, Norman C., F 5, 37; girls saved two Ja 19, 30; two died in railroad car F 11, 33; Blake, Melba, Wadsworth, Oct 4;
Barnet, Alex, gas fumes N 14, 39;
Assault, Mexican boy J 10, 30; acquitted officer Ag 20, 30; Malinham, Grant wounded F 17, 31; John, Jr., killed D 25, 27, 30; Sheridan knife wielder, Ja 3, 31; Ja 4, 31; Nyc. man attacked Je 18, 31; tear gas gun attack Mr 9, 31;
Berland, Gun, Maloney, m 16, 31; robberies - pignutich Ag 20, 30; filimino moyer - shot H 14, 31; Otto Treemall, shot N 15, 31; Gonzales, Rilloral N 16, 30; wounds wife, kills self J 22, 32;
Bowers, Arthur, Bessie F 16, 32; Bost, William F 25, 33; Riley, Georgia J 15, 32;
youth admits local shooting D 9, 32;
Shea, Johanna & EM 5, 30; More, Eddie & Rene, Eldon & Haunt Ap 25, 33;
pair attacks defly banker My 25, 35;
De Nettile, Lucinda J 1, 33; Creighton 0 22, 33; McInerney, Minne, & Larson N 6, 33; Creighton D 12, 13, 19, 33;
Agg, Fred & Fanny, suicides F 11, 34;
Nair, Mr. 15, 34; Garcia, Norano N 12, 34;
Judge releases girl's attacker Mr 16, 33;
Martinez, Danny & Goeth Mr 21, 35;
Drake case Ag 15, 35; Williams, Hedwig, Orvil & David J 8, 35; Johnson & Dale Ag 10, 35; Carroll & 15, 35; Jere J.
Murphy S 21, 35; Gomes & Vasquez S 23, 35;
Orrinset S 24, 35; Noble, Arnold & Arnett & Lutes 0 9, 10, 35; Vogues, 0 20, 35;
Overby & Triggou B 29, 35; Orrinset & McFate D 20, 35; Os & Riley 23, 35;
quarrel ends in death Ag 13, 35;
ASSAULT, cont., Medina, D 1, 36;
Italian held, Nv. 9, 37; carnival troops held, J1 1, 37; Minn. takes stand, Ag 25, 37;
Carbon assault case Ag 25, 37; Moon found guilty, Ag 27, 37; Burke F. O. 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 1936; woman strikes man with ax and kills self, F 1, 38; Hatchens R. Ag 9, 38;
ASSOCIATE INDIANS AUDIENCE plan horse
exposition Ag 1, 38; ASSOCIATED MERCHANTS OF MONTANA state
meet, form code J1 31, 33; meet Jn 22-24, My 27, 38;
ASSOCIATED PRESS Dale valentine press, Ag 29, 38;
ASSOCIATED RETAIL MERCHANTS will meet S
10, 33; Acon, Josephine, Italian villa bequested to Yto. Girl, Mr 28, 30;
ATHELETIC PARK government may bear improvements expense Ag 20, 38; fire destroys grandstand Jn 30, 38; rebuilding planned J1 3, 38; will complete athletic park K 10, 39;
Atkinson, C. held in Lindberg case Jn 25, 32;
Atkinson, A. on advisory committee Mr 19, 30;
Atkinson, A. shipwreck watch results Jn 26, 30;
Atkinson, A. fails to settle dispute N 10, 30;
Atkinson, A. speaks J1 23, 32;
Atkinson, A. speaks to land resources group Mr 28, 38;
Atkinson, A. speaks to junior chamber Mr 11, 36; speaks on water crisis Mr 13, 36; hits solidarity theory Mr 13, 37; takes presidency of U. of Ariz. My 6, 37; acts formally Mr 13, 37; will speak at commencement My 14, 37;
says Mont. must look to new era J1 15, 37;
Atkinson, C. E. Five state U teachers asked to quit, S 12, 39;
ATLANTIC PACIFIC OIL CO. to locate here Jn 4, 39;
Attman J. L. pardoned prisoners D 30, 32;
ATTORNEY REESE select Reich and Davies as
audition test winners My 10, 31; Sackrude, Photos, Davis S 14, 1930;
Attwater, M. M. style dictates for world
vote from Mont. Ag 5, 34;
Avadool, G. K. on advisory committee Mr 19, 30;
August, G. battle staged to enforce order
S 16, 31;
Avadool, G. troc killed F 10, 31;
Austin, G. R. dead in fight over robe Ag 19, 30;
AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION SEEKS MEETING Jn
27, 36; state produces half as sold F
72, 36; events planned Jn 29, 39; means
to match 80, 000,000 road fund raised R.

AUTOMOBILE & INDUST. SHOW F 9-14-
16-18-20-21-22-23, 1930;
AUTO LICENSES advances license bills F 19-
37; law to be enforced My 2, 38; owners face penalties F 20, 32; recall 65 auto license to legislators F 9, 33; must submit lists Ja 25, 39; Ja 31, 39; measure given house Mon. Ja 23, 39; license check Mr 5, 39; measure dies in house Ja 23, 39;
AUTO OWNERSHIP county leads in ownership F 23, 37;
AUTO SAFETY deadline for tests Jn 27, 31, 1;
deadline act Ap 12, 35; My 1, 35;
AUTOMOBILE TALK LAW auto tax law declared
illegal Ja 17, 34;
AUTOMOBILES were clumsy clippers Ap 12, 31;
racing was real adventure Ap 12, 31;
used car week Mr 4, 33;
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS WHOLESALE DEALERS meeting F 20, 22, 1934;
AVAIRITY FOR THE REHABILITATION OF CRIPPLE CHILDREN see crippled children;
Avery B. Sew a better way through wall Ag
28, 34;
AVIATION cold weather flying Jn 6, 30; plan
Laid Mr 9, 30;
AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS see scholarships
and awards;
Awe, F. W. dies Mr 18, 38;
Ayers, R. Hoover's plan for recovery S 16, 32;
discusses issues at rally N 5, 32;
Ayers, R. E. has margin of 10,000 N 10, 32;
visits D 26, 33; will speak at rally
N 5, 34; Ayers ahead N 7, 34; praises administration S 8, 35;
business outlook bright D 1, 35; to seek governorship D 11, 35; discusses sugar tax plans Ap 30, 35; arrives for campaign Ja 12, 36;
344 edge over Huit Jn 22, 36; Murray, Ayers head democrat campaign meets 0 6, 36; pledges efficiency D 14, 36; plans to broadcast Ja 1, 37;
Ayers to be inaugurated Jn 4, 37; recommended Jn 5, 37; reception held Jn 5, 37; speaks at contractors' convention F 4, 37; signs articles F 9, 37; names Vaughn for liquor board F 19, 37; appoints three to board F 25, 37; house prefer Greeno charges Mr 3, 37; retail liquor bill Mr 6, 37; signs WPA measure Mr 7, 37; vetoes insurance bill Mr 11, 37; further dies of heart attack Mr 18, 37; adds 37 bills vetoes 14 Mr 19, 37; bills board merging Mr 20, 37; denies extradition case Ap 2, 37; rearrangement of state roads body ordered Ap 21, 37; grant extradition Ap 27, 37; succeeds to stockroom here Mr 21, 37; Montana invade Boise at
Jl 2, 37; All-Montana day program Jl 1-
Ayer, H. E., cont., selects liquor board Jl 22, 37; visits city 3 19, 37; talks at Jackson day dimer Jl 8, 33; points to balanced 1-37 budget Jl 9, 35; talks to party of contractors Jl 11, 39; sees property tax cut possible Jl 5, 39; speaks to deputies 0 23, 39; highlights of message to assembly Jl 4, 39; suffers from fatigue Jn 20, 39; NLL DITCH see billings lead and irrigation ditch
Rabock A. dies 0 10, 33; estate value: $72,000 0 20, 33;
Rabock, M. H., two men plead guilty to arson Jl 12, 32;
Rabock, R., burned in crash My 13, 35; $58,000 in transaction F 11, 31; Christmas party D 28, 31; Christmas party for poor children D 23-26, 33; fire F 22, 35; F 23, 35; F 23, 35; fire on 10 ft.; opening Pg 6, 37, 35;
Rabson, N. W., predicts business relief S 11, 30;
Rah J. Y. youth killed Ap 2, 37;
Rahman, G. C., killed on coast D 30, 36;
Reinhart, A. G. train held up My 21, 31;
Rock, C. E. views site of federal jail Ap 14, 31;
Rogers DAGIN WYO. hits gas at 8, 250 ft. N 21, 30; Oil brought in Ap 22, 31;
Rutley, B. killed Jl 22, 30;
Rutley, H. Laurel arrest L 3, 30;
Rutley, J. R. inspector shows amounts total $102,000 My 1, 30; building permit record set Ap 1, 37;
Rutley, J. forced landing Jl 20, 31;
Rutley, C. H. honored at celebration N 6, 7, 36;
Rutley, C. H. (Mrs.) ill of old disease D 27, 33;
Rutley, A. needle in lung S 26, 31;
Rutley, J. five arrested 0 28, 37;
Rutley, D., John Wyo. miners die F 13, 14, 1939;
Rutley, C. Master charge M 14, 31; M 14, 31;
Rutley, E. J. dies S 29, 34;
Rutley, W. E. dies D 7, 39;
Rutley, H. Lamb stealing suspects F 17, 17, 19, 30;
Rutley, W. E. dies D 7, 39;
RUTLEY TRANSFER & STORAGE CO. fires Jn 26, 30, 39;
RUTLEY, N.M., except by $50,000 fire 0 27, 35;
RUTLEDGE home bakery's new plant will open D 1, 3;
RUTLEDGE BATTLE battle near Huntley S 24, 39;
Rutledge C. Chester knife victim Ja 3, 31;
Rutledge, W. named bank examiner D 21, 32;
Rutledge, A. F. heals veterinarian Jan 30, 34;
Rutledge, C. J. inspects for highway commiss H 20, 32; named pres., city police comm. H 20, 32;
Rutledge, J. H. appointment announced D 31, 33;
Rutledge, L. C. ordinance Jl 30, 33; court arraigned Jn 26, 31;
Rutledge, N. 6 defendants may learn fate F 14, 15;
ROBERTSON served as banker's chief at Lewistown F 7, 30; bank at Lewistown F 7, 30; Fort Benton Bank enters camp. F 27, 30; federal court hearing held on sale of national bank assets. Ap 1, 30; First National Bank directs second auction Ap 5, 30; First National Bank holds $65,000 taken Ap 20, 30; bankers visit Billings Jr 27, 30; Montana National Bank reports deposits gain N 3, 30; former Yogan bank receiver held on contract Ag 27, 30; security trust opens new home O 9, 30; banker finds business moving ahead O 24, 30; final dividend to be paid by deposit bank D 17, 30; bank deposits increase Ja 4, 31; bank openings held to be excellent Ja 25, 31; bank attendants may be hired in 30, 31; banks are seeking money to meet N 3, 31; bank officials of Columbus are reported N 7, 31; banks refuse to cash butter money warrants Ag 8, 31; three Helena banks joined by Ag 28, 31; banks in east part of state presume funds Aug 9, 31; adopt new rate service charge Aug 30, 31; Logan receives terms of five to seven years Ja 19, 31; reports show conditions Aug 27, 28, 29, 1931; Helena banker discusses new financial measures Aug 9, 31; Westbrook tells of group bank practices Ag 26, 32; Helena banker encouraged S 1, 32; robber saves $12,000 C 3, 32; bank releases fine on order from gov. N 5, 1932, 14, 15, 16, 17, 1933; bank clearings increase Ag 8, 33; Gov. will submit bill to reduce money D 1, 33; Billings bank clearings show gains Ja 3, 34; bank clearings show gains Ag 1, 34; bank clearings reveal gains in bills for over '32 period. O 10, 33; bank clearings gain Ag 2, 34; bank clearings show gains Ag 2, 34; plan to open Columbus bank Ag 10, 34; banks loan firms to help housing O 6, 34; banks will cooperate with FHA O 30, 34; 1934 bank clearings show increase Ja 6, 35; bank given approval as mortgagor Ja 30, 35; midland bank employee gets Forsthothe post Ja 9, 35; banks and loan firms awaiting state FHA Nov O 9, 35; first bank stock changes N 1, 35; bank clearings show gains Ag 2, 35; bank clearings show advance Ja 2, 35; bank clearings show increase Ja 30, 35; bank clearings gain Ag 3, 35; bank clearings $4,000,000 over same '32 period S 4, 35; bank clearings near normal O 2, 35; banking status steady O 9, 35; bank clearings show gains N 2, 35; bank clearings gain N 2, 35; former valuers bank pres. given pen to Morg 23, 35; bank clearings increase D N 6, 35;
Barber, C. A. speaks at dinner meet F 39;
Barber, J. E. dies Mr 27, 33;
Barrett, C. pair is tracked down Jl 25, 32;
Barrett, C. S.权威的 on hygienics here Ap 23, 30;
Barshich, F. found hanged Jl 8, 35;
Barlow, L. fire on federal prison Ap 1, 33;
Barndt, C.C. executed Ag 18, 37;
Barnes, G. accepts post as head of Kitter College F 5, 32;
Barnes, G.A. dies Ja 11, 30;
Barrett, B. couple named in guns affair married here My 8, 30;
Barrett, C.H. may learn fate Jl 14, 15, 1933;
Barrett, I. crowd applauds verdict Jl 9, 30;
Barrett, J.W. district meeting-old fellow red lodge Jn 19-23, 39;
Barrett, S. knife victim S 3, 33;
Barrett, J. builder of initial ship Ja 17, 32;
Bartering, C. figures in auto accident D 29, 39;
Barrows, R. storms gates of Hollywood S 13, 31
Barry, D.F. Rain-in-the-Face hopes to pray for his friend Ja 31, 39;
Barth, Arthur property site price is set at $50,000 Jn 26, 30;
Bartholomew, M. Mont. man wins recognition F 20, 49;
Barfield, J. arrest three S 16, 34;
Barlow, C. transient shot Ap 20, 39;
Barlow, R. Denver police probe death S 16, 30;
Baseball champs doused Ag 15, 30; junior champions to be featured at fair Ag 20, 30;
expect crowd to fill park My 15, 32; junior nine annex state crown Ag 6, 30; two baseball games Jl 7, 79; Nooney, Solano register win; Northwest championship claimed by locals in 1932 Jl 20, 35;
Baseline drain. Local to get federal fund of $10,000 Jn 19, 35;
Bath, W.O. leads in roses Jn 5, 30; bean capital of Wyo. Ag 4, 35;
Basketball tourney at park city Mr 2, 30; conquer Wolf Point Mr 16, 30; defeat Bearcreek Mr 1, 31; victors over Red Lodge Mr 8, 31;
four members of Montana's first prep champs gather here Jn 29, 31; best Livingston Mr 13, 32; tournament, wade battle in 4-day event Mr 7, 8-11, 34; class A tournament Mr 6, 7-11, 1917, 35; tournament, 160 high school athletes in games Mr 4-8, 36; tournament Mr 8, 11, 1930; tournament F 21, Mr 3, 5, 6, 7, 1937; Billings and Central best Mr 4, 37;
Basketball assoo visiting teams guest of local club Mr 1, 31;
Baskett, L.W. Al Pedoo head Ja 18, 35;
BEARNS CONTR. seed culture authority dies Mr 15, 32; beans, wheat boost income My 10, 33; increase in prices benefits growers Ag 16, 33; AAA bean plan outlined Ja 27, 34; AAA plan wins favor of bean interests Ag 12, 34; new ballot on bean marketing plan asked S 9, 34; bean prices make gain S 2, 32; Basin Ja 15, 30;

BEARNS-MOREHEAD mine miner perishes My 6, 30; Berkeley, C.A. bar meet Ag 27, 39; BEARNS-O'BRIEN CO. moves for liquidation Mr 8, 35;

BEARTOOTH HIGHWAY national parks measure dies carbon county Ja 27, 31; house agrees on amendments Je 29, 1931; alpine beauties F 15, 31; state would speed work Mr 27, 31; many-by cities join in event Mr 27, 31;

Red Lodge city will combine in road ceremony My 23, 31; ceremony My 23, 27, 1931; Larett views cooke road as boon to state Mr 27, 31; construction Je 9, 31; Idaho recommended for link Mr 30, Ag 1, 8, 11, 1931; work stated S 3, 31; highway building machinery 0 15, 21, 26, 1931; new reach plateau this fall N 1, 31; near top of plateau Ja 17, 32; autos drive on new mountain road J 4, 32; project if lifting 8 6, 32; plan to place road contractors S 15, 32; lumber to bear tanks Mr 20, 32; crew daisies N 6, 32; Montana Inc. boost road S 14, 34; would change markings N 14, 39; Red Lodge - Cooke city park road open Ja 12, 36; open for tourist travel Ja 20, 37; still possible O 10, 37; scientists arrive for beartooth study J 4, 34; 24, 30;

BEARTOOTH MOUNTAINS chronicles deposits found Je 25, 30; miners describe job O 11, 31; miner houses Ja 14, 34; defense structure found 45 years ago Ag 2, 34; govt. party last officially crosses beartooths in 1932 Ja 26, 37; Gregory tells story of crossing Ja 3, 37; guide to region N 21, 37; forest and beartooth reserve joined Je 5, 31;

BEARTOOTH OIL CO. oil acreage sold Mr 1, 31; BEARTOOTH RESEARCH CAMP research work Ag 1, 37;

Bentley J.C. relief chief J 29, 34;

Bentley, R. dies Mr 2, 33;

Bentley, W. W. urges mandate 0 26, 34;

BEAVERTAIL CO.History 0 4, 31;

BEAVIN suggest irrigation method N 14, 37;

Beck, A. G., 31;

Beckel, Carson E. rotations entertain Ag 1, 35;

Beddoe, M extortionists escape My 9, 34;

Beddoe, C.B.; C.E.; E. hunters leg mountain lions Mr 18, 37;

Beddoe, G. trip by wagon from Kansas Ap 29, 1934;

Bebo, C. early day campaign F 9, 34;

adventure on mississippi river F 23, 34;

wagon trip from bozeman J 21, 35;

BEARS AND MEN'S ASSOC. MONT. STATE open meet II 20, 30;

BEET see stock raising;

Beeman, S. shock victims S 7, 30;

BEER see alcoholic beverages;

BEET GROWERS ASSOC. meet S 5, 30; plan to build home markets F 13, 30; great western officials meet state growers F 21, 30; meeting is set 0 14, 30; body formed D 5, 1930; to meet Mr 31, 31; action taken Ap 2, 31; meet NW 31, 31; gangster selected officials D 15, 20, 1931; will get $500,000 D 14, 32; meet Mr 15, 33; accept offer Mr 16, 33; protest cuban imports Ap 22, 33; meet 0 11-13, 33; plan sessions Ja 21, 34; launch protest there F 22, 34;

Berryman JF & W.H. scheduled O 27, 37;

BEET GROWERS ASSOC. reads its action in refusing contract Ap 11, 34; vpsd by contract Ap 12, 34; reject contract Ap 13, 34; call contract meet 0 14, 34; byo. beet growers vote refusal 0 15, 34; meet on compromise Ap 26, 34; way cleared for planting My 1, 34; pay increase recommended Mr 4, 34; promise made for paying growers Ag 27, 34; annual meeting D 11, 34; contracts nov. 0 12, 35; meet F 7, 16, 17, 1935; diemitt death delay action F 30, 35; Huddleston returned head D 21, 35; growers offer wage contract Mr 22-23, 35; wire protest on schedules Mr 29, 31, Ag 8-9, 35; big horn growers accept half contract Ag 11, 12, 35; meet My 1, 17, 19, 20, 22, 1935; farmers vote Ap 23, 24, 1935; planting other crops is urged Ap 25, 35; refuse appeal for release Ap 30, 35; urge other planning My 3, 35; asserts rights over members My 3, 35; to get $200,000 0 22, 35; check mailed N 15, 35; 150,000 is distributed D 3, 35; Huddleston re-elected head D 10, 35; Huddleston re-elected director F 27, 36; discusses legislation D 15, 36; to offer same terms to labor Mr 17, 36; meeting F 4, 37; make WPA plea F 11, 37; annual meeting F 17, 37; ask pay jump F 18, 37; chiss contract Ap 2, 37; meeting D 11, 37; to elect directors Ja 23, 38; Kemp opposes pay guarantee F 12, 38; meeting F 17, 38; federal sugar form arrive F 26, 38; appropriation approved Ja 27, 38; request contract meet Ap 7, 1938; best growers association to convene in city D 3, 11, 13, 4, 1938; best labor hearing opens Je 15-16, 39; meeting Je 31, 39; meeting 16-17, 39; meeting 0 18, 39; contracts Mr 23, 39; asked unlimited output in U.S. S 17, 39; meeting II 19, 39;
DEBT GROWERS AGGR. cont. react to Huddleston D 13, 33; quotas for sugar restored D 27, 33;

DEBT PRODUCTION CONTROL BOARD output control body being formed F 3, 39; urged to sign contracts F 6, 33; F. J. Cox named head F 13, 33; sign with AAA Mr 3, 35;

DEBT WORKERS UNION: RUGS, union rejects wage contracts Mr 20, 39;

DEBTS & DEBT SUGAR phosphate will be in demand F 2, 30; 16,000 acres will receive phosphate treatment F 11, 30; great western officials meet state growers F 21, 30; find crop promising Jn 6, 30; over 1,000 are guests at luncheon Mr 28, 30; best crop bright spot Ag 12, 30; phosphate aids best Ag 19, 30;

debt-growing to be topic 0 3, 30; industry discussed 0 4, 30; $196,697 ready for growers 0 14, 30; harvest resumed 0 23, 30; weather speeds labor 0 28, 30; sugar plant establishes new slicing mark N 4, 30; yield larger than expected N 6, 30; best harvest completed N 13, 31; final payment to be $103,000 D 14, 30; best disease unlikely B 17, 30; Sidney will be $108,000 tons D 20, 30; plant completes annual slicing Ja 3, 31; 307,000 bags produced Ja 11, 31; crop aids revenues of N.P. Ja 28, 31; recommends local feeding for livestock marts Mr 15, 31; best growers officers confer Mr 18, 31; guarantees price of 46 Mr 19, 31; expect to hold meet Mr 20, 31; growers act Mr 25, 31; plan increased beet acreage Ap 2, 31; 31,000 acres contracted Ap 11, 31; outlook better Jr 9, 31; water shortage fear needless Jr 25, 31; poverty tells of best values Jr 29, 31; crop in area normal Jr 31; rains help beet harvest S 24, 31; sugar content high S 28, 31; factory hangs up slicing mark 0 6, 31;

harvest on full speed 0 11, 31; Oct. total: $1,857,000 N 15, 31; expect record sugar run D 9, 31; growers to get checks D 13, 31; factory ends slicing Ja 5, 32; new slicing marks Ja 6, 32; Staley brothers average 21 tons of beets an acre Ja 10, 32; meeting Mr 31, 32; Ap 1, 2; 1932; record crop Jr 8, 32; sugar advances Jr 10, 32; give jobs to several thousand S 30, 32; begin harvesting 0 2, 32; big shipments first day 0 3, 32; growers get $27,500 0 15, 32; Lovett talks on sugar 0 19, 32; new macking mark 0 21, 32; support for sugar tariff 0 22, 32; harvest more than half complete 0 25, 32; harvest 75 per cent complete Jr 1, 32; growers receive checks Jr 16, 32; growers will get $610,000 D 11, 32; now grow 39,000 acres Mr 21, 33; board orders refined sugar freight rates Ap 8, 33; $225,000 to be distributed Ja 2, 33; allotment plan arouses western section Jr 13, 33;
BERM'S & KENT SUGAR CO., refinery to be open to public S 24, 37; harvest to start S 25, 37; harvest delay unlikely S 28, 37; harvest in full swing O 1, 37; begin slicing operations O 3, 37; growers will receive checks O 20, 37; vage hearing O 21, 37; production averages gain N 4, 37; ship, 399, 723 to be distributed N 11, 37; growers checks N 23, 37; annual meeting D 14, 37; growers to get benefit checks J 24, 39; growers to get federal payment J 12, 39; growers have fine crop Ag 18, 39; final payment due O 20, 39; factory to close D 23, 39; sugar from the sail S 25, 39; growers to get money N 11, 24, 39; growers to get checks M 16, 39; conference fails to agree Ap 1, 39; Excel lent beet crop forecast S 12, 24, 29, 30 1939; see also Great Western Sugar Co. & Holly sugar Corp.

BEST MARKETING ASSOC. best labor hearing opens Ja 15, 39.

BEST WORKER'S UNION growers issue ultimatum to workers Ja 13, 34; workers return to work J 14, 34.

BEYOND, N. A. students get diplomas from normal school M 19, 30.

BEYOND, I. places in contest D 16, 30.

BEYER, R. battled indians and robbers D 25.

BEYER, J.X. mishap on Yellow Stone S 17, 13; hunting wizardly 30, 37; fearless figure Ag 9, 37.

BEYER, B.W. dies S 3, 32.

BEYER, D.I. teacher's home as photographer D 25, 32.

BEYER, H. skull fracture suffered N 27, 29, 30.

BEYER, O.W. dies My 7, 36.

BEYER, N. Dairy leads in navy enlistments M 11, 37.

BEYER, A. Philomena two missing in fire Ja 10, 44.

BEYER, B.F. custom caravans leaves S 15, 30.

BEYER, B.S. selected head of secretaries Ag 16, 33.

BEYER, C.S. dies Ja 15, 37.

BEYER, C. Farmer executed M 10, 31.

BEYER, E. sheriff executed youth M 6, 9, 31.

BEYER, P. Cheyenne man shoots pair O 14, 33.

BEYER, W.V. officers named Ap 17, 39.

BEYER, H. wonder man disappears J 20, 30.

BEYER, L. dies My 14, 31.

BEYER, E. protective order of aldermen etc.

BEYER, D. lansing.

BEYER, J. robbery case C 29, 32.

BEYER, J. head of insurance body Ag 29, 36.

BEYER, L. judge sustains infant death; case continued S 13, 37.

BEYER, F. talks at meeting My 17, 34.

BENSON, F. warns reform needed My 31, 37; at fox scene C 23, 34; financial data reviewed D 18, 34; ordinance proposal D 18, 34; speaks My 20, 37.


BENSON, F. man held for questioning Ag 15, 37.

BENTON, B. dies Ja 26, 38.

BENTON, R.A. dies Ja 26, 38.

BENTON, T.G. speaks at scout parade M 12, 36.

BRODIE, B. E. merchant to; meeting N 22, 33.

BRODIE, A. P.E. opens sessions J 25, 26, 36.

BRODIE, B.E. presents plan for criminal bureau Ag 15, 36; meeting J 20, 39.

BRODIE, G.E. speaks at meeting J 15, 39.

BRODIE, T.R. adon confirmed on F 26, 37.

BRODIE, G. tour gas gun attack costs man eye M 9, 31.

BRODIE, H. Wibask man killed Ag 9, 37.

BERRY, D. dead in Lindberg case Jan 25, 39.

BERRY, A. nominated for trustees M 26, 37.

BERRY, J.I. nominated M 23, 38.

BEST, H.R. dies Ag 4, 30.

BEST, J. negroes facing theft charges J 16, 30; found guilty S 22, 35, 31.

BEST, W. Victim of attack F 25, 32.

BETTER BUSINESS BUILDERS' DRIVE to be N 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 30, 1939.

BETTER BUSINESS EXPOSITION Ap 2, 4, 6, 8, 1936.

BETTER BUSINESS EXHIBITION to hold better homes show My 4, 36.

BETTER BUSINESS PROGRAM busy building period seen Ja 4, 35.

BETTER BUSINESS SHOW opens four-day stand Ap 10, My 5, 37; 23,000 attend show Ap 22, Ag 4, 19, 20, 21, 1937; show prepared Ag 24, 25, 38, 1939; show to be My 7-10, F 21, 39; to open My 7, Ap 23, 30, 1937.

BETTER BUSINESS CAMELDALE pledge $310,858 Ja 5, 39.

BETTER BUSINESS DAY ceremonies to be held Jun 15, 35; day observed Jun 16, 35.

BETTS, C. truck driver killed S 24, 25, 1935.

BETTS, K. drowns My 21, 30.

BETTS, L. arrest three F 4, 38.

BEVENS, B. burned Ag 23, 37.

BELENBERG, E. woman seeks relief job Jan 5, 30.

BIERMAN, J.M. child welfare My 2, 37.

BIESEN, F. nine hurt My 4, 35.

BIESTER, H. chief addresses legion M 9, 38.

BIG HORN BASIN empire within empire Ag 4, 35; good will tour planned S 4, 36; &

BIG HORN BASIN BEAN FESTIVAL 0 4, 36.

BIG HORN BASIN MARKETING ASS. sign with Trinidad Co. Ja 30, 30.

BIG HORN BASIN-YELLOWSTONE VALLEY TECTONIC "FIELD CONF. mountain tour Ag 4, 37."
BILLINGS ALDERMAN stilt is removed Ap 4, 33; four to be selected at ballot Ap 6, 36; Streeter wins over Talmaige; Mooney victorious Ap 7, 36; 2 aldermen to seek office Mr 19, 36; trio announces candidates for aldermen Mr 21, 36; 2 contests are scheduled in election Mr 27, 36; BILLINGS, MONT.; midland empire has eventful year Ja 1, 39; BILLINGS ALDERMAN council names U.E. Sampel new alderman My 3, 39; BILLINGS BIRTHDAY BALL for press. ROOSEVELT Ja 10, 30; BILLINGS SAFETY BOARD prepares to enforce traffic law. Jr 13, 34; BILLINGS BREWERY Co. floor collapse. 11, 31; brewers rush to produce beer Mr 10, 33; BILLINGS BONNIE greeted D 1, 34; meet Britte N 13, 36; play at St. Falls N 26, 30; welcome champion N 26, 30; BILLINGS BUS. AND PROFESSIONAL MEN's CLUB purchases police aid device Ag 9, 49; BILLINGS CENSUS data released sciarco Ja 14, 30; BILLINGS CITY COUNCIL council votes $492,518 Jr 23, 1931; new alderman selected Ag 6, 31; joins conservation work for decreases in rates Ja 3, 31; approves suit for tax status O 10, 31; adopts budget Jl 21, 32; meets twice Ap 10, 33; pass measures Ja 7, 33; adopts budget Jl 21, 33; acts to improve paving S 6, 33; revives traffic Ja 3, 34; protests sugar plan F 25, 34; asks restoration of air mail Ap 4, 34; adopts traffic change My 2, 34; declines to change dog ordinance Jr 30, 34; Wilson takes police job N 18, 34; adopts budget Jl 21, 34; adopts preliminary budget Jl 26, 34; plans to purchase new equipment Ag 9, 34; city manager discuss F 20, 35; refunding city bonds is urged Ag 18, 35; seeks bids on bonds Ap 24, 35; bonds are called in My 29, 35; study budget figures Ja 27, 35; delays budget action Jr 13, 35; adopts its preliminary budget Jr 26, 35; adopts city budget Ag 8, 35; favors improvement Ag 21, 35; asks $4,500 for WPA projects S 4, 35; fight on city dog catching system starts S 13, 35; dog question is up S 17, 35; hears arguments on dog question S 18, 35; fire insurance issue D 4, 35; passes garbage assessment out Ap 22, 36; local adds 2 men to police force Ag 19, 36; Trott presides My 5, 37; Dallas at nomination for engineer My 10, 37; civics employing pair My 26, 37; set levies Ag 8, 37; boosts city tax levy Ag 10, 37; votes down motion on police inquiry O 20, 37; favors taking in subdivisions F 1, 37; opposes plan to annex area Mr 18, 37;
BILLSING CITY DEMP location near river Jl 10, 31;

BILLSING CITY HALL yields store of early ordinances 0 11, 31; Billings gets federal money for Jn 25, 30; city takes up Babcock option 0 16, 30; city hall site purchase N 30, 30; plans given approval D 3, 30; want to hire a hall? Ja 9, 30;

BILLSING CITY JAIL Jimmie N'Coffer completed term Jl 2, 35; prisoner surrenders 0 11, 37;

BILLSING CIVIC CENTER civic center projects meet substantial works Ji 4, 37; seek bids to finish center Je 22, 30; schedule work to civic center F 2, 30;

BILLSING CIVIC LEADERS' ASSOC. back Legion rodeo Ag 2, 34;

BILLSING CIVIC THEATRE marks third anniversary Ji 15, 39;

BILLSING CHILD WELFARE RECREATION COMM. park projects My 10, 35;

BILLSING CLEARING HOUSE ASSOC. clearings show goes Je 2, 36; clearings set mark Ag 2, 36; clearings show gaine N 3, 30;

BILLSING COMMERCIAL CLUB holds election Ja 18, 30; frugal fl, 30; annual meeting F 29, 30; reports plans Mr 2, 30; groups to organize Mr 2, 30; farming address to club address Mr 21, 30; normal school used in topic Mr 21, 30; normal school program Mr 22, 30; agriculture to be topic Mr 28, 30; dude rancher speaks Ag 1, 30; educational levy group seeks $13,000 Ap 30, 30; clean-up campaign My 3, 30; Pres. of refinery speaks My 10, 30; Fisher speaker My 18, 30; community dinner My 21, 37; annual good will trip My 23, 30; geology members guests Ji 24, 30; black hills highway caravan S 9, 30; business survey S 25, 30; beet growing topic 0 3, 30; back referendum measures 0 29, 30; election board M 1, 30; sponsors poly-alumina rally N 1, 30; dude ranchers guest N 19, 30; air mail backed D 13, 30; current year D 19, 30; fund drive D 15-20,

BILLSING ELECTRIC ROAD program D 21, 30; state legislators guest D 27, 30; open house Je 1, 31; new trustees named Ja 16, 31; Baldwin named Pres. Ja 25, 31; committees named F 12, 31; dinner dance F 13, 31; weed control meet F 18, 31; pack road bond measure Mr 29, 31; discussion of referendum Ap 1, 31; agriculture theme Ap 9, 31; music topic Ap 18, 31; plans for centennial My 23, 31; T.B. director speaks Ja 1, 31; farm livestock rivalry Je 6, 31; traffic bureau officials Ji 8, 31; trip to rodeo Ji 10, 31; flood control meet Ji 31, 31; Ag 4, 31; 1931; endorses air mail service N 10, 31; plans program for bicentennial Ji 12, 32; holds election Ja 13, 32; may 12,

funds to dem work Jr 22, 32; to elect officers Ja 20, 32; Crippen elected head Ja 30, 32; report on highway work F 7, 31; dinner N 18, 31; discuss freight rates N 20, 21, 22, 30, 1931; stag meet N 25, 31; D 5, 31; budget canvas D 13, 31; ceremonial lack power to compel company to give plaintiff inventory D 4, 5, 6, 12, 22, 30, 31, 31; party D 14, 31; dinner F 19-20, 32; offer aid F 20, 32; discuss midland fair F 29, 33; pledge aid Mr 6, 32; daylight savings Ab 25, 32; hear of traveling man's service Ap 30, 32; luncheon My 6, 32; angling to be topic My 23, 32; united air lines vice president is speaker My 27, 32; to hear of reservation Ja 10, 32; food relief needs Ag 30, 32; Forth tour S 6, 33; hear air mail talks S 23, 32; apple growers will be given help 0 18, 32; stag night N 13, 32; preferential rate case D 25, 32; hear about freight rates D 27-31, 32; election Ja 10, 14, 1933; vital matters Ja 15, 33; seek $12,000 in rate fight Ja 16, 33; O'Keefe pres. Ja 17, 33; drive starts Ja 20, 26, 33; value stressed Ja 24, 33; observe air mail day Mr 23, 33; plan for memorial Jan 3, 33; aid school S 23, 33; continue aid campaign D 2, 6, 7, 1933; stag party D 9, 33; big horn dust meeting D 9, 19, 21, 30, 33; board meeting D 29, 33; trustees elected Ja 6, 34; plan drive Ja 10, 34; budget drive Ja 11, 34; directors seated Ja 12, 34; Mrs. taken post Ja 13, 34; asks retention of Osborn farm a 13, 34; stadium site hop Ja 18, 34; budget session Ja 19, 34; budget drive Ja 20-27, 34; varied program offered F 9, 34; speeches state salons F 10, 34; picnic proposal F 10, 37; defense topic F 16, 34; regents strong sugar quota F 18, 34; names heads of committee Mr 3, 34; hosts canteen teams N 9, 11, 34; restoration of air mail asked Ap 4, 34; hold annual fete Ap 10, 12, 13, 34; Jubilee train Ap 20, 34; city affairs topic My 16, 34; luncheon My 18, 34; booster luncheon Jl 21, 34; housing plans Ag 31, 34; budget manager S 20, 34; luncheon S 27, 34; fund campaign S 29, 34; to hear nagle O 10, 34; hears weaver O 23, 34; honor Weaver O 24, 34; MFA navy day O 27, 34; underwater writing of part lights D 4, 34; attend tax meeting D 14, 34; trustee body, Coleman named Je 16, 34; budget drive Je 16, 34; Ja 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 31, 1935; achievements told Ji 13, 35; traffic bureau protects local firms Ji 16, 35; aids building up airport Je 17, 35; achievements reviewed Ja 20, 35; committees named credit expert heard Mr 7, 35; hear facts on Montanan Inc. Mr 13, 35; support to modernizing show Mr 22, 35;
BILLINGS COMMERCIAL CLUB cont. named Fisher
secretary Ap 12, 35; plans to improve parks
by 9, 35; sec. arrives Jun 8, 35; drive to
obtain more air force Jun 14, 35; efforts to
secure custod museum Jun 14, 35; drive to
get new airfield Jun 13, 35; hosts cubs for
hunt Jun 16, 35; trade extension planned for
Jun 20, 35; meet Jun 22-23, 35; host hardin
golfers Jun 25, 35; chet junior chamber Jun 29,
35; lead in opposing new July 30, 35; booster tour
Aug 2, 35; campbell talks S 13, 35; banks
land-use survey S 14, 35; budget member drive
S 21, 35; commerce club funds campaign meet.
D 15, 0 10, 10, 10, 10; 1035; funds campaign to
start 0 30, 35; building serves many pur-
poses 0 31, 35; survey shows benefits N 1,
35; outlines plans N 3, 35; drive outlined
N 4, N 5-22, 35; new trade area to north
last seen D 27, 35; stay party D 27, 35;
picks trustees b 8, 35; Connally Pres. J 11,
35; Lincoln dinner F 12, 35; urges no com-
promise with principle J 13, 35; Halt to stop
from F 27, 35; luncheon Mr 4, 35; credit-
ably expert will speak 0 19, 0 25, 26, 35;
luncheon planned Mr 22, 35; Minneapolis
speaker Ap 2, 35; pioneers 32nd banquet
Ap 4, 35; luncheon Jul 5, 35; good-will tour
Jul 22, 35; trustees form program 0 10, 35;
host luncheon for fund drive 0 6-21, 35;
Ochaguen, chief executive D 19, 35; entertain
traveling min D 23, 35; names chairman Mr.
3, 35; luncheon for athletes Mr 4, 37; Hopper
session Mr 13, 37; tourist business thesis
Ap 15, 37; over 250 are to attend affair
Ap 16, 37; tourist crop in certainty Ap 17,
37; community dinner Mr 6, Mr 16, 19, 19, 23,
37; celebration Jl 22, 37; big horn basin
trip S 14-17, 37; to seek funds for indian
caves S 21-31, 37; winter session opens 0 22,
21 13, 37; Luncheon 0 20-23, 1937; opens fall
meetings 0 22, 37; noon dinner session called
N 7, 37; finance campaign (increasing wagon
expedition) N 8-21, 37; Fagg pres. D 25, 37;
sec. to meet Mr 6, 23, 25, 37; insect control
meeting Jul 7, 30; tourist topic F 25, 35;
hits huge spending Jun 25, 30; dinner Ap
21, 30; seeks improvement of business Jul 19,
21, 21, 21, 21, 30; add poly funds drive S 9,
10, 21, 30; sponsor corn show N 1, 30; funds
campaign N 3-19, 38; meeting Mr 10, 11, 39;
annual election Mr 13, 39; writer talks
Ap 11-13, 39; plans for 600 guests Mr 12, 13,
39; Mason, James R. honored S 15, 39, 39;
WP delegation feted S 20, 39; luncheon 0,
19, 39; fund drive S 0-21, 39; trustees
named D 12, 13, 1939;
BILLINGS PARIS LIBRARY: school bells revive children's desire for books: 0 4, 31; gift of dinosaur bones: 0 18, 31; gives Mark Washington Centennial $21, 32; Mrs. Garber resigns: My 24, 31; new city record: Jl 19, 37; summer borrowers: heavy reading: Ag 22, 37; many new volumes: 3 5, 37; extensive growth: 0 3, 37; library's 37 years: 0 2, 31; museum houses rare relics: N 20, 35.

BILLINGS PLANNING BOARD meet N 10, 34; approves sewer project: N 13, 34; may be formed: Jl 28, 34; PWA projects: survey: Jl 30, 35; approves paving project: Ja 31, 35; approves paving project: Ja 31, 35; body is named: 0 24, 35; BILLINGS POLICE DEPT.: two men: Ag 19, 36; dead police: death case: O 16, 37; votes down action: on police inquiry: N 20, 35; see also police.

BILLINGS POLICE DEPT.: HISTORY officers recall some incidents: of pioneer era: Jn 7, 31.

BILLINGS REAL ESTATE BOARD meet: treatment campaign discussed: F 21, 30.

BILLINGS SAFETY BOARD: authorizes vigilantes: 8 18, 34; auto sticker: deadline set: F 5, 35; auto sticker: deadline: Ap 12, 35.

BILLINGS SCHOOL SYSTEM: contract for bleachers: 8 20, 30; school news to be ceased: 8 21, 30.

BILLINGS TRAFFIC BUREAU: expert accepts here: Jn 30, 31; official in city: Jl 8, 31; early traffic manager: D 6, 31; hours plans: made in rate case: F 11, 33; saves billings: $37,290 in year D 27, 33.

BILLINGS WATER DEPARTMENT: program calls for 8,300 feet of piping: Mr 29, 30; improvements: scheduled: Ja 8, 31; choose Neel: head: D 20, 31; rate reduction: N 29, 35; service grows: Jn 5, 35.

BILLINGS: MONT. progress summarized: D 28, 30; handy facts about city: D 17, 33; summary of year: D 31, 33; to play host: Mr 22, 39; city of flowers: Ap 16, 39; desirable place to live: Jn 25, 39.

BILLINGS BUDGET: city's budget lower: Jl 30, 31; city budget: adopted by council: Ag 4, 32; $192,518 to run city: Jl 23, 30; mayor pledge: to cut expense: F 26, 33; city council votes: Ag 11, 33; to adopt budget: Ag 7, 35; budget parley: be held: Jl 24, 27, 28, 30; 1937 budget: sessions: Ag 4, 37; city council adopts: budget: Ag 5, 37; council will set levy: Ag 7, 30; budget gets approval: Jl 26, 39; council adopts: budget: Ag 10, 39; BILLINGS CITY LIMITS: adopts resolution to expand: billings: D 16, 36.

BILLINGS CITY: debt $109,914 paid on debt: F 6, 33;

BILLING'S ECONOMIC CONDITIONS: building: banking marks appear certain: D 1, 37;


BILLINGS HISTORY: one of ambitious schemes: of early days called for: long driveways: Jr 25, 31; billings, contour: Jr 24, 32; first bicycle in city: D 4, 32; directory: 24 years ago: lists 10 livery and feed stables: F 26, 33; headquarters of railway engineers was only building: on site: Mr 7, 33.

BILLINGS IMPROVEMENT: beautification program: S 11, 34; council awards: sewer contracts: My 1, 39.


BILLINGS STREETS: repaving work: Ap 19, 30;


BILLINGS DAY PROGRAM: B 30, 30; N 27, 31; N 28, 31.

BILLINGS EXPOSITIONS, INC: spring exposition: Jr 18, 14, 31; officers: named: Ap 22, 30; spring exhibit: Jr 20, 32.

BILLINGS FINE ARTS FESTIVAL: fine arts: exhibition: Mr 11, 16, 17, 1935.

BILLINGS GARDEN CLUB: flower exhibit: Jr 3, 30; tree party: D 24, 30; present tree: to city: D 20, 21, 31.

BILLINGS GAS CO: long pipe line: Ag 24, 30; franchises from: bozeman: N 18, 31; preliminary line: work to start: Mr 12, 31; campaign to cut gas: schedules: My 26, 31; probe of gas rate: Jr 11, 31; public service: group orders clause: Jl 16, 31; consumers: seek rate: decrease: S 26, 31; commission: lacks power to compel: co: give plaintiff: inventory: D 4, 5, 6, 12, 26, 29, 30, 31, 1931; records studied: Jr 23, 25, 26, 1932; allow: Gerhard: gas rate: part: F 1, 32; rate: hearing: Ap 10, 32; rate: meet: 0 1, 32; cut: in charges: Jr 12, 33; present schedule: will be: permanent: My 19, 33; denies special: rates for: schools: D 3, 33; start work: My 5, 34;
BILLINGS GAS CO. CONT. Improvements My 22, 34; pipe line replacements Mr 27, 34; spends funds My 9, 30; buys heating plant F 11, 34; replacement pipe line A 15, 39;
BILLINGS GAZETTE Heasman heads bureau in Washington 0 11, 31; empire edition Jn 13, 33; scene grandum edition N 13, 33; show elected pres. of state editions Ag 10, 30; circulation is first in Mont. Ja 1, 35; plant was lost before first issue run Ap 28, 35; elaborate edition O 13, 35; America's peaks offered D 23, 35; 60,000 more roto sections My 1, 36; death claims newspaperman Mr 19, 36; staff addition F 1-3 39;
BILLINGS HARDWARE CO. buys property for warehouse N 27, 39;
BILLINGS HIGH SCHOOL principal will leave F 26, 30; school paper honored My 19, 30; crowded by new entries S 11, 30; special train for miles city O 30-N 1, 30; essay contest Mr 22, 31; participate in crop judging Mr 5, 31; given honor society charter Ap 15, 31; billings wins over park O 18, 31; orchestra well received 0 29, 32; 85 on honor roll 0 26, 33; defeat Butte D 1, 33; local school job gives 168 men work D 3, 33; 126 on honor roll Jn 30, 34; 1930; open bids J1 31, J1 18, 1934; opening postponed Ag 9, S 19, 1934; honor roll N 20, 34; addition plans pushed N 23, 34; defend state crown 0 29, 34; 1934; sets new mark Ja 11, 35; change name to Lincoln Ja 15, 35; contract for remodeling Ap 18, 35; proceed with school addition Mr 30, Ap 27, 29, 30, 1935; valedictorian salutatorian My 22, 35; athletic funds tangle J 0 11, 35; 192 on honor roll 0 30, 35; 284 on honor roll D 5, 35; wins debate Ap 26, 35; addition work acres board F 7, 36; dedicated My 18-20, 36; honor roll record Ap 22, 37; shrine presented 0 17, 37; former RIS girl tells film experiences Jn 16, 37; warming up the gridiron 8 4, 38; football crown N 4, 39; Kyoto awarded national title Mr 18, 31;
BILLINGS LAND OFFICE boys named registrar D 16, 30;
BILLINGS-LAUREL ROAD travel increases Ja 29, 36;
BILLINGS LIVESTOCK COMMISSION CO. plan auction market F 11, 34; 24,00,000 year D 31, 35; cattle prices drop F 7, 36; cold winter fails auction F 11, 11; cold winter prices steady F 28, 36; Chatterton cattle sale F 14, 36; cattle prices steady F 28, 36; horse sale Jn 1, 36; calf show and sale N 11, 36; lazy B R-L ranch hereford entry wins prize N 12, 36; records fall at cattle sale N 13, 36; $30 top at calf sale N 14, 36; hereford sale set Mr 25, 37;
BILLINGS LIVESTOCK COMMISSION CALF SHOW & SALE Lazy EL takes award N 28, 37;
BILLINGS MARKET WEEK ASS'N volume high Ag 3, 30;
BILLINGS MINISTERIAL ASSOC. campaign on liquor law Mr 12, 37;
BILLINGS MODEL PLANE CLUB air crash here fail to stir throng Mr 21, 30;
BILLINGS MODIFICATION CLUB to fight for rail bill Mr 20, 34;
BILLINGS MUSEUM ASSOC. plans takes form Ja 10, 33; plans progress Ap 15, 33; land grant proposed for Walsh funds J 4, 33;
BILLINGS ORTHOPEDIC HOSPITAL SCHOOL workers to gather food for orthopedic O 29, 37;
BILLINGS PACKING CO. fire destroys plant My 6, 34;
PARK & PLANNING ASSOC. meeting S 24, 37;
BILLINGS POLYTECHNIC INST. memorial hall to be dedicated My 9-10, 30; gives $50,000 My 11, 30; students to offer pagant of Yellowstone My 28, 29, 30; enrollment S 16, 30; game 0 29, 31, N 1, 6, 9, 11, 1930; student killed N 2, 30; left large gift Jn 27, 31; celebrate founding date Jn 31, 31; montana state fair opens Ag 17, 31, 21, 22, 31, 1931; annual dinner N 15, 31; leave $30,000 to Poly Jn 8, 32; pilot school through adversity Jn 4, 33; 2,000,000 donated Jn 4, 33;
Lofts H. Ward resigns Ag 25, 33; will open S 25, 24, 17, 1933; opens 26th year of service S 24, 33; Louis T. Egan succeeds Mr 15, 33; to become 4-year college My 30, 34; school to serve real need Mr 20, 34; Brooks named Pres. Jn 29, 34; enrollment shatters previous mark S 5, 34; registrar Kline dies Jn 19, 35; water system meeting Jn 14, 17, 19, 1935; to build dormitory Jn 31, 37; million-dollar funds campaign F 2, 35; financial drive gets under way My 13, 35; students will transfer to local school S 2, 36; start term Mon. S 27, 28, 1931; observes its founding 0 5, 36; break ground for new dorm Jn 10, 37; note founding date 0 1, 37;
BILLINGS POLYTECHNIC INST. EARLY ALUMNUS
discover modern educational plant F 27, 30; sur
expands local Inst. Ap 9, 30; report big enroll-
ment Jn 14, 30; civic body seeks means to aid pol-
funds drive S 8, 10, 21, 1938; dedication set S 12, 13, 30; con-
servatory expects record enrollment S 25, 30; billings boosts higher institutions of-
learning O 1, 30; receives $13,000 D 25, 30; see also Rocky Mountain College.

BILLINGS RETAILERS ASSOC. asks closure J1 2, 3, 14, 15, 33;

BILLINGS ROD & GUN CLUB to tourney here; J1 16, 30; annual event J1 17, 18, 19, 31;

BILLINGS SEMI BENEFICIAL DAYS plans for
to continue; Jn 14, 20, 30; J1 10, 23, 29, 25, 27, 28, 29, 31, 1931;

BILLINGS SHERIFFS OPENING J1 30, 31;

BILLINGS STATE GAMES FAMOUS, game farm to be
enlarged Ag 13, 30;

BILLINGS STREET CAR CO. rate of old street
car loaned to Miles City J1 24, 30;

BILLINGS TRADE TERRITORY outlay for building
will reach high mark F 23, 30;

BILLINGS TV ASSOC. elects Mortledge S 21, 30;

BILLING WOMAN S CLUB start drive O 1, 30;

precede over local stores J1 14, 33;

Billiard, A. shot 23, 30, 19, 31;

Bill, The Kid Montana sheds light W 8, 30;

Bilton, C. Life was epic of early dawntime trail
J1 2, 3, 14, 15, 33;

Bitch, R. contractors' convention F 4, 37;

Birch, J. hurt O 1, 35;

Bill, C. man hunt F 20, 30;

Bird, R.T. Dinosaur finds S 10, 30;

Bird Hat, Chief dies F 10, 35;

BIRDS Cedar wrenings J1 25, 31; nature
looks male in fanciest feathers D 5, 37; some birds classified as harmful may be help-
ful to farmer D 5, 37; Red-tailed hawk J1 8, 37; Hawks tamed beneficial J1 25, 37; Harris
J1 23, 30; game birds O 30, 30; weather
J1 5, 30; 16 bird refugees;

Birkwell, J. hurt in plane crash J 1, 371;

Birch, E.M. commissioners J1 6, 30;

Birchley, E.M. commissioners elected J1 6, 30;

Birchley, J. report license drive J1 10, 30; license drive
J1 10, 31; seeks nomination J1 8, 32; candidate for re-election J1 30, 34; gets
two theft suspects O 30, 30;

Biren Agency buy Caldwell farm J 17, 35;

Bishop, L. escape hospital guard O 23, 30;

BISON, AMERICAN drive 17, 35; serially
slaughtered J1 6, 37; artist tells how bison
killed Ag 29, 37; white bison J1 6, 30;

BITTER ROOT URBAN DISTRICTS receives urgent
measure F 4, 31;

BITTER ROOT VALLEY STATION;

BITTERROOT COAL COMMISSION. NATIONAL hearing
Ag 26, 38;

BIVINS, H.M. holds 20 medals Mr 3, 31;

Bjornen, O.M. secretaryship of billings 'Y' O 18, 30;

Boyle, J. repel act O 31, 30;

Black, R. suspects held F 10, 30;

BLACK HILLS CARAVAN S 9, 13, 14, 15, 1933;

BLACK HILLS ROAD survey work O 1, 35; proposed
highway power river county N 3, 35;

BLACK HILL D 24, 40, 1931; read point man
fails to head hail commands D 30, 32;

Blackburn, B.W. two hurt N 17, 35;

BLACK OTTER TRAIL honors crow chief Mr 6, 30;

Blackwell, R.W. dies J1 18, 34;

Blair, R.E. man admits robbery J1 12, 34;

Blair L. slugged, robbed Mr 15, 34;

Blair, S. L. slugged, robbed Mr 15, 34;

Blackwell, R.W. dies J1 18, 34;

Blakey, A. N. letter tells of Miles City D 10, 33;

Blakeway, H. Involved in accident J1 13, 31;

Blankenship, L. youths evade officers F 2, 35;

Blanks, J. shootout D 24, 36;

Blanding police in hot pursuit D 30, 30;

Blanding, J. killed in accident W 30, 33;

BLANDS, W.A. takes post J1 13, 34; loan test
suit Mr 26, 34;

BLAIR D. H. BRET revival of retail buying O 1, 31;

BOALS & BOATINGS river race to Benton Mr 26, 28, 1937;

BOAT TO R.J. D. four injured S 29, 30;

Bogue, R. slayer admits killing Ag 11, 30;

Bollinger, J. A. commissioners reversed in back
pay case F 2, 37;

Bollinger, L. principal will have position F 25, 30;

Boles, J.P. reelected as Pres. of Mont. Ap 29, 35;

Boles, S.B. dies J1 10, 33;

Boles, W.M. dies O 11, 32;
BAILY, W.E. session expected to attract many.

Ja 10, 11-13, 31; sentence Mr 20, 31; Selects
new deputies N 18, 31, new assistant
& sheriff officers N 7, 31; meets Stephenson
in sheriff contest Jl 23, 36; attorney post
N 4, 31;

Dollard, B. suicide 0 4, 31;

Dool, G. strange baby N 7, 31;

Dollum, R. 15, 37;

Dran, T. dies D 14, 37;

Dalin, D. killed 0 21, 31;

Dover, R. believes girl abducted Ag 1, 31;

DOWING destroy Miles City car 0 2, 31; two
killed four injured in fire bomb, gun
fight Jn 7, 37; thrower held at Brite Jn
11, 31;

Dowit, R. three held 9 2, 30;

Dow, C. 14, 37;

DOWING favors Ag 20, 35;

DOWING ISSUE LAW now upheld F 19, 33;

DOWING ISSUE, CITY students help campaign for
school funds D 5, 29, 33; council calls
school election Mon, Ag 6, 29, 35; election
Ag 16, 21, 18, 20, 22, 30, 0 1, 1939;
city dispose of bond issues N 16, 30;

DOWING ISSUE, STATE sold to Spokane firm Jl
2, 7, 0, 17, 1931; Helena banks buy road war-
rents Ag 15, 31;

DOWING, CARSON COUNTY refuses writ of injunction
Jn 11, 30;

DOWING, CITY city planning retirement of $50,000
bonds N 25, 31; city to retire $50,000 in
bonds first year D 20, 31; $120,000 of
worth of bonds called D 21, 31; petitions
will be circulated Ag 16, 30;

DOWING, COUNTY county paying of warrants with
tax money D 28, 31; $120,000 of bonds
called D 21, 31; warrants for relief money
F 2, 39;

DOWING, HIGHWAY road debates sold Mr 1, 39;

DOWING, SCHOOL Chicago firm buys 0 29, 33;

bonds bid call D 22, 33; election petitions
out Ag 22, 26, 27, 1930; Spokane firm buys
Ag 13, 39;

DOWING, STATE bond acts passed D 31, 30; house
decides to carry mail Jn 10, 33; to be
difficult for individuals Mr 23, 33; go on
public sale Ag 16, 33;

Dowen, J. 4, 31; sentenced by 7, 31;

Dowson, J. 6, 31; convicted of local murder Jn 19,
34;

Dowson, J. 6, 31; conv. for murder Jn 19, 34;

Dowson, R. 15, 37; potenlal of local school Jn 19,
34;

Dowson, J. 6, 31; convicted for murder Jn 19, 34;

DOWSON, ASSOC. wasen houses inc. 0 30, 30;

Dowson, A. 15, 31; capital for $2, 31; R. 12, 30;

Doorman, D. school employees Mr 24, 37;

DOWING, Elected to school board Ag 14, 37;

DOUGLASS CEMETARY editor appeals to pioneers
Mr 1, 31; memorial of old days F 5, 31;

DOUGLASS CONTINUE raids Ja 27, 34;

Douglas, C. 22, 26, 27, 1930; Spokane firm buys
Ag 13, 39;

DOUGLASS CEMETARY editor appeals to pioneers
Mr 1, 31; memorial of old days F 5, 31;

DOUGLASS CONTINUE raids Ja 27, 34;

Douglas, C. 22, 26, 27, 1930; Spokane firm buys
Ag 13, 39;

DOUGLASS CEMETARY editor appeals to pioneers
Mr 1, 31; memorial of old days F 5, 31;

DOUGLASS CONTINUE raids Ja 27, 34;

Douglas, C. 22, 26, 27, 1930; Spokane firm buys
Ag 13, 39;

DOUGLASS CEMETARY editor appeals to pioneers
Mr 1, 31; memorial of old days F 5, 31;

DOUGLASS CONTINUE raids Ja 27, 34;

Douglas, C. 22, 26, 27, 1930; Spokane firm buys
Ag 13, 39;

DOUGLASS CEMETARY editor appeals to pioneers
Mr 1, 31; memorial of old days F 5, 31;

DOUGLASS CONTINUE raids Ja 27, 34;
DOY BOSS OF AMER. COFF., hear Roosevelt F 10, 35; Anniversary F 11, 34; honors conferred on 100 F 17, 35; get awards My 19, 35; meeting renewed F 23, 34; honor awards N 13, 34; on peak trip N 22, 34; anniversary of 8, 35; get awards Ap 27, 35; round up My 11, 12, 35; pageant F 23, 36; leaders to meet N 11, 12, 36; open observance F 7, 8, 37; recognitions F 16, 37; pepade Ap 30, 37; prepare for national jamboree My 9, 37; leave for jamboree Jn 25, 26, 37; enjoy good growth Jn 16, 38; founding day F 6, 39; district rally My 1, 39; 32s take part in outing Ag 23, 30; 20th anniversary F 5, 39; court of honor Ap 29, 39; Rooske quits executive post N 11, 39; Bowd, D. killed 8 7, 32; Boyd, J. Fronberg bank robbery My 5, 33; Boyer, W.A. marries at 92 Ja 20, 32; Boyle, D. Boyle quits railway board N 23, 32; Boyle, D. dies 8 8, 33; BOYS WEEK church service Ap 27, 30; BOYS' WEEK church service Ap 29, 37; youth activities Ap 29, 37; DECEMBER, MONT. given first montana day emergency Ap 6, 37; MONTANA EXPEDITION search for gold My 29, 31; MONTANA TRAIL pioneer recalls events Ag 30, 31; conflicts with Indians Jl 30, 33; terror for travelers Jl 11, 39; Brocken, E.P. says prospects on line bright My 8, 30; Brockman, L.W. escape blaze F 9, 39; Brick Creek blaze spreads 8 15, 32; Broadford, R. speaks Ap 16, 35; Broadford, J. speaks Ap 5, 32; Bradly, E. may be suicide F 22, 30; Brady, E. testifies for Arnot F 20, 31; Bradly, F. three children perish Ag 13, 35; Brubaco, C. shot 8 4, 30; Brand, W.C. views of west O 29, 33; Brumett, J. B. hold two men F 16, 32; Brumett, C. murders man kills self My 8, 33; Breuer, J.M. named welfare chief My 7, 37; Brager, J. dies My 3, 34; Bremer, H.A. speaks to schoolmen My 11, 30; normal expects 400 Jn 15, 30; to speak 23, 30; praises passage of state tax bond acts D 31, 30; bond issue sold Jl 27, 8, 17, 1931; normal school plan pleasing 0 3, 31; which continues for four years D 15, 33; speaks Ag 2, 32; senate takes over decision on chancellor Jl 18, 33; board of education to take action F 4, 33; Brumett, Melvin A. gives benediction sermon Jn 8, 36; Brumett, F. pair hold for crimes Ag 11, 31; Brunstetter, J. auto crash My 14, 31; Brunstetter, J.F. § J.O. hit, run case N 7, 7, 1931, 31; Brust, J. leaves party in Barstow, body found Jl 23, 20, 1930; C. Britton, C. Nelson elect officers Ag 22, 30; named governor of Kansas club Ag 5, 31; Britton, Mrs. head of Eastern Star Ag 24, 30; Briscoe, J.K. robbery S 25, 33; robbery D 2, 36; Breaden, W. found guilty My 23, 30; Bremschneider, J.M. resigns as fair sec. N 14, 31; Breden, R. heads commercial club D 11, 31; Bremschneider, J.M. White succeeds Bremschneider Jn 19, 32; supervisor of highway body Ap 14, 33; Bremschneider, J. dies D 30, 34; Bremschneider, E. dies Ja 29, 35; Breden, J. MONT. church razed by blaze Ag 24, 3; BREDS - SILHOUETTE ROAD work is listed S 29, 3; Bridges, W.T. reemployment service is set D 7, 33; to fill refill position Jl 9, 34; here for meet F 5, 34; Bridges, H.S. speaks at GOP event Jl 12, 37; party gathering O 24, 37; republican dinner O 23, 37; BRIDGES three smaller spans & overpass included in project D 7, 30; approved by federal body N 14, 30; cost revealed Jl 21-23, 1931; span at Myers Ag 20, 32; see also names of bridges, e.g. East Bridge, Laurel Bridge, etc., five spans give way My 7, 36; Bridgman, F. given pen F 6, 32; Brinkhurst, O.H. four receive prison terms Ag 16, 36; Briscoe, A. boy killed O 4, 30; Briscoe, J. dies Ag 13, 33; Brister, W. hit-run victim N 1, 39; Britten, W.P. golf Jl 23, 30; Britton, L.R. praises air route, F 5, 33; Britton, C. injured Jn 6, 33; Britzman, F. describe Mrs. Arnot's acts F 14, 31; Bread, L. murder & suicide My 31, 32; BRIAND - RANIERI ROAD approved by FBR N 27, 35; project discussed Jn 25, 35; project aired Jl 27, 35; will be considered Jl 28, 35; awards contracts 1231, 35; action soon Ag 35; contract letting S 26, 35; road meet 0 27, 35; approved N 27, 35;
BROADWAY - HARDY ROAD CONT. billings firm low binder Ag 10, 30; BROADVIEW - BILLINGS ROAD contract to be let Ap 10, 30; Broome, D. two killed in accident Ja 30, 30; Broeck, E.T. burglar killed D 21, 30; BROKERAGE CO. broken sought Jn 23, 33; Brooks, F. fair closes: S 13, 30; Brooks, H.B. state press meetings Ag 24, 20, 23, 1931; Brooks, G. speaks to De Molay My 27, 36; Brooks, W.S. declares passage vital 0 23, 30; pres. of P Foley, Jn 25, 34; Brophy, Mr. W.L. city's early days S 2, 34; Brosstrom, W.W. worker killed Mr 14, 30; Broughton, R. mayor will carry gun Jn 27, 31; dies Ap 10, 30; Brown, A.H. nuyen's eyes upon Mont. Jl 12, 30; named shrine council chief M 21, 31; Brown, A.R. bar assoc. named pres. Ja 18, 35; Brown, A.E. burned Jl 16, 35; Brown, B. dinosaur find S 20, 32; Brown, B. important finds near Harlemt 0 19, 33; Brown, B. fossil hunt Mr 7, 34; Brown, B. arrives My 30, 34; Brown, B. leaves Jl 10, 34; Brown, B. head bones of fossil Ag 9, 34; Brown, B. aerial survey for dinosaurs Ag 13, 34; Brown, B. arrives S 1, 34; Brown, B. fantastic find in Wycol S 6, 34; Brown, B. british bestow honor Jl 21, 35; Brown, B. history society sessions Ag 9, 37; Brown, B. meeting Ag 18, 37; Brown, B. negro face theft charges Jl 16, 30; Brown, C.H. dies S 13, 35; Brown, C.H. ordained S 12, 37; Brown, C. bodies located Ap 7, 30; Brown, F.D. dies Jl 17, 31; Brown, G.A. information filed 0 3, 5, 33; Brown, G.F. burglary D 5, 33; Brown, H.C. suicide Jn 26, 20, 33; Brown, H.U. candidates for alderman post Mr 21, 36; Brown, H. mishap occurs F 20, 37; Brown, J. found dead Jn 29, 30, Jl 13, 1935; Brown, J. Scott held Jl 17, 35; Brown, J. arrangement of Scott S 14, 15, 35; Brown, J.C. Jacob and 2ocean should share honors in establishing routes Ag 11, 37; Brown, N. Brown family arraigned 0 5, 33; Brown, M.A. child welfare program My 2, 37; Brown, M.S. dies Ag 20, 33; Brown, O.H. address vets W 18, 19, 20, 39; Brown, R.E. clubwomen end sessions Ag 4, 32; Brown, R.T. CCC youths get terms Mr 1, 30; Brown, R. attorney hurt N 9, 30; Brown, R. appointed to highway group Ap 2, 35; Brown, R. rehousing asked Mr 2, 37; Brown, R. rehousing denied Mr 11, 37; Brown, R. appointed to water board Ap 29, 37; Brown, R. water fete Jl 28, 37; Brown, W.A. bank resources boosted Ja 29, 44; Brown, W. here for services D 11, 30; Brown, W.E. hold mission here Ja 11, 31; Brown, W. held here in slaying Ag 23, 34; Brownwell, O. suspect in slaying Jl 7, 34; Bruce, A.P. stafford's right to office Jn 21, 31; Bruce, A.P. bussac named F 2, 34; Bruce, A.P. state attorney general to act F 6, 34; Bruce, A.P. Stafford case F 15, 34; Bruce, A.P. Stafford wins Ap 6, 34; Bruce, A.P. receives Senate's okal, Ja 19, 35; Bruce, A.P. speaks on labor Ap 25, 36; Bruce, A.P. Jr. investigators threatened D 21, 34; Bruce, R.G. to hear leaders D 7, 35; Bruce, W.L. saddle stealing charges S 13, 30; Brumbaugh, D.J. spanish war vets meet Jl 12, 30; Bruno, H. pledges not guilty Ja 18, 36; Bruno, J. admits attacks D 31, 32; Buchalter, L. man hunt F 6, 30; Buck, F. three fatally injured Ag 22, 33; Buck, H.L. business men to tour big horn basin S 8, 13, 15, 16, 1939; Buck, W. theft suspects 0 30, 34; Buck, W. Ballantine burglars given terms N 21, 34; Buckmaster, L. pupil killed Ag 17, 30; Buck, R. outlines Mergor Mr 16, 30; Buckner, E.T. dies D 27, 30; Busted, O. carloadings gain S 22, 33; BUDGET see subdivision budget under govt units e.g. Mont. budget; Budnik, E. bank robbery fails N 5, 6, 7, 10, 33; Bus, B. six injured Jl 20, 30; Bueno, C. sought in slaying Jl 26, 8 10, 35; Buffalo see bisson, American; Buffalo Hill see Cody, W.F.; BUFFALO BILL MUSEUM Senator speaks Jl 5, 33; BUFFALO CREEK COOP. GRAZING ASSOC. given approval F 18, 36; names officers Mr 8, 36; closed Ap 18, 36; BUFFALO RAPIDS IRRIGATION PROJECT first irrigation water flows S 27, 35; plan gets approved N 10, 33; BUFFALO RAPIDS RECLAMATION PROJECT wheelers speaks Ag 30, 34; Cooney speaks 0 30, 34; survey money to be allotted N 1, 34; begin survey F 17, 35; report action Jl 10, 35; payday set 0 28, 35; push projects 0 28, 35; meeting my 5, 36; move stated Ja 19, 37;
BUFFALO RAPIDE REALIZATION PROJECT CONT.

ER obama funds $22, 37; plans speeded Jn. 23, 37; miles city to celebrate jn. 23, 37; meeting s 18, 30, 37; house approves measure #2, 39; announcement of move jn. 1, 39; unit no. 1, in operation 0 19, 39;

BUFFALO, WO. boosters hold at BUFFALO J 18, 39;

Balfour, C. state closes evidence my 18, 39;

BUILDING fair weather aids Mr. 2, 39; builds
growing program more than million ap 2, 30; to
be erected ap 26, 30; amounts total $102,000
my 1, 30; Oliver building $35,000 my 12, 39;
officials erect two new structures jn.
11, 30; hangar 0 8, 30; garage to cost $30,000
0 10, 30; new hangar 0 15, 30; building
totals $66,700 during oct. 5, 30; activity
speeded d 28, 30; contract for hangar my 6,
30; 300,000,000 for state and city construc	
 tion approved n 6, 30; building permits
show gain n 30, 30; buildings lane plumbing
ja 31, 31; Lincoln hotel sale f 1, 31; Jacob
gets contract ap 19, 31; building permits
large my 3, 31; cite business activity gains
in city my 6, 31; permits total $399,009
first five months 1933; my 30, 31; floor
collapses in old brewery my 6, 31; public
building case review denied s 10, 31;
building permits gain oz, 31; details for
hangar 0 24, 31; church to cost $30,000
ap 28, 31; building permits gain n 1, 31;
building keeping pace n 28, 31; shows big
gain ja, 32; old landmarks disappear to
make room for new federal building addi	

Mr. 27, 32; treasury depart. sets opening
ap 18, 32; Rowley block rebuilding my 21, 32;
rebuild burned block jan 16, 32; new post
office ap 23, 32; buildings gain ap 1, 33;
proposed courthouse ja 11, 34; application
for city hall funds ja 6, 34; permits gain
ag 2, 34; Babcock building d 6, 34; building
permits climb ap 4, 35; permits show
increase my 2, 35; building outlook good
my 24, 35; building permits show increase
jn 2, 35; home building permit new
record jn 30, 35; near '29 level 0 2, 35;
Comely machinery building 0 13, 35;
building permits nearing all-time record
n 1, 35; quake-resistant building plans
n 7, 35; construction work continues strong
d 4, 35; building hits new high ap 1, 36;
building permits climb to new levels my 2,
36; building permits set July record ag 1, 36;
building near record level 0 1, 36; building
sum second highest d 1, 36; mark established
my 1, 37; permits advance ap 20, 37; build-
ings scheduled 0 27, 37; building pace near-
ing record 0 31, 37;
civic center F 2, 38; fair building F 13,
38, 1938; new building planned my 22, 38;
building reflects expansion ji 17, 39; rejoin
corps era my 26, 39; see also
names of buildings, e.g., colin macinnis
BUILDING AND LOAN LEAGUE building loan to
hold sessions s 10, 13, 14, 15, 39; hold
sessions s 23, 24, 39;

BUSINESS news cuts plans to retire ag 19, 3
Bollard, J. Keller suspect on 3, 31; Mr.
Bull, J.W. old fellows rebel to hold meet
jn 11, 33; W R R; 13, 33; Mr. 13, 33;
Budnick, R. police plot seen ja 23, 35;
Bundy D.A. held in custody robbery f 27, 33;
Mr. 1, 3, 18, 21, 28, 32, 1932;
Bunn, C. J. seriously hurt s 9, 30;
Bunney, W.H. named commissioner my 18, 36;
Bunney, W.H. Shrine head ja 21, 38;
Burch, G. fight near muscoda; man dies
ap 23, 30;
Burdeitt, O.R. heads beekeepers' assoc.
N 30, 30;
Burdeitt, O.R. 4-H club pres. d 30, 33;
Burdeitt, O.R. 4-H club plans ap 19, 31;
Burdick, C.H. elected head of congregational
church ji 12, 34;
Burdick, C.H. removed superintendent my
3, 35;
Burdick, C.H. speaks at Poly baccalaureate
my 28, 35;
Burdick, L.M. heads women voters 0 27, 35;
Burdick, M. dies ag 11, 30;
Burfor, A. suspect attempts to take life
ap 17, 38;

BURLINGTON see robberies
Burke, D.J. dies N 27, 34;
Burke, R. found dead d 17, 36;
Burke, T.H. named commander ag 8, 34;
Burke, T. seeks senate nomination my 29, 12;
Burke, T. Eaton trails Bruce ja 20, 31;
Burke, T. Burke & Stephenson holding margin
N 9, 30;
Burke, J. knew man well intimately ja 21, 31;
Burke, G.F. dies ja 20, 36;
Burlingame, J.W. suicide d 29, 35;
BURLINGTON RAILWAY faster freight service
Mr. 21, 30; allow longer time for accepting
orders Mr 27, 30; prospects bright my 4, 30;
press stops my 6, 30; carry on construction
ja 31, 30; C.W. Ling held distinctive
record ja 9, 32; carloadings gain s 22, 33;
business good 0 4, 35; park rail service
N 19, 36;
Burns, E. rancher kills worker N 23, 33;
Burnett, E. tells experiences B 30, 34;
Burnett, L. Oakland guilty ja 20, 32;
Burns, L. W. Laurel woman dies N 3-10 36;
BURNS, E. narcotics charge N 30, 33;
Burns, E. liquor raids Ja 26, 3b;
Burns, F. & M. children die J 14, 3b;
Burns, F. L. jail break: Ja 10, 11, 3b;
Burns, J. postal robbery Ja 18, 3b;
Burns, J. R. youth taken N 31, 37;
Burns, R. robberies taken JL 28, 3b;
Burnstead, F. enters mayor's race F 4, 31;
Burnstead, F. C. enters mayor's race Mr 27, 31;
Burry, C. N. Polley receives $15,000 D 25, 39;
Bisbon, C. F. public safety week 0 17, 37;
Bury, A. hit by truck D 13, 36;
BUSINESS bus line beneficial JL 11, 3b;
Boveman, Glendive service 0 12, 3b; Smokey inspectors service 0 17, 3b; service to carbon area resumed Mr 4, 37;
Busch, A. J. dies 0 22, 33;
Bushnell, H. escaped convict My 17, 29, 26, 33;
BUSINESS gaining business reputation 0 10, 30; legislators attitude hampers business life JL 4, 3b; trade outlook healthy 8 2b, 30; survey presented 8 25, 30; improved trade condition 0 22, 30; stores have large business Ja 16, 31; NE railroad chief sees improvement JL 5, 31; outlook better JL 9, 31; conditions near normal JL 27, 28, 29, 1931; optimistic business view 8 30, 31; revival of retail buying 0 13, 31; Billings day N 27, 31; state planning construction Ja 1, 32; Connell, chairman of rehabilitation body 8 3, 32; gains in shipping Mr 28, 33; business gains Ja 9, 33; 'Blue Eagle' day 0 2, 33; merchants to meet N 21, 33; stores to remain open evenings D 22, 23, 33; bank clearings show gains Je 3, 3b; bar loadings show gain Ja 9, 3b; business failures reported less Ja 17, 3b; survey Ja 4, 3b; retail sales clipping F 21, 3b; business gains F 4, 3b; Auto sales advance F 9, 3b; easier selling shows gains Mr 29, 3b; sales advance Ap 11, 3b; bank clearings gain Je 2, 3b; implement sale improvement Ja 23, 3b; bank clearings for 1933 JL 3, 3b; bank clearings gain Ag 2, 3b; sales gain Ag 16, 3b; power, phone, firm gains S 15, 3b; factory figures given 0 22, 3b; stores carry heavier stocks N 2, 34; increase in retail sales N 17, 3b; Christmas trade is best in years D 22, 3b; holiday trade ends with rush D 25, 3b; postal receipts gain Ja 3, 35; bank clearings increase Ja 6, 35; brought huge sum Ja 15, 35; large business advance in 1934 F 12, 35; firm implement advance F 14, 35; Birley buy Caldwell firm F 17, 35; business gains Mr 3, 35; postal receipts advance Ap 12, 35; spirit of blue eagle Mr 22, 35; business

increase in collections JL 26, 35; bank clearings gain Ag 3, 35; business and industry improve Ag 25, 35; bank clearings gain S 4, 35; Billings leads in trading center S 15, 35; bank clearings near normal O 2, 35; business gains cited O 16, 35; Can. Bradstreet change made O 12, 35; carloadings show increase N 13, 35; incomes shows gain N 24, 35; Ayers asserts U. S. business outlook bright D 1, 35; holiday shopping showing gains D 28, 35; new trade area to north lost D 27, 35; business best since booming days F 23, 36; business rated normal Ap 14, 36; business gains My 6, 36; trading gain noted in Ap 17, 36; strategic location helps progress My 25, 36; trading pace in fast Ja 14, 36; postal revenue sets record Ag 6, 36; healthy business condition D 10, 36; firms declares gains as high as 50% D 19, 36; Billings Mullan lead in business club Ja 19, 37; business gains Mr 13, 37; bank clearings set new mark Jl 2, 37; group seeks improvement of business Ja 19, 22, 23, 24, 29, 30; sales campaign results cited Jl 1, 30; coming firm to start work businessmen will tour Big Horn Basin S 8, 13, 15, 16, 1935; bright outlook Ja 1, 39; Daly, L. J. dies Ja 5, 39; new future seen Ja 25, 39; business gains Ap 12, 39; business shows increase My 10, 39; air lines report gains Ag 12, 39; gains for business recorded 0 11, 39; business improves D 13, 39; business see also business indicators, e.g., Agriculture, Construction Teams Banks & banking mining Also billings commercial club billings chamber of commerce.

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL WOMEN; CLUB M. McElroy here Jl 1, 30; local woman active in My 31, 31; hosts national head N 13, 31; hold meet 0 2, 33; women's week Mr 11, 13, 3b; elect Jn 3, 34; hold sessions S 20, 30/0 1, 1938; business women's week F 28, 35; dinner Mr 15, 17, 36; hear story 0 3, 37; BUSINESS CONFERENCE WEEK 0 24, 25, 30; BUSINESS DEPRESSION F. B. Bean predicts business relief S 11, 30; utility projects aid in relieving depression 0 26, 30; no need to have bread lines N 21, 30; relief leader tells of conditions Jn 13, 33; BUSINESS HOURS to change My 29, 3b; stores adopt 5:30 schedule My 29, 37; stores favor earlier closing hours My 30, 33; stores to stay open to 2 p.m. D 22, 37; BUSINESS LEADERS Minneapolis boosters visit Jn 22, 30; BUSINESS WOMEN hard times and the business woman Jn 10, 33; BUS SERVICE City Billings to Miles City D 28, 35;
Butler, J. gun injured Mr 20, 30;
Butler, V. farmer confesses killing S 25, 30;
Butler, W.J. orders relief system change Jl 20, 34;
Butler, W.J. considers new aid system Ag 25, 34;
Butler, W.J. relief program is approved S 20, 34; warrant about relief outlays Mr 9, 35
BUTTE, MONT. rioting breaks out Jl 8, 30; strikers return to jobs Jl 21, 30; N.A.A.
parleys open 0 20, 37;
BUTTE BULLDOGS bronze meet Butte N 13, 36;
BUTTE HIGH SCHOOL cowboy defeat N 23, 30;
purpuses win title N 27, 31; 10,000 in
class Jn 22, 30;
BUT AMERICA sponsors tells of plan F 23, 33;
Byston, E.J. attacks Fowler Mr 9, 35;
Calkert, C. Cortesville boy killed Jl 9, 34;
Calahan, A.E. dies Jn 8, 35;
Calamity Jane sees Cauary, Martha
Calder, "Kokoma Slim" violence in Great Falls D 12, 37;
Caldwell, B. Helena rancher in jail Ap 25, 31;
Caldwell, J.A. dies S 15, 36;
Calder, W.W. paper terms execution most
successful in state Ap 18, 35;
Calkell, C.L. & C. killed Ap 20, 21, 1930;
Caldwell, V.D. Caldwell files for rep. My
30, 34;
Caldwell, V.D. dies Jl 17, F 1, 35;
Caldwell, V.D. co. purchased by Birleys F 17, 35;
Caldwell, V.W. weather halts air search 0
16, 17, 30;
CALENDAIR styles change much J 3, 32;
Calkine, R.H. faces felony counts Jl 17, 31; Jl 18, 31;
Calhoun, C. dies Jl 17, 31;
Calhoun, C. bodies located Ap 7, 30;
Calhoun, W.G. mishap proves fatal N 29, 32;
Calhoun, J.E. holdup F 15, 30;
Calloway L.L. favors second prison Mr 22, 30;
Calloway, L.L. speaks 0 5, 34;
Calloway, L.L. seeks chief justice post
My 16, 34;
Calloway L.L. tells work of high court N 4, 34;
Calloway, L.L. speaks My 17, 34;
Camaron, T.A. dies D 18, 34;
Camp, E.B. dies F 25, 32;
Campbell, C.O. heads rod & gun club Mr 8, 31;
Campbell, J. bank theft attempt My 20, 31;
Campbell, J. bill in on temperance Jn 31, 35;
Campbell, L.A. advisory committee for Mont.
Depart. My 19, 30;
Campbell, L.A. speaks Sept 23, 12, 13, 35;
Campbell D.H. men die in plane crash Jl 16, 34;
Campbell, T. five marooned by snow Ja 5, 33;
Campbell, T. predicts best farming year F 15, 35;
Campbell, W.A. need of taxing competitors D 4, 32;
CAMPBELL in beartooths My 13 34;
Canada, General man held on assault charge Ag 22, 31;
CANADIAN TO MEXICO HIGHWAY ASSC. Billings
on new trail route My 2, 37;
Cancery, Martha Calamity Jane gave spice
to Billings Jn 24, 34; old-timer tells
about Calamity Jane My 4, 34; own story
is told Ap 7, 35; Calamity Jane outfit
forces ahead N 10-21;
CANCER early diagnosis stressed Ap 3, 30;
CANCER CANYON CREEK, BATTLE AT eye witness account
My 2, 30;
CANYON ORR, BATTLE AT eye witness account
N 2, 30;
CARTER RUSSELL would change state
method of execution F 8, 35; house favors
executions F 26, 35;
Carowall, R. daughter of chief justice
killed Jn 3, 34;
Carowall, A. stab wounds fatal Jl 5, 34;
Carowall "Chief" rustling case My 14, 31;
CARSON CO. increased gov't costs Jn 16, 35;
CARSON COUNTY COMMISSIONER Buoy named
Mr 18, 35;
CARSON COUNTY FAIR S 4, 5, 31;
CARSON COUNTY MOOK CREEK WATERT CONSERVATION
PROJECT M'Kinnon will survey 0 20, 34;
second unit bids Jn 26, 35;
CARSON OIL & GAS CO. gusher at Dry creek
D 21, 22, 1931;
Card, W. dies Jn 1 33,
Cardwell, A. suspects taken Ap 8, 28;
Cardwell, B.E. Masons pick Cardwell D/F
16, 33;
Cardwell, B.E. named to fire board D 24, 33;
Cardwell, E. dies Jn 14, 33;
Cardwell, E. Cardwell herefore will be
nominated My 20, 35;
Carvy, F.L. dies Jn 24, 32;
Carvy, E. minced in bank robbery cases
D 14, 31;
Carney, R.D. assured victory Ag 21, 30;
Carney, R.D. talks to Woolgrowers S 20, 34;
Carney, R.D. dies Ja 18, 37;
Carney, T.E. railway body shifts staff Ja 5, 35;
Carney, T.E. renounced chairman of railway comm. Ja 8, 35;
Carney, T.E. request nagle move in custom N 9, 35;
Carney, T.E. complete jury in trial My 15, 16,17,18,19,21,22,23,1935;
Carl, A. seven injured O 31, 37;
Carlton, E. suicides Ja 7, 30;
Carlton, A. killed by four autos Ap 29, 30;
Carlson, G.H. named legation commander S 6, 33;
Carlson, H.W. dies in crash Ap 13, 30;
Carlson, H. truck accident Ag 5, 31;
Carlson, L.P. heads 10 & 8 Ja 6, 35;
Carlson, R. O 30, 37;
Carlson, O. in billings N 10, 32;
Carlson, M. dies Mo 24, 31;
Carson, I.H. pres. of wool group Ma 22, 31;
Carson, I.H. named pres. by woolmen Ja 20, 32;
Carrady, M.H. talks My 26, 32;
Carrady, M.H. Montana KII to meet My 21-28, 39;
CARRICK GIRL OFFICER arrest montana girl's heroism Ma 24, 32;
Carney, F. harder killed Tashiro hurt Ja 20, 34;
Carney J.W. gave body appoints Carney warden N 25, 34;
Carney J.W. asked to resign My 24, 35;
Carole, T.D. dies Ap 10, 37;
Carson, V. body found N 27, 30;
Carpenter, C.E. found hanged Ja 23, 31;
Carpenter, R.R. visitor in city D 3, 34;
Carpenter, R.R. speaks My 21, 37;
Carpenter, G.F. dies N 25, 34;
PAPERTNER MONT. STATE COUNCIL of elect officials F 10, 44;
Car, A. wyo. pair given pen terms O 23, 37;
Car, A. counterfeiting suspect My 11, 37;
Car, H.F. Clark pardons 1 parolees prisoners D 30, 32;
Carr, M WOTU essay awards Jn 18, 31;
Carranza, J. suicide Ag 37, 32;
Carroll, C. in shooting N 6, 35;
Carroll, C.H. head of state elite Jl 25, 37;
Carroll, C.A. given five years S 13, 35;
Carroll, J.T. quarrel proceeds S 7, 30;
Carroll, P.H. wyo. man executed Ag 14, 37;
CARRICK COLLEGE started in 1910 S 10, 39;
Carruth, E.C. gets loan body job Ja 29, 33;
Carruth, E.C. bourbon chisertain dies Ja 20, 39;
Carson, F. carnival troops held in stabbing Jl 7, 37;
Carter, F. six killed 0 27, 33;
Carter, J.H. injured Ap 23, 33;
Carter, J. trio sentenced Ag 9, 31;
Carter, L.W. wyo. man will take over hostel Mr 11, 38;
CARTER CO. montana looking backward Ag 9, 31;
Carver, L. stunting gets blamed for death Ag 9, 34;
Carver, T.N. the menace of cheap labor Jn 25, 33;
CASCADE COUNTY montana looking backward Ja 10, 32;
Case, F.D. reelect worth $90,000 dies D 1, 37;
Cash, T. body found Ag 15, 39;
Cashner, M.E. dies in accident S 6, 34;
Cash, H. injured N 25, 34;
Cason, F. one killed six hurt Jl 12, 37;
CASPER NUN CONSPIRACY JAI 11, 18, 19, 20, 21, 1933;
Costello, F. shooting N 12, 13, 14, 1933;
Cottrell, W.R. Jr. the world's oldest ruling family Jn 25, 33;
Cowell, L.C. dies E 5, 30;
Cates, W.C. Missoulan to be hanged O 14, 33;
Cates, W.C. pardon board will pass on fate O 14, 15, 16, 27, # 1939;
Cate, H. injured N 9, 37;
CATHOLIC CHURCHES father drolet dies Ja 26, 30;
bishop linehan given past in foreign nation F 20, 30;
Bishop O'Hara to be greeted D 4, 8, 9, 10, 1930;
Rev. O'Carroll transferred Jn 30, 31;
sister Florence leaves Ag 22, 31;
Father Sheehan gets new post O 13, 31;
pardons greet Dr. Aller J 6, 32;
Bishop O'Hara talks F 9, 10, 32;
conference ap 26, 32;
select allard council head S 16, 32;
Catholic delegates visit O 12, 32;
Father Pettitt is assigned to Glendale Ja 14, 31;
new parish for billings area Jn 1, 31;
O'Carroll appointed Ja 25, 31;
council to meet $30,000 Ap 26, 31;
open sessions Ap 20, 33;
silver jubilee My 17, 33;
priest dies S 11, 33;
open sessions S 25, 33;
mother's day Jn 25, 33;
local pastor moved to past of late O'Brien Jn 3, 35;
mother's day Jn 13, 15, 16, 1935;
priest to be elevated My 22, 23, 35;
mother's day Jn 16, 17, 18, 36;
mother's day Jn 30, My 1, 37;
mother's day Jn 16, 17, 35;
mother's day Jn 29, 35, 30, 31, 1937;
mother's day Jn 23, 25, 37;
mother's day Jn 24, 38;
mother's day Jn 16, 17, 38;
see also Church of the little flower.
Cathroll, L. stabbed N 9, 32;
Cathron, L.A. tax delinquency drops Jn 10, 37;
CATTLE INDUSTRY see stock raising;
CATTLE THIEVES see rustling
Cavanac, A. Mexican killer Jl 8, 34;
Cavanagh, D. died on the gallows Ap 21, 35;
Cavanagh, P. youths sentenced Ja 2, 31;
Cavanagh, M.J. dies Ag 4, 35;
CAVES ice caves tourist attraction Ag 7, 30; science probes caves Jl 11, 37; see also Indian caves Mystic caves
Cavette, G. pray sentences two F 4, 33;
CENTRAL SHEET METAL CO. worker injured O 15, 30;
CENTRAL MONTANA FAIR boosters reach Lewistown Ag 29, 36;
Cotnick, A.M. hurt Ja 17, 32;
Chaffee, O. elk losses D 25, 37;
Chaffee, O. Christmas in Billings Dec 19, 37;
CHAIN STORE TAX house favors F 3, 37; tax law Jn 30, 33;
Chalmers, W. farm worker killed N 14, 35;
Chamber, D.L. HARDWARE COMPANY hardware firm store D 27, 31;
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE Reid elected Ja 25, 36;
good will tour N 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1937;
resources offer economic stability Ja 8, 32;
Kelly speaks N 9, 34;
Chaulclien, C. fog forces pilot to land N 20, 34;
Champion, F.H. suicide Ag 10, 34;
Chapman, J.W. dies D 19, 33;
Chapman, R.L. discusses grazing Jl 31, 34;
Chapman, R. two men sought Ag 31, 37;
Chappell, C.D. chosen in city election Ap 8, 30;
Chappell, C.J. seek office N 19, 36;
Chappell, E.M. dies Ag 8, 37;
Chappell, H.A. Prey auction firm inactive
Jn 21, 23; Jl 3, 1931;
Chappell, H.A. parties name delegates My 11, 32;
Chappell, H.A. named head of bar group F 12, 36;
Chappell, Mrs. H. dies Ja 27, 33;
Chappell, Mrs. H.B. WOTU elects Jl 1, 38;
Chappell, J. auto accident Jn 30, 32;
Chappell, Mrs. J. early acquaintance of Partello family Ag 26, 34;
Chappell, M. estate value set at $150,000 Jl 14, 33;
Chappell, W.G. facts about life aboard submarines Jl 30, 39;
CHAPPELL'S BEEF STORE emergency station and office F 19, 33;
Parkinson, J.A. buys Keene's auto co. N 23, 30;
CHARITIES toys to needy children D 19, 37;
CHARITY BALLS orthopedic benefit Ap 18, 33;
Roosevelt ball Ja 30, 34; to aid crippled Ja 30, 31, 1935;
CHARITY CAMPAIGNS relief drive N 25, 27;
33; 1937;
City plans birthday ball Jn 29, 31, 37;
CHARITY ORGANIZATIONS Christmas baskets D 14, 34;
Cheeo, M. relinquishes relic weapon taken Ap 10, 39;
Chatterton, L stock breeders end show Ja 16, 30;
CHATTERTON & SON'S AUDITOR FACES FELONY COUNTS N 17, 18, 1931;
Chaves, F. body is found Jl 14, 30;
Chedde, E.K. scores foces of Tariff S 16, 30;
Chedde, E.K. state leader S 5, 36;
Cheever, W. dies of grid injuries D 3, 30;
CHEMICAL open plant F 19, 30;
Cheney, L.M. hunters beg nine mountain lions
Mr 14, 37;
Chephus, J. recalls early days Jl 18, 54;
CHEYENNE INDIANS strike dates back to 1801;
Jn 12, 32; Red man's ceremony told D 18, 32;
ransomed over wide territory Ap 30, 33;
Lewis & Clark came across their first in
Black Hills Ap 30, 33; Invasion of hunting
grounds led to rights seizure of warriors
O 29, 33; once very rich in livestock
but now are poor N 5, 33; Indian outbreaks
halted Christian workers D 29, 33; bones
show past N 11, 34; Liver-eating Johnson
wounded Jn 6, 39; Cheyennes shot Rosebud
Canyon My 26, 35; troops necessary to curb
situation Jl 7, 35; Monument to honor
Indian chief Jn 19, 38; white man Stanley
murdered John-clad Indian 0 31, N 4, 10, 39;
Chevres, 0. Quartet faces robbery charge
O 5, 33;
CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE accident: 5 deaths Jn 20, 32;
CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE, ST. PAUL PACIFIC RAILROAD Eckert killed 24 hurt Jn 26, 38;
Child H. dies F 5, 31;
CHILD HEALTH COUNCIL opens sessions Jl 6, 7, 1936;
CHILDREN, LOST & ABANDONED two children
stranded Jn 4, 30; child 5, found alive
N 10, 37;
CHILDREN'S CAMP given approval S 5, 35;
Chin, Ag six arrested 0 27, 33s gets
minimum term N 23, 33;
CHIROPRACTIC ASSOC. INC. convenes Ag 10, 11, 12, 13, 33; meeting Jl 18, 37; meeting Jl 19 37;
Choiusser, W. dies D 20, 31;
Chotaen, P. Croft, Yellowstone to sail
upper Missouri Ag 1, 37;
CHITEAU COUNTY montana-looking backward
Ja 3, 28;
HOUHRAH COUNTY BANK enters corp. F 37, 30; 
CHRISTIAN CHURCH Mary O.G. named minister 
H 26, 31; conference Jan 25, 26, 28, 1931; 
March 18, 31; h.l.t. hunter reviews 
10 years since master D 16, 34; 
CHRISTIAN UNION session's opened 0 8, 
10, 11, 12, 1931; meeting Ag 24, 25, 26, 27, 1937; 
Christian, N. great falls swept by violence 
12, 37; 
Christm 2, 3; 31; 
CHRISTMAS HISTORY in Williams D 19, 37; dec- 
essions scarce 50 years ago D 21, 30; 
CHRISTMAS DAYS close Biggerson's D 14, 32; 
CHURCH INC. tests will be made Ap 6, 33; grant 
charter Ap 13, 33; 
CHURCH MINING plant at Red Lodge possibility 
2, 31. Tests will be made Ap 6, 33; grant 
charter to firm Ap 13, 33; work begun Jn 2, 
33; 
CHURCH geologists find huge deposit Jn 25, 30; 
Christ, J. sentenced Ra 15, 30; 
Christofferson, B. story of discovery Jn 11, 35; 
Chrysler, W.J. dies D 9, 34; 
Chuk, W. corsets case D 1, 34; 
Chuck, W. tennis suspended Ap 28, 35; 
CHURCH OF GOD reopen's abandoned school F 6, 39; 
CHURCH OF THE LITTLE FLOWER church to cost 
$50,000 Ap 24, 31; dedication Jn 29, 31; 
CHURCH OF THE NAVARRE meeting Jn 10, My 22, 
31; names officers Jn 23, 34; postures 
assigned Jn 2, 34; camp meeting Ju 14, 35; 
CHURCHES Eucharistic conference held S 13, 15, 
15, 1931; Vermon writes first church My 
28, 32; church session to be taken Jl 12, 34; 
special easter events Ap 2, 34; prepare 
for preaching mission O 19, 10, 20, 21, 1936; 
Palmers Mexican dies of stab wounds Jl 5, 
3, 1936; 
CUBAN KING acceptance is denied D 20, 29, 31; 
Cuban vetoes bill Jn 21, 34; kill killed F 
5, 37; 
CIRCUS will census number D 11, 24; 2,000 
attend Ap 26, 35; 
Cisler, G.C. ban group names Small Jn 29, 33; 
Cisler, G.C. named bar president Jn 12, 34; 
Cisler, G. speaking dates for democrats D 1, 36; 
Cisler, G. named to state roads group Ap 9, 37; 
Cisler, G. convention democratic state central 
committee S 8, 39; 
CITIZENSHIP record number to seek citizenship 
$18, 37; record number citizenship D 9, 37; 
CITY PLANNING housing request $7, 35; 
CITY CLEANUP start Jy 5, My 3, 8, Ap 29, 1930; 
Improvements My 2, 3, 31; clean-up drive 
Jl 10, 34; clean-up point-up campaign by Jl 14, 29, 
1934; First ave clean up Jl 30, 31; clean-up 
week by Jy 7, 35; 
CIVIL SERVICE wins majority over party 
favoritism D 29, 36; 
CIVIL WAR war relics Jn 15, 31; 
CIVIL WAR VETERANS asking divorce F 7, 30; 
celebrates birthday (Cooper Jn 25, 30; dies 
(Froote) Jn 15, 30; dies (Matthew) Jn 30, 30; 
dies (Davis) Jn 10, 31; honored Jn 1, 31; 
Chisholm dies D 28, 31; dies Jn 16, 34; dies 
(Wright) Jn 9, 34; vet dies at Miles City 
Jn 21, 30; vet dies Jn 28, 36; last civil 
war vet dies Jn 7, 35; dies (Clark) Jy 15, 
37; takes wife Jn 20, 30; Boer, W.A. dies 
Jn 20, 39; Boer, W.D. dies D 27, 39; 
CIVIL WORKS ADMIN. projects prepared Jn 23, 
30; call issued for men in relief D 1, 39, 
5, 16, 29, 2, 4, 5, 6, 1933; went. goes over top 
with quota D 10, 33; survey to be held 
D 26, 33; get $54,000 Jn 5, 34; record pay 
roll Jl 13, 34; working time slashed Jn 20, 
34; pay rolls hit high level Jn 27, 34; 
$47,000 will be paid F 2, 34; quotas slashed 
F 22, 34; quotas reduced F 23, 34; work 
hit by order F 28, 34; another cut Jn 1, 34; 
quote out Jn 9, 34; $20,000 paid out on 
27 county parks Jn 25, 34; 
CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORP. camp sites picke 
Jn 12, 33; New York men will work My 18, 
33; New York men in new life Jl 2, 
33; more men needed Jn 13, 34; develops 
168 springs 57 reservoirs 0 7, 34; asked 
for 60 boys Ap 3, 35; building dams Jl 
21, 35; youth gets prison term Jn 1, 35; 
democrats and republicans favor continuation 
Jl 5, 35; rush rehabilitation task Jn 16, 
35; Shoshone tragedy Jn 25, 37; Battle coal 
fires F 17, 38; youth robbed Jn 7, 38; 
all coal service Jn 18, 39; two youths get 
punishment D 1, 38; 
Clairin, M. C. leaves estate to state 
Institutions Mr 13, 33; 
Clairin, M. C. leaves estate to state 
Institutions Jn 13, 33; 
Claretor, T. dies Jn 14, 32; 
Claypo, C.H. speaks F 26, 32; 
Clapp, Mrs. A.L. elected officers Jn 6, 32; 
Clark A. takes everman vacancy F 24, 31; 
Clark A.H. speaks My 14, 32; 
Clark A.M. speaks in trial My 25, 32; 
Clark, A.M. Miller seeks to take over gov-
daughter D 29, 32; 
Clark, A.M. governement to stick to guns D 29, 32; 
Clark, A.M. Clark pardons one parolee six 
D 30, 32; 
Clark, A. auto mishap fatal Jn 19, 35; 
Clark, D. found near death Jn 16, 29; 
Clark, D. see Morris C. 
Clarke, C.W. chick suspect Jy 1, 30; 
Clarke, C.W. chick suspect Jy 7, 35;
Clark, C. several hurt Ja 17, 31;  
Clark, F. relative held for murder Ap 7, 31;  
Clark, G. Louis & Clark came across cheyennes in Black Hills Ap 30, 33;  
Clark, G. conspiracy case Mt 25, 34;  
Clark, H.F. dies F 3, 34;  
Clark, J. D. builds purebred flock D 22, 35;  
Clark, J. D. dies Mt 17, 31;  
Clark, J.W. Rhodes test nominees Ja 6, 35;  
Clark, O.D. delays taking Williams to Great Falls Ap 12, 37;  
Clark, R.W. N.P. official reports gains Jl 11, 39;  
Clark, A.T. dies S 29, 34;  
Clark, T. forgers given prison terms Ja 29, 38;  
Clark, T.D. clubs gather in annual meeting Jn 13, 30;  
Clark, V.D. director polls Ja 17, 32; D 1, 32;  
Clark, W. forgers given prison terms Ja 29, 38;  
Clark, W. made first contribution to city's history Jl 24, 32;  
Clark, W.A. Jr. handled policy of Mont.  
free press F 15, 19, 20, 1930;  
Clark, W.A. Jr dies Jn 15, 34;  
Clark, W.K. Jr. many to share in estate  
Ja 26, 34;  
Clark, W.T. visits S 8, 35;  
Clark, W. five held S 29, 34;  
Clarke, R.W. early settler Ap 20, 31;  
Clarke, R.W. trip over Bozeman trail  
My 6, 33;  
Claus, H. plead guilty Ag 1, 32;  
Clark, W.R. dies Mt 19, 35;  
Clavadel, C., J. music meeting Ap 18, 31;  
Clavadel, H.C. band to play Ag 27, 37;  
Clayton, A. two score burned Ag 23, 37;  
CLEAN-UP see city clean-up  
CLEARING HOUSE ASSOC. clearings gain J1 2, 36;  
clearings reach new high Ap 1, 37; clearings  
gain Ag 1, 37; clearing record S 1, 37;  
clearings show gain S 6, 34;  
Cleghorn, C.B. victim dies Mr 9, 31;  
Clem, L.L. dies My 15, 37;  
Clements, R. counterfeiting J1 14, 33;  
Clements, H. name stock inspector D 31, 39;  
Clements, J.B. speaks Mr 16, 30;  
Clements, J.B. speaks Mr 6, 32;  
Clements J.B. name Democrat vice chairman  
S 22, 32;  
Clements, J.B. kept as chairman of accident  
board Mt 11, 36;  
Clemow, G. livestock man reelect officers  
My 10, 31;  
Clemow, T. school board nominees Mr 24, 31;  
CLERKS UNION RUITED seek to halt goods  
delivery Jn 15, 34;  
Clifford, J. Anaconda people trapped in  
cuto N 15, 32;  
Cline, E.V. resigns from district school board  
Mr 18, 31;  
Cline, H. sight receives fines 0 22, 37;  
Cline, M. manslaughter Charle Ap 22, 25,  
23, 37, Jn 25, 33;  
Cline, O. mail robbery F 4, 5, 37;  
Clinkingbeard. W. piece of steel weapon  
against companion D 31, 32;  
Clineger, L. head of missionary society  
S 2, 38;  
COAL MINES & MINING operators miners disagree on wage scales Jn 25, 32; inspectors  
to speak Mr 9, 32; coal operators, miners disagree on wage scales Jn 25, 32; miners  
seek officers 0 20, 36; parley ended Mr 14, 37; hearing Ap 26, 30;  
COAL OPERATORS ASSOC. offer same contract  
Mr 21, 33; Russell never S 29, 33; convened  
F 14, 33; Russell reelected Jn 16, 34;  
settle coal code fight Jn 30, 34; discuss  
pay scale here Jn 13, 35; parley called  
Ap 4, 37; parley ended Mr 14, 37; miners  
to meet E 28, 29, 35; groups reach agree-  
ment on new contract My 13, 39;  
Cobleigh, D. tells object of discussion  
Mr 26, 33;  
Cochran, J.M.U. located gem while hunting  
bear N 29, 31; came west to seek fortune  
F 25, 34; dies D 28, 34;  
DONE AUTHORITY FOR THE FOOD & GROCERY DIS-  
TRIBUTION INDUSTRY appoint local members  
Ja 20, 34;  
Codonya, O. auto accident 0 13, 35;  
Cody, W.F. kinmen, friends gather Jl 4, 33;  
Cody, W. honored in cody F 25, 34;  
Cody, W.F. local men served as cook N 25, 34  
Cody, Buffalo Hill encounter My 5, 35;  
Cody, W.F. among fastest couriers N 15, 36;  
program set F 20, 37; death claims Cody  
co-founder Ap 9, 37;  
CODY, WYO. preserves frontier charms Jn  
29, 30; few colonists were as well equipped  
Ap 26, 31; center of wyo. resort area  
Ag 4, 35; to dedicate new town hall Ag  
30, 39;  
Coe, J.P. ACM honors hobbies Mr 22, 30;  
COFFER MILLER PLAYERS normal obtains  
book lecturers Mr 27, 30;  
Coffin L. killed fracture D 16, 30;  
Coffman, L.D. speaks at normal Jl 8, 32;  
Coffrey, J. accident fatal N 14, 37;  
Coggwell, W.F. spotted fever decline Jn 25, 3  
Cohagen, C. M'Iner, Cohagen retained Jl  
20, 31;  
Cohagen, C.J. seek new bids Jn 7, 32;
COLLEGE, C.C. bill to enable construction
D 13, 15, 20, 33; cites growth Mr 18, 34;
gets DeRoy'd post Ap 15, 35; named chief
executive of commerce club D 19, 36; honors
Columbus star 3, 37; honors community group
My 15, 37; group pays $70,000 for structure
S 26, 37; commerce club luncheon O 20, 37;
purchase site for building of "Y" O 26, 37;
chili drive session N 7, 37; named head of
DeRoy's post 22, 38; honored by DeRoy's My
27, 38;
Columbus, J.R. dies N 9, 34;
Cohen, C.C. song "montana" Ag 16, 31;
Cahill, J. youth admits shooting D 9, 32;
COINS - NONE local collections valuable
O 3, 37;
Colbert, H. blaze near Missoula Jn 19, 30;
Colbo, N.A. dies Jn 5, 35;
Cole, C. youth confesses abduction 0 11, 37;
Cole, C.G. appointments of pastors announced
Ag 23, 33;
Cole, D.J. Connely, Cole contest N 23, 30;
Cole, D.J. dies My 11, 36;
Cole, D.J. Co. Wyomingite purchases co.
O 2, 35;
Cole, G. students win five events Mr 30; 30;
Cole, H. ex-con admits robbery Jn 6, 31;
Coleman, E. fatal mishap D 24, 34;
Coleman, G.E. husband makes effort to save
wife Jl 21, 30;
Coleman, H. named second ward alderman Ag
8, 34;
Coleman, H.J. named head of commerce club
Ja 10, 35;
Coleman, H.J. outlines plans N 3, 33;
Coleman, P.J. prompt terminal action urged
Ja 5, 30;
Collie, G.S believe slayer Ja 29, 32;
Collins, B.D. kidnapping S 11, 31;
Collins, C. heads endeavor union Ag 27, 37;
Collins, C.E. except cattle tax My 26, 34;
Collins, E.E. name Collins to dry post N 26, 32;
Collins, E.E. four aspirants file My 23, 34;
Collins, E.E. Methodist meet Jn 20, 21, 22, 24,
26, 27, 1930;
Collins, F.O. highway commissioners resign
Ap 8, 37;
Collins, G.S. dies D 7, 36;
Collins, I.B. elected head of teachers O 26, 30;
Collins, J. dies Ja 31, 34;
Collins, N. boys plead guilty Je 11, 30;
Collins, R.I. postal robbery Ja 18, 30;
Collins, S.F. plans visit Jl 15, 18, 19, 37;
COLOMBIA SCHOLASTIC PRESS ASSOC. paper scores
high Mr 19, 30;
COLUMBUS HILL ROAD let job soon D 16, 34;
COLUMBUS - DEER POINT ROAD yellowstone trail
link to be opened D 23, 30;
COLUMBUS STATE BANK officials arrested
Mr 7, 31;
Coneor, R.E. 4-H club heads to meet A p
23, 31; named 4-H club official Mr 14, 35;
COMMERCIAL CHEMICAL CO. to open plant F 19,
30;
COMMERCIAL CLINIC see Billings commercial
COMMERCIAL NAT'L BANK OF MILES CITY held
charges extracted Mr 31, 1937;
COMMERCIAL ORGANIZ. SEC. Club group D 11, 31
Montana Day Apr 16, 37; sec. to hold meet
Ja 6, 38; Staff is named head Ja 27, 30;
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS UAT session Jn 10, 13,
1931; plans reunion O 22, 32; tristate
parley Jn 11, 12, 33;
Combs, W.E. dude ranches name sec. Ja 17, 3
\COMMITTEE, MONT. cities man sees J.W. schnitzler My 27, 32;
\COMMUNITY law girl for Red crashes Ap 30, 32;
students should learn facts Mr 17, 36;
\COMMUNITY GHOSTS funds campaign delayed
O 18, 35; F 10, set Ja 19, 36; reviews
record Ja 26, 36; set forth aims Ja 30, 36;
\\divide cheat funds J 2, 36; drive to open
S 16, 36; drive to start S 3, 37; $16,000
\\goal S 11, 37; cheat campaign 0 9-23, 1937;
\\drive S 2, 3, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 1938;
\\support four local activities S 11, 36;
\\supports vital activities S 3, 37; funds
\\campaign S 17-23, 1939; $11,500 pledge
O 1, 39;
\COMMUNITY DINNER My 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 1937;
\COMMUNITY GAS & OIL CO. selects site Ag
27, 31;
\COMMUNITY MILITARY GAS COMPANY enters gasoline
war Jn 21, 30; 25-cent gas in Butte Jn 24,
26, 1930;
\Gonser, B. hopes to win stage honors Ap 5,
32;
\Cosant, J.W. dies N 29, 36;
\Cone, F. files for commissioner Ja 1, 30;
\Cone, J.C. probe death Jn 12, 30;
\\Cone, J.R. injuries cause death Ag 3, 33;
\\Confert, J. youths shot N 1, 37;
\\Conley, J.B. Shrine patronage Ja 17, 36;
\\Conger, R. poison victim Ja 2, 31;
\\\CONVENTIONAL CHURCH conference 0 7-11, 30;
\\50 years of community services My 22, 32;
\\pastor declines call to Pocatello Jl 31, 32;
\\Pocatello speaks S 29, 32; Pastor resigns Ja
8, 38; Seattle man elected Jl 12, 34;
\meeting Ap 28, 30; My 1, 2, 3, 35; sale of
\liquor gets attention 0 30, 35; Thanksgiving
\services planned N 25, 36; LaPreter elected
\My 2, 37; to ordain project pastor S 12, 37;
\\observes 40th year S 26, 37;
\\\GOVERNOR of ILLINOIS ORGANIZ. law and order
\leading issue 0 31, 37;
Cook, C. wounded S 7, 35;
Cook, J.W. dies Ja 3, 32;
Cook, L.Your hurt S 7, 31;
Cook, N. elected to attend 4-H Jun 3, 31;
Cook, W. battle stayed with transient Jl 15, 30;

COWBOYS recipes of decades ago My 14, 33;
Cooke, R.E. Pres. of bar assoc. F 23, 30;
Cooke, R.E. cripples children aid plea O 26, 34;
Cooksey, R.E. reports new donors O 30, 34;
COokers CITY, MONT. auto caravan to Cooke city Ag 5, 34; Moon of world tourists S 25, 37; new gold boom envisioned by Calif. N 19, 39;

COOK CITY HIGHWAY sees heart of highway COOKING SCHOOL sessions My 20, 32;
Cooley, M.A. injured 0 15, 39;
Cooley, R.A. secure degree My 11, 36;
Coombs, E. home demonstration club heads meet S 26, 34; heads home Demonstration council S 25, 35;
Cooper, M.B. suicide My 26, 30;
Cooney, B.E. dies Jl 10, 32;
Cooney, E.H. dies Kay 24, 30;
Cooney, F. dies Jl 20, 34;
Cooney, F.H. Holt to be acting Gov. Ag 7, 35;
Cooney, H. succeeds to governorship Mr 14, 35; urges bond purchase Ag 12, 35; states to get big relief fund Jl 27, 35; job definitely assured June 29, 35; reveals program Jl 29, 35; Monday legal holiday Jl 1, 35; political heads to speak Aug 4, 35; cut convicts terms Ag 8, 35; request public works plan Ag 17, 35; leads newspapers Aug 19, 35; named head of recovery body Ag 30, 35; urges consideration of Big Horn Dam S 7, 35; speaks about NRA drive S 9, 35; seeks speed on state projects S 10, 35; seek funds for 164 projects S 26, 35; reveals stock program O 14, 35; delays special session calling N 9,10,11, 35; push dam projects N 11, 35; submit bill to release money D 1, 35; state officials criticize Ja 12,34; Knight attacks executives Ja 17, 34; nags legislation Ja 17, 34; house hears body's testimony Ja 18, 34; adjournment depends hearing action Ja 18, 34; defeat motion on gov. Ja 19, 34; signs last measures Ja 22, 34; to visit Ja 25,26, 35; request for Stafford's office denied F 3, 34; sure of federal aid F 14, 34; to face fish game body slander action My 19,20, 34; legal tangle before supreme court Jl 12, 35; order Magistrate applications filed recently Jn 14, 34;

CONTRAIL BRIDGE see bridge (game)
Contrell, J.N. Moose plans meeting Jl 11, 31;
Contrella, H. Mexican killed N 28, 30;
Contreras, F. file charge N 14,17, 33;
CONVENTIONS may to visit city My 20, 33;
host to dozen conventions Ja 4, 36; 11 conventions to be held Mr 6, 36;
Converse, F. charge Casper officials My 2, 33;
Convery, J. Masonic meeting My 15,15, 36;
CONVICTS change in hiring street workers charged O 2, 35;
Cook, A.L. dies Ja 23, 29;
Cooney, F.H., court upholds Stafford Jn 21, 34; speaks Jn 27, 34; application for EMC camp Jn 28, 34; flags relief plans Jn 28, 34; to speed water program 0 2, 34; gets assurance on Musselshell project 0 10, 34; grants rate increase 0 27, 34; states Buffalo Rapids plan favored 0 30, 34; Red Lodge project nearing approval N 3, 34; pays surprise visit N 5, 34; Jorn rate increase N 12, 13, 1934; takes action in sugar factory strike D 14, 34; closes joint session message task Jn 4, 35; 116 acts passed Mr 13, 35; 67 bills signed Mr 14,16,19,22,23, 1935; enacts highway patrol bill Mr 15, 35; believes Greg store system sufficient Mr 17, 35; seed pea embargo Ap 4, 35; denies execution steps for Henry Zorn Ap 19, 35; Mont. leads in conservation Ap 7, 35; work in carbon to start soon Mr 25, 35; leads hay prices Mr 26, 35; cites progress under Roosevelt S 8, 35; praises administration S 8, 35; meeting or reconstruct Helena 0 22, 35; treasury new has big balance 6, 35; death of Cooney 16, 35; - COUNTRY DAM completed Mr 14, 37; Coonts, R.E., Nat'1 veterans leader Jn 25, 26, 1933; Cooper, "grandpa" B. celebrates birthday Mr 25, 30; Cooper, J. Indian gets pen term 0 19, 35; Cooper, J.D. back on active life Mr 18, 34; Cooper, J.P. dies Mr 18, 37; Copeland, J.C. eye specialists to open sessions Jl 24, 30; Copeland, J. Beck victim of stabbing Ag 11, 37; Copenhaver, W.H. Helena man missing Ap 20, 32; COPPER INDUSTRY asks copper tariffs Mr 27, 32; flags effort to slash prices 0 7, 35; COPPER MINING another Batte mine to operate Jn 8, 33; Corbin, J. hunt escapes Jl 19, 54; Corbly, A. dies Ap 23, 35; Conk, F. officers arrest four D 20, 32; CORN & SEED SHOW O 10, D 17,14,15,16, 1937; Cornham, J.M. dies O 25, 35; CORN & SEED SHOW N 1, D 12,14,15,16,17, 1939; Cornell, J.H. sentence eight N 25, 35; CORPORATION LAWS bills introduced F 11, 31; Corrine, M. killed 0 21, 34; Cortez, J. Filipina held D 10, 36; Corwin, F.E. dies D 14, 34; Corwin, G.F. dies D 14, 39; Corwin, K struck motorist A 20,21,27,28, My 3,5, 1936; Cory, L.L. pastor resigns Jn 8, 34; COSMETOLOGIST LAWS bill among senators F 22, 33; Costa, J. shot N 4, 31; Costello, N. may die N 10, 30; Costello, S. judge revokes parole Jn 25, 31; Cathcart, T.A. appointment of taxes made S 18, 36; Coughlin, T. attempt to cut ore digger services vot Ap 21, 33; COULSON, MONT. history recalled N 4, 34; last coal structure salvaged for lumber F 10, 33; cemetery is memorial S 8, 35; history N 19, 39; COUNCIL OF CATHOLIC WOMEN meet set Ap 30, My 1, 37; COUNTERFEITING results in arrest S 5, 30; dockery given pen term F 11, 31; officers held three D 28, 32; Shamrock case F 18, 22; 1933; arrest man suspected of passing bogus bills Mr 20, 33; file charge Mr 22, 33; pair sentenced Jl 14, 33; counterfeited raid made Ag 10, 34; suspends terms of pair Ap 20, 35; three held in counterfeiting Jl 5, 36; counterfeiters get fines terms Jn 24, 36; suspects taken My 11, 37; pair given pen terms O 23, 37; COUNTIES ASS'N SOUTHERN MONT. meeting J123, 38; tour - big horn canyon dam 4J 30, 31, 39; COUNTIES, CONSOLIDATION of senate passes bill F 25, 33; COUNTY COLLECTIVE SWEEPSTAKES carbon county scores victory S 4, 30; COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ASS'N favor flathead river project J 14, 30; meeting dates set D 10, 30; Frickert heads commissioners J 30, 32; commissioners open business meetings today Jn 19,22,23,24, 1933; Meeting My 27, Jn 8,10,11,12,13,14, 1934; COUNTY EXTENSION AGENCIES stillwater agent resigns Jn 10, 35; M'Kee resigns D 2, 36; five selected D 10, 36; meeting 0 20, 31; COUNTY OFFICES record field seeks state county posts Jl 19, 36; COURT REORGANIZATION PLAN county bar opposes reorganization F 19, 37; court proposal subject of bar meeting F 25, 37; Courtice, I.J. recommends more local Feeding N 15, 31; Couture, H. seven men die Mr 4, 37; COVERED WAGON EXPEDITION 0 17,30, N 6,9,11, 12,14,15,16,19, 23, 1935; N 8-20, 1937; see also Midland empire covered wagon expedition (1936) CORON - B.O.O PRODUCTION CONTROL ASSOC. organized Ap 12, 35; Cowan, F. works progress head Jl 11, 35; Cowan, G.F. attacked by Indians D 3, 39; Cowan, S. Justice miscarriage revealed Ag 29, 34; COURTS plans pub-feast Jn 15, 39; plans pony express marathon N 8, 39;
COWBOYS' apprentice finishes long ride on 15, 39.
Robt. Watson dies 0 22, 39.
COWBOYS' Assoc. meet on 15, 39.
Coggill, W. dies on 14, 29.
Corden, J.R. Massa honor on 15, 16, 37.
Cowles, J.R. Mason coming.
COWLEY, Wyo. beats form main crop on 4, 35.
Cox, F.A. Man killed 0 25, 37.
Cox, F.J. guarantees price of $6 on 19, 31.
Cox, F.J. named head of AAA beef group on 13, 35.
Coy, L. Blaze claims 2 lives on 23, 37.
Coza, F.C. Killed on 3, 34.
Crabbe, F. Larceny case on 26, 35.
Crabbe, F. Larceny case on 22, 35.
Crabbe, J. Face burglary charges on 31, 30.
Crabbe, J.R. Holdup on 19, 30.
Craighead, B. Supports home modernizing show on 20, 35.
Crandall, J. Wagon trip from boom on 21, 35.
Crandall, M. Von feature event of celebration on 15, 35.
Crandall, M. Cleared on 12, 31.
Crandall, W. Believed to drown on 19, 20.
Crandall, W. Nine hurt on 4, 35.
Cravan, T. Mexican boy beaten on 10, 30.
Crawford, O. Defends Self on 8, 31.
Crawford, H. Murdi Oasa queen on 11, 31.
Crawford, J. Two drown on 14, 31.
Crawford, O.W. Trio held on 23, 32.
Crawford, O.W. Bank robbery trial on 20, 31.
Dailey, H. Holdup on 19, 30.
Crawford, O.W. May get parole on 16, 38.
Crazy Hule, J. Guilty pleas entered on 16, 36.
CREDIT MORTGAGE ASS'N M'Oene elected head on 23, 36.
CRIME capital was struggling town on 13, 35.
Criminal cases on 27, 35.
Crawford, D. Criminal Group held on 17, 37.
Creighton, R. Hunt on 22, 33.
Cress, A. Joints normal school staff on 8, 30.
Crider, J.P. Man hunt on 13, 38.
Brighton, R.C. Jury to receive case on 12, 13, 19, 33
CRIMES Kilroy given five-year term on 2, 30.
Crimin offs on track on 16, 18, 19, 30.
Criminal cases on 16, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 23, 30.
Criminal cases on 23, 30.
Criminal cases on 29, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 29, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
Criminal cases on 28, 30.
CRIME CONTENT. Eight receive fines 0 22, 38; quarrel about stored sheet 0 29, 37; Great Falls swept by violence 12, 37; county prisoner wounded F 6,7,8, 38; Roundup woman to be sentenced 9, 12, 38; Slaggen is given 13-year term F 11, 39; start cleanup drive F 24, 30; Brittan, Virgil, Larson, Tony, Heberlein, Adams Aug 20, 39; four criminal cases dismissed D 1, 39; 44,000 swindle D 16, 38; swindle case suspect held F 17, 19, 24,20,27, 3939; confidence man admits charge (Gotch) 0 4,10, 39; ex-criminal is held following airplane crash 30, 39; see also types of crimes, e.g. kidnapping, murder, narcotics, robbery, liquor violations CRIME COMMISSION to seek new laws 5,6, 30; prison repairs are necessary D 1, 30; selective jury system favored D 6, 30; CRIME JUvenile officers state juvenile crime gaining 0 12, 31; Criner, 0. policeman slain Ag 8, 5, 35; CRIMINALS run hunt F 6,13,20, 39; Crimmins, J. dies 0 31, 35; Criner, G. enters not guilty plea Ag 16, 23, 35; Criner, G. to pay with life 0 15,16, 35; Crippen, O. school's valet dietitian, saldo- tarian My 22, 35; Crippen, H.C. issues rate flight call Ja 17, 33; Crippen, H.C. is commercial club elects Crippen head of group Ja 30, 32; Crippen, H.C. reviews of work F 24, 32; Crippen, H.C. party name delegates My 11, 32; Crippen, H.C. Jr. takes attorney race Jl 21, 32; Crippen, H.C. cites bearing of rate order D 28, 32; Crippen, H.C. campaign for finances is given support 0 29, 34; CRIPPLED CHILDREN & ADULTS rotary clubs sided to work for bill S 16, 30; local campaign My 22-30, 1930; Allard talks My 9, 31; funds drive 0 2, 34; aid plea made 0 26, 34; speed up campaign My 1, 34; may seek share of liquor profits My 5, 35; select teams for campaign 0 10, 37; need financial support N 3, 37; federal and state set-up helps injured F 6, 30; funds drive 0 2, 34; CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL gift provides new crippled children's hospital P 27, 39; Cress, R. skeleton found My 19, 30; CRITICS A.M. trio escape death Ja 18, 31; Critch, J. & W. dynamite caps mangle bodies Jl 5, 32; Croonenberghs, L.J. gets road post 0 12, 39; Croonenberghs, L.J. ex ante annual report 0 15, 35; Croonenberghs, L.J. flying squadron arrives Jl 15, 35; Croonenberghs, L.J. reenactment asked Mr 2, 37; Croonquist, A.H. speaks Aug 18, 30; Croonquist, A.H. nude ranchers meet N 1,7,9,10, 31; Croonquist, A. reports at nude parade 0 20, 32; nude ranchers form luncheon topic My 25, 36; among victims in state tragedy Ja 11, 38; Crenn, G.W. masons elect Ag 17, 38; Croxley, D. nine are hurt 0 4, 35; Croy, F.W. six buddies form outfit here My 22, 30; Croy, J.W. heads veterans Jl 1, 30; Crouse, R.M. guest at Kiwanis club Ja 6, 31; Crouch, C.D. church re-dedicated F 15, 37; CROW AGENCY repair work to start soon Ja 19, 39; city jail, construction Ag 16, 39; CROW AGENCY FAIR annual fair Ag 25, 31; 8, 2, 1937; Crow Dog trial of Sioux warrior Ag 9, 33; CROW INDIAN CHURCH special service 8 30, 30; CROW INDIAN RESERVATION crow country shows increase Ja 3, 30; new specimen is unearthed Jl 17, 31; $200,000 hospital Ja 1,10, 33; Yellotail is confirmed agency chief Jl 22, 34; superintendent of reservations Ag 1, 34; jobs will cost about $54,500 0 29, 35; hospital bids are called Ja 24, 36; award contract My 10, 36; heating plant work start Ag 29, 36; close liquor and beer shops My 23, 36; "smoke" dies Jl 21, 36; gov't loses Indian irrigation case My 31, 36; coded wire taps in big area Ag 9, 36; rifle found body Ag 21, 36; Reynolds dies My 30, 37; Indian lands thrown open 4½ yrs. ago N 21, 37; gov't loses suit over crown water rights 0 2, 39; program closes 8 2, 38; fair to open Ag 28-31, 39; CROW INDIAN TRIBAL FAIR battle to open Indian fair Ag 29-30, 32, 39; CROW INDIANS crow indian land inspired many canvas treasures Ja 11, 31; possessed of admirable traits of character My 8, 31; praised and assailed by whites N 8, 31; Lindeman's new book brings tales of crow tribes D 6, 31; present at golden spike ceremony F 1, 32; rocks where infant was lost place of religious devotion F 20, 32; Strife between tribes dates back to 1801 Jl 12, 32; Red man's ceremony at Ashland in 1877 D 15, 32; investigation, troubles marked his period of duty F 5, 33; crown settlers are to manage water system My 3, 33; crow indians fired into their camp My 12, 33; militia charges do not come up during hearing N 10, 33; interrupted first gold mining discovery 0 17, 33;
CROW INDIANS big horn dies meeting D 19, 21, 23, 30, 33; rush east for leasing parsley F 9, 34; recall last of Indian trouble Ap 8, 34; to vote on Yellowtail Ap 27, 34; slated to visit polls My 1, 34; study tobacco society My 13, 34; privileged few are allowed to take part in rites My 3, 34; recalls rich life Jl 1, 34; rodeo features croon Indians Ag 14, 34; slaying of Brave—pickin' tail N 10, 34;Liver-eating Johnson wounded Jl 6, 35; crow lose last legitimate chief in passing of bird hat F 10, 35; Asbury dies Mr 6, 35; Quintet of Lodge Grass causing stir Mr 11, 35; reservation heads to meet Mr 22, 35; water rights case being heard by Pray My 1, 35; statute of chief Plenty Coups My 5, 35; to vote on new deal program My 10, 35; defeat move to junk Indian policy My 19, 35; tells about long journey and criticizes Fort Custer Jn 2, 35; shipments for crows reservation arrives in Black Canyon S 15, 35; will get more bison D 9, 35; Plenty Coups writes story of ceremony My 30, 37; Crow tribal fair Jl 15, 37; Indian pageant Ag 29, 37; historical facts S 1, 2, 37; restrictive regulations bring last crow uprising S 25, 38; survey in 1894 Mr 25, 39; water Project Ag 6, 39; CROW TRIBAL FAIR stage dances S 1–3 36; Crowe, E.F. dies Mr 27, 30; CRude oil takes fight against crude oil tax Mr 5, 35; Crum, W.T. men escape death N 14, 30; Crum, W.T. new trustees named Jl 18, 31; Custer, B.W. held in robbery N 5, 36; Cottle, J. hold up D 2, 36; Culver, H.C. two die F 17, 35; Cunningham, H. trio newly appointed Mr 27, 34; Cunningham, W.E. dies Jl 1, 33; Cunningham, E. misstep fatal Jl 2, 35; Cunningham, H.R. business reputation gains Jn 10, 30; Cunningham, H.R. dies O 28, 33; Cune, F. suicide Jl 22, 37; Curley, I. horsethieves sentenced F 22, 30; Curley, J.N. to speak 8p 2, 32; Kean, J. police strike by 20, 49; Currie, J.W. fair board named F 23, 34; Currie, J.W. head of fair board D 31, 38; Currie, J.W. releases fair profits M 5, 39; Currie, W., pump irrigation N 28, 37; Curtis, C. support O 2, 32; Curtis, C. arrange for Curtis visit O 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 32; Curtis, M.D. dies Ag 26, 35; Custer, U.A. soldier knew general Jn 21, 31; Custer, U.A. many proclaimed savages Mr 19, 33; impossible to catch brave Jl 9, 33; 'Old Nutriment' D 23, 34; dramatic incident N 14, 37; red horse specks N 14, 37; CUSTER BATTLE see Little Big Horn Battle of 1876 CUSTER BATTLEFIELD NAT'L CEMETERY custer museum bill planned Ap 15, 34; plan for memorial Jn 3, 33; given federal money O 20, 33; custer battle museum fight renewed here Mr 31, 34; bill offered Jn 8, 35; dedication Ap 21, 35; custer museum Jn 12, 35; museum gets approval F 6, 35; given approval F 13, 35; wheelers acts to get custer memorial fund Jl 3, 35; museum funds approved Ap 10, 37; custer museum obliged by US war department Ap 1, 37; museum bill signed Ag 11, 39; CUSTER BATTLEFIELD HIGHWAY ASSOC. convention Jn 1, 30; black hills carven S 13, 14, 19, 30; extension to Missoula S 28, 30; favor extending line Jn 4, 30; CUSTER COUNTY sipunca death Jn 2, 31; CUSTER COUNTY FAIR miles city fair Ag 29, 8 6, 9, 10, 11, 1931; CUSTER COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL Grid special to miles city N 1, 30; takes sweepsakes Ag 28, 35; CUSTER COUNTY JUNIOR COLLEGE helena man gets position Ag 11, 39; opens doors O 29, 39; CUSTER COWBOYS battle for crown N 1, 30; CUSTER - INDIAN HOMES opens N 24, 32; CUSTER NAT'L FOREST forest and reserve joined Jn 5, 31; importance of timber resources Jn 22, 33; smoking run Jl 19, 35; attracts many O 1, 35; road fund allotted Jl 25, 36; blaze Jn 26, 27, 1936; lightning sets 10 fires Jl 8, 1936; blaze north of Bannock Jn 19, 36; fires near airlane Jn 27, 36; blaze Ag 9, 36; proposed Handbook N 21, 37; recommended expansion of facilities N 20, 37; engineers in nature F 6, 39; Cutchall, G., prisoner pardoned paralleled D 30, 33; Cutler, G.W. speaker Jn 16, 37; CYCLOONES helena power cut off Ag 6, 37;
by, A.E. dies S 23, 30;
by, D. trio honored My 5, 37;
DAILIES & DAIRY PRODUCTS dairies ranked
high at 3, 30; dairy tour at 21, Jl 9, 31;
outlook encouraging $ 2, 31; Ayers veto M 16, 31;
train to stop Ag 30, 39; experiments
with dairy cattle S 17, 39; herds to be
displayed 0 4, 30, 30; see also names of dairies;
meadow gold dairy blue hand dairy, Yellow-
stone Creamery also names of products e.g.
milk, etc.
Dakotas, Miner drowns 0 15, 37;
Dale, J. negro hurt Ag 18, 35;
Daly, M. memorial Jl 20, 31;
Daly, W.B. urges embargo D 6, 30;
DALLAS DOME WYOMING OIL FIELDS locates here
Ja 4, 30; Daly, M. Jr dies N 11, 30;
DEMOCRATIC PARTY convention S 4, 4, 39;
Derry, G.C. meeting Ja 18, 19, 1939;
Dane, J. Wibaux man killed Ag 9, 37;
D’Amico, P.A. dies Ag 27, 32;
DAVIS Cooney to push projects N 31, 33;
beavers suggest irrigation methods N 14, 37;
DAYS, YELLOWSTONE RIVER report $90,000 is
set aside for work in valley Ja 29, 30;
DAYS sees also names of individual dams:
Big Horn canyon dam Flathead dam Gallatin
dam Fort peck dam glaciale dam tongue river
dam, Folsom dam upper mussel shell dam.
Dana, M. N. head of reclamation Ap
9, 33;
Dana, M. N. speaks Ap 22, 34;
Dana, M. N. speaks Ap 22, 34;
Dana, M. escape fire crush 0 9, 34;
DANCING LAWS ban is passed Jl 8, 31; council
divorces beer halls dancing Ja 22, 36;
Dawson, G.L. named pres. Ap 7, 35;
Daniels, C.W. dies M 21, 32;
DAVIDS COUNTY montana looking backward Ja
28, 32;
Dunkelner, F. wins laurels Ag 27, 33;
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMER. REV. marks fort custer
site S 21, 32, 30; leader will be guest Ag
30, S 1, 31, 1931; builds gateway to memorial drive
N 15, 31; honor bhillings women M 24, 33;
annual session Ap 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1934; dates
back 30 years Ap 1, 3; elects Mrs. C.A.
day My 18, 36; place tablet at ceremonies
Ja 10, 34; unveils rosebud battle marker
Ja 18, 34; dedicates canyon gateway road
monument S 24, 35; months
DAUGHTERS OF MONTANA PIONEERS will meet J n
25, 30;
DAUGHTERS OF THE IVILE official to visit Ja
16, 17, 31; supper head here S 5, 31; queen
is guest S 7, 33; queen's
queen to visit S 12, 1;
Davie, K. honored My 3, 36;
Davies, K. order election 0 20, 23, 26, 35;
Davies, M. students win events Mr 30, 3;
Davies, R.H. dies Ja 12, 35;
Davies, A. robbers plead guilty Mr 6, 7, 3;
Davies, A.R. narcotics agent held D 4, 13;
Davies, D. transient dies F 25, 34;
Davies, D.W. Esther Rhodes, J.K. Skruprad
in state event S 14, 30;
Davies, E. mine inspector speaks Mr 9, 36;
Davies, E. mine workers assemble My 15, 3;
Davies, J.S. purchases land Ap 15, 30;
Davies, C.G. mine hurt Mr 4, 35;
Davies, C.L. contest not decided Jl 21, 3;
Davies, H. officers of Grazing group Mr 8, 36;
Davies, H. speaks Mr 20, 31;
Davies, H. speaks N 4, 34;
Davies, H. school council Mr 21, 37;
Davies, J.M. dies Ja 10, 31;
Davies, D.W. confer on seed loans Jn 3, 3;
Davies, M.J. dies Mr 9, 34;
Davies, F. thought foul play victim Ja 13, 1931;
Davies, R. youth injured D 9, 35;
Davies, R. burglary case F 20, 34;
Davies, R. boosts attractions of West S 15, 58;
Davies, R. bus driver recalls early days
Jl 18, 54;
Davies, T. speaks Mr 13, 34;
Davies, T.J. speaks F 22, 35;
Davies, T.J. works progress district head
Jl 11, 35;
Davies, W.F., officer wins decorations
Ja 14, 43;
Devisson, E. rustling D 19, 21, 37;
Dawes, H.J. identify body O 6, 34;
Dawson, B. youths appear Ja 4, 36;
Dawson, C. mishap occurs O 30, 37;
Dawson, R. grocer helps take m;
DAWSON COUNTY montana looks forward Mr
1, 31;
DAWSON COUNTY FAIR S 29, to open S 1, 39;
DAWSON COUNTY HIC
dent resign D 3;
Day, C.A. ele;
Day, J.S. dr;
DAYLIGHT SAV
proclamation
1:30; vote;
DAYS OF 19;
DEACONESS
plans nun;
DEAD MAN.
11, 36;
12, 84;
WARREN, R. three injured Jl 7, 31;  
Dean, C. narcotic raid Jl 4, 31;  
Dean, G.B. dies 0 17, 35;  
Dean, J. run-killed two wounded N 26, 30;  
Dean, W.H. worker missing 0 10, D 27, 28, 1930;  
DEERFIELD IRONMINING DISTRICT agreement made Jl 17, 30;  
DEFATE defeat Palson My 12, 32;  
DEFEAT passed My 6, 30;  
DEFICIT 7,300 7-1 to balance budget F 2, 30;  
DEFICIT, STATE reducing bill Jl 19, 33;  
Dencher, F.P. infant drowns Jl 11, 36;  
Decker, J. youth drowns Jl 5, 34;  
DEER LUGGAGE Co. mutual looking backward Jl 19, 31;  
Doylebach, E. stockman dies Ap 17, 31;  
Do Green, H. arrested F 4, 31;  
Dofflemyre, J. beating is self-defense Jl 1, 33;  
Dolensey, W. blind 9 years 0 18, 30;  
Delano, R.E. truck driver dies S 14, F 34;  
Bell, W. Mooseley will install Ag 29, 34;  
Delmer, D.A. to run Mr 15, 34;  
Delmar OIL Co. test well Ja 27, 31;  
Dedication, P. recieve fines 0 22, 37;  
Dennis, S.W. prosecutor and sheriff offices N 7, 34;  
D.eq, C.W. to run for judge My 20, 36;  
DEMONSTRATIVE COMMITTEE Mars Denon to speak Jl 23, 36;  
bourbon meet planned 0 20, 31; 1930;  
Downtown organization in formed Ag 21, 36;  
DEMONSTRATIVE PARTY names Smith Ag 14, 30;  
meeting S 6, 30;  
DAVIDSON case raises point F 7, 33;  
Dempsey, R. carnival troupe held N 7, 37;  
Dempsey, F. farmer held N 3, 35;  
Dempsey, P.A. dies Mr 5, 35;  
Duncan, C.E. fund drive N 4-21, 39;  
Dennis, L. seeks post as rail commissioner N 3, 32;  
DelAwow, L. enter city election Mr 17, 35;  
Dorn, R. crushed Ag 21, 30;  
DENTAL ASSOC. meeting Ag 20-22, 1933;  
DENNIS burglarar loot office D 14, 17, 31;  
DePratto, F. suspect held F 20, 32;  
DEPRESSION, BUSINESS SEE Business depress;  
Dorr, G. motor trades group to hear leaders speak D 7, 35;  
Dorr, M.F. almonr Mr 21, 31;  
Dorr, R.C. name Democrat chairman Jl 27, 32;  
enters chief justice race My 27, 31;  
Bourbon hold dinner Jl 9, 36;  
judgeship race N 5, 36;  
retires Judge My 27, 31; court term calendar N 7, 31;  
Deotion, J. given life N 25, 31;  
DeStahler, H.R. dies F 4, 30;  
DeStano, J. injured N 2, 30;  
DeValera, E. delivers St. Patrick's speech Mr 17, 30;  
DeVault, M.E. dies Ag 19, 33;  
DeVault, W. 60 years old Apr 14, 30;  
DeVault, W. Rockefeller has. july  
Downew, J. merchant to hold meeting  
Downew, M.B. speaks Ag 26, 27, 36;
Bexler, J. opens offices Apr 19, 30;
DeYo, A.H. sold out to E. F. Dekay in 1947, 30;
Dinah, D. two men held 1937, 30;
Diamond, J.G. conditions are equal to 1920;
Jn 19, 30;
Diamond, D. dies Jn 27, 34;
DIAMOND: new line of soliders held 1947, 30;
Dias, A. discharge kills girl B 19, 35;
Dickenson, W.P. found dead N 11, 34;
Dixey, A. two caught D 23, 35;
Dixson, W.B. sheriff states suicide matter
Mr 13, 34;
Dickson, L.A. suicide S 11, 32;
Dickson, N.E. bank receiver held Aug 27, 28, 30;
Bleeke, R. piled ties on track Mr 16, 18, 19,
1930;
Berger, P.W. congregational church meet
My 1, 35;
Bleacher, A.C. speaks My 19, 30;
Bleicher, R. dies O 12, 31;
Bills, J. confesses in holding 8 6, 10, 31;
Dillard, T. pursues wild beast into rescue
tunnel Ap 4, 37;
Dilligion, R.C. asks remonstration Jun 12, 32;
Dilligion, R.C. selected GOP for chairmanship
Aug 13, 32;
Dilligion, R.C. asks for recall Jun 14, 30;
Dilligion, R.C. opens quiz Jun 1, 31;
Dilligion, R.C. accepts resignation F 18, 32;
Dilligion, R.C. chairman repubilcans 1
10, 35;
Dilligion, C. featured in famous hidden ball
manner My 17, 31;
Dilworth, R. truck driver stabbed My 4, 36;
Dineen, D.J. named to post Jn 3, 35;
Dineen, D.J. confirmation of illustration My 16,
22, 23, 35;
Dineen, F. seven injured 11, 31, 37;
DINOSAURS early day dwellers Mr 20, 27, 32;
find 8 28, 32; finds made north of Billings
0 9, 32; finding head bones Ag 9, 34; aerial
survey Ag 13, 34; air dinosaurs search S 1,
34; fantastic find in Wyoming 8 6, 34; dinosaur
find in Beaver Creek county 8 10, 36;
Diné, E. held for theft Ap 26, 27, My 11,
18, Jn 1, 1930;
Dipp, R. liquor finds Ag 1, 34;
DISARMMENT hug requests disarmament act
N 21, 31;
DISEASES see named diseases Cancer Polio,
Pneumonia Hemorrhagic Spotted Fever
Diteman, U.P. most 10, 31;
DIVORCE LAWS fight F 25, 30; bill is approved
by lower house F 14, 19, 27, Mr 1, 31; placed
on file F 2, 15, 35; get attention Jn 21, 30,
F 13, 29, 1937; quick divorce measure offered
house Jn 19, 30; house calls bill F 7, 31;
21, 22, 25, 1938;
DIVORCE LAWS, WO. bill introduced F 4, 31;
WYOMING will make change May 5, 33;
Dixon, M. hunt ends 0 16, 17, 30;
Dixon, J.M. will aid galen campaign 1, 3;
Dixon, J.M. visits Jn 20, 31, 30;
Dixon, J.M. varies O 25, 30;
Dixon, J.M. appears at Butte O 28, 30;
Dixon, J.M. addresses Anaconda meet O 20, 3;
Dixon, J.M. campaigns 0 31, 30;
Dixon, J.M. speaks Ag 10, 32;
Dixon, J.M. issues warning O 22, 32;
Dixon, J.M. death My 23, 34;
Dixon, M.F. Rebozkia and IDOF meet Jn 14, 3;
Dobin, E.J. injuries fatal N 6, 32;
Dobson, W. worker killed O 21, 36;
Docherty, F. love triangle blamed 8 12, 37;
Docherty, S.P. counterfeiting 8 13, 30;
Docherty, S. counterfeiting 8 11, 31;
DOCTOR'S see Physicians and Surgeons
Doe, J. theft at Belfry 8 9, 30;
Doez, W. miner killed Ag 29, 31,
DOG CONTROL declines to change dog
ordinance Jn 20, 34; fight city dog catching
system S 13, 14, 17, 18, 1935; new deal for
dogs 9 9, 35;
DOG BREEDS dog teams in readiness 0 6, 30;
DOG see also police dogs
Doggart, J.D. dies My 11, 30;
Doherty, C.W. best-growing industry
to be topic 2 3, 30;
Doherty, C.W. finishes region survey My 1,
30;
Doherty, C.W. best crop high in sugar 8 30,
1930;
Doherty, C.W. industry discussed O 4, 30;
Doherty, C.W. gives local estimate O 15, 30;
beets disease unlikely D 17, 30; tells beet
value Ag 29, 31; beet crop normal 8 4, 31;
sugar content high S 28, 31; annual directors
directors 9 22; sees record crop 9 8, 32;
sugar advances Jn 18, 32; yield sets record
Doherty, C.W. figures in auto accident D
25, 35;
Doherty, C.W. worked in section in '16-17'
D 25, 35;
Dole, P.W. temple leader guest D 5, 30;
Jn 14, 36;
Dorder, N. appointed to board F 25, 37;
Donnelly, C. three men injured Mr 21, 35;
Dominga, A. Vaughn named for liquor board
F 19, 37;
Donnelly, C. rail officials visit Jl 10, 30;
Donnelly, C. in billings for 50th anniv.
Jn 24, 32;
Donnelly, C. efforts to correct rates Jl
28, 32;
Donnelly, C. Dawes hall brightens crop outlook F 26, 36;
Donahue, R.B. highway heads replaced Jan 17, 37.

Donovan, L.P. files for senatorial term My 25, 34.

Door, A. indians killed in cliff plunges D 23, 27, 28, 30.

Dorsher, H. woman escape death My 28, 30.

Down, A.J. released by name D 30, 33.

Downs, E. cattle rustling ring Aug 17, 20, 30.

Downey, C. tourist gains made Aug 26, 37.

Downey, H. broken gave incorrect data Mar 9, 10, 13, 20, 23, 24, 26, 1935.

Douglas, P.B. hold up Mills city man D 15, 34.

Douglas, G. mishaps take lives D 16, 34.

Dougall, G. dies D 12, 36.

Douglas, J.N. elected pioneer chief Apr 10, 38.


Douglas, W. attacks Roosevelt S 22, 32.

Douglas, C.M. dies D 14, 35.

Douglas, W.E. GFP manages S 3, 32.

Douglas, N. survivor says man looks like killer N 20, 37.

Downey, G. kills self Mar 12, 35.

Downiam, L.P. chiropractic body convenes May 19, 37.

Downiam, W.E. justices file My 17, 30.

Downiam, W.E. no name judge Apr 4, 33.

Downiam, W.E. seeks to solve find problems Jan 3, 30.


Doylo, A.W. arrest four Jan 19, 35.

Doylo, S.A. dies D 31, 33.

Doylo, S.A. estate value $105,000 Jan 14, 34.

Draho, A. to prison F 3, 33.

Draho, W.K. case to jury Apr 16, 35.

Drange, H. clash for montana title Aug 30, 36.

Drange, H. defeated Aug 30, 38.

Drange, H.C. dies D 17, 37.

Drange, H.L. named police judge D 26, 38.

Drapor, C.H. named head of press group S 2, 34.

Driscoll, T. five hurt Mar 23, 35.

Drivakel, A. found dead O 17, 31.

Dreaf, J. dies Ja 29, 30.

BROUGHT relief rate reduction D 2, 30; feed situation serious Aug 16, 17, 23, 26, 30; loan organization perfected F 15, 31; drought J described Jan 29, D 25, 31, 1937; Gov. gets information Aug 11, 31; counties may lend aid Aug 27, 31; problem of national importance Aug 30, 31; food clothes received S 21, 22, 31; food drive planned O 22, 31; relief expense passes million Ja 18, 32; requests emergency aid My 26, 29, 34; $350,000 to aid in drought Jun 1, 3, 34; meeting Jun 12, 34; AAA explains plans Jun 29, 34; insect drought meeting Jun 10, 36; drought not as bad as expected Jul 11, 36; drought relief Aug 15, 36.

bright picture of conditions given S 15, 36; need for water storage O 13, 37; Murray visits city on drought projects S 15, 36; mayor's review decade D 24, 39.

DROWNINGS two in river F 24, 36; girl in ditch Jul 6, 30; girl in stillwater Jul 7, 30; Worden man disappears Jul 20, 30; Burkett leaves party in heartbreak Jul 20, 31, 30; Forsyth man in river Jul 27, 30; girl 10, Jul 30, 30; plan to drain reservoir N 7, 31; body of chin man found N 8, 30; Livingston man My 8, 31; Schneider child in car Jul 30, 31; Lowry, Crawford near Sidney Aug 14, 31; E. Krause in river Aug 30, 31; Helena man missing Apr 18, 32; fail to locate body My 20, 32; recover body of dean man Jul 26, 32; Brooks sought in river S 11, 32; Anacosta people trapped N 15, 32, 33; three in park S 1, 33; local boy sought in river Apr 16, 34; find youth's body Aug 29, 34; Clark fork hides five bodies Aug 12, 34; Decker in river Jul 9, 34; Biggumton in Flathead Lake S 20, 34; Hansen My 25, 35; Kruger in Yellowstone Jul 5, 35; alleged killer found dead O 22, 35; Billings man in mountain lake Jul 5, 36; infant drowns woman injured Jul 11, 36; infant Jul 28, 36; Thoreau in Yellowstone Ag 7, 36, 37; A. Brub in ditch Ag 13, 36; H. Krum in ditch Ag 30, 37; S. Jensen in Yellowstone Ag 4, 37; Bozeman city manager dies S 10, 37; miner in tunnel O 15, 37; pair dead in resort pool Ag 13, 38; boy in well My 6, 39; youth in river My 21, 39; Gregory, Frank V. in stillwater Jul 13, 38; Raymond sheets in Clark Fork river Jul 13, 38; Lulin Hede at Bitch Jul 25, 38; Bernhardt, Virginia N. big ditch laurel Ag 16, 39; Franklin, R. in Yellowstone Ag 22, 38; Allen G. Haworth in Yellowstone Apr 23, 24, 25, 27, 1938; Southworth, Roger in Park City ditch S 6, 39; Lane, Irvin C. in W.1t pool Jul 2, 39; Gregory, D. in south park, billings Jul 30, 39; Leseman, Vincent in Yellowstone Jul 31, 39; Sunott, D.F. Ag 2, 39; Spotted Horse, R. dies Ag 6, 39; unidentified victim in Yellowstone A 21, 39; McDonald, J.A. S 20, 39; Drum, Harry Banieker found dead N 24, 30; Druen, R.F. body thrown fifty feet N 3, 30; DUCK CREEK FIELD work progresses N 26, 30; Ohio firm to start work O 21, 30; 2,040 barrels per day N 7, 30; Dubina, P. sentence Ohio youths S 25, 34; Ducharme, L. lovers; quarrel ends in death Ag 13, 36;
Dakota, M. pair are sentenced Ja 26, 32;
DUDERANCHER’S heavy bookings Ap 13, 30;
writers abound Jul 9, 33; hunter sees great
business My 5, 35; romance of west draws dudes
0 17, 37; $3,900,000 annually for ranch
vacationing My 5, 35;
DUDERANCHER business My 5, 35;
DUDERANCHER ASSOC. Croquis outlines
attractions Ap 19, 30; meet N 16-20, 30;
Pres. sends greetings N 6,7,9,10, 31; meet
0 27-30, 32; see best season S 10, 33;
meeting N 2-5, 33; name comment as sec.
Ja 17, 31; meet in Cody Ag 30, 31; meeting
N 1-4, 34; study problems O 20, 35; rename
Laramie O 27, 35; dude ranches form topic
Mr 25, 36; convention O 21,23,25,26,28,29, 1936;
Romance of west draws dudes O 17, 37;
annual convention O 21,23,25,26, 37;
Duffield, H. tells of early days Mr 31, 35;
Duffy, Anita, Edmond, and Luke three dead
S 30, 1930;
Duggan, J. motorcycle car crash Ag 26, 34;
DULL KITTE’S BATTLE monument Ja 29, 31;
DUN & BRAIDSTREET change made N 12, 35;
Duncan, A.J. move launched to halt destruction
My 29, 37; Duncan, D.D. two men dead Ag 19, 30;
Duncan, D. students in US contest D 16, 30;
Duncan, F. writes book about dogs N 3, 35;
Dunn, R. surveys ranch to use offices of
Duncan Ja 4, 34;
Duncaq, R. enters for commissioner Jan 1, 30;
Duncaq, R. empire boat two candidates Jan
1, 30;
Duncaq, R. takes post as marshall My 5, 32;
Dunn, J. fought with wanted men D 3, 33;
Dunn, H.B. carnival troupe held Jul 7, 31;
Dunn, W. claims self defense F 3,4,16, 1930;
Dunne, E. dies N 11, 30;
Durant, F. dies S 8, 39;
Durling, C.E. files suit against commissioner
0 7, 33;
Durling, C.E. head of school board Ap 20, 30;
Durling, C.E. suit ruling delayed Jan 19, 37;
Durling, C.E. given roads control Ja 27, 37;
Durst, H.D. hangs himself N 29, 34;
Dutton, R. appointments of M.E. Pastors
Ag 26, 33;
Duvall, E. west in covered wagon D 10, 39;
Dyer, D.D. dies F 21, 32;
Dyer, S.R. here for quizzing My 22, 35;
Dye, E.A. appointed to state banks Ja 31, 37;
Dye, L. hurt Ag 6,7, 36;
Dyke, R.V. quartet faces robbery charge O
5, 33;
Dykes, R. charge quartet with stealing milking
heifer O 20, 35;
EAGLE, H. student honors announced Ja 12, 30;
Eagle, FRATERNAL ORDER OF NORMLIN speaks
Jul 6,7, 34; open meeting Jul 14,15, 30;
Easgreen, Amelia Amelia Easgreen stops
Ja 30, 33;
Early, I.H. selected traffic manager D 6, 31;
Early, I.H. plans made in rate case F 11, 33;
EARTHQUAKES Jul 13, 30; Helena quakes O 16,15,
20-26, 1935; Cooney calls to reconstruct
Helena 0 22,23,27,30, 1935; Helena tremblers
recall quakes O 27, 35; Helena quakes O 28,
29, N 11,12,3,4,6,7,9,10, 1935; geologist
gives facts N 10, 35; quake aid funds sent
Helena N 13,22,24,29, 1935; in midwestern
county Mr 3, 37;
EAST BRIDGE, MILLING funds allotted Ja 28,
34; open Ja 29, 35; open to traffic Ja 29, 35;
EAST PROJECT BABY BEEF CLUB judging honors
9, 32;
EASTER hats of two decades Aug Ag 5, 31;
EASTERN MONT. FAIR to open S 14, 30;
EASTERN MONT. NORMAL SCHOOL summer school
announcement F 18, 30; educators scan
normal’s plan for instruction Mr 5, 30;
twelve seniors graduate Mr 16, 30; group
pledges aid in state campaign Mr 18, 30;
Billing students get diplomas Mr 19, 30;
value is topic Mr 21, 30; obtains book
lecturers Mr 27, 30; seventy slated to
make normal custer Journal My 3, 30; summer
session Jun 13,15,17,18, 30; student tour
Jul 2, 30; inception of normal recalled Jul
13, 30; forms luncheon club O 1,30, 1930;
forms luncheon club O 1,2, 30; parbuck gets
honor rating O 17, 30; block of seats for
till N 4, 30; legislatures to study needs
Ja 24,25,26, 1931; would receive $379,905
fund F 19, 31; $2,020,000 for building at
10 state units F 28, 31; sculptor will lectur
F 27, 31; Taft envisions great museum
F 28, 31; offers large exhibit of art Jun 9,
31; Brannon plans conference Jul 12,16,17, 7,
1931; action results from decision on bond
issues Jul 30, 31; turning over of "Y" to a
normal "Y" breaks up bachelor homes S 6,
31; opens on fifth year S 27, 31; plan
pleasing to chancellor O 4, 31; normal
women fill rock boxes F 14, 32; offer
unusual study in Montana environment Jun 12,
32; Coffman speaks Jul 8, 32; notice given
of bill to ten eastern normal Jul 11, 33;
diplomas to 21, Mr 19, 33; awaits Brannon
visit Jul 7, 33; lists 315 students Ju 23, 33;
$250,000 will be asked for building Jul
24, 33; summer quarter will close Ag 11.
A.M. 33; wanting $250,000 loan S 3, 33;
Gov. to get normal loan request O 20, 33;
EASTERN MONTANA NORMAL SCHOOL, register

22: 3, 33: examinations O 8, 33; bill drafted to enroll loan H 1, 33; plans to
build amphitheater D 7, 8, 33; bill to enable
construction in passed Tues. D 12,15,20, 1933;
loan request considered J 24, 34; more
BILLINGS high graduate going to normal Mr 8, 34; suit is planned on normal loan Ap 25, 34;
suit instituted My 26, 34; suit to be argued
Ja 6, Jn 3, 34; buildings assured Jl 5, 34;
Rural school conference Jl 20,26, 34; loan
may be delayed some time Jl 29, 34; Dr. Than
will speak Ag 3, 34; loan speeded S 19, 34;
opens Mon. S 30, 34; bids opening N 16, 34;
loan confirmed O 3, 9, 31, 1933; McFadden to
give data on budget Ja 23, 35; building bid is
to be called Ja 23, 35; building plans rushed
F 7, 35; bids opening tentatively set F 28,
35; letting set for Ap 8, Mr 21,23, Ap 14,16,
1935; building bids set for Mon. Ap 13,18, 35;
ceremonies at building sites Jl 27, 35; ground
broken My 2, 35; expects largest class of
freshmen My 12, 35; education body approves
dormitory S 14, 35; informal home warming
 S 28, 35; enters new building D 3, 35; girl
tops honor roll D 28, 35; dedication ceremony
A 12,13,14, 36; rural school meet Jl 12, 36;
registration Jn 15, 36; normal & POLY start
term Mon. S 27,28, 36; Atkinson to speak at
commencement My 18, 37; Shunk dies Ag 1,
37; Museum Ag 5, 37; course proposal forshad
S 18, 37; Montana state normal opened with
summer course in 1907 Ag 6, 39; McFadden
tells of changes O 2,4, 30; BILLINGS boasts
higher institutions O 1, 39; opens school
year Mon. O 1,2, 39; celebration building
Jl 10, 21,22,24,25, 1937; report big enrollment
Jn 14, 39;

EASTERN STAR eighteen thousand members Ag 22d
24, 1930; meeting Ag 17,17,19, 33; M. Perloff
grand matron Ag 20, 33; elects Kenneth D 13,
33; to elect today Ag 24, 35; E Liebman
accepted Ag 25, 35; hosts grand worthy matron
Ja 25, 36; former heads former group Ag 22, 37;
honors grand Lodge leader D 12, 37; convention
Ag 14-21, 39;  

Eaton, E. T. cattle stealing case F 7, 31;  
Eaton, R. corner shots gravadigger Ag 27, 36;  
"FAT MORE LAND" CAMPAIGN Mr 18, 31;
Eaton, E. large gift to POLY Ja 27, 31;  
ENDOWMENT FANT HESAL PRODUCTS CO. firm to
build plant O 16, 30;  
Eaton, E. T. in-moat gives Eaton doctor
degree Jn 9, 31;  
Eaton, E. T. states solons should finish J 25,
33;  
Eaton, E. T. speaks F 10, 34;  
Eaton, E. T. will run again My 22, 34;  
Eaton, E. T. speaks Jl 20, 34;  
Eaton, E. T. pilgeren nominated house speaker
Ja 7, 35;  
Eaton, E. Eaton Pilgeren named senate house
leaders Jl 8, 35;  
Eaton, E. T. heard in place for small schools
Mr 1, 35;  
Eaton, E. T. fights crude oil tax Mr 5, 35;  
Eaton, E. T. supports advertising idea Mr 6,
35;  
Eaton, E. T. speaks My 17, 35;  
Eaton, E. T. Poly funds campaign F 2, 36;  
Eaton, E. T. trails Burke Jl 20, 21, 1938;  
Eaton, L. T. dies Mr 15, 34;  
Eaton, W. R. youth escapes O 17, 39;  
Ebeling, P. C. junior chamber reception AP
6,9,10,11, 1939;  
Eckerson, O. H. crashes at Silver City Jl
24, 30;  
Eckhardt, T. found dead F 11, 33;  
Eckles, F. suicide F 13, 34;  
Eckley, P. child found alive N 10, 37;  
ECLIPSES moves recorded Ap 29, 30; moon
Mr 27, 36; F 8, 40;  
Edin, Erse, Harry and Norman Helen fire
Ja 9, 34;  
Edington, W. fires shots O 1, 31;  
Edington, R.C. drowns S 30, 34;  
Edison, R. J. body found N 8, 34;  
EDISON SCHOLASTIC CONTEST head of senior
class selected My 1, 30; Whitefish lad
selected J 8, 30;  
EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION Laurel, Reo Point
win honors My 18, 32;  
Ehlers, J. D. dies Ag 10, 37;  
Ehlers, B. N. dies S 2, 39;  
Ehlers, L. what youth demands as France sees
our differences Jn 25, 33;  
Ehlers, W. Auto-Bicycles crash Ag 25, 39;  
Ehlers, D. N. speaks My 14, 30;  
EDUCATION teaching a sixth of the world to
read Jn 16, 33; Leaders urging passage of
referendums O 9, 30; textbooks adopted
D 9, 30; large amount spent on education
Ja 13, 31; art now essential to teacher
D 13, 31; teachers test suit is planned
Ap 16, 35; trailer houses cut cost N 3, 35;
bread board to dressing table F 19, 39;
Laurel, Joliet, Florence & Bridger boasts
educational facilities S 3, 39; see also
Adult education  
EDUCATION ASSOC. convention program announced
O 3, 30; teachers meet O 23-25, 1930; see
for problems O 10, 31; 32 meeting of teacher
O 24, 31; Frank Lingusen named
officer D 31, 31;
EDUCATION ASSOC. COST. MSA sessions 0 23, 29, 30, 32; Williams state officer D 29, 32; 11 educators attend MSA meeting 0 26, 27, 28, 1933; Peterson named Pres. D 29, 33; meeting 0 21, 24, 28, 34; meeting N 15, D 23, 29, 34; fixes dates for 1935; D 30, 34; Abbott, N.C. named Pres. D 26, 35; meeting 0 10, 36; convention eastern district N 1, 36; meetings D 12-13, 36; meetings 0 27-30, 37; Freasier is speaker 0 29, 36; elects Ross head Mr 20, 30; meeting 0 23, 25-30, 38; convention Mr 22-26, 39; EDUCATORS billings high principal will leave F 25, 30; John Distric dies 0 11, 31; Gallatin schools head marooned in snowstorm N 20, 31; DeLesse Smith dies Mr 17, 39; Arkwright, R. J. pioneer educator Ja 29, 39; Five state U. teachers are asked to quit S 12, 39; Edward, C. quiz suspect My 13, 25, 34; Edwards, W. J. justice miscarriage revealed by pioneer Ag 29, 30; Bly, J. saves barracks $2,000 daily Ja 31, 32; Bly, J. Four members of first jgk champion meet Ja 29, 31; KAF bitter duel for right to rule herd F 27, 38; Eggerton, C. H. dies Ap 29, 33; Elk, J. killed F 10, 33; Elserman, J. places 3rd in national h-i  N 27, 38; Khalina, Montana Mark anniversary Ag 18, 24, 37; Eber, P. authorities seek parents Ja 4, 30; ELECTRONIC montana Elkom S 10, 30; ELECTION LAWS judiciiary act Ja 23, 35; house adopts report of its vote probe Mr 6, 37; bill on split ticket vote offered senate Ja 26, 39; ballot change bill killed F 13, 39; act limiting school voting held invalid Mr 14, 1939; ELECTION RECORDS destroyed Ja 4, 37; ELECTIONS six year term in senate sought My 27, 34; candidates made tedious trips to capture votes S 9, 34; Senators back butte election purge measure F 24, 35; house defeats election bill Mr 2, 37; Billings annul list 30 city elections Mr 28, 37; two 30 elections Ja 2, 39; ELECTIONS, BOND see bond issues ELECTIONS, CITY contest in second ward Mr 29, 30; Mayor Tilton, Barnstead, Hafner Williams, Yegen Matheson candidates Ja 29, 31; F 4, Mr. 22, 23, 27, 1933; incumbent wins after stormy election Mr 29, 31; county ready My 3, 31; Aldermen Mr 16, 17, 32; Mayor, other officials Mr 23, 34, Ap 2, 23, 333; Aldermen Ap 1-3, 34; Coleman named second ward alderman Ag 8, 34; Mayor; C. J. Williams candidate F 12, 35; 24 candidates seven offices Mr 10, 19, 22, 24, 31, 1935; seven offices will be filled by electorate Bult, McLaughlin, Williams, Smith, Laurens, Thompson, Ap 1, 2, 35; election Ap 5, 6, 36; Foster climbs Mr 11, 37; 20 candidates Mr 26, 37; Trott wins for Mayor Ap 4-6, 37; Wirtzmer Mayor at Great Falls Ap 6, 37; 20 candidates Mr 3, 9, 37; 19, 24, 39; Trott re-elected mayor Ag 2, 3, 39; ELECTIONS, COST investigate election cost N 29, 34; election will cost less N 17, 35; $9,007 ist spent in Yellowstone by candidates N 19, 36; ELECTIONS, COUNTY mixup is aired in election law D 3, 36; ELECTIONS, CROW RESERVATION stated My 1, 2, 34; ELECTIONS, GENERAL see issues N 1-6 of even numbered years see also under names of candidates ELECTIONS, INVESTIGATIONS house broadens scope of probe into utilities Mr 2, 5, 35; ELECTIONS, JUDICIAL justice file My 17, 30; Anderson files Mr 8, 32; Derry, G. C. Barwood, B. victorious N 5, 36; Wilson candidate 11, 30; ELECTIONS, PRIMARY Rankin to run Mr 8, 34; Rolling places may be reduced from 12 to 4 Mr 14, 34; DeLesse to run Mr 15, 34; three announce candidates for various offices Mr 16, 34; cities make selections Mr 20, 34; GOP may win by changing 309,000 votes My 10, 36; see issues Ja-41 of even numbered years see also under names of candidates ELECTIONS, PRIMARY, WYO. will hold primary poll Tues. Ag 14, 17, 38; ELECTIONS, REGISTRATION give last F 20, 30; fever registered Mr 12, 31; Thurs. ends registration F 15, 31; 3,000 increase in registration 0 21, 31; expected to set record 0 16, 36; record level in Yellowstone 0 5, 38; ELECTIONS, SCHOOLS Banks, Borberg, Wieghorn, nominated Mr 25, 30; Nelson, Clemow, Jameson, named Mr 24, 31; states filed Mr 29, 30; Fifield, Kirl, Schofield named Mr 21, 33; bonds issued assumed N 15, 33; ratify special election N 17, 33; to be held Ag 7, 34; Mr 13, 20, 35; Thompson, Hekman, Mr 21, 24, Ap 3, 4, 1937; Fifield, Tiffeny, Wood, dominated Mr 21, 39; Williams and Berryman nominated Mr 26, 27, Ap 7, 35; trustees Ap 4, 36; Kirch, Fannie M. victorians after recount N 5, 6, 20, 30; 36; county school rec. 0 18, 36; other plans calls Ja 5, 31; election for court clerk 0 20, 23, 38;
ELECTION, WYO. burbots lead in all equality state contests N 7, 8, 31;

ELECTIONS, YELLOWSTONE COUNTY bans ballots as now printed 0 22, 36; warrants held up as election job unfinished N 14, 36; d9,927 is spent in yellowstone by candidates N 19, 36; Fitch requests votes recount N 20, 36;

ELECTRIC: POWER Flathead power My 20, 30; cities end fight for power site My 21, 30; lines penetrate rural areas F 26, 39;

ELECTRICAL SERVICE favor Flathead river project F 14, 30;

ELECTRICITY body discovered J1 29, 30; Klein miner F 20, 30;

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS' ASSOC. name new chiefs S 27, 36;

ELITE DRY CLEANER co. looted Jr 18, 30;

ELK tag elk calves Jn 27, 37; deep snow feed shortage annually takes toll D 15, 37; areas is key to elk preservation D 26, 37; tangled antlers tell of duel F 27, 38;

Elkin, Johnie hurt Jr 12, 32;

ELKS LODGE musicians going to Great Falls F 11, 30; carnival F 27, 30; flag services Jn 14, 30; recent pioincers event Ag 16, 30; Earow named head Ag 17, 30; memorial service D 7, 30; tells of old street car Jr 4, 31; awarded costume prize Jl 10, 31; twelve lodges meet Ag 15, 16, 1931; Charity ball N 20, 31; services for departed D 6, 7, 31; Baker named exalted ruler Mr 10, 32; elect officers Ag 13, 32; official to visit 0 4, 32; ruler of elks to visit Ag 9,10,11,13, 1933; dinner Mr 1, 34; select Grill leader Ag 18, 34; Powell speaks N 20, 34; memorial rites D 2, 34; annual egg festival Ap 21, 35;

Flag day rites Jn 14, 35; Harrow advanced Jr 20, 35; flag program Jr 14, 35; egg hunt Ap 26, 37; State convention Jl 22,23, 24,25, 1937; to initiate 25 D 11, 37; observe 40th anniversary D 12, 37; conduct rites D 20, 30;

Ellensburg, J.H. in stabbing case Jl. 27, 31;

Eg, 5, 6, S 1,2,10, 1931;

Elliot, E.R. women lose lives 8 6, 33;

Elliot, F. sentence stay granted F 3, 37;

Elliot, J.R. dies S 26, 36;

Ellis, J. dies D 15, 31;

ELLIS, R.R. RANCH beavers suggest irrigation methods N 14, 37;

ELLISON, MONT. mancended by fire S 15, 16, 35;

ELOPEMENT use vet's ring Ag 20, 30;

Elting, R.C. Wallace named head by educators Mr 23, 30;

Eltzroth, W.E. Price succeeds Eltzroth as tell tale N 14, 37;

Ely, M. dies Jr 22, 32;
EPISCOPAL CHURCHES: casper chosen for 1932 meet 0 2, 30; meeting 0 1, 32; meeting $5, 16, 33; local pastor accepts call $5, 39;  
Episcopal elected head of Lutheran Group $6, 30;  
Eggy, C.E. arrives in Billings Ja 17, 32;  
Epp, C.E. arrives for sessions 0 22, 37;  
Ebr, A.A. child drowns $3, 36;  
Erdahl, M. NRA meet 0 23, 25-30, 1933;  
Erdahl, M. changes in facilities 0 22, 39;  
Erickson, A.C. dog training 0 20, 43;  
Erickson, J.E. governor watches giant eagle circle mission as indians hold feast 0 2, 30;  
Erickson, J.E. book market discussed $25, 30;  
Erickson, Gov. means to match $6, 000,000 road fund asked 8 11, 30; talks on needs for education $12, 30; plans highway act 8 12, 30; action in Ja soon enough 0 15, 30;  
Welch-Erickson talk 8 1, 30; economy idea urged 0 6, 31; asks body watch appropriations 0 7, 31; may visit capital for oil meet 0 10, 31; favors reducing number of counties 0 7, 31; 116 measures up for action $10, 31; 46 measures get approval of Erickson $17, 31;  
ends work on bills 0 21, 31; talks 8 19, 31; red cross will aid state families 0 10, 31; relief plan 8 2, 31; gives farm board’s plan thought 8 4, 31;  
food supply is to be speeded 8 5, 31; sure state can take care of needy 0 7, 31; here for relief meeting 8 29, 31;  
asks modification of food loan rule 0 6, 31; urges state observe thanksgiving 8 5, 31;  
showing is very good 0 6, 31; resources offer economic stability now 0 8, 32; speaks 8 15, 32;  
takes Dose extradition under advisement 8 23, 32; asks Iowa to yield two suspects 8 21, 32; signs petition asking copper tariff 8 27, 32; will run for office again 8 10, 32; to give talks here Sat. 8 14, 32;  
says state’s morale much improved 8 18, 32;  
looks for big wheat crop 8 26, 32; talks on taxes 8 27, 32; may take part in Iowa parade 8 5, 32; opens midland empire fair 8 5, 32; guest at fair 8 17, 32; lands red cross aid 8 24, 32; speaks 8 14, 32;  
Arouse d from sleep in Kevin Crude D 3, 32;  
will deliver message Ja 3, 33; urges economy Ja 4, 33;  
proposal to limit bills Ja 6, 33;  
views loan to state as irreparable 8 12, 33;  
banks close on order from gov. 8 5, 33;  
banking holiday modified 8 13, 33; delivers address 8 18, 33;  
Erickson, J.E. views site of Big Horn Dam 8 9, 33;  
Erickson, J.E. slated to head senate land group D 31, 33;  
Erickson, J.E. candidate in 1932 primary 0 15, 34;  
Erickson, J.E. pays visit to city N 2, 34;  
Erickson, J. four men die Ja 16, 34;  
Erickson, M. eight elected to attend 8-8 meet 8 3, 34;  
Erickson, M. 8-8 girls off to coast today 0 28, 34;  
Erickson, M. girls in style show 8 24, 34;  
Ervine, E. missing 8 15, 34;  
Ervine, E. larcan case 8 25, 35;  
Ervine, E. larcan Ap 25, 35;  
Ervin, F. two men draw pen terms Ja 24, 34;  
ENMENES Bishop & Perry 0 23, 34;  
Episald, R.J. report on highways F 7, 31;  
Espinoza, J. injured 8 2, 36;  
Esquivel, S. victim shot 8 10, 31;  
Esquivel, Mexican caught in Kirr 8 19, 36;  
ESTATE TAXES state receives big estate tax 8 7, 35;  
estate taxes to bring money 8 13, 35;  
EUCHARISTIC CONFERENCE S 13, 15, 16, 31;  
EUROPEAN WAR city celebrates end of war 8 11, 1918; N 5, 1933;  
EUROPEAN WAR VETERANS war to be honored 8 3, 30; banks loaning money to vote 8 3, 31;  
Hayes strikes at radicalism 8 21, 34;  
EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH see Lutheran churches.  
EVANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH see United Brethren Church  
Evans, B. two men sought 8 10, 37;  
Evans, G. clash for title 8 30, 36;  
Evans, J.M. margin pushed by late returns 8 17, 30;  
Evans, J.M. McInn air wins over Evans 8 22, 32;  
Evans, J.O. dies 8 31, 31;  
Evans, S. three injured 8 7, 30;  
Evelth, E. Livingston man drowned 8 18, 33;  
Evans, J. suicide 8 1, 34;  
Everett, J.S. big horn gym 8 24, 30;  
Everett, R. flying squadron arrives 8 15, 31;  
Eves, F. quarrel ends in tragedy 8 13, 38;  
Evig, R. hit run case 8 13, 31;  
Ewing, F. auto accident 8 11, 30;  
EXCHANGE STATE BANK OF GLENDAIVE takes over bank 8 19, 54;  
EXECUTIONS Lassens, R. O 25, 31;  
Neupen S 3, 33;  
Calvet 8 17, 34;  
Zorn 8 9, 34;  
Calver, W.P. Ap 14, 35;  
Conway denies execution stay for Zorn Ap 13, 25, 24, 35;  
Hurst at the gallows Ap 21, 35;  
execute negro 8 11, 35;  
Jones 8 27, 37;  
EXPLOSIONS three dead 8 30, still explodes 8 27, 30;  
trio killed F 10, 31;  
At Missoula kills two F 4, 32;  
Missoula man injured 8 6, 32;  
Lassens, F. fatal 8 11, 34;
EXPLOSIONS CONT. dynamite used butte strike
JL 23, 31; man burned N 20, 35; woman burned
Mr 13, 30; Schoen, Mrs. W. dies N 8, 36;
EXTORTIONISTS escape use of officers My 9, 31;
EXTENSION SERVICE see yellowstone Co. extension
service
EXTREMINAL murder in assault charge Ag 22,
31; killer suspect for Oklahoma 0 3, 31;
holding men in theft in Oregon City (Hardy)
Sal 10, 31; Toppen bank robbery (Leach) D 14,
31; Hotel to fight extradition F 10, 36;
Case in held for killing D 10, 36;
Walters case extradition denied Ap 2, 31;
Ayers grants extradition Ap 27, 31; young
prisoners Ag 31, 31;
FRC. G. teachers name officials 0 27, 34;
FERA see Federal emergency relief administration
Patrick, D.P. O'Donnell appointed board member
Ja 21, 34;
Faith, W.F. alaying on Alkali creek is unsolved
murder after 4 years 0 6, 35;
Fagg, F. Mayor Fagg is postmaster Mr 29, 35;
Fagg, F. arrangements have started Ap 23, 35;
Fagg, F. approved JL 11, 31;
Fagg, F. head Pionier boy S 27, 35;
Fagg, F. heads orthopedic campaign 0 2, 35;
Fagg, F. post office receipts nearing record
S 7, 35;
Fagg, W.R. orthopedic drive 0 27, 37;
Fagg, W.R. census program N 14, 37;
Fagg, L. Fagg, press. of commerce club D 25,
37;
Fagg, L. commerce club session Jr 4, 6, 38;
Fagg, L. dr. visit to Powell, Cody 8 14, 38;
Fagg, L. fuel drive Jr 21, 39;
Fagg, L. victim of railroad accident N 20, 31;
Fagg, W.R. reported missing Jr 22, 23, 24, 34;
Fagg, W.R. persons injured N 14, 38;
Frank, H.B. millers face trial Jr 3, 30;
Fairburn, J.E. dies F 5, 39;
Fair, James see Smith, Jimmy
FAIR SEC. ASIN DATES SET FOR FAIRS D 12, 31;
Fair heads fair board Jr 24, 35;
FAIRS & FESTIVALS state fair Ag 17-21, 22,23,25,31;
fine arts exhibition Jr 16,17,35; Elksala
holds big celebration Ag 24, 35; Miles city
fair Ag 29, 35; Sidney Fair S 2, 35; Richlands
fair S 3, 35; east montana fair S 6, 35; fair
at Forsyth S 11, 35; Dawson county fair S 28,
35;
Crow agency fair Ag 22, 31, S 2, 35; Indian
fair Ag 22, 30, 31, 1923; Columbus Jubilee 0 5,
8, 1038; see also Midland Empire Fair; state
fair, also for local fairs look under name
of county, city, etc. Custer county fair
Crow agency fair Hardin jubilee etc.
FAIRS, Wyo. wyo. fair change dates Jr 29, 30;
FAIRNAY FARM purchased tax sale land Ag 25,
1930;
FALLON COUNTY montana looking backward 0 11,
FALLON COUNTY FAIR. fallon county fair S 16,
Farnsworth, E. hog thefts Ap 19, 33;
Farnum, A. recall experiences in Miles City 0 21, 34;
Farr, R.A. stockgrowers ask removal of inspectors 12, 26, 30;
Farr, O.M meeting 8 1-3, 31;
Farris, D. girls in style show 8 24, 31;
Farris, D. 4-H girls to coast today 0 24, 31;
Farris, M. Khunis names Farris Ag 14, 35;
FAT SISTER SALE 0 4, 31;
FAT STOCK SHOW & SALE 0 25, 31;
Faulkner, H.H. 6 defendants may learn fate 14, 33;
Feast, H.S. dies My 11, 33;
Feen, R. Pozeman men head of dentists Ap 22, 33;
FEDERAL AGENCIES coordination meet Ap 11, 10, 1936;
FEDERAL AID grasshopper aid My 16, 36;
FEDERAL BUILDING plank extension 0 23, 30;
FEDERAL BUILDING plank extension 0 23, 30;
would change plans Mr 25, 31; M'ivor, Cohagen are retained 0 29, 31; two
federal men here 0 13, 20, 1, 11, D 3, 19, 1931: to clear site 0 30, 32; ask new
bids Mr 7, 32; work is started D 16, 32;
May call bids Ap 12, 33;
FEDERAL EMERGENCY RELIEF Admin. OUTLINES 5 press
program Ap 17, 34; approves 16 projects
Ap 25, 34; prgrams to start My 14, 15, 16,
19, 21, 1934; to reevmp midland fairgrounds 0 7, 34;
will use packing plant 0 12, 34;
FEDERAL FARM BOARD see farm board
FEDERAL POUL. NATION OFFICE Billings gets
office J 24, 37;
FEDERAL JAIL may be erected here 0 5, 32;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see 5 labor federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
FEDERAL CLAY SHOW & SALE 0 11-14, 36;
FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROF. WOMEN'S
CLUBS see women's 57 clubs.
FEDERATION OF LABOR see (labor) federation of,
etc. American federation of labor.
child perishes at Hardin F 7, 38; Lewistown blaze loss near $150,000 F 13, 14, 38; lumber office at Huntley W 26, 39; grandstand at athletic park K 30, 39; Engen, E. J. 18, 39; auto destroyed at Intyre motors F 8, 39; billings pair escapes blaze (Brooken) F 9, 39; Butte battles damaging fire W 27, 39; $4,000 fire swept billings 55 years ago J 12, 39; Island park night club billings Ag 3, 39; Ryan, P. Williams, R. victims Ag 21, 39; Godfrey, die at La Mesa Calif. N 8, 39;

FIRE, BILLY billies blaze J 7, 39;
FIRE, BUILDINGS oil well blaze in Byron field Ap 16, 39;
FIRE, COUNCIL coal fires in wyoming Ap 7, 39;
FIRE, FOREST near Kalispell J 19, 39; appeal for troop help by forest head J 4, 39; medicine boys fire forest 5, 39; ten fires rage in state J 31, 39; force retreat of crow crew 6, 4, 39; flames swept unchecked over Idaho section 11, 31; Yellowstone area J 18, 39; notion taken to stop fires caused by 11, 31; Escondido fire J 28, 39; four fires in western section 6, 13, 13, 15, 17, 27, 28, 1931; Montana dairy worker set six forest fires 15, 39; northwest told up to thirteen Ag 31, 39; big crew check blue blazes 4, 39; creeps on whitish 3, 6, 31; Gibbons leading battle on forest blaze S 15, 39; relates thrill battling fire S 26, 39; Lightning sets many forest fires J 30, 32; new fires hit Ag 9, 32; rains aid crews Ag 10, 32; break out again Ag 10, 32; Gleses drive large fires beyond lines Ag 17, 32; Lightning starts more blazes Ag 18, 32; Butte Creek blaze J 12, 39; in western sections J 20, 39; forest blaze danger at new high J 27, 39; 800 man battle largest fire J 29, 33; absaroka blaze Ag 17, 39; Selway blaze B 8, 33; report blaze J 30, 34; Hell gate canyon Ag 11, 34; men rushed to fires Ag 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 24, 25, 29, 30, 1934; Selway blaze B 2, 3, 39; another fire lost 8 7, 39; scattered rains bolster hope 8 8, 39; speed crews to fire zone 8 9, 39; flames cover 4,000 acres Ag 16, 35; absaroka fire Ag 17, 35; Custer natl forest J 26, 27, 39; stillwater river area J 6, 36; custer natl forest J 7, 8, 36; Pryor mountains J 9, 36; custer natl forest J 9, 10, 33; custer
Matth Forest J 27, 39; Mission Canyon J 1, 39; Little Rockies Ag 3, 36; Custer Natl Forest Ag 39, 36; dangers mount at vacation time Ag 9, 37; 2 lives lost J 23, 37; Billings Creek forest blaze J 28, 37; more than 300 forest blazes J 29, 37;
CHEST FITTS, cont., seek 'hangover' blaze in Jt. 30, 37; ranger tells experiences in fighting fire Ag 9, 37; two score are burned bodies taken to colo. Shoshone fire Ag 23, 28, 25, 26, 27, 1937; Slough Creek S 8, 9, 37; Absaroka Nat'l Forest S 20, 30; clear water Forest Ag 6, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19, 1939; 

TIPS OIL Reven-Sunburst gas well fire Mr 2, 31; Garland done well S 23, 36; 

TIPS PRAIRIE near Billings Jt. 3, 33; on reservation Ag 16, 33; south of Livingston Ag 15, 35; crown prairie fire Ag 23, 39; blaze sweeps 50,000 acres D 7, 39; 

TIPS, PREVENTION Billings places first in state fire prevention D 30, 33; 

TIPS, WYO. Indian camper dies 5, 31; two die brother held Ja 2, 37; 

TIPS, WYOMING violators cited Jt. 3, 4, 31; 

TIPS AVENUE ASSOC. may get lights Ja 26, 35; 

FIRST NATIONAL BANK CORP. linked with chain Jt. 17, 30; state conditions G 20, 30; bankers gather in bills S 11, 37; 

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH see baptist churches 

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH see congregational churches 

FIRST NATIONAL BANK final dividend to be paid be directors bank D 7, 30; 

FIRST NATIONAL BANK TRUST CO. given approval Ja 8, 35; 

Fish, A.P. found dead My 23, 35; 

Fish: Ostracoderm is found in Heart Butte. Ag 25, 33; 

Fish, W.D. commercial club names Fisher ' Ap 2, 33; 

FISH AND GAME LAMAS measures toom Ja 18, 37; senate favors wyo. fish and game bill F 11, 37; 

FISH ACTIVITIES, RED LODGE where fish are born Ag 22, 30; 

Fisher, H. dies 0 1, 34; 

Fisher, R. bandits hold rancher D 2, 36; 

Fisher, W.D. speaker at commerce club My 18, 30; 

Fisher, W.D. Easter dinner held at church My 1, 30; 

Fisher, W.D. commercial club sec. Jt. 8, 35; 

FISHING plan improvements Jt. 23, 35; 

FISHING tackle of commerce club My 20, 32; streams receive millions of fish Ag 13, 33; topic aired by state ranchers Jt. 3, 34; season opening this week My 16, 37; fishing techniques Ag 6, 37; mountain regions My 1, 30; fish planting by airplanes My 16, 38; five counties get fish from state hatcheries 0 23, 30; stillwater river survey Ja 29, 39; streams prove lure to fishermen Jt. 14, 39; hunting fishing gets first aid N 6, 38; 

Fitch, A. holdup of vulture at 28, 33; 

Fitch, H.L. named midland empire fair manager Jt. 19, 34; 

Fitch, H. heads fair board Ja 20, 35; 

Fitch, H.L. fair to be held Ja 17, 37; 

Fitch, H.L. record is seen Ag 1, 37; 

Fitch, H.L. head fat livestock show Ja 5, 30; 

Fitzmaurice, C. clue in murder Ag 28, 30, 31, 1930; 

Fitzmaurice, L. anger to plead guilty Ag 31, 30; 

Fitzmaurice, L. trial, found insane Ja 1, 5, 13, 31; 

Fjelstad, A. liquor case S 26, 35; 

Flachsenhar, W.R. candidate for speaker's seat S 19, 30; 

Flachsenhar, W.R. Flachsenhar and Arnold not opponents N 23, 30; 

Flachsenhar, W.R. Arnold, Leavitt selected to legislature Ja 5, 31; 

Flagg, G. dies F 12, 34; 

Flagg, M.L. dies attempting to rescue sister Jt. 30, 30; 

FLAGS midland bank to display emblem F 21, 32; 

Flaherty, D. named to pres. of AAW 0 14, 31; 

Flaherty, J.E. women describe Mrs. Arnold's acts F 14, 31; 

Flaherty, J.J. picnic proposal F 10, 37; 

FLATHEAD, MONT RIVER BASS montana power declines early river site plan Ap 12, 30; 

FLATHEAD COUNTY Montana-looking backward D 20, 31; 

FLATHEAD DAM Polson to celebrate Jn 3, 30; 

Polson celebrates Jn 22, 30; tube traps power of Flathead. N 23, 37; 

FLATHEAD RIVER POWER SITE Kootenai tribe honor. Krr Jn 1, 3, 30; 

FLAT BUILDING blaze damages set at $10,000 F 9, 37; 

FLAX increased crop for flax seen Mr 7, 30; 

Fleming, M. women held for theft Ap 26, 27, My 11, 18, Jn 1, 1930; 

Fleming, T. suspects held F 10, 30; 

Flint, L.E. kivilians chief Ag 26, 39; 

FLOOD CONTROL stout to talk on benefits D 12, 13, 1930; water storage plans made Jl 14, 31; commerce club to hold flood control meet Jl 31, Ag 4, 15, 18, 28, 25, 1931; warning given by engineer on flood control Ag 23, 31; problem is one of nat'l importance Ag 30, 31; communities join in big horn flood project O 31, 31; Lillis named to control survey Jn 3, 33; announcement expected S 2, 33; More water project asked Jl 1, 35; Flood control prevention body is named Jn 23, 37;
XOD CONTROL joint drew up papers to 16 present to US engineers 0 26, 37; third states represented 0 27, 37; upper musselshell dam project is huge 25, 39.

XOD CONTROL, BILLINGS flood rehabilitation project gets WPA ok on 17, 37.

XOD CONTROL, YELLOWSTONE RIVER flood control session opens 0 24, 37.

Xods thirty-inch main flooding US army Post Ja 17, 30; bridge pier snapped on Yellowstone F 22, 30; old paradise bridge swept out Jn 2, 3, 33; west montana area flooded 22, 24, 25, 33; heavy rains flooding area Mr 30, 34; flood damage suit decision reached Ap 5, 34; menace lessens Jn 15, 35; service is resumed Jl 11, 35; Billings area battles floods Mr 2, 34; local woman was heroine in 1889 Jamestown flood Mr 19, 36; Livingston flooded Ag 18, 36; Yellowstone flood, Jn 1918 Ja 31, 37; Dillon Ja 23, 37; rail washouts reported N 14, 37; north mont. section Jl 17, 37; death and destruction ride floods and fire Ja 2, 38; streams at flood stage My 28, 31, 1930; Hardin Ja 25, 38; Roundup Jn 26, 38; Pocatello is flood victim Jl 5, 38; ice cakes cover Jordan streets Mr 15, 39; flood disrupts train service—Glasgow Mr 25-27, 39.

XODS, BILLINGS heaviest rain storm Sept in, 1, 37; rain hall, paralyze traffic wipes out crops floods city Jn 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 1937; climbing out 35/39/27/39 of mud after disastrous flood Jn 20, 37; recall flood in city half century ago Jn 20, 37; tene, sister leaves Billings for Helena g 22, 31.

rea, J. narcotics case 0 12, 37;

RIFT ASSOC. flower show N 7, 8, 9, 10, 1935;

WER SHOWS tulip show My 9, 30; $200 in prizes Jl 14, 35; flower show N 7, 35;

yv. E. police Trice looks back upon early experiences Jl 25, 37;

le, R. woman burned Mr 13, 36;

KLONS, MONTANA writes assembly folklore g 29, 37;

son, M.D. Wisconsin man killed Jl 5, 32;

D POISONING probe launched My 27, 28, 36;

TBAll bobcats fall 0 19, 30; business men support "tech" contest 0 23-31, N 1, 6, 9, 1, 1930; special to Miles City titt 0 31, 31, 30; normal school gets block of seats 4, 30; drive brings victory N 28, 30;

movie defeat for 'A' crown N 28, 30; player's grid injuries (Cheever, W.) D 3, 30;

idden ball maneuver My 17, 31;

Bobcats hold St. Mary's to 7-7 tie S 27, 31; Saint Charles takes Grizzly S 27, 31; gains more supporters 0 4, 31; Billings wins over Park O 18, 31; Purples, Butte annex Mont. title N 27, 31; coach writes book S 18, 32; halfback runs 60 yards 8 25, 32; MSC scores 7th win in last yr. 0 21, 32; hockey mel city point short of tie 0 30, 32; Billings beats Havre N 17, 32; game to start at 1:30 N 24, 32; Capitol city team wins N 25, 32; lamplight tilt at local field is grid feature S 22, 23, 33; blast leads University to victory 0 22, 33; closer decision over Northern team N 18, 33; locals defeat Butte D 1, 34; important college teams take field 0 13, 34; local gridders to defend state crown N 28, 34; wallop Missoula N 30, 34; throng greets conquerors of Missoula D 1, 34; high school and gridders chip in for ball 0 13, 35; Butte to face great fall N 28, 29, 1935; Broncos meet Butte N 13, 36; Game to have real bearing on title fight N 13, 36; Broncos wallop Cowboys 0 30, 37; warming up the gridiron S 4, 38; Great Falls is scene of high school battle N 24, 25, 38; city welcomes champion high schools gridders N 26, 38; Billings eleven win big six football crown N 4, 39; expect 7,000 grid fans to view contest N 23, 39; Frickey makes 18 points N 24, 39;

FOOTBALL INJURIES see accidents

Foote, C.F. dies Ap 15, 30;

Foote, J. twinned to fair board D 17, 30;

Foote, L.C. diploma from Normal school Mr 19, 1930;

Forbes, J.F. hurt S 14, 30;

Ford, J. Globe-circling hikers arrive S 24, 30;

Ford, J. 65 years in treasure state D 9, 34;

Ford, L.N. Cisel is named to state roads group Ap 9, 37;

Foreman, J. two receive prison terms N 3, 35;

FOREST FIRES see fires, forest

FORESTRY blanks in mail as drive opens Ap 26, 33;

FOREST Gov't plans change in US Forests Mr 6, 31; trail riders bid more patronage for forests F 5, 33; state forests may give jobs to 2,000 Ap 2, 33; Custer forest attracts many 0 1, 35; blister rust invades forests Ag 15, 37; aerial pictures reveal hundreds of forest lakes S 12, 37; offer finest hunting in US S 19, 37; supervisor submits forest range policy Ja 22, 39; see also names of forests e.g. Absaroka Natl forest, Custer Natl forest, etc.

Fong, E. narcotics raid D 20, 32;
FOREST FORGER sentenced Ap 27, 32; man
  wanted My 30, 34; given prison terms Ja 29,
  32;
Forsman, H., bind engine at ice plant S 13,
  32;
FORSYTH, MONT. makes bid for state press
  meetings Ag 28, 20, 29, 31;
FORSYTH STATE BANK. Midland bank employee
  gets Forsyth post Ja 9, 35;
FORT ARRABIA LUCINN describes scenes when
  word came of the circus disaster N 13, 32;
FORT HENTON, MONT. scout for Army took photos
  in 1868 O 18, 31; Spurgion helped freight
  material for construction Ag 12, 34; river
  race to Benton launched at St. Louis My 24,
  37; fire destroys Benton school Ag 3, 37;
  'end of line' on big muddy F 20, 38;
FORT BRIDGER old fort is dedicated as museum
  Jn 26, 33;
FORT CUSTER marker placing S 17, 30; BAR marks
  Fort Custer site S 21, 22, 30; burglar returns
  after 46-years Ja 10, 34; criticizes shabby
  Fort Custer Jn 2, 35; came overland in
  1870 N 3, 35;
FORT HARRISON HOSPITAL, HELENA plans to retain
  hospital Ja 16, 31;
FORT PHASE many encounters were fought near
  trading posts F 24, 35; guard falls asleep
  Ag 33, 34;
FORT PECK LAKE will cover terrain S 29, 35;
FORT PECK MONT. hospital blaze S 20, 34;
  strategy averted strife Ag 6, 39;
FORT PECK DAM Wheeler seeks aid S 19, 33;
  awaits completion of inland sea O 16, 33;
  $9,500,000 for tunneling task O 19, 33;
  railroad spur project to be started soon
  O 23, 33; $15,000,000 set as figure for
  $ work material Ja 19, 34; contract for
  rail bridge F 2, 34; model city to be built
  F 16, 34; more than 1,500 now working
  Mr 28, 34; engineer tells about project Ap 22,
  34; impresses by magnitude of dam Ag 7, 38;
  big allotment Jn 27, 34; begin actual
  building S 15, 34; army engineer's chief
  approves N 16, 38; dam seen as boon N 27,
  34; area is swept by tornado & cloudburst
  Jl 9,10, 35; Lake will cover terrain S 29,
  35; work half complete Ja 24, 37; dam
  threat halted Jn 27, 37; makes auto tour
  O 4, 37; all are dead in disaster S 23, 38;
  40 & 8 CLUB dinner Ag 2, 34; Carlson heads
  Ja 6, 35;
FOSSA, J. arrest Helena man Ap 10, 28;
FOSSB, T. livestock feeding plan D 10, 39;
Fossum, R.H. shoots pair O 14, 33;
FOSSILS northern montana yields F 21, 32;
  Ostracoderm found Ag 25, 33; fossil hunter'
  arrive My 30, 34; fossil search in Wyo.
  My 31, 34; find landed Ag 25, 35; see also
  dinosaurs
Foster, A. D. men plead guilty Jl 24, 32;
Foster, E. trio injured D 21, 34;
Foster, R. dies O 10, 32;
Foster, W. dies from wounds Mr 13, 39;
Foulkes, J. wins debate Ap 26, 36;
4-H CLUB heads selected Ag 16-19, 34; achieve-
ments bring fame Ja 5, 33; leader purchase
  steers Mr 2, 30; ACM official aids Ap 10,
  30; picnic plans Ap 27, 30; picnic Ja 13,
  30; parade Jl 22, 30; banquet S 5, 30;
  convention Jn 3, 7, 9, 19, 31; stock sale
  Ja 4, 31; wins livestock laurels Ja 7, 31;
  programs Mr 15, 31; Robbins makes contribu-
  tion Mr 18, 31; seed project Ap 17, 31;
  leaders meeting Ap 16, 31; picnic Ap 19,
  31; executive body named My 10, 31; Clear
  Smith named pres. Jn 23, 31; midland fair
  Ag 2, 31; county tests Ag 18, 27, 1931;
  montana state fair Ag 17, 21, 22, 31;
  demonstration teams named S 1, 31; Leavitt
  will speak S 10, 31; Fallon county boys
  win S 11, 31; girls off to coast O 24, 31;
  D. Morris economics leader N 3, 31; yields
  are reported D 6, 31; livestock show Ja 6,
  32; growth Ja 24, 32; bean growers parade
  F 19, 32; Billings plays host Jn 21, 32;
  picnic Jn 22, 32; compete for honors Ag 26,
  32; beef judging honors to east project
  team S 4, 32; gain spotlight S 7, 32;
  baby beef buying brisk S 8, 32; Ballantine
  girl wins trip S 9, 32; Mrs. Burdette
  Pres. Ap 30, 33; convention Jn 14, 17, 33;
  picnic Jn 25, 33; northern fair Ag 15, 33;
  blue ribbon dairy club wins Ag 16, 33;
  show Ag 18, 31, S 1-3, 1933; L. Sanderson
  outstanding member N 4, 33; sale Ja 4, 34;
  fat lamb show Jn 31, 30, 34; Yellowstone
  ranked third Mr 11, 34; picnic Jn 6, 34;
  girls to meet Jn 10, 34; fair Ag 9, 10, 12, 34;
  363 girls join in work F 3, 35; Potter
  resigns F 11, 35; Cameron named official
  Mr 14, 35; 25th anniversary Mr 17, 35;
  council to name heads Ap 27, 35; picnic Jn
  8, 9, 35; teams chosen for fair Jl 28, 35;
  work gains popularity Jl 28, 35;
  Virginia Hill dress review champion Ag 1, 35;
  Ribrock coeds win Ag 9, 35; baby beef sale
  Ag 14, 35; all-time record for membership
  S 22, 35; E. Reed honored O 29, 35; four
  state champions N 24, 35;
4-H CLUBS. Cont. girls givinn' l' recognition
D 2, 37; 4-H club day Jn 23, 24, 36; plan
exposition Jl 29, 36; parade, Radio Ag 15,
36; make strides in stock business Ja 24,
37; enrollment gains F 6, 37; heads to
meet Ap 23, 37; Mrs. Israel renamed head
Ag 25, 37; papade Ap 30, 37; 14 children
in family participate Jn 6, 37; leaders
hold sessions Jn 10, 37; midnight fair Ag
4, 37; Carbon entry wins Ag 8, 37; calf baby
beef sale Ag 12, 37; stock sale S 26, 37; meeting
0 23, 37; finish 95% of work N 7, 37; clubs
wind up years work N 22, 37; 1937 most Out-
standing year F 6, 38; embarks on 20th
Year Wy 10, 38; expenses fair Ag 25-13, 38;
Davenport boys win S 25, 38; sale 0 14, 38;
120 head of stock here N 14-17, 38;
Horsemen places third in west N 27, 38;
Killings girls win N 30, 38; gets membership
mark F 12, 39; enter 1,000 animals in
exhibit 0 15-20-26, achievement day N 4, 5
39;

AR RANCH tour N 9, 37;
FORTH OF JULY gun play Jl 5, 30; Mont. first
fourth of July Jl 5, 30;
Fowler, C.W. speaks F 10, 34;
Fowler, C.W. school board votes to pay in gas
rate affair Jn 12, 34;
Fowler, C.W. named chairman for house apprais-
tions committee Jn 10, 34;
Fowler, C.W. names Foderer assistant Jl 1, 35;
Fox, A. accident 0 22, 37;
Fox, H. several hurt Jl 17, 37;
Fox, J. Laurel man victim of swindly D 16, 38;
FOK THEATRE open bids 0 10, 30; Jacoby gets
contract Ap 19, 31; officials opening 0 28,
N 18, 1931; Fox takes over Beebock Mr 19,
Mr 25, 1932; Name o'Keefe manager Ap 20, 32;
personnel plays Santa D 23, 24, 33; celebrate
third birthday N 19, 34;
Francis, C. war insurance verdict Jn 9, 32;
Francis, E. negro held My 12, 37;
Franco, H accident injuries fatal My 17, 37;
Frank, L. 11 injured Ap 5, 37;
Frantti, W. suicide Jl 8, 31;
Fraunen, C.F. collects rare coins 0 3, 37;
Frazier, G.W. to speak 0 29, 31, 36;
Frazier, H. J. named pres. of jr. chamber Ja 9,
1937;
Frazier, J. policeman slain Ag 8, 16, S 4, 35;
Fraser, W.E. seeks nomination My 24, 38;
FRATERNITY/ORDER OF EAGLES see Eagles, fra-
ternal order of
FRATERNITIES & SORORITIES rushing week S 20,
27, 1931;
FRATlad Coly officials hold suspect F 15, 36;
Iowa acquitted Ap 21, 37; start bid posting
checks Jn 23, 35;

PRISON terms (Lopez, Foreman Mr 3, 35);
Valier bank pres. N 23, 35;
Frausto, Y. murder Ha 3, 29;
Frazier, T.H. may be victim Jn 9, 33;
Fredericks, W.R. dies Mr 3, 32;
Fredrickson, E. three killed Jl 4, 37;
Fritz, R. dies Jl 4, 35;
F sparked Jn 26, 30;
Free, C. outwits holdup man Jl 11, 29;
Freemand, N. court reverses petition Jn 6, 37;
Freeburn, R. roundup man selected aide
Jn 2, 37;
Freeman, H.J. impeachment Mr 1, 2, 32, 26, 39;
Friends, H. men for Delfry fire Jl 13, 32;
Freer, F. stunting acts blamed for death
Ag 9, 34;
Freggor, H. liberty theater sold Mr 7, 31;
Freggor, H. local theaters to reopen F 6, 32;
Freiheiser, R. students win music tests Mr 30, 32;
Freibert, J. catholics meet 0 23, 37;
FREIGHT SERVICE see rail service,
French, C.H. airways westward Mr 18, 33;
French, W. negro arrested here Jl 14, 36;
Freeman, A. Millers face trial Jn 3, 30;
Friskey, W. lead scoring N 24, 39;
Frith, R.A. adventure on Musselshell river
S 23, 34;
Fritzen, C.D. & L steal; kill heifer 0 20, 35;
Frohlicher, J.C. fishing season changes made
Ja 17, 30;
Fronenman, 4th 5th 23rd capture young fugitive
Mr 5, 38;
FRONTIER AIRLINES air extension bid approved
Jl 27, 54;
FRONTIER & PIONEER LIFE Drinking brew was
ritual Ap 2, 33; historic poker game My
5, 32; trip by wagon from Kansas Ap 29,
34; teacher tells of experiences in
frontier schools S 9, 34; Newman diary
describes N 11, 34; opera presented 1932
S 28, 35; Beidler tells early-day hunting
yarns My 30, 37; expedition of 1874-75
Ag 6, 39; drough/tests west D 10, 39;
see also pioners.
FRONTIER DAYS PARADE Jn 25, 30;
Frost, N. knows west F 19, 33;
Frost, J. dies 0 27, 37;
FRUIT & VEGETABLE GROWERS invited to club's
meeting D 12, 34;
Frye, J. six enter city election race Mr 17, 31;
Frye, R. signs D 27, 37;
Fuentes, P. worker slain Jl 22, 25, 1930;
Fuller, V. query alleged beating Jn 10, 30;
Fuller, W.M. nurse attached Ja 18, 31;
Fuller, J.B. dies F 6, 39;
FARMS reception & big horn valleys favor
Ap 22, 38;
FUR TRADE CONT. predatory animals boost fur revenue Mr 25, 34; Yellowstone & Big Horn valleys favored Ap 22, 34; Indians, winter storms added to trials S 1, 35; Important Industry D 18, 30;
Fusion, T. normal obtains book lecturers Mr 27, 30;
Fusion, W. youth gets prison term 0 10, 35;
FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA review activity My 20, 34; sale 0 16,20,31, 1938; stock judging N 5,11,13, 1938; 625 head of stock here for exhibition N 14-17, 38; enter 1,000 animals 0 15,20-26, 1939;
Gabe, D. worker killed Ag 3,8,12, 36;
Gabbi, A. farmer held Jl 3, 35;
Gabel, T. rustling case F 17,18,26,28, 1928;
Gable, W.H. meeting S 1,2, 36;
Gall, R. jury fails to blame Gall Mr 11, 30;
Gall, W.W. oil strikes on Galena dome S 25, 30;
Gall, W.W. urges tourism trade My 14, 32;
Galana, O.S. killed 0 17, 31;
Gale, J. lady from postage Jn 25, 33;
Galene, A.J. files for GOP senator Ap 13, 30;
Galene, A. J. Galen club Jl 1,2,3,9,10,11,13, 18,23, 1930;
Galen, A. explains judicial stand Ag 1, 30;
Galen, A.J. Cheadle scores foes of tariff S 16,17,18,19,20,21,26,27,29,30, 1930;
Galen, A.J. outlines stand on labor 0 9,14, 16,24,26,29,30,31, 1930;
Galen, A.J. forecasts GOP success N 2,5, 30;
Galen, A.J. Mrs. Galen arrives 0 31, 30;
GALEN TUBERCULOSIS SANITARIUM requests annex be built Ag 23, 34; Dr. Vidal quits F 25, 37;
Gallagher, E.J. dies D 7, 37;
Gallagher, F.P. dies Ag 21, 30;
Gallagher, M.C. named head of education group D 29, 34;
Gallagher, M.C. named superintendent Mr 9, 37;
Gallagher, M.C. commerce club funds campaign N 3-13, 38;
Gallagher, V.E. victim of hitchikers N 11, 31;
Gallagher, W. justice file Mr 17, 30;
Gallagher, W. dies Jn 16, 34;
Gallant, F. triangle derby N 20, 30;
GALLATIN, COUNTY joins road division Mr 23, 30;
GALLATIN DAM wins backing of Roosevelt 0 17, 37;
GALLATIN NATURAL GAS Co. probe Jn 11, 31;
basin pipe line 0 30, 31; commission lacks power to compel company to give plaintiff inventory D 4,5,6,12,23,29,30,20,21, 1921; records will be studied Jn 23, 32; allow gas rate part F 1, 32; hearing starts Ap 10, 32; new rates are adopted Ag 13, 32;
GAMELLES STORES lease building Ja 5, 39;
GAMINGLIER sheriff tours Mr 14, 35; raids Ap 16, 35; arrest four Jn 19, 35; man is victim Jl 19, 35; raids Ag 31, 35; gambling drive N 9,10, 35; charged filed D 7, 35;
halt called Ja 19, 37; house advances bill F 19,20,22, 37; seek more funds Mr 5, 37; gambling case heard Mr 8, 38; gambling raids N 19, 39;
GAMELING LAWS senate beats gambling measure Ja 2, 34; solons receive bill Ja 22,24, 35; house pushes bill F 17, 35; controversial bills confront senate Mr 3, 35; house sends bill to senate F 19, 35; house orders investigation F 7, 37; bills considered F 16, 18,19,28, 39;
GAME census in Custer region 0 20, 35;
GAME BIRD FARM plan enlarging Jl 29, 39;
GAME LAWS youth wounded 8 7, 35; dude ranchers discuss 0 23, 37;
GAME RESERVES sportmen to seek pasture Ja 19, 34;
Ganz, C. injured in car crash 8 19, 35;
Gannett, F.E. views FDR N 27, 30;
Garmann, W.E. utility projects promise aid 0 25, 30;
Gannon, J. pardoned parolees D 30, 30;
Gantner, J. man killed 0 9, 30;
GARAGE DISPOSAL plans change D 20, 27, 39;
Garber, H.E. resigns Mr 24, 36;
Garber, senate votes down Garber's measure Jl 29, 31;
Garber, H.H. named head Jl 1, 30;
Garcia, A. girl held N 12, D 4,5,6, 34;
Garcia, A. woman's stabbed Jl 15,16,18,19, 32;
Gard, W. hits critics of reclamation Ap 9, 33;
GARDEN CLUB tulip show My 9, 30; rid city of damaging plant pests O 22, 30; more beautiful city My 3, 31; tree spraying Jn 31, 32; gladislaw awards Ag 24, 33; flower show Jr 5, 36; lilac show Mr 26, 39; planting in flats F 6, 38;
Gardner, B.H. firm head held Ag 17, 30;
Gardner, five in family perish in fire Ja 16, 30;
Gary, J.M. meet Ag 24, 33;
GARFIELD SCHOOL school job will give 16open work D 3, 33; call for bids My 11, 34;
readvertise bids Jn 1, 34; open bids Jn 16, 17, 1934; work starts N 14, 35;
Garland, W.S. dies N 2, 35;
Garrison, J.P. kills bill for state self-insurance Mr 4, 37;
GAS see natural gas;
Garrison, O. meeting - Amer. Legion Jn 23, 39;
Ja 25, 39;
GASOLINE FUEL price increased Ap 13, 30;
GASOLINE - PRICE CONT. price increased Apr 13; 30; price war June 23; 30; price slashed Ag 2; 30; Walsh speaks 0 30; 30; drops 3; 30.

GASOLINE TAXES, speed road program D 21, 30; holding attention Ja 15; 31; extend gasoline tax plan to 1942 F 3, 31; figures for R 30 announced F 12, 31; Jrer gas tax move exceeds solons' power F 22, 31; Warden expresses regret on gas tax defeat F 22, 31; popular vote required on defeature F 23, 31; senate approves road defeature plan F 28, 31; defeature plan defeated Mr 19; 31; Favorable bill is evidenced Ja 16, 31; campaign D 5, 31; loophole aid evaders of tax Ja 12, 32; tax evasion report Ja 25; 30; Steve Arnold airs views Ja 15, 31.

Fog, V. girl disappears S 12, 34; Overall, L.C. pres. of Jr. C.C. S 26, 35; Overall, L.C. killed 0 16, 38; Gaunt, R. 250 face counts 0 17, 30; Gaunt, R. ordered fines D 16-19, 30; Gayhill, L.C. honored Ja 15, 30; Gaynor, F. two killed Ja 17, 37; Gasa, G. verdict aroused mob JL 13, 32; GASTRONOMY plans great empire edition JL 13, 38; Geyery, E. meant to insure rate JL 13, 31; Gehhardt, R.H. rules for representative Ja 15, 38; Geer, H. man is suicide Apr 1, 30; Oasher, T. man is injured D 19, 35; Celth, W. normal obtains book lecturers Mr 27, 30; Gandrow, C. seven die Mr 4, 37.

GENERAL MOTORS exhibit Mr 30, 32; GENERAL SURGERY CO. adjudges firm insolvent Mr 21, 23; JL 31; creditors hear status S 22, 23; 31; ordered to pay group Mr 17, 32; My 22, 32; Gensberger, E.H. named legion commander Ag 22, 35; Genznerger, F. outlines program N 18, 35; GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS party closes heartooth camp S 3, 33; GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH CAMP geologists visit Maint. Ja 26, 34; GEOLOGISTS to be guests of Billings JL 22, 30; GEOLOGY report on oil & artesian well outlook N 2, 30; rocks, soil, and review of interest Ja 30, 38.

George, fast horse killer sought Ja 29, 30; GEORGE WASHINGTON Bicentennial, BILLINGS program announced F7, 18, 20-21, 1932; Gerber, R.A. M.E. convention N 1, 36; Gerber, R.A. M.E. sessions 0 29, 37; Gerhardt, E.A. dies Mr 3, 39; Gerharz, J. allow gas rates F 1, 32.

Gestring, J.E. O'Neil speaks Ag 11, 13, 14, 131; GHOST TOWNS Yellowstone city long rendezvous F 1, 31; lists two military men Mr 30, 32; Gibbons, F. park blaze S 15, 32; Gibson, A. rail pensions Mr 1, 30; Gibson, D. boys win award S 25, 38; Giesick, J.P. dies of wounds 0 24, 30; Gifford, E. garage robbery F 23, 32; Gilveland, K. two killed Ja 7, 37; Gilbert, W.G. tax reforms, public domain urged F 1, 34; Gilbert, W.G. pres. of wool growers assoc. Ja 28, 39; Gilbertson, H. claims farmer's death accident Ja 2, 3, 31; Gile, C. 55-mile swim S 4, 39; Gile, C. Terry, Hldeville swim Ja 5, 24, 29; 30, Mr 1, 2, 39; Gill, C.E. jail break F 20, 32; Gillespie, T. robbery charge My 25, 35; Gilllet, I.E. M.E. meet 0 29, 32; Gilling, C.D. faces Gilling, 31; Gilling, C.D. pres. of commission Ja 14, 34; Gilling, C.D. meeting 0 29, 39; Gilmore, G. elected head of postal group Ag 27, 36; Gilmore, V. boy injured Ag 7, 33; Gillett, R.E. dies D 31, 37; GIN MARRIAGE LAWS see marriage laws.

Ginter, H.C. hit-and-run accident Mr 29, 32; Girwood, H.K. probe gun death N 14, 38; GIRL RESERVE ORGANIZATION, welcome official Mr 6, 31; GIRL SCOUTS OF AMER. head here Mr 10, 32; meetings My 30, 31, Mr 1, 2, 36; parade Ag 30, 37; camp starts My 30, 37; Givin, F. Jury-blaze driver JL 26, 64; Giza, W. lamb stealing F 15, 17, 19, 1938; Giza, W. sheep stealing F 17, 30; GLACIER HOTEL sold Mr 2, 30; GLACIER LAKE SCENIC VIEW S 1, 35; GLACIER LAKE DAM project award held up JL 14, 35; bids to be opened JL 13, 35; bids will be opened S 26, 25, 35; save water for valley 0 17, 37; send top carbon county water facilities Mr 5, 38; GLACIER M.T.'S PARK dedication of going-to-sun-highway- JL 16, 33; 27 years since created My 9, 37; travel sets record JL 9, 37; oppose adding lands Ja 27, 39; record tourist season Mr 4, 39; see also Waterton -Glacier International, Pioneer Park.

GLACIER PRODUCTION Co. $ 4 gas oil lands holdings D 2, 36; GLACIERS story of discovery Ag 11, 35; see also Grasshopper Glacier.
LABOR. P. bootleggers and session F 16, 37;
LAW--FORT PECK(crosses) complete race Jn 20, 37;
Laerdal, N. men added to police force Ag 19, 31;
LENDLE, MONT. blaze N 21, 32;
Lewis, J. infant dies Ag 3, 31;
Loege, G.H. custer junior college position Ag 11, 39;
Guy, W.I. visions Hoover victory Jn 27, 31;
Jodder, C.A. head of VFW 0 27, 33;
Jodder, C.R. VFW Ap 19, 37;
Jodder, O.F. denies ingreen retrieval Jn 10, 30;
Jodder, B.J. bar assoc. lands Jn 16, 32;
Jodder, O.F. early court incidents N 10, 35;
Jodder, O.F. announces for renomination Jn 18, 36;
Jodder, O.F. entry for renomination My 27, 36;
Jodder, O.F. conducted as high court's chief Jl 2, 36;
Godfrey, E.S. recalls first stock N 1, 31;
Godwin, B. probe Forest fire Ag 26, 37;
Gooz, G. crash kills man Ag 7, 40;
"GOING-TO-THE-SEV" HINWAY dedication Jl 16, 33;
Güns, N. three youths F 27, 37;
GOLD MINEO open new mines S 1, 33;
GROW tribe interrupted first discoveries D 17, 33;
Coke City admits new gold boom D 27, 33;
state capital was only struggling town Jn 13, 15;
new Coke City boom envisioned N 19, 31;
GOLD STANDARD world crisis inspires new quest Mr 13, 32;
suspension aid silver S 23, 31;
GOLD STAR MOTHERS call My 17, 30;
GOLDEN RULE Co. fire Jn 23, 31;
GOLDEN SPIKE CEREMONY present at ceremony F 14, 32;
GOLDEN STATE ANNIVERSARY observed O 8, 39;
GOLDEN VALLEY Co. montana looking backward Ag 30, 31;
tax trends Jn 16, 35;
Goldberg, M.J. liquor case My 24, 32;
GOLDEN JUBILEE-LIVINGSTON Jn 22-24, 33;
GOLDEN JUBILEE-MONT. plan F 7, 37;
Goldy, J.B. self-inflicted wounds Ap 17, 35;
GOLF scores defeats falls Jn 28, 30;
Hendrick, Staton favorites Ag 24, 25, 29;
old man for finds little rest Mr 8, 31;
11 shotwounds to battle Jl 26, 34;
miland empire golf tournament S 4-6, 32;
tackles Malo entrance Jn 23, 33;
medalists play S 2, 3, 5, 33;
battle for Laurels Jl 24, 25, 34;
Ferguson gains round Jl 23-30, 34;
tourney opens Ag 14, 36;
see also midland empire golf tournament.
Groman, J. honored Mr 1, 31;
GREGG, A. recover loot Ag 27, 35;
Graves, J. mexican shot S 23, 35;
Gomes, R. makes rounds of low machinery Ag 17, 30;
Gonzales, T. mexican shot N 18, 19, 31;
Good, J. liquor board F 19, 37;
GOOD WILL BOOSTER tour due here Jn 23, 35;
visit wyoming Jl 10, 14, 17, 27, 1935;
plains for tour Ag 2, 5, 6-7, 1935;
big horn basin trip S 14-17, 37;
My 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1937;
Goodwin, D. plane missing S 27, 39;
Goodrich, J. seeks part of estate Mr 7, 30;
Goon, D. arrest three S 26, 34;
Gordon, W. air crash Ap 13, 30;
Gorman, F.J. wins Jl 29, 36;
Gorman, H. holdup Ag 13, 30;
Gorst, W.J. selected official D 15, 20, 31;
Goss, E.S. dies July, 37;
Goss, F.S. dies D 7, 31;
Goss, J.R. dies Jn 19, 31;
Goss, T. elected grand army head D 16, 31;
Gotch, J. admits his confusion M 24, 39;
Goulding, E.J. recalls days on frontier F 10, 35;
GOV. CONFERENCE Erickson may take S 5, 32;
Gow, H. narcotic raid Ap 27, 31;
Goza, J. Mont. will pick her own senatorial timber Jn 3, 30;
Goza, S. confirmed for board position Jn 16, 35;
Goza, S. D. house prefers Greene charges Mr 3, 37;
Grabe, A.R. refused marriage offer Mr 5, 31;
Grant, F.W. head of Schoolmen Ap 13, 30;
Grant, P. legionnaires to meet Jn 20, 31;
Grafton, J. postmaster Jn 14, 31;
Grafton, E. safety first judges named Mr 23, 31;
Graff, B. will change federal building plans Mr 25, 31;
Graham, E. mayoralty race Mr 10, 35;
Graham, E. mason lodge head Ag 22, 37;
Graham, E. masons convine Ag 14-21, 30;
Graham, E. elected host officers Jn 6, 32;
Graham, H. conductor home to stay F 2, 30;
GRAIN PRODUCERS ASSOC. group formed Mr 23, 36;
GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC Angus named commander Jn 16, 31;
elected Grand Army head D 14, 31;
Ellis dies D 15, 31;
golden jubilee Jn 15, 16, 34;
GRAND HOTEL Carter takes over Mr 11, 30;
GRANDVIEW SUBDIVISION opened O 8, 31;
GRAVITY PEAK climbers Ag 29, 30;
Graves, H. two killed four injured Jn 7, 37;
GRANITE COUNTY Montana-looking backward Jn 18, 31;
GRANITE PEAK climbers Ag 19, 33;
Grant, J. explosion F 4, 32;
Grant, L. talks off truck Jn 9, 14, 30;
Grant, R. meeting D 30, 39;
Grant, T. looks back on years with indians
Ap 22, 39;
Grant, T. dies Ja 21, 35;
GRASS CONSERVATION CONV. Yerrington named
Mr 27, 39;
GRASS CONSERVATION BOARD organizes Ap 15, 39
GRASSI MECKER GlACIER story of discovery Ag 11, 1935;
GRASSHOPPERS FIGHT O 15, 33; flight Ap 11,24,
1934; federal aid by 16, 36; meeting
welcomes US hopper aid F 25, 37;
Graves, R. heroine in 1899 Johnstown flood
Mr 19, 36;
Graves, N.C. dies Ja 21, 35;
GRASSHOPPERS session set Mr 13, 37;
Gray, C.A. army chief arrives Ji 8, 30;
Gray, G.W. private line to peace Ji 18, 33;
Gray, M.B. dies Mr 13, 36;
GREAT northern prairie grazing
Ag 21, 30; Erickson finds prospects for feeding
better Ag 23, 30; rates Ag 23, 30;
permit granted Ag 20, 30; reserve proves
value Ji 3, 32; plans Ja 23, 34; meeting
Ji 27, 34; seeks study Ji 28, 34; meet
Ji 2, 34; Carpenter visits D 3, 34; second
district ok'd Ji 8, 35; buffalo creek
grazing body given approval F 18, 39;
hearing on Ji 22, 37; controlled grazing on
forest ranges Ji 23, 30; Taylor Grazing
Act (see also)
GREAT FALLS DICKES football N 24, 39;
GREAT FALLS, NEST. 10, 000 class Ji 22, 30;
McKeehen re-elected mayor Ag 6, 37;
GREAT NORTHERN RAIL CO. fire D 13, 31;
GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL CO. sold Mr 2, 30;
GREAT NORTHERN RAILROAD resigned Mr 16, 30;
piled ties on track Mr 16, 38; longer
than for many years Mr 27, 30; adds
an agent Mr 15, 30; hearing on
rail building S 9, 30; hearing D 14-17,
1930;
GREAT WESTERN SUGAR CO. officials meet F 21,
30; way for planting My 1, 34; plans Ap 3,
30; record will be broken Ap 3, 30; head
finishes survey My 1, 30; crop promising
Ji 6, 30; official in trip Ji 19, 30;
damaged near 150,000 Ag 22, 30; payments
total $2,250,000 Ag 20, 30; dump gets
limited amount S 11, 30; begins run S 23,
25,26, 30; crop high in sugar S 30, 30;
industry topic O 3, 34, 30; $156,407 for
growers O 14, 30; official gives estimate
O 15, 30; harvest resumed O 23, 30; S 355
tons handled N 4, 30; yield larger N 6, 30;
growers get $1,400,000 N 18, 30; harvest
completed N 16, 39;

completes grading operation Ja 3, 31;
observer serves Mr 28, 31; limited delivery
offered S 10, 31; employment for 70 assurred
S 27, 31; ends grading Ja 5, 32; tomatoes
exceed 300,000 S 23, 32; all-time marks
fall O 14, 32; cuts 3,725 tons O 18, 21, 32;
growers receive checks N 16, 32; growers
get $510,000 D 14, 32; ends grading Ja 25,
33; additions to faculty Ja 26, 33; yield
seat record Ji 28, 33; bumper harvest S
17,19, 33; starts work S 21, 33; factory
adds to acreage S 24, 33; harvest started
W 15, 33; first payment made W 15, 33;
new output record Ja 1, 34; ends run Ja
7, 34; head attacks contract Ap 9, 34; hold
contract meeting Ap 10, 34; virtually end
contracting My 2, 34; growers get pay
Ji 7, 34; crop undamaged by cold S 25, 34;
harvest to open S 26, 34; new 24 hour
mark O 28, 34; grower's checks mailed N
15, 34; officials visit N 21, 34; labor
demands D 8, 14,16,18,21-24,28,1934;
closes late D 11, 34; labor's charge
hears F 26-28, 35; ends hearing Mr 1, 35;
AAA officials arrive Mr 21, 35; growers
forward contract Ap 5, 35; growers mass
meeting Ap 12, 35; company seeks to sign
group members My 2, 35; directors urge
other planning My 3, 35; opens run S 13,
35; start run O 3, 35; set for run O 4, 35;
growers get $200,000 O 22, 35; closes run
N 13, 35; growers get money N 21, 35;
$165,505 in checks N 30, 35; new head worked
in section in 16-17 D 28, 30; hold
session Mr 6, 36; 500,000 to be spent
Ap 16, 36; big crop Ap 17, 36; farmers
to get money Ji 8, 36; Utah college man
washes local duties Ag 9, 36; harvesting S 17, 36;
beets start moving O 27, 36; may open
run S 29, 36; growers get pay O 23, 36;
checks N 26,14, 36; checks N 14, 36; checks
totaling $144,432 N 29, 36; buys tract
near Hardin D 4, 36; grading run ends D 17,
36; record income Ap 1, 37; growers offer
contract Ap 2, 37; district to get $229,432
Ap 14, 37; agree on boost in pay S 14,
37; start run S 30, 37; checks O 20, 37;
check N 23, 37; closes local campaign
D 29, 37; federal sugar forms arrive F 26,
38; growers to meet sugar firm officials
Ap 13, 38; harvest started S 17, 38; growers
draw $1,500,972 N 15, 38; checks D 1, 38;
close D 26, 30, 39; honored for efficiency
Ja 12, 39; terms for 1939 same as last
year Ap 3, 39; gets percent Ji 28, 39;
returns made Ap 3, 39; heavy rains 0 3, 39;
AT WESTERN SUGAR CO. CONT. honors growers
20, 39;

en, A. slaying unsolved mystery 0 6, 35;
en, D. V. killed Ag 5, 37;
en, C. child dies N 1, 37;
en, G. dies Ag 9, 30;
en, "John Doe" theft suspects 0 30, 34;
en, J.J. house prefers charges Mr 3-5, 37;
enfield, C.D. dies N 26, 34;
en, Alice & aileen intended victim;
en, W.R. gang members Ag 22, 30;
en, J.L. V-I day program Ag 15, 49;
en, C. rustling Ag 11, 20, 30;
en, L. death Jn 9, 31;
enough; B. defense structure found 45 yrs.
8 9, 36;
en, E. dies Ag 1, 37;
en, G. & J. killed Ag 23, 37;
en, M. victim of heat Jn 23, 31;
en, W.M. hog thefts Ag 19, 33;
en, W.R. cold waves to be reported Ag 1, 37;
en, P. believe suicide 8 10-12, 30;
KILL, WYO. hub of garden spot teams with

industrial life Ag 8, 35;

fifin, H.F. rehabilitation supervisors
named Ag 23, 34;
fin, H.F. given drought plans Jn 2, 34;
fing, W. speaker S 28, 33;
fing, W. named officers F 22, 33;
fifth, B.F. smart trial F 28, 23;
11, L. civil leader Ag 18, 34;

fin, N. auto theft N 14, 30;
finett, M. men draw pen terms Jn 26, 34;

frode, S. sought for attack S 26, 35;
fin, M.C. stolen pres. F 6, 30;
fin, M.C. dies Mr 5, 38;

frost, S. assault D 20, 35;
fineste, K. hit run injures Ag 26, 35;

finest, E.H. men elude posse F 25, 30;
XERS ASSOC. (MONT. WHOLESALERS) parley
in 13, 14, 36;

fineste, M. lightning kills S 11, 30;

WEST INDIANS sitting bull & brazen
tailored to Canada F 3, 35;

fin, B. & G. gun play Jn 5, 30;

fors, C.H. storm claims victims in 36/37
p 28, 37;

figaro, G. accident fatal N 13, 30;

frot, B. injured in car crash Jn 16, 35;

foris, R. J. fight ends in death D 27, 32;
fut, J. & wife bodies found Ag 25, 35;

fite, R. knife, fist fight, Mr 21, 35;

flicker, M.M. Burden organization formed
Ag 21, 32;

flicker, H. M. appointed Jn 15, 39;

flad, J. dies N 17, 37;

fland, A. liquor runners use auto Jn 12, 31;

GUN CLUB opens new home Ap 26, 31;

GUNNERS believed used in Custer battle 0 4, 31;

Gunter, S. cycle accident Jn 20, 38;

Gurney, M. narcotics sale N 4, 35;

Gustam, J. slaying Jl 13, 35;

Gutierrez, J. slaying Jl 13, 35;

Gutierrez, J. driver injures three S 16, 34;

Gutierrez, G.S. dies O 30, 35;

Gustamante, J. Gutierrez arraigned for manslaughter
Jl 17, 35;

Gustamante, J. given term for shooting Jn 31, 35;

Gutierrez, J. arraigned for manslaughter Jl 17,
31, 1935;

Guzman, F. twin shooting Mr 31, Ap 1, 1936;

Hafner, J.F. enter race for city post F
22, 31;

Hafner, J.F. candidate for mayor Mr 5, 23, Ap 5,
1937;

Hagen, P. convention N 4, 39;

Hagman, R. members 56 Mont. prep champions
gather Jn 26, 31;

Hagler, J. Clark Fork waters hide bodies My 12,
34;

Hagen, D. plane crash Jn 8, 37;

Hagen, H. hit-run count Jn 3, 32;

Hagen, J. electrocution Jn 29, 30;

Hagler, W.E. found dead My 11, 32;

Hagstrom, F. honor awarded Mr 18, 31;

Hague, J.A. civic named to roads group Ap 9,
1937;

Halvem, V.B. dies Mr 9, 33;

Haight, H. seek senate house offices N 10, 34;

Haight, F. to speak Mr 19, 25, 26, 36;

Halves, W.C. dies in forest blare S 7, 34;

defender'S ASSOC. open sessions D 3-5, 33;

convention D 34, 39;

Halvill, A. & wife die in collision S 2, 30;

Halverston, 0. slayer escapes Ag 25, S 36, 1930;

Hale, R. forest fire Ag 23, 37;

Haley, J.S. dies My 22, 33;

HALF CENTURY CLUB meets D 20, 31;

Halverston, T.B. county agent Mr 23, 31;

Hall, A. body found Mr 1, 34;

Hall, R. elected alderman Ap 3, 34;

Halverson, A. resigns YCA My 21, 32;

Halverson, S.E. Knights elect Mr 15, 35;

Hambidge, G. teaching reading Jn 13, 33;

Hamilton, C. suicide case Jn 26, 30;

Hamilton, H. accompanied Mr 26, My 21, 24,
1932;

Hamilton, H. taken by marshall Jn 7, 34;

Hamilton, J.M. speaks on resources My 1, 31;

Hamilton, L. injuries fatal N 12, 31;

Hamilton, J.M. visits Jn 17, 30, 1926;

Hamilton, J.M. aide to talk Jn 12, 30;

Hamilton, W.T. experiences S 16, 33;

Hamilton, L. stowaway on Fresno creek
Harrer, A. gunshot wound My 6, 36;
Harrer, D. sends toys D 19, 37;
Hammond, G. files candidacy Jn 4, 36;
Hammond, G. files for legislature My 21, 38;
Hammond, J. fatally injured 0 14, 34;
Hanchettl, J. dog question S 18, 35;
Handel, G.W. dies Jl 21, 36;
Haney, M. fatal fight 19-21, 30;
HARDICAPPED PERSONS see crippled children and adults
HANGINGS see executions
Harlin, J. Russell painting purchased Ap 1, 30;
Harlin, J.A. campaign Jl 9, 30;
Harlin, J.A. dies S 24,25,27,28,30;
Harlin, S.E. dies Jn 14, 35;
Harlin, O.P. Boze man's party's search for gold My 29, 31;
Hammon, T.C. shot 0 13,15,16,17, 1930;
Hansen, H.C. Ayers appoints Jn 27, 39;
Hansen, V. hurt Jn 3, 35;
Hanson, A. burglar killed D 21,22, 35;
Hanson, G. Clark Fork waters hide bodies My 12, 34;
Hanson, H.S. drowned My 29, 35;
Hanson, J.H. dies Ag 13,15, 35;
Hanson, L. Patton trial S 23, 37;
Hanson, O. rancher kills worker N 23, 33;
Hansen, T.T. kidnap victim succumbs 0 29, 37;
Hansfelder, N.F. explains control o soil erosion Ag 22, 37;
Hanson, R. scout ceremony Ap 12, 30;
Hansord, A.T. accident case My 28, 30;
HAPPY HOLLOW - LAKE BASIN, MILLING test to start N 15, 30;
Harr, H. narcotics raid D 20, 32;
Harr, R. car mishap Jn 17, 32;
HARDIN, MONT. opening of hardin sugar factory 0-7, 37; early history My 21, 39;
HARDIN JUBILEE crowns present historical event S 1,3,5,6,8, 1937;
Harding, A.M. Normal obtains book lecturers My 27, 30;
Harding, N.D. freight agent shift D 25, 31;
Harding, W.L. plays democrats 0 3, 30;
HARDWARE TRAIN through visits Jn 14, 35;
HARLOTOWN, MONT. founded in 1900 Jn 2, 39;
Harison, J. dies Ap 11, 34;
Haron, W.E. dies Ag 16, 33;
Harms, G. missing D 20, 32;
Harms, J.A. suspect identified N 18, 34;
Harrel, C.B. & C. officers off to return Harrel Jn 23, 35;
Harrington, R. Boze man pair identified D 1, 35;
Harris, B.M. selected head of bank group Jl 20, 30;
Harris, B.M. heads banking institution Ag 25, 37;
Harris, C.L. dies Jl 19, 32;
Harris, E. robbery case Ag 30, 32;
Harris, J.A. dies Jl 6, 32;
Harris, J.J. early sponsors N 8, 31;
Harris, J.J. dam's advocate Ag 6, 33;
Harris, O. car-bus crash My 31, 37;
Harrison, A. dies S 30, 30;
Harrison, D. shot 0 24, 32;
Harrison, J.O. forest fire Ag 7, 49;
Harrison, J.T. Indians elect Ag 24, 49;
Harrison, M.W. legislators hamper business life Jl 4, 30;
Hart, B. twin killing S 2-4, 35;
Hart, J. alayer held Jn 19, 32;
Hart, M. injured Jn 8, 31;
Hart, O.B. trial 0 1-9, 35;
Hart, R.M. selected district head D 27, 30;
Hart, R. named to relief body 0 30, 31;
Hart, R. advisory post on public works Jl 27, 33;
Hart, R.M. returns from NRA meet Ag 27, 33;
Hart, R.M. appointed as state aid head Ap 17, 35;
Hart, R.M. organizing body Jn 28, 35;
Hart, R.M. announces works progress district heads Jl 11, 35;
Hart, R.M. names Fowler assistant Jl 4, 35;
Hart, R.M. has been handling post Ag 25, 35;
Hart, R.M. WPA projects approved S 4, 35;
Hart, R. extends WPA deadline S 5, 35;
Hart, R. selected test authorized N 22, 35;
Hart, R. dies D 20, 31, 33;
Hart, W.S. range rider returns Ag 28, 38;
HART - ALBIA - adding to store Ag 18, 37;
Hart dies D 21,21, 38; new building is planned Jn 18, 39;
Harwood, E. files candidacy My 24, 34;
Harwood, E. campaign N 2, 34;
Harwood, E. files candidacy My 28, 36;
Harwood, E. win nonpartisan judgeship race N 5, 36;
Harwood, E. commissioners reversed in back pay case F 2, 37;
Harwood, E. sets Mon. to sentence S 24, 37;
Harwood, E. death sentenced given D 16, 37;
Harwood, E. court term calendar N 4, 38;
Harwood, E.R. rescue of woman who became pioneer's wife Ag 23, 31;
Harwood, E.R. dies 0 22, 36;
Hassine, F.W. auto mishap D 8,12, 37;
Hastin, F. heads bureau for Gazette 0 11, 31;
Hatch, R. Normal obtains book lecturers My 27, 1930;
Hatfield, H.G. Kiwanis pres. My 19,20, 39;
Haube, C. woodchopper found slain O 12, 30;
Haviland, A. dies Ap 21, 32;
Hawk, A. man cut and beaten Ap 25, 33;
Hausen, C.E. hold up D 2,11,12,9,10, 36;
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Dunnecon, V. burglary F 27, 37;
Develick, F.J. pilot in air "war" My 24, 31;
Hansen, C.P. law holds pair F 13, 16, 30;
Hoven, C. death goes to jurors D 8, 9, 31;
HAWAI'I Fri. 13th not unlucky Ap 16, 39;
Hawkins, H.R. dies N 1, 30;
Hawkins, R. holds up try My 11, 12, 37;
Hawkins, "rode water jack" rode southwest
cattle trail in 1870. Jl 8, 1934;
Hawkins, W. kidnap-robber 0 12, 37;
Hawk, T. beef bootleg ring F 16, 32;
Haw, C.B. pardons one parolee six D 30, 32;
Hay, J.J. men win promotions S 3, 39;
HAY heavy crop Jn 18, 39;
Hayden, J.J. gain forecast Ap 23, 36;
Hayes, E.A. speaks Ap 9, 34;
Hayes, E.A. # strikes at teachings
of realism Ag 21, 34;
Hayes, G. & J. suspects return to Butte N
5, 6, 1930;
Hayner, E.I. Moore identified as killer
Ag 9, 37;
Hayes, F. bank robbery Jr 13, 29, Ap 1, 2, 1932;
Hayes, G.M. honored O 6, 7, 34;
Hayes, G. Orange succeeds Hayes D 20, 30;
Hayes, G. Jr. h17 over Williams Ap 6, 37;
Hayes, Mrs. G. Jr. nominated for school
board Mr 25, 30;
Hayes, G.A. Lechner to succeed Hayes D 10, 30;
Hayes, G.M. dies O 19, 30;
Hayes, J.T. Rhodes nominee Jn 6, 35;
Hayes, W.H. bank robbery F 26, Mr 13, 1932;
Hayes, W. visits S 3, 30;
Hazelbaker, F.A. view of assembly work Mr
7, 31;
Hazelbaker, F. A. files petition for nomina-
tion My 5, 32;
Hazelbaker, dedicate span Jl 5, 32;
Hazelbaker, F.A. has big edge Jl 20, 32;
Hazelbaker, F.A. slashing state expenses
issue O 29, 32;
Hazelbaker, F.A. political rally O 25, 26, 1936;
Hazzard, H.H. statue of chief Plenty Coup
My 5, 35;
Hazzard, H.H. centers on Indian life
O 11, 36;
Headley, W. killed Ag 11, 30;
HEADQUARTERS HOTEL fire in 1891 S 8, 35;
Heegney, C.A. looks back on early experiences
Jl 25, 37;
HEALTH banner awarded McKinley school My
2, 7, 30; delay health day My 9, 31; child
care division safeguards health My 2, 1937;
Hebb, F.M. dies F 11, 31;
Heebber, A.O. killed Ap 26, 32;
Hedden, H.T. named on committee F 14,
30;
Hedden, H.T. named Kiwanis pres. D 2, 31;
Hedden, H.T. file petitions My 23, 34;
Hedden, H.T. elected Masonic head D 10, 14, 35;
Hedden, H.T. files petition Jn 3, 36;
Hedden, H.T. pays $70,000 for structure S 26, 37;
Hedden, H.T. files My 14, 33;
Hedderick, G.M. car-train accident N 5, 34;
Hedges, C. Jacobs and Boman should share
honors in establishing routes Ap 11, 37;
Hedges, E. visits Jn 25, 36;
Hedlund, A. sets travel record Ap 2, 39;
Heeber, H. & H. dies of crash injuries My
31, 37;
Heffner, L.M. dies 11, 30;
Heilberg, K. marooned by snow Ja 5, 33;
Heilm. J. suffurs burns N 17, 34;
Heiken, M. dies Jl 10, 35;
Heimer, M.A. served court N 25, 34;
Heinbucher, K. fall fatal Jl 14, 33;
SHEEP RAISING Heinrich wool sets new high
Ja 6, 7, 30;
Heinrick, W. dies Ag 29, 33;
Heittlak, E. assault, hanging N 23, 24, 30;
Held, A. tops honor roll D 25, 35;
HELENA HIGH SCHOOL trains pilots F 26, 39;
HELENA (MONT.) in 10,000 class Ja 22, 30;
was struggling town Ja 13, 35; erases quaker's
score O 27, 35; temblor damage given N
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 10, 24, 1935; Mueter, elected
mayor at Great Falls Ap 6, 37;
power service cut off Ag 6, 37;
HELENA INDEPENDENT strike My 17, 34; strike
ended Ag 8, 34;
HELENA RECORD LEARALD strike ended Ag 8, 34;
HELL GATE CANYON blaze flares Ag 11, 38;
Hellack, G.E. hint, run case My 14, Jl 15, 31;
 Helm, M. forest fire Ag 7, 39;
Helm, J. murder Ap 7, 31;
Helmar, H. found shot S 3, 31;
Helvick, F.J. manslaughter D 2, 30;
Heingslow, E. injured N 2, 30;
Hemphill, H. dies Ja 19, 32;
Hempstead, A. five hurt Mr 23, 35;
Henderson, A.C. honored N 16, 34;
Henderson, I. 11 are injured Ap 5, 37;
Henderson, J.B. dies Mr 16, 31;
Hendrie, J. & S. died to death Ja 25, 29;
Hendrickson, R. murder Jl 25, N 25, 1930;
Hennessey, E. confirmation of elevations My 16,
1935;
Hendy, R.E. office on nat'l church board Ja 1931;
Hensler, A. killed My 29, 35;
Herberlein, A. jail break Ag 3, 18, 38;
Herbert, J.F. finds new dry heads Ja 26, 1930;
Hergenroder, D. victim near death N 8, 37;
Hergstad, A. killed Ag 9, 31;
Hermanson, A. starting cases V 22, 34;
Herzfeld, A. narcotics case O 24, 37;
HERRERA, J.Member, D 6, 32;

Hervey, J.H. pastor honored Ag 30, 31;

Heslep, G.E. fatally hurt F 22, 36;

Hepler, J. D. dies Aug 27, 32;

HIGGINS FARMS influenced developments Ja 15, 33;

KIBWARD, A.T. conditions near normal Ja 27-29, 1931;

Hibbs, R.P. dinner plans completed O 26, 37;

Hiller, E. plant swept by flames Ja 27, 29, 35;

Hillman, V. fire in house F 15, 17, 19, 30;

He-Does-It, F. pair wounded Ja 13, 33;

Hickox, E. & H. see Hettie, E. & H.

Higginbotham, G. business women elect Ja 3, 34;

HIGH SCHOOL SYSTEM future of high schools bright S 20, 30;

HIGH SCHOOL WEEK discusses water power, irrigation... My 1, 31; hoy vins speaking event Ap 29, 33; custer takes sweepstakes Ap 28, 35;

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT ACP Ja 12,14,20-24, F 10, 23, My 25, 29, 31; body issues measure Ja 8, 31;

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT F 28, 32; D 15,16, 1932;

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, V.Y.O. rejects transfer bill F 10, 33;

HIGHWAY DEATHS drive to cut O 31, 37;

HIGHWAY FUND assures east part of state J 14, 33;

HIGHWAYS see roads

Hilderman, G. hit-run J 21, 32;

Hillenbrand, E.E. work men killed Ag 22, 49;

Hiller, D. dies O 17, 37;

Hillert, F. heads women's clubs F 20, 31;


Hill, R.W. dies J 7, 37;

Hill, R.W. registrar of land office O 1, 31;

Hill, J. dies Ag 25, -28, 1935;

Hill, R. sportscaster elect J 19, 31;

Hill, R.L. announces new sec. Ag 13, 37;

Hill, S. laying J 25, 30;

Hill, T.R. civic dinner My 22, 23, 37;

Hill, V. dress revue champion named Ag 1, 35;

HILL COUNTRY Montana-looking backward D 27, 31;

Hillard, L.E. kidnapped and robbed S 15, 34;

Hindman, G. killed Mr 3, 37;

Hine, F. dies D 29, 37;

Hines, B.R. three hurt Mr 1, 36;

Hines, H.C. speaks Mr 17, 36;

Hino, J. lost six days O 6, 37;

Hirano, M. fatally injured JL 11, 35;

Hirsch, C.E. auto accident D 25, 35;

HISTORICAL SITES identified and marked N 19, 33;

HISTORICAL MARKERS favored My 15, 31;

HIT & RUN Scooper, N. D 31, Ja 1,4,17, 1930;

Hurt, M. Ja 3, 31; hit-and-run case My 21, 31;

Heller, G. Ja 15, 31; Braunstetter, J. N 7, 10,17, 10, 31;

Hogan - Fargo Ja 3, 32;

Holler - Middlesworth Ja 21, 32; hits youth Ja 31, 32;

Hounte, H. O 19, 33; Grinstead, D. Ag 25, 35;

Hoffman, A. C. D 21, 35; case to start Ap 17, 37;

Hoover, J.R. dies Ryan F 12, 33;

HOPES alarmed at idle horses Jn 31, 34;

HOUSTON, E.H. plane crash killed Ag 20, 34;

Hosen, L. ansed honors Ag 26, 31;

Hoylsmith, J.T. crash fatal J 13, 54;

Hoff, F. suicide Mr 9, 32;

Hoffert, G. crushed D 15, 31;

Hoffman, B. three hurt J 4, 35;

Hoffman, G. keeper to be hanged D 29, J 14,

Hogan, R. M. dies J 1, 37;

Hogan, W. A. names new sec. Ag 20, 31;

Hogan, B.H. dies My 1, 37;

Hill, T.R. civic dinner My 22, 23, 37;

Hill, V. dress revue champion named Ag 1, 35;

HILL COUNTRY Montana-looking backward D 27, 31;

Hillard, L.E. kidnapped and robbed S 15, 34;

Hindman, G. killed Mr 3, 37;

Hine, F. dies D 29, 37;

Hines, B.R. three hurt Mr 1, 36;

Hines, H.C. speaks Mr 17, 36;

Hino, J. lost six days O 6, 37;

Hirano, M. fatally injured JL 11, 35;

Hirsch, C.E. auto accident D 25, 35;

HISTORICAL SITES identified and marked N 19, 33;

HISTORICAL MARKERS favored My 15, 31;

HIT & RUN Scooper, N. D 31, Ja 1,4,17, 1930;

Hurt, M. Ja 3, 31; hit-and-run case My 21, 31;

Heller, G. Ja 15, 31; Braunstetter, J. N 7, 10,17, 10, 31;

Hogan - Fargo Ja 3, 32;

Holler - Middlesworth Ja 21, 32; hits youth Ja 31, 32;

Hounte, H. O 19, 33; Grinstead, D. Ag 25, 35;

Hoffman, A. C. D 21, 35; case to start Ap 17, 37;

Hoffman, A. C. D 21, 35; case to start Ap 17, 37;

State rests case against Kennedy Ag 15, 16, 37;

Kennedy goes on trial S 30, O 1, 3; fined $500 O 3, 37;

Antonio Vincent Marchette J1 19, 37;

Bliss, W. N 3, 30; Guild, R. Graham, G.J. N 25,27, 29, 33;

Hitchcock, O.B. cricket drive Ap 7, 37;

Hixon, G.C. chicken thieves Mr 19, 35;

H-T-Y CLUB conference Ja 13, 31;

Hobbs, J.R. dies Ryan F 12, 33;

HOPES alarmed at idle horses Jn 31, 34;

Hosson, J. M. dies J 20, 30;

Hoffman, N. suicide Mr 19, 35;

Hoffman, R. in jail S 14, 33;

Hoffman, F.A. named at caucus Mr 21, 37;

Hogan, B.H., dies My 1, 37;

Hogan, T. recalls wool history Mr 3, 35;

Hollnoss C.M. club to support Gable J 13, 30;

Hollness, C.M. trustees named J 18, 31;

Hollness, M. seeks return J 10, 32;

Hollness, M.N. named Jn 29, 33;

Hollness, M. flys club O 24, 34;

Hollness, M. enters attorney race My 29, 34;

Hollness, M.N. seeks second tenure Ja 10, 38;

Hollness, M.N. named city attorney O 19, 39;

Hollbeck, A.A. speaks My 7, 32;

Hollbrook, D. miners die F 1,14, 30;

HOLDUPS see robberies

Hollecker, G.D. dies N 16, 31;

Hole, O. suicide Mr 6, 34;

Hilladay, R. Junction city to Foryrth runs O 14, 34;
Holladay, R. junction city to Forsyth roads 0 14, 36;
Holland, D.O. gets life N 18, 36;
Holley, R. murder suspect F 7,10,11, 36;
Holliday, D.H. dies O 0, 33;
Hollier, T. marooned in snowstorm N 10, 31;
Hollings, G. strikes mate with ax kills self J 4, 38;
Holmes, H. rum smuggling Ja 14, 31;
HOLLY SUGAR CO. growers accept contract Ap 11, 35; money spent N 15, 36; open to public S 24, 37; begin slicing O 3,7, 37;
Holmes, A.T. faces count in crash 0 9, 30;
Holmes, J.J. insurance act is inoperative 8 6, 35;
Holmes, J.J. Billings to St. Louis in 1904 S 22, 35;
Holmes, J.J. auditor criticized Mr 4, 37;
Holpin, P. dies Ap 15, 35;
HOLSTEIN - PREDATION ASSOC. meeting set Jn 12, 31;
Holt, W.E. gets high post Mr 8, 35;
Holt, W.E. to take governorship Ap 7, 35;
Holt, W.R. Zorn case Ap 19, 23, 35;
Holt, W.R. planning parity held Ap 17, 35;
relief fight Ap 22, 35; presses reorganiza-
tion J 11, 36; to speak F 27, 36; board of
education Ap 15, 36; discusses Mexican
labor My 13, 36; to speak My 17, 36; Huntley
picnic J 18, 36; Ayers has edge Jl 22, 36;
open fair Ag 5,10, 36; to speak S 15, 36;
to speak S 15-19, 36; requests water projects
S 20, 36; libel against editor O 2,7, 36;
requests projects stand O 3,15, 36; delivers
farewell Ja 3, 37; charges deducted Mr 31,
37;
Holt, J. auto accident Jl 28, 30;
Holter, R. event to draw large number Jl
17-19, 31;
Holton, B. trio escape death Ja 18, 31;
Holsworth, B. finishes ride from Glendale
My 14, Jn 23, 1933;
Homan, M.F. body to gather in Great Falls
O 29, 30;
HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT see Yellowstone
county home demonstration agent
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK 1937 brought greater
activity F 27, 38;
HOME LOAN OWNERS CORP. office to open Ag 1,
33;
HOME MODERNIZING EXPOSITION opens Mr 9, 32;
event Mr 13,20,27-30, 1932; exhibits Ap
23,25-26, 1933; to be held Mr 27, 34;
opens Ap 1,9,10-13, 34; obeyed by NHA F 1,
34; exhibits Mr 19-27, 35;
HOME SHOW see also Better Homes Show
HOME MOOS Mr 2,3,4, Ap 28, 1938;
HOMES AND STORE REPAIR PROGRAM 0 24,26, 34;
HOME DEMONSTRATION CLUB see Yellowstone county
home demonstration club
HOMESTAKE MINING Co. charge against Williams
dismissed Ap 3, 37;
HOMESTREASIS interest shown F 21, 31; maps
yield facts about early - day settlements
D 4, 39; interest on grazing meet O 2, 38;
Hone, C. news events Ja 1, 33;
Hooke, L.L. montanans die Ja 2, 31;
Hooe, G.G. masonic meeting Jn 14-16, 31;
Hoover, W.A. holdup man named D 24, 32;
Hoover, H. asks montanans to white house Ag
20, 22, 32;
Hoover, H. urges state to back ticket N 6, 32;
Hoover, Mrs. R. to attend Scout meetings My
30,31, Jn 1,2, 1936;
HOPE ENGINEERING CO. supply gas for ACM smelter
Ja 29, 30;
Hopkins, D.R. suicide Ag 10, 37;
Hopkins, J. wins prize with wind-driven vehicle
S 6, 31;
Hopkins, R. burned D 8, 30;
Hopper, E. views on Russia My 10, 31;
Horin, H. found guilty D 8, 33;
Harbden, E. men elude posse F 25, 30;
HORSE BACK RIDING Glendale cavy plans ride
to San Francisco Jn 25, 39;
HORSE RACING MacCrannell won S 15, 35;
thoroughbreds arrive Ag 6, 35; world champ
relay races Ag 7, 15, 36; at fair Ag 5, 13,
1937; at fair Ag 6, 39;
HORSE RACING W.O. racing bill killed F 2, 33;
HORSE RAISING 35 carloads sold Ag 3, 35;
HORSE SALES cold hampers auction P 10,11, 36;
HORSE THIEVES see Rustling
HORSES Montana had first horse Ag 1, 30; sale
completes 4,000,000 D 31, 35;
HORSES, WILD wyoming wildhorses banned D 6, 31;
Horsford, O.R. relief head My 6, 35;
Horsford, T. cited by body Jl 20, 30;
Horsford, P.A. trial set S 1, 30;
Horsford, T. action dropped O 3, 30;
Horton, J. boy scout court of honor Ap 29, 39;
Hosford, H.S. convention Jn 21,22, 39;
Hoskins, O. journey to Sioux City in '76 My 6,
34;
HOSPITALS see also names of hospitals: Dec-
erness St. Vincents
HOSPITAL ASSOC. hospital body formed Jl 4, 34;
catholic group to elect My 21,22, 37; ends
session My 22, 37;
HOSPITALS indian hospital dedication Ag 31,
31; $160,000 hospital for Crow indians
Jl 1, 34; bids are called Ja 24, 36; award
contracts Mr 10, 36;
HOT SPRINGS, BOZEMAN fire Ja 12, 31;
EL ASSOC. meet Ag 21, 30; annual session
J 22, 23, 30; meeting S 20, 23, 24, 33; talk
ruralist plans Jn 4, 5, 30; convention N 4, 5, 30,
31.

H.L. HISTORY OF—early hostelry J 29, 30,
31; T. murder Jl 22, 30; W.A. tells army experiences F 24, 35;
W.G. men thought to be desperado is
Valleto doctor Mr 9, 34; welch, H. exonerated after shooting My 14, 30;
usely, G. runs conspiracy case Jl 26, 33;
USING banks loan firms to help O 6, 34;
ceremonies to be held Jn 15, 35; authority
plan passed Jn 19, 35; see also Homes Show
USING ADM. NIA is nearing $100,000 D 1, 34;
USING AUTHORITY ENABLING ACTS court backs
housing acts Ja 22, 39; USING COMMITTEE housing body formed S 11, 34;
USING PROGRAM plans formulated Ag 31, 34;
USING REPAIR PROGRAM NIA meeting O 12, 34;
meet O 19, 20, 34; usley, G.O. charge Casper officials conspirators My 2, 33;
usley, G. runs conspiracy Jl 27, 33;
currant, R.L. laments press Ag 15, 36;
custon, A. postsen press Ag 25, 27, 37;
custon, E.L. dies Ap 14, 33;
ovard, B. honored Jn 17, 35;
ovard, B. back from meet Jn 30, Jl 2, 3, 6,
1930;
ovard, H. press group elects Haward head
Ag 16, 36; ome, D. pair arrested Ap 3, 36;
owell, J.H. irrigation Ag 2, 36;
omy, W.L. escape death My 28, 30;
my, G.C. is to address body D 12
2, 32; ribar, L. resigns D 30, 36;
hubb, A.S. trappers route along O 16, 38;
huddleston, B. & B. & M. three injured S 16, 34;
huddleston, F. E. attacks sugar contract Ap
9, 34;
Huddleston, F. E. called to sugar conference
huddleston, F. E. meeting D 11, 34;
huddleston, F.E. renamed head F 21, 35;
huddleston, F.E. reelected head D 10-13, 35;
huddleston, F. E. reelected director F 27, 36;
huddleston, F.E. soil conservation plan
protested Mr 24, 36;
huddleston, F.E. discusses legislation D 15, 36;
huddleston, F. E. meeting F 17, 37;
huddleston, F. E. reelected D 13, 39;
hudson, J. career as range rider Jn 3, 34;
hudson, M. three hurt Ag 4, 30;
Huff, C.W. defends FU program O 24, 33;

Huffin, L.A. preserved vanishing west Jl 3,
32;
Huey, W. narcotics case D 20, 32;
Huffman, L.A. dies D 29, 31;
Huffman, R. gun battle D 15, 35;
Hulshager, W. dashed Jl 20, 21, 35;
Hull, R.B. greeted Jn 5, 30;
Hull, R.B. speaks F 10, 37;
Hulstind, E. car crash Jl 4, 37;
Humphrey, J.L. personnel of advisory committee
Mr 19, 30;
Humphrey, J. jail break Ag 23, 33;
Hunt, E. sees no war D 29, 34;
Hunter, H.W. review his 30 years as pastor
D 16, 34;
Hunter, J. dies Ap 17, 31;
Hunter, J. miners elect Jn 13, 36;
Hunter, J. selected O 22, 36;
Hunter, J. reelection LWV pres. O 25, 36;
Hunter, O.J. transients hurt Mr 25, 30;
Hunter, W.P. murder Mr 13, 14, 15, My 12, 13, 15,
1931;
Hunter, H.W. named minister Jn 26, 31;
HUNTING approves shorter duck season S 6, 31;
HUNTING approves pheasant & partridge season opens N 7, 31;
HUNTING border game abundant Ap 24, 32; good season
seen S 10, 33; pheasants O 28, 33;
Pheasant Ag 21, 34; fish and game topics
aired N 3, 34; elk F 17, 35; big game O 13, 35;
game tragedy D 1, 35; pheasant N 9, 36;
mountain lions Mr 14, 37; game of North
Rocks O 19, 37; mountain lion Mr 6, 38;
chicks O 23, 38; first aid N 6, 38; game
found in area Jn 6, 39; see also Game
HUNTING, ILLEGAL youth wounded S 7, 35;
HUNLEY BILLINGS ROAD will reconstrut Ap
28, 37;
HUNLEY EXPERIMENT STATION effort here to
retain station Jn 12, 34; feeders day program D 14, 34;
HUNLEY PROJECT record figures Mr 2, 30; lands
be thrown open Ja 16, 31; crops top
projects Jn 26, 31; fire Jl 6, 31; potato
Ag 15, 31; fete Jl 17, 22, 23, 32; potato
Jl 17, 21, 34; dairy inspection Jn 20, 35;
irrigation values Jn 14, 36; reports on
irrigation S 11, 35; potato Jl 18, 36;
yale season S 12, 37; adair talks Jl 10, 16,
12, 30; potato Jl 22, 33, 39; crop rotation
Ag 20, 39;
HUNLEY PROJECT DEVELOPMENT ASSOC. meet
D 4, 11, 30; sum for electrification Jn 3,
HUNTINGTON PROJECT FAIR fair Ag 30, 31.
HUNTINGTON WOOL POOL assembles wool Jn 10, 31.
Hupke, C.F. requests disarmament Act N 21, 31.
Hupke, C.F. would suspend Hupke 6 months Mr 18, 32.
Hupke, C.F. dies Jn 13, 32.
Hurd, N.A. shot Ap 4, 35.
Hurley, C.C. dies F 19, 32.
Hurst, J.C. lied on gallowa Ap 21, 35.
Husband, W.C. flags FDR Ag 26, 30.
Hyatt, A.C. stockmen hear warning Jn 2, 37.
Hyde, W.C. dies Mr 12, 33.
ICE SKATING brings thrills Ja 22, 39.
Ikes, H.L. study of Hunting project S 26, 34.
ILLUMINATION conference Mr 23-25, A 1933.
Inbahn, P.J. attempted suicide Mr 7, 21, 33.
Ives, R.P. Registrar f&b of land office D 16, 30.
Ives, R. dies S 20, 31.
Ives, R.P. mishap victim Jn 28, 37.
IMPEACHMENTS Hights, Cooney, Mitchell Ja 17-19, 1934; Sands Jl 10, 15-17, 38; Sands W.B.
F 7, 35; Greene Mr 3, B, 37; Freeburn, H.J.
F 20, Mr 1-3, 1939.
IMPLEMENT AND HARDWARE ASSOC. meet Ja 8, 30.
meet F 2-6, 30; sessions Ja 16, 32; session
F 10-14, 32; meet F 20-24, 35; protest
sales tax F 23, 35; convention 0 23-25, 39
Inbahn, F. Marker set act Ag 1, 30.
INNIT MEMORIAL ASSOC. marker set by friends
Ag 1, 30.
Inbahn, N. dies S 2, 35.
INCOME TAX proposal F 10, 33; cut F 18, 33.
house approves hiking revenue F 19, 33.
declared valid Jl 20, 33; supreme court
upholds income tax act My 13, 34; cost
exceeds income 0 28, 34; Delays Gross
income tax act F 23, 35; changes will
increase rate F 27, 35; court decides
income tax test suits My 5, 35; deadline
Mr 15, 35; payments gain D 13, 35; two
bills offered F 2, 37; house approves F 4,
37; house hikes income lèvies F 6, 37;
gain N 2, 37.
INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS see odd
Fellows.
INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM ASSOC. approved drop
D 21, 32; permanent organization made
0 20, 30; dinner planned 0 25, 30; meeting
0 31, 30.
INDIAN CAVES will be excavated Jn 20, 37.
beds of early plains Indians found Ag 5, 37.
commercial club to seek funds S 28, 37.
A state to build test way act My 18, 37.
INDIAN EDUC. ASSOC. meet D 10-12, 36.
INDIAN EMERGENCY CONSERVATION PROGRAM session
Ag 5, 6, 39.
INDIAN ROADS PROGRAM get attention F 2, 37.
INDIAN WARS flight between sturgis & nez perce
N 2, 39; credit goes to Joe Hoesmaker
Jn 1, 31; study may bring monument Jn 29, 31.
explorer Lewis andres drew first blood D 27,
31; winters, hunger added to miseries M 32;
invading hunting grounds led to fights
0 22, 33; escape rain of Indians arrows
My 27, 34; Rosebud battle tablet Jn 10, 34.
Indians declare three distinct fights were
fought in conflict Jn 28, 34; stories by
Yellowstone bully Ag 5, 34; warrior fought
8 2, 34; Laver-eating Johnson wounded Jl 6,
35; severe blizzard Jl 20, 35; men jailed
Ja 27, 35; Sitting Bull F 3, 35; army
experiences F 24, 35; many encounters F 24,
35; nez persus subdued 8 22, 35; troops
from Fort Custer Jl 7, 35; wounded knee
battle Ja 24, 37; last crow uprising S 25,
39; trappers route Sioux O 10, 39; old
Fort peck Ag 6, 39; Baker's battle S 24, 39.
INDIAN WARS, VETERANS Charles Mahr dies Ag 16,
31; Wannamaker dies N 28, 31; Nicholson
dies D 23, 31; Stanley, J. dies Jn 8, 39.
INDIANS chief accepts invitation to fair Ag
12, 30; recalls Fort Custer trooper F 8, 31.
Mingling of racial blood Mr 13, 32; religious
revival My 1, 32; strike between tribes
Jn 12, 32; forcing of tribe from black hills
Jl 17, 32; great vice press. O 11, 32; sweat
lodgers 0 23, 32; Aborigines fared poorly
Ja 29, 33; Indians kill two N 12, 33.
Great losses back on years with Indians Ap
22, 34; buffalo hunting Mr 17, 34; liquor
control OOO problems Mr 23, 35; moral
leader Ap 7, 35; celebrates fiftieth anniversary
My 19, 35; Rock Creek Cliff painting My 26,
35; trials of fur traders X 1, 35; horse
raids N 24, 35; artist centers work on Indian
life 0 11, 36; beds found at Indian caves
Ag 5, 37; montana must give indians land Ap
8, 38; see also names of tribes e.g.
cree, Nez Perce, Sioux, Bannack, Gros Ventre
Salish.
INDIANS, CHRISTMAS ceremony at Ashland D 18,
32.
INDIANS, RELIEF Affinity days bring hats & $2
blankets Mr 13, 38; welfare boards must
act F 12, 33.
INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA see also names of
tribes and individuals e.g. Cheyenne,
cheroke, indians; Flint, Cour.
INDUSTRIAL & AUTOMOBILE SHOW F 2,10,14,15,17,
19,20,21, 1931.
INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY PROGRAM 'New Deal' plan discussed JI 29, 33;
INDUSTRIES discussed at bankers convention JI 19, 30; realtors give facts O 30, 30;
home industry N 4, 5, 1, 32; saving industry from suicide J 18, 33; voters oppose gov't control F 9, 36; oppose married women in industry N 15, 36; students tall of industries D 19, 37;
INFANTILE PARALYSIS see poliomyelitis
INFLATION oppose currency inflation Mr 22, 36;
INFLUENZA menace Ja 1, 5, 7, 37;
Ingram, J.K. & M. murder; attempted suicide Ja 29, 30, 31, F 1-6, 11, 18, Mr 13, Ap 13, 20, 22, My 11, 12, 15-16, 26, Jn 10, 19, 30;
INITIATIONS rules against initiation O 30, 30;
INLAND AIR LINES route beacons JI 30, 39;
report gains Ag 12, 39;
INLAND WATERWAYS CORP. head of board for waterways body to speak Mr 27-30, 30;
Innes, F. three men perish S 4, 37;
INSECTS garden club fights O 22, 30; seed pea embargo Ap 4, 35; battle D 5, 9, 10, 36;
gain in expenditures to fight Ja 2, 30;
control meeting Ja 7, 30; pest infestation seen Ja 8, 30; see also Grasshoppers, Mormon crickets, ticks.
INSURANCE inquiry body reports Ja 11, 38;
Bicycle by Caldwell firm F 17, 35;
insurance bid measure wins house favor F 11, 37; Senate passes two propositions F 23, 37; Ayers vetoes bill Mr 11, 37; meeting Jn 2, 39; see also Nat'l Assoc. of life underwriters
INSURANCE, FIRE meet N 6, 7, 31; flames at council meeting D 4, 35; stand reversed D 10, 35;
INSURANCE, H.M. claims Ag 9, 31;
INSURANCE, OLD AGE get attention Ja 24, 35;
INSURANCE, STATE blocked by injunction Ag 10, 35;
INSURANCE, CASE fail to arrive at verdict Ap 7, 35;
INSURANCE DEALERS, MONT. ASSOC. OF Daves speaks Ag 28-30, 36;
INSURANCE LAWS part of act held invalid Jn 29, 35; injunction secured JI 26, 35; is inoperative Holmes states S 8, 35;
INSURANCE RATES revision plan M 7, 30;
INTERMOUNTAIN LIVESTOCK MARKETING ASSOC.
ready to render assistance S 3, 30;
INTERMOUNTAIN UNION COLLEGE gives Eaton degree Jn 9, 31; will be moved N 2, 35; students will transfer to local school S 2, 36;
INTERNAL REVENUE Res manslaughter dies D 13, 39;
INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS, RED
LODGE Ag 20, 33;

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. gives $1000 to Red Cross Ja 27, 31; McCormick here Ja 15, 32; men win promotions S 3, 39;
INTERNATIONAL LIVESTOCK & HAY & GRAIN SHOW plans for show N 22, 26, 30;
INTERNATIONAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE expand local institute Ap 9, 38;
INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL OF GEOLOGY & NATURAL RESOURCES JI 23, 24, 30;
INTERSchOLASTIC DEBATE LEAGUE Laurel wins Ap 12, 35; meet Ap 20, 35; marks registered My 12, 34;
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION hearing on rail building S 9, 30; expect prompt Railway rate ruling Jn 26, 36;
I.O.U.F. see Odd Fellows
ODD FELLOWS lodge session to be held at Laurel My 29, 30, 37;
Ireland, E. addresses graduates Mr 22, 30;
IRRIGATION for irrigation My 19, 30; Linfield talks Ag 1, 30; Leavitt talks at Roundup S 14, 30; water storage plans made Jl 14, 31; use dam pumps Jl 23, 31; talk at club O 21, 32; Montana Irrigation Co. get report D 2, 32; Crown manage water system Mr 3, 33; state to get big relief fund Jn 27, 33;
Buffalo Rapids aid is sought Ag 5, 31;
awaits completion of Fort Peck Dam 0 16, 33;
Big ditch ends half century of service N 26, 33; plan includes ditch 106 miles L long O 29, 33; Mitchell visits 0 30, 33;
Buffalo Rapids approved N 10, 33; House concurs changes Ja 5, 34; Atkinson speaks Mr 28, 34; modest systems prove real benefit Ap 8, 34; Sun River project reveals value Mr 13, 34; FIA funds for Forsyth irrigation job Jl 20, 34; Huntley project S 26, 34; Rock Creek project Ja 17, 35; flood irrigation Mr 10, 35; study Mr 21, 35; meet S 8, 10, 12, 35; outlook best in years Ap 23, 36; Buffalo Rapids My 5, 36; Gov't lose irrigation case Jl 31, 36; drainage water used to irrigate Ag 2, 36; Montana-Wyo. project F 10, 37; head program F 20, 37; $600,000 to be FHA loan N 10, 37; Tongue River letting postponed Jn 13, 37; crumbled by cloudbursts Jn 13, 37; big ditch again carrying water N 26, 37; figure in farm income Jl 4, 37; Buffalo Rapids S 10, 37; Gallatin Dam 0 17, 37; Yellowstone River Basin 0 31, 37; pump irrigation at Bridger N 26, 37; $30,000 flood gate D 5, 37; Gov't loses suit over Crow water rights F 2, 38; water wheels provide irrigation at Reed Point N 6, 38; detailed study Ap 7, 39; water storage projects network Jl 9, 39;
IRRIGATION CONT. Buffalo Rapids 0 15, 39. see also Names of projects: e.g. Huntley, Sun River, Tongue River Rock Creek, Shoshone, etc. IRRIGATION - WYO. division agreement made Jn 17, 30; IRRIGATION AND DRAIN INSTITUTE, MONT. Ag 10, 30; Linfield talks Ag 16, 30; losses in state run into millions Ag 16, 30; Linfield' pres. Ag 17, 30; IRRIGATION CONGRESS meet Ag 18, 35; urges new statutes S 12, 35; IRRIGATION PROJECTS Musselshell project Mr 18, 38; Isaac, A.G. dies F 15, 36; Isaac, C. dies Ag 2, 30; Isaac, J. dies F 17, 32; Isakson, P. & wife two killed four injured Jn 7, 37; Isenberger, D. Clark Fork hide bodies My 12, 34; Israel, O. 4-H club head Ag 28, 35; Israel. O. renamed Ap 25, 37; Iverson, G.B. file for office Jn 16, 30; Ivy, R. miners die F 13,14, 38; Jack, W. speaker of Wyo. house Jn 10, 33; Jackson, A. Bohnen hold dinner Ja 9, 36; Jackson, D.E. named moderator 0 9, 30; Jackson, D.W. dies Ag 9, 30; Jackson, H. three injured Jl 7, 30; Jackson, H. burglary Ja 10, 32; Jackson, J. murder 0 5, 30; Jackson, J. fraud Mr 15, 34; Jackson, J. takes first at Livestock show Jn 6, 32; Jackson, T. baby killing F 8, 34; Jackson, "Whitney" robbery O 30, 30; JACKSON HOLE, WYO. Senate inquiry Ag 8-12, 33; Jacobs, C. succumbs of gunshot wound 0 29, 34; Jacobs, C.M. dies Jn 30, 37; Jacobs, J.W. Jacobs and Boxeman should share honors in establishing routes for travelers Ap 11, 37; Jacobs, N.N dies 0 18, 36; Jacobsen, L.A. bank stock makes changes Mr 1, 35; Jacobsen, R. laws handicap workers Jn 10, 30; Jacoby, F. contract for hangar N 6, 30; Jacoby, F. Jacoby gets contract Ap 19, 31; Jacoby, F. commercial club finance campaign N 8, 37; JACOB & SAW CO. contract in Normal work Ap 16, 35; Jacques, L. trio arrested Ag 15, 37; JAIL BREAKS Millikan, L. Spell, E. Curley, I. F 28-26, 30; Risebad Co. Mr 15, 30; Popovich, J.J. - suspect N 30, 31; Gill, C.E. F 20, 32; Mahargue, J. Adams, E.T. S 27, D 23, 32; two prisoners dig way out of jail at Forthyn Ag 8, 33; Ince, W. Stanley, W.; Avery, Johnson, B.; White, A.; White, C.; Ag 28, 34; Vance, C.; Mangus, E. 0 16, 34; escaped youth F 3, 35; Popovich, D.; Rudman, J. Ap 5, 5, 12, 12; Kerkel, W. N 22, 35; at Hardin Ja 2, 37; Mines, F. Ja 10, 37; told court by Stevenson Ap 3, 37; Renlie, L. Jl 10, 37; Carbon Jail Ja 10, 36; Embry Ja 29, 30; Fronkman Mr 5, 35; in Forthyn Ap 19, 35; Quinlan, W.D. Jl 3, 30; Wolff, R. Larson, T. Herbert, A. Ag 13, 18, 38; Heberlein, A. Ag 10, 39; Byrd, T. S 4, 37; James, C.B. Dixon, D. murder O 16, 17, 30; James, D.L. to address club Mr 20, 30; James, D.L. speaks Mr 26, 30; James, J.S. warning given on flood control Ag 23, 31; James, J.S. PBA business Ap 19, 34; James, J. present when desperado shot Mr 10, 35; James, W. returns from Texas My 1, 30; James, W.E. sued for maintenance S 28, 30, 33; James, W. gives much to arts world Ja 26, 34; James, W. puts his working tags Ja 13, 35; James, W. champion riders outlaw horses to be seen Jl 31, 38; Jameson, W.J. full time nurse asked Mr 30, 30; Jameson, W.J. Jr. YWCA drive S 22, 30; Jameson, W. Jr. school board nominees Mr 24, 31; Jameson, W.J. speaks My 31, 32; Jameson, W.J. Red Cross sessions O 10, 33; Jameson, W.J. speaks S 28, 34; Jameson, W.J. head of bar group Ag 16, 36; Jamison, R.D. accidental death O 20, 31; Janick, G. man killed N 20, 35; Jarrett, R. dies 0 14, 34; Jawr, O.J. high way heads replaced Jl 17; JEFFERSON COUNTY MONTANA - looking backward Jn 7, 31; Jeffries, G.T. disbarment act N 21, 31; Jolley, R. killed Ag 11, 34; Jenkins, E.O. director poll Ja 17, 32; Jenkins, E.O. assumes new banking job My 6; Jennings, F. injured Ap 10, 35; Jennings, W. kidnapping Jn 12, 31; Jensen, F. two killed four injured Jn 7, 37; Jensen, H. Reed Point case Ap 21, 33; Jensen, O.J. revenue agent Jl 11, 30; Jensen, S.E. youth drowns Ag 4, 37; Jensen, W. auto accident D 25, 35; Jewell, J.R. MEA parleys O 28, 30, 37; JEWISH RELIGION refugee aid campaign Ja 8, 35; Jimerson, G.F. dies My 24, 37; Johns, L.C. accident O 30, 31, 37; Johns, W.H. Odd Fellows elect D 5, 31; Johnson, A. head of state baseballists Jl 25, 30;
Johnson, A.O. Luther League elects Jl 1, 34;
Johnson, A.C. dies N 9, 33;
Johnson, A. to attend 4-H club conclave Jn 3, 31;
Johnson, A. intended victim but twin is hit
Ag 22, 30;
Johnson, B. jail break Ag 28, 34;
Johnson, C. given life Jn 8, 33;
Johnson, C.V. school show Ap 17, 30;
Johnson, C. ring fight went 20 rounds D 1, 35;
Johnson, C. shepherd reported dead Jn 14, 37;
Johnson, C. early day hunting trip Ap 11, 37;
Johnson, D. auto accidents Ap 25, 33;
Johnson, D. auto collisions Ap 24, 33;
Johnson, D. run ring F 18, 34;
Johnson, D.G. dies D 11, 36;
Johnson, D. auto accidents Ap 26, 33;
Johnson, E. Helena trial Ap 20, 21, 35;
Johnson, F.A. banks are sound Mr 5, 33;
Johnson, F.H. bank examiner quits o 1, 36;
Johnson, G. dies Ap 27, 36;
Johnson, G. kidnapping 0 18, 33;
Johnson, H. auto accidents Ap 26, 33;
Johnson, H. DeMolay will install Ag 29, 34;
Johnson, H. laurel riot S 29, 34;
Johnson, H.A. meeting Jn 18-20, 39;
Johnson, H.S. throws WPA D 15, 35;
Johnson, Iver dies Jn 5, 32;
Johnson, J.P. hunt 0 29, 34;
Johnson, Jack stockmen’s gunmen scalp hunters’
F 17, 35;
Johnson, Kate Butte case F 7, 33;
Johnson, Kenneth child 5, found alive N 10, 37;
Johnson, Leo gets Forsyth post Jn 9, 35;
Johnson, Liver-eating wounded in leg Jn 6, 35;
Johnson, Liver-eating exploitors Mr 26, 35;
Johnson, Louis pays visit Mr 28, 30, 31, 33;
Johnson, Ray counterfeiting D 26, 32;
Johnson, Ray see Mayes, Clyde
Johnson, Oscar A. Masons convene grand lodge
Ag 14-21, 30;
Johnson, R. murder Ag 26, 27, 29, 32;
Johnson, R. robbery Jn 27, 33;
Johnson, S. dies Ag 22, 30;
Johnson, W.D. knife fight Ag 18, 35;
JONHSON, COUNTY CATTLE WAR stockmen’s gunmen scalp hunters F 17, 35;
JONHSON COUNTY, WYO. stirring history Mr 20, 32;
Johnston, Eric ‘New deal’ plan discussed Jn
29, 33;
Johnston, G. kidnap case F 11, 33;
Johnston, J.W. faster freight service to Greybull slated Mr 21, 30;
Johnston, W.M. talks on state education bill
O 3, 35, 30;
Johnston, W.M. speaks 0 11, 30;
JONSTON, W.M. speaks 11, 31;
Jorgenson, O.M. head of banker’s group Mr
31, 34;
Jorgenson, O.M. convention banker’s assoc.
Jn 24, 25, 39;
Jorgenson, O. filed charges Jn 27-29, 32;
Jose, I. dreams in ditch Jn 6, 30;
Joseph, Chief buried 50 yrs ago S 22, 35;
JUDGES defeat bill to boost pay of jurors
Jn 30, 35;
JUDICIAL PROCESS, STATE select jury system favored D 6, 30;
JUDITH BASIN CO. MONTANA - looking back.
Ag 10, 12, 31.
JUDITH MILLING CO. Millers face trial Jn 5, 30.
Julian, F. robbery S 1, 6.
Julian, C.fld 20, 12, 34.
JUNCTION CITY was rendezvous F 1, 31.
McComb's house was social center D 4, 32.
History in Gazette files J 2, 33.
Junction City to Forsyth run 0 12, 33.
Pioneer tales of roaring junction My 12, 35.
Junior, L. find body of boy in Yellowstone
Ag 13, 35.
JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE plans pushed Jn
15-135.
Jury Duty one hundred names My 6, 31.
Jury Laws house favors women jury proposal
F 4, Mr 2, 18, 39.
Jurymen Verier will be drawn N 20, 21, 29, 30,
1936.
Juvenile act change sought S 7, 30.
Kehl power doubled 0 4, 30; dedication N 29,
31.
Labrinski, C. named head of federation F 25, 30.
Patrick, J. Pres. of women's clubs F 18, 17, 39.
Kaiser, H. bid for favors of fair Jenny D 23,
193.
Kaiser, S. missing Ag 22, 23, 30.
Kalispell, MT. M.E.A. parleys 0 26, 37.
Kallio, J. auto crash Jn 16, 12.
Kallio, O.S. set six forest fires Ag 15, 31.
Kallio, R. suicide 0 28, 36.
Kemp, B. A. dies My 18, 30.
Kane, E. J. elected YWCA head Ms 17, 34.
Kane Pumbing Co. buys broadway building
D 20, 30; to erect new building Ja 31, 31.
Kaucomse, J.E. dies S 22, 37.
Kear, H.S. named head of elks Ag 17, 30.
Kear, R. car crash My 27, 34.
Knuffman, D. & R.W. murder Mr 21, 34.
Khoury, R. dynamite mangles bodies Jl 5, 32.
Kay, T. delivery boy slugged, robbed S 17, 33.
Kee, C. narcotics raid Ag 7, 10, 34.
Keefe, J.A. convention Ag 12, 39.
Keefe Auto Supply Co. sold Jn 29, 30.
Keeler, E. car crash Jl 4, 37.
Keefer, R.A. dies Jn 28, 37.
Keefer, W.L. dies Mr 12, 36.
Keefer, L.R. dies Mr 1, 31.
Keefer Motor Company Charbonneau buys auto
co. N 23, 30.
Keene, P.O. teachers asked to quit 8 12, 39.
Keill, W.C. new members appointed Ja 22, 34.
Keill, W.C. named to state fish, game body.
Ap 18, 34.
Keiser, Gen. Indians are treasured to Canada
F 3, 35.
Keiser, R. recent death breaks link with days of pioneers Jn 28, 31.
Keiser, H. came west as boy D 2, 34.
Keiser, R. encounter first Indians D 9, 34.
Keiser, H. open, wild life appeals D 16, 34.
Keiser, R. liver-eating Johnson wounded
Ja 6, 35.
Keiser, H. state capital was struggling town
Ja 13, 35.
Keiser, H. blizzard in '71 Jn 20, 31.
Keiser, H. man jailed Jn 27, 35.
Kelch, F.E. air show S 24, 37.
Kell, H. burglary F 26, 34.
Kell, P. anaconda people trapped in auto in
lake N 15, 32.
Keller, F. suicide D 23, 37.
Keller, F. Jr. defendants may learn fate
F 14, 15, 33.
Kallett, F. dies Mr 14, 30.
Kell, H. burglary D 5-7 33.
Kelly, C.F. ACM to reopen some plants
Ag 27, 37.
Kelly, C.J. dies F 12, 36.
Kelly, D.N. honored by ACM Jl 7, 31.
Kelly, D.N. speaks Mr 14, 39.
Kelly, R. burglary Mr 21, 36.
Kelly, B.J. named press leader S 5, 37.
Kelly, J. Laurel youths to appear Ja 4, 36.
Kelly, J. youth shot N 6, 36.
Kelly, J.F. G.N. advances general agent Jn
15, 30.
Kelly, J. fire prevention week 0 6, 36.
Kelly, J.T. farmers union reelects 0 22, 33.
Kelly, J.T. to take state farm position
Ja 9, 34.
Kelly, J.T. resigns pres. of FU Ja 16, 34.
Kelly, L. scout stories Ag 5, 34.
Kelly, N. trapped Mr 13, 30.
Kelly, R.E. VFW leader Jn 10, 34.
Kelly, R.E. retires from VFW post Jn 9, 35.
Kelly, R.E. retires from VVW post Ju 9; 35;
Kelly, P. pair captured Ag 27, 37;
Kelly, R.J. named to farm post Ja 17, 34;
KELLY-HOWE-THOMPSON CO. locates branch office
N 6, 35;
Kelly, "Yellowstone" second year since as-
ing of scout D 14, 30; anniversary of death
D 13, 31; decorate grave D 13, 31;
Kemp, F.A. opposes best growers pay guarantee
F 12-19, 30;
Kemp, O. Fair board D 17, 30;
Kendrick, J.B. backs Big Horn Canyon Dam
S 11, 24, 1933;
Kendrick, J.B. illness N 3, 4, 5, 7, 33;
Kendrick, J.E. court orders special poll N 26,
33;
Kendrick, J.E. pull of Kendrick recounts his
career Jn 3, 34;
Keltzer, C.G. see Popovich, D.T.
Kennedy, E.B. dies D 26, 34;
Kennedy, J. dies Ju 12, 32;
Kennedy, W. jury term to start Ap 11, 37;
Kennedy, W.M. man held as driver of death
auto Ja 2, 3, 22, Ap 15-17, L 30, 0 1-3, 1937;
Kennedy, M. dies Mr 28, 35;
Kennemur, G. eastern Star elects D 13, 33;
Kennedy, M. tons of rock piled upon pair D 29, 38;
Kendal, H. Denver man killed 0 16, 38;
Koeth, Capt. encounter on banks of Little
Big Horn N 14, 37; brave leader N 14, 37;
Kephart, C. hairdressers sessions D 3-5, 33;
Kerkel, W. jail break N 22, 35;
Khaneen, E. robber, police officer killed
Mr 18, 31;
Kerr, F.M. honored by Kootenai tribe Ju 1, 30;
Kerr, F.M. Polson celebrates Ju 22, 30;
Kerr, F.M. heads Mont. Power Ju 29, 33;
Kerr, F.M. declares metal industry displaying
gain S 19, 33;
Kerr, F. end of power shortage seen S 4, 37;
Kerr, H.T. speaks 0 10, 30;
Kerr, J.B. body found D 29, 35;
KERR DAM dedication Ag 6-8, 38;
Kester, C.H. fraud N 23, 35;
Ketcher, C. hold-up F 7, 34;
Ketter, L.V. woman seeks rail board job Ju 5,
30;
Kibler, H. reports at Legion meet Ag 22, 33;
Kidder, E.F. named chiropractic pres. Ju 20, 37;
Kidder, W. weed-free seed planting urged Ja
23, 31;
KIDNAPPINGS Fromberg girls S 13, 30; Jennings,
Petersen, Ju 12, 31; Bosak, B. Agl, 31;
wealthy man kidnapped S 11, 31; local resi-
dent is kidnapped Mr 27-28, 32; Johnston, G.
F 11, 33; Fargo, T. Morse, R. Johnson, G.
0 18, 33;
Miller, A. Ja 1, 34; Nelson, E. Stephenson,
D. My 29, 30, 34; Scheduling, B. Toole, A.
Ja 9, 34; Sidney man My 15, 34; Mont. man
S 15, 34; Milc, C. Peac, R. D 23, 34;
Master, G. Hill, R.A. Hill, R. Ap 20, 3;
red men also facing robbery charge My
25, 35; Mahan Ju 15, 35; Wheelerhouse boy
will take stand Ju 11, 35; Mahan, W.
McCaw, L. Ag 28, 33; Holley, R. F 11,
36; Mattson case Ja 30, 37; man held
F 18, 37; Ohio girl O 11, 12, 37; Hawkins
W. O 12, 37; Hansen, T.T. O 29, 37;
Tapham, J.W.-victim Conn, S.-suspect Ja
5, 39;
Kilbourne, B.K. food poisoning My 27, 36;
Kilburn, H.L. & L. counterfeiting D 28, 32;
Kiley, L. robberies F 23, Mr 2-16, 1930;
Kilak, T. candidates for trustees Mr 21, 33;
Kilwine, M.R. auto struck by locomotive
early Tues. F 5, 35;
Kilwine, R. auto is struck by locomotive
early Tues. F 5, 36;
Kimbro, K.K. Wyo. farm bureau reelects Ja 17
1932;
Kimsey, C. murder, Mr 11, 2, 16, 33;
King, B. air show S 21, 23, 25, 37;
King, B. air crashes Mr 21, 30;
King, C.F. dies My 9, 33;
King, D. try to make liquor law imperative
Mr 10, 37;
King, G. counterfeiting Ju 7, 24, 36;
King, H. air crash N 12, 34;
King, H.J. Wyo. farm bureau reelects Ja 17,
32;
King, J.R. dies Ju 29, 35;
King, S. one killed instantly other dies Ju
29, 35;
King, T.W. Junction city to Forsyth runs
O 14, 34;
Klep, C. robbery F 12, 13, 18, 32;
Klep, C. holdup case Ap 11, 12, 14, 26, 27,
32;
Klep, C. holdup case Ju 1, 32;
Klep, C. chemistry denied 0 2, 35;
Kirby, R.L. to take up option Mr 26, 30;
Kirby, R. pair arrested Ap 3, 36;
Kirch, F.M. has two vote edge N 5, 36;
Kirch, F. 63 vote margin N 28, 36;
Kirch, F. race to be settled D 1, 36;
Kirchels, L. honored N 5, 34;
Kirk, T. members of code outfit Ja 20, 34;
Kirk, W.H. Arnott's will Ag 27, 30;
Kitoff, F. murder My 26, 31;
Kittrell, G. murder, suicide My 13, 34;
KIVANIS CLUB honor students D 10, 30;
chief to be guest Ja 6, 31; high school
essayists F 29, 31; gives pupils chance
to utilize one's own power Ju 26, 31;
KIWANIS CLUB CONT. gov. of Kiwanis club Ag 27 31; pageant O 28 N 1 31; host state head O 27 31; hears Leavitt N 10 31; names Hadden pres. D 2 31; aid with presents D 16 31; Horn Dam meet Ja 19 32; Clapp speaks F 17 32; safety contest F 24 32; meeting Ag 8 32; hear Leavitt Ag 9 32; elect C.J. Williams D 7 32; essay contest Ap 2 33; elect Gratton Ag 9 33; Leedon named N 8 33; honor students N 19 33; camp Ja 14 34; action on east bridge Jl 25 34; auto caravan to Cooke City Ag 5 34; Moore named N 7 34; honor students N 14 34; spread cheer D 15 34; install officers Ja 9 35; Croonenberghaas speaks My 15 35; meet Ag 12 14 35; Shell elected Ja 25 37; Shell honored Jl 37 37; Kiwanis head visitor Ag 27 37; shrine to be presented S 17 37; high school recieves shrine of constitution S 17 37; honor students tour N 3 37; flame Ag 28 38; students tour industries O 26 38; install officers Ja 4 39; welcome new pres. My 19 20 39; convention Ag 13 39; honor students tour N 15 39.

Kjosanese, A.W.B. beekeepers ass'n N 29 30.

Klenck, H.C. dies F 17 35.

Klindt, H.I. convention-Lions club Ja 22-25 1939.

Kline, C.R. robbery S 7 9 30.

Kline, A.O. dies Ja 19 35.

Kline, B. dies Ja 14 32.

Kline, M. treasure state pioneers My 27 34.

Kling, B. killing Mr 10 30.

Klopton, W.P. counterfeiters Ja 24 36.

Krausl, C. believe one life lost Jn 17 18 37.

Kraub, G.W. killed Jl 16 31.

Knight, C. music tests Mr 30 30.

Knight, D. guilty pleas entered S 16 31.

Knight, G.L. florists N 9 35.

Knight, H. fear Hutchins resident slain D 27 35.

Knight, R. Knight wins Jl 5 36.

Knight, O. held on weapon charges O 14 30.

Knight, P. voted winning Bronc twister Ag 21 38.

Knight, W.H. killer shot down D 26 35.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS induct big class F 26 30.

Kluesner, O'Connor My 29 30; initiation Jn 21-23 30; to meet Ap 23 30; to mark 50th anniversary Mr 27 30 32; sessions My 22-26 1939; meet My 21-24 30.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Fagg to head Pythian body S 27 28 35; meet S 19-22 36; official will give talk N 10 37.

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR honors Dules D 5 30.

Knights Ja 17-19 34.

Knoblauch, O.L. takes lives of two children Ag 27 34.

Kotch, F. to speak Ag 28 36.

Kothe, W.S. drowned My 18 31.

Koch, F. severe winter hunger added to miseries D 11 32.

Koch, F. grandson of former enrollees state college D 25 38.

Koch, S.T. marooned by snow Ja 5 33.

Kohler, W.F. men win promotions S 3 39.

Kohlmeier, L. killed N 21 30.

Kohn, J. car crash O 23 38.

Koht, J. car crash O 23 38.

Koos, P. 'Boy America' sponsor F 23 33.

Koos, P. dies O 29 35.

Kootenai INDIANS honors Jn 1 30.

KOOTENAI NAT'L FOREST offer fine hunting S 19 37.

Koppe, O.L. shrine event My 1 36.

Koprich, J. court settles trio of cases Ap 2 35.

Korber, L. rustling D 19 21 37.


Kostelich, J. hit by truck S 27 36.

Kostelich, M. tries suicide O 12 36.

Kotchnar, J. globe-circling hikers arrive S 24 30.

Kottke, A. murder My 6 32.

Krable, H. sheepherder is reported dead Jn 14 37.

Kraft, O.J. succumbs of shot wounds O 19 30.

Kramer, A. dies Jn 29 36.

Kraske, E.C. drowned Ag 30 31.

Krausmohlr, P. killed Ja 39 36.

Kreiner, C.V. purple heart award Jn 12 44.

Kremer, J.B. economics major issue Jn 15 32.

Kremer, J.B. convention Ja 26 32.

Kressebach, E.E. named commissioner Jn 6 37.


Krieg, F. named for road appraisal Ap 5 36.

Krogan, H. makes demand for jobs boost Jn 10 34.


Krogh, C. heads Rotarians My 23 34.

Dropp, O.A. suicide Ag 13 34.

Kroger, B. drowned Jl 5 35.


Kirk, A. fined Mr 19, 31.
Knie, L. car death unavoidable 0 29, 38.
Kuntz, L. murder N 28, 37.
Emert, M. & wife quarrel about stored wheat N 29, 30, D 2, 37.
Knoe, J. insane 0 12, 15, 38.
Kurrock, G.W. killed Mr 12, 36.
Kurth, R. two hurt N 17, 35.
Kurtz, J. E. dies F 25, 35.
Kurtznan, N. Edison scholarship contestant J 1.
Kutz, R.F. how bison were killed Ag 29, 37.
Kutschke, E.F. Scottish rite honors 0 21, 31.
Kyle, A.T. on the main hunt F 13, 38.
Kyle, C.E. conspiracy Mr 25, 34.
THE KYOTE scores high honor Mr 18, 30.
receives high honors Ap 25, 30.
LABOR AND LADORING CLASSES Clements talks Mr 8, 22.
Stout outlines labor's fight S 5, 33.
favors shorter hours Ap 19, 30.
labor importing reports untrue Ap 25, 36.
see also strikes.
LABOR, CHILD approve child labor amendment My 24, 36.
LABOR LAWS laws handicap workers Jn 10, 30.
compensation bill Jn 25, 30.
compensation law J 27-29, 37.
will increase school taxes J 1, 17, 36.
gets attention of lower house J 19, 23, 37.
businessmen hit wage bill J 23, 24, 20, 39.
bill is killed by house F 1-3, 10, 15, 1939.
LABOR UNIONS to call upon gov. Jn 9, 10, 34.
law and order hold leading issues 0 31, 37.
Lacey, F. "Mike" robbery S 19, 31.
Lacey, G. auto accident Mr 9-11, 13, 1930.
Lackler, J. appointments of pastors Ag 26, 33.
LaBeau, R. killed Mr 20, 33.
LaFolette, R. will talk 0 25, 26, 30.
LaFontaine, M. ring fight went 23 rounds D 1, 35.
Legge, J. dies Jn 2, 31, 35.
Lehewy, J. murder 0 9, 10, 34.
Leifer, J. recalls other murders 0 14, 34.
Leird, R. couple injured J 2, 34.
Lake, H.B. broker sought in Larrey case Jn 23, 33.
Lake, H.E. Larney D 21, 33.
Lake, R. affirma conviction F 24, 35.
Lake, R. rodeo contest Jn 9, 34.
LAKE COUNTY pot or gold found Jn 18, 31.
montana looking backard Jn 14, 31.
LAKE ELMO fish planting by airplane 0 16, 30.
LAKE MENDOTA fish planting by airplane 0 16, 30.
LAKE MENOMINEE fish planting by airplane 0 16, 30.
LAKE hub pictures reveal hundreds of forest lakes J 12, 37.
LAKE FOREST'S DAY will be Jn 8, 31.
D 22, 23, 1:33; D 20, 22, 34.
LAKE MARKETING ASS. discusses lamb marketing scheme My 30, 1930.
Lambrecht, N. dies F 20, 35.
LAMB RIGHT AMENDMENT approved Ja 17, 33.
Lamey, A.F. O'Neill to deliver address Ag 11,
14, 31.
Lamsey, A. refuse to let Lamsey resign Ag 22, 33.
Lamsey, A. I. convention S 4, 38.
Lamsey, A. I. convention S 8, 38.
Lampert, L. covered-wagon trip to Yellowstone Ap 14, 35.
Lamport, M.E. dies My 15, 38.
Lamport, W.E. dies D 12, 33.
LAND BANK LOANS farmers getting loans Jn 30,
1934; reports on loans 0 30, 12.
LAND GRANTS states may ask Ja 7, 31.
LAND RUSHES Indian lands are thrown open N 21, 37.
LAND SLIDES Livingstone mountain speeds pace My 23, 37.
Landry, J. robbery S 3, 32.
Langston, F. dies Ag 14, 30.
Langston, J. I. dies 0 19, 33.
Lane, G. Wyo. pair captured Ag 27, 37.
Lane, H. suspect sought Jn 2, 30.
Lane, T. murder J 29, 30.
Lauing, W.L. dies Mr 23, 31.
Lanta, V. suicide Jn 13, 33.
Lantis, W. hit-and-run victim dies 0 17, 33.
Lantry, T.H. well known in state Ag 3, 30.
Lantry, T.H. dies Jn 9, 30.
Lantry, T.H. ever succeeds Lantry Ag 14, 30.
Lanzendorfer, F. wins honor Jn 28, 31.
LaPointe, J. car crash My 19, 21, 30.
LaRue, L. guilty pleas S 16, 31.
Larkin, C.P. dies N 18, 39.
Larke, T. tells about Fort Peck Dam Ag 22, 3.
Laron, I.H. dude rancher meeting J 20, 30.
Laron, I.H. greetings to dude ranch body Jn 6, 9, 10, 1931.
Laron, I.H. elect to pres. N 5, 33.
Laron, I.H. dude ranchers renew Laron 0 27, 35.
Laron, I.H. dude ranchers close session 0 24, 37.
Larouque, A. auto mishap fatal N 19, 35.
Larrain, C. pair thanked down J 25, 32.
LeRoy, M. man stabbad nurses N 6, 33.
Larson, R. state imports too much Jn 23, 24, 1931.
Larson, T. jail break Ag 13, 18, 38.
Lascello, G. dies J 2, 30.
Lath, V. seniors honored My 5, 37.
Lathrop, G. jurors retire D 9, 10, 33.
Latwo, N. killed Jn 23, 30.
Land, C.H. dies 0 24, 35.
LAUGHLIN, E.C. FEO leads Jr 25, 35;
LAUNDRY OWNER’S ASSOC. convene O 10, 35;
LAUREL, MONT. makes good increase My 11, 30;
marks opening of refinery Jn 15, 30;
Indian museum Jn 8, 37;
LAUREL BARRETT ASSOC. wild west show S 16, 17, 1937;
LAUREL BRIDGE broken by heavy trucks N 4, 34;
temporary bridge to be built N 9, 35; work starts Mr 25, 36; open opens Ap 15, 16, 36;
closed as stream rises My 15, 36; to open Jn 9, 36;
LAUREL CITY PLANNING Laurel street widening work is announced S 10, 35;
LAUREL CENTRAL SCHOOL Doespfilg gets award
Ap 18, 35;
LAUREL COMMERCIAL CLUB invites midland empire
to stag party Mr 10, 35; ‘Slippery Galch’
party Mr 15, 35; meet My 29-31, 36; select board F 24, 37;
LAUREL HIGH SCHOOL paper named Class C winner
My 13, 33; FWA program Mr 26, 35; debate
crown Ap 12, 35;
LAUREL HIGHWAY gravel road complete Jn 27, 30;
LAUREL MILLING CO. fire Jn 25, 36;
LAUREL OIL REFINERY to open about Ap 1, F 19, 30;
LAUREL OIL & REFINING CO. plant will open
soon My 10, 30; to mark opening Jn 15, 30; plant builders allege default on agreements N 18, 30; alleges contract ful-
fulled D 17, 30; reorganized Ap 13, 33;
fire & explosion My 5, 34; pray approves
Toole findings S 26, 35; court ruling favors firm of engineers D 18, 30;
LAUREL ROAD takes fourth place in car travel
D 21, 30; N.P. underpass Ag 18, 31, 1938;
Laudon, L.L. killed Ap 25, 30;
Lawalley, D. could dress out the Hill single
HANDED JI 29, 34;
Levigne, R. dies Ap 25, 38;
Levigner, W. murder, suicide Mr 8, 33;
Lawler, E. dies Ag 18, 36;
Lawrence, K. defeat Polson My 12, 32;
Lawrence, B.B. Billings commercial club meet
Ap 2-4, 35;
Lawson, J.W. dies Ap 30, 34;
LAZY EL RANCH fire Ag 5, 37; takes award N 12, 37;
Lay, L. Ayers appoints three F 25, 37;
Leech, E. dies JI 3, 34;
Leach, E.E. robbery suspect D 14, 17, 31;
LEAGUE OF DISTRICT POSTmasters selects Havre
Jn 15, 32; Wenrich; speaks Jn 14, 32;
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS meet 0 23, 25, 26, 27, 1930;
Leidholdt, C.W. chief of bar group Ag 5, 34;

LEASH LAW see dogs - control
Leatherman, A. six to enter city election Mr
17, 35;
Leatherman, A.W. candidates for alderman Mr
21, 36;
Leavens, R. candidate Jn 8, 30;
Leavens, R. inception of Normal is recalled
Jl 13, 30;
Leavens, R. president Mr 1, 31;
Leavens, R. recalls cow boy retribution Mr 3, 31;
Leavens, R. please prevent the carrying out
of primitive justice S 25, 31;
Leavens, R. seeking assembly seats Jn 12, 32;
Leavens, R. Fort Peck Lake will cover terrain
S 29, 35;
Leavett, C. cowboys greet Galen S 6, 30;
Leavett, R. talks reclamation S 15, 30;
Leavett, R. Y.O line head S 16, 30;
Leavett, R. federal building S 23, 30;
Leavett, R. speaks S 27, 30;
Leavett, R. Galen pledges help to labor S 30, 1930; sugar tariff aids industry 0 8, 30;
Walsh's tariff vote attacked 0 10, 30;
claims Walsh's tariff charges untrue 0 14,
30; talks on tariff benefit 0 16, 30; talks
at Havre 0 25, 30; speaks 0 25, 30; campaign
0 27, 30; speaks N 2, 30; Barlow (D rally
H 2, 30; progress in state highway work
Ap 30, 31; views Cooke road as boon My
27, 31; talks on waterways Ag 18, 31;
water problem is discussed Ag 29, 31;
Indian hospital dedication Ag 31, 31; speak
on 4-H program S 10, 31; talks to Kiwanis
N 10, 31, 31; tells seaway gains Jl 29, 32;
Kiwanians hear Ag 9, 32; Lewis Hoover
record S 16, 32; talks on sugar levy 0 19,
32; files candidacy for Senate My 6, 34;
urges uncertainties be eliminated 0 19, 34;
asserts relief program not endangered 0 25,
34; makes final campaign appeal N 5, 34;
Veterans will honor My 28, 37; address
war vets Jn 5, 6, 37;
Leavett, W.B. selected to legislature Jn 5, 31
Leavy, C.H. stops in city S 2, 37;
Lechner, V.A. succeeds Hayes D 15, 30;
Lechner, V.A. awaits close of long career
F 28, 32;
Lechner, V.A. starts traffic violator drive
Mr 2, 32;
LECTURE SERIES Normal obtains book Lecturers
Mr 27, 30;
LeDuc, E. murder Jn 15, 30;
Lee, B. two score burned Ag 23, 37;
Lee, E.A. state imports too much Jn 23, 24, 31;
Lee, E.C. found dead Jl 30, 37;
Lee, E. dies Mr 14, 31;
M. K. trapped in ice in lake N 15, 32;
Lee, O.E. probe into death mishap Jn 12, 30.
Lee, R.E. dies S 29, 30.
Lee, T.J. dies Mr 25, 38.
Leedon, M.D. killed N 2, 30.
Leedon, R. named Kwents head N 8, 33.
Leeman, P.J. state conditions good S 20, 30.
Leforge, T.H. present at Golden Spike ceremony F 14, 32.
Legge, A. en route east Ag 11, 30.
LEGISLATURE MONT. delivers message Ja 3, 4, 9, 22, 23, 1933.
Lehfeldt, H. dies Ja 16, 37.
Lehfeldt, H. C. dies N 10, 35.
Lehr, F. escapes death Mr 10, 33.
Leiby, A. hurt O 18, 36.
Leipheimer, M.M. dies F 25, 35.
Lemke, W. plays both parties S 16, 36.
Leipen, F.P. exonerated Jul 27, 30.
Leiper, F.P. rules against law on moratorium My 28, 33.
Leiper, F.P. elected as group head My 2, 37.
Leitner, L. shooting O 4, 35.
Lengyel, E. husbands for all Jn 25, 33.
Lentzian, M.C. given post in foreign nation F 20, 30.
Lennies, N.J. teachers are asked to quit S 12, 39.
Lester, W.H.D. to open address series Mr 6, 38.
Leven, L. identification is made Ja 12, 30.
LEVIES average levy for purposes is about same 0 19, 30.
Levinson, C. killed My 10, 38.
Lewis, G. bourquin hits at bootleggers My 30, 30.
Lewis, J.C. take men in cabin near elk basin Jul 7, 8, 13, Ag 1, 1932.
Lewis, J.F. dies D 23, 34.
Lewis, J.M. speaks Mr 16, 32.
Lewis, J. contest for state title Ag 10, 30.
Lewis, J.E. honor awards Mr 18, 31.
Lewis, J.L. law and order p saible leading issue 0 31, 37.
LEWIS & COWIK COUNTY Montana-looking backward F 1, 31.
trip was marked by adventures Jl 19, 1931.
LEWIS & CLARK EXPIDITION trip was marked by adventures Jl 19, 31.
Lewis and men drew first blood D 27, 31.
names explorers gave are still used Jn 26, 32.
testimonial offered to end controversy about internship to Mr 31, 35.
in July of 1806 Jl 10, 30.
Liberty, J. Robideau is to give testimony Ja 11-13, 15, 1938.
LIBERTY COUNTY Montana-looking backward 0 18, 31.
LIONS CLUB CONT. hour, Thursday June 15, 30; praised Ag 28, 30; Jameson named Oct 8, 30; 4-H clubs banquet S 5, 30; encourage buying 0 23, 30; confidence week 0 25, 30; O2/peageant 0 24., N 1, 1931; founder will speak 0 29, 30; Big Horn dam meet JA 19, 30; Hoyt speaks D 1, 2, 32; McLaughlin named JA 11, 33; Trowbridge named JA 16, 33; head visits JA 24, 34; convention JA 27, 34; auto caravan Ag 5, 34; boys and girls camp Ag 9, 36; zone sessions Ap 8, 37; conclude parley Ap 9, 37; camp My 30, 37; Specklen visit 0 29, 30, 1937; soap box derby S 10, 11, 1938; convention My 19, JA 22-25, 39; Lippincott, J.B. shooting S 23, 30; Lippett, W.D. finds crop promising JA 6, 30; Lippitt, W.D. dies F 20, 35; LIQUID GOLD OIL Co. Kewan-Sunburts fire Mr 2, 31; LIQUOR LAWS decisive vote in June JA 8, 30; heads named JA 28, 30; vets gathering facts 0 18, 30; WOTU speaks before members 0 23, 30; rug hearing 0 28, 30; demand Falls council return liquor bonds JA 6, 31; dry agents stay in Butte N 22, 31; repeal My 18, 32; Republicans for referendum My 18, 32; prohibition reform week JA 5, 32; WOTU hears talks S 23, 32; name Collins to dry post N 26, 32; ready for changes in laws Mr 5, 33; first beer shipment Ap 10, 33; Montana may have to wait for beer Mr 26, 33; 3.2 beer legalized Ap 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 15, 18, 19; repeal prospects bring control issue to head 0 22, 33; Mont. lacks liquor stores D 6, 33; licensed vendors would control sales D 8, 16, 33; distribution expected D 18, D 29, 33; liquor control bill sent to house D 11, 13, 14, 1933; bill advanced for passage D 18-19, 21, 29, 1933; enforce M'tt. law on public drinking JA 22, 34; beer ordinances revised by council F 7, 34; house vote is 0 4 0 4 Ag 7, 7; house repeals liquor permit JA 17, 35; bill in senate on temerence JA 31, 35; senate scorns try to change beer statute F 6, 35; liquor revision bill given house F 20, 35; Senate vote ban upon beer hall dancing F 24, 35; house favors grag sale by private bars F 28, 35; House approves private sale of liquor F 20, 35; controversial bills Mr 3, 5, 9, 35; Cooney Bro's store system sufficient Mr 17, 35; revocation of beer licenses JA 7, 35; liquor proposal barred from ballot O 7, 36; liquor plan measure passes house F 16, 20, 21, 26, 28, 1937; Senate favors liquor measure Mr 1, 2, 6, 37; to make liquor law imperative Mr 10, 37; pistols wage campaign Mr 12, 37; bars return Mon. Ap 6, 37; beer law is amended Ap 9, 37; Drys file petitions Mr 5, 37; ordered halts liquor saw opponents My 9, 37; court delays suspension My 16, 37; Quash motion overruled JA 23, 37; Senate passes measure Mr 2, 37; bars open Ap 6, 37; Groog referendum injunction pending Mr 18, 36; LIQUOR LAWS Wyo. dry plan opposed by Wyo. F 7, 31; referendum My 5, 31; wins in Wyo. senate F 9, 33; beer repeal F 11, 17, 33; votes on repeal My 15, 33; sentiment for change in Wyo. My 16, 33; LIQUOR RAIDS continued JA 26, 34; Roundup JA 9, 31; opalesse JA 27, 34; result in arrests Ag 1, 34; staged S 1, 31; arrest four JA 19, 35; LIQUOR RETAIL SALE bars will open Mr 30, 37; LIQUOR STORES taken to head liquor store D 20, 27, 33; to open D 22, 23; 33; to open JA 25, 34; Orthopedic may seek share of profits Ja 5, 35; report $24,000 shares F 4, 34; LIQUOR TAXES to bring money Mr 13, 35; LIQUOR VIOLATIONS fail to conflict JA 3, 30; court opens JA 9, 30; officers smash bar fixtures JA 6, 30; suspects give $22,000 bonds JA 7, 30; court opens JA 18-20, 30; eleven resorts closed JA 25, 30; liquor confiscated Ag 6, 30; stills closed Ag 11, 30; raids Ag 15, 30; 250 face counts 0 17, 30; men in court face 'Eve' charges Ja 3, 31; Destroy liquor plant JA 3, 31; reinstatement of police recommended JA 4, 31; run smuggling Ja 14, 31; sentences 24 as violators JA 29, 31, 4, 34; rancher defends self F 8, 31; defendant gets jail term F 10, 31; LIQUOR LAWS - Wyo. prohibition measures pass Wyo. house F 12, 31; LIQUOR VIOLATIONS raids Mr 18, 31; raids Mr 27, 31; raids close speak-easies My 22, 31; 24 are sentenced JA 19, 20, 21, 23, 1931; raid JA 27, 28, 31; auto is used by liquor runners Ag 12, 31; Sanford, N.D. fined $12,500 N 11, 31; rum raid N 20, 31; fixtures seized in raid N 25, 31; 12 plead guilty JA 20-24, 27-29, 1932; pair is sentenced JA 26, 32; twelve given sentences JA 15, 32; 30 violators get sentences F 3, 4, 7, 33; resort is closed Mr 23, 33; Casper officials are conspirators Mr 2, 3, 33; two Wyo. men fall trial in liquor case My 24, 32; bartender fined JA 6, 33; discusses scope of liquor violation cases D 7, 33; liquor raids JA 26, 27, 34; Livingston run trial F 17, 34; run ring guilty F 18, 34; run haul F 28, 34; seize liquor plant Mr 1, 3; travel run violations Mr 16, 34;
LIVESTOCK COMMISSION CO., BILLINGS sales
D 13, 35; prices firm Ja 13, 36; receipts
horse sale J 14, 36; horse sale Ja 20, 36;
horse sale Mr 17, 36; anniversary Mr 22,
36; horse auction Mr 29, 36; cattle
auction Mr 25, 36; Snyder to head sheep
business Ap 20, 36; auction S 11, 36; Cattle
market enjoys gain D 31, 39;
LIVESTOCK feed loans applications for stock
feed loans J 25, 35;
LIVESTOCK FEEDERS feeders; day Mr #30, 30;
feeders tour Ja 6, 7, 37;
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOC. names
officers Ja 17, 35;
LIVESTOCK SHOW exhibit 0 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 1939;
LIVESTOCK TAKES cut value F 11, 32;
LIVESTOCK GRASS UPPER LITTLE HORN DAM ASSOC.
meeting held Ja 2, 37;
Lotgrom, E.E. firm insolvent Ja 21, 23, Mr 3, 31;
Lotgrom, E.E. master of masonic lodge D 13, 33;
Lotus, A. fatally hurt D 10, 38;
Logan, E.U. heads party slate Mr 16, 30;
Logan, E.U. named appropriation group leader
Ja 7, 31;
Logan, E.U. speaks F 10, 34;
Logan, E.U. candidate for representative F
24, 34;
Logan, E.U. named to fill vacancy F 2, 35;
Logan, E.U. dies F 5, 30;
Logan, E.U. candidate Mr 16, 30;
Logan, J. bailed not guilty Ja 4, Mr 7, 31;
Logan, J. receives terms of five and two yrs
Ja 19, 31;
Logan, W. 4-H club conclude Ja 3, 31;
Logan, R. seeking a seminary seats Ja 12, 32;
Lounge, J. Little hope held D 25, 35;
Loth II, C.B. dies Ja 22, 32;
Lott, G.M. preaches at fairgrounds Mr 4, 5, 35;
Lombardi, F.A. killed Mr 28, 35;
Lombardini, W. police chief hurt S 18, 35;
Long, E. robberies S 8, 31;
Lond, A. shift votes to London Ag 30, 36;
LORE STAR CRYSTAL located by Cochran while
hunting bear N 29, 31;
Long, J.D. medal Ja 18, 29;
Long, W.W. injured Mr 23, 30;
Longstreet, A. crushed N 8, 30;
Lookingbill, M.R. dilled Ag 6, 31;
Lopez, A. two receive prison terms N 3; 35; 36
Lopez, J. theft Ag 30, 35; 36
Lorenz, R. dies F 25, 33; 36
Lorenz, R. two killed four injured Jn 7, 37; 36
Love, R. Amer. legion delegate to Red Lodge Jn 12, 13, 36
Lovens, J. D. life related Ag 18, 35; 36
Lott, G.W. tennis matches F 22, 36
LOTTERIES fine 9 Chinese Ap 5, 33; court hits lottery operators My 27, 33; Chinese appeals F 15, 36
Louden, L. L. accident fatal Jn 18, 36
Louds, R. W. dies My 22, 36
Lough, W. E. dies N 4, 35; 36
Lowry, R. killed Jn 20, 30; 36
Lowry, W. drowned Ag 14, 31; 36
Loveless, J. attacks sales tax D 10, 33; 36
Loveland, J.A. dandified Ap 25, 36
LOWELL WO. sugar beets main cash crop Ag 4, 35; 36
Lowering, G. auto & truck collide O 22, 37; 36
Loveridge, O.R. praises Iowa 8, 31
"LOW COST FARMING" special Jn 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31; 36
Louden, L. youth given pen term Jn 25, 35; 36
Love, T. to speak Ag 28, 33; 36
Love, T. speaks 0 29, 32; 36
Lowry, T.H. promoted Ag 16, 30; 36
Lowry, T.H. honored S 28, 30; 36
Lucchetti, F. eight receive fines O 22, 37; 36
Lucas, L. holdup My 24, 33; 36
Lucas, V. one of victims N 6, 31; 36
Lucero, R. thefts Jn 23, 36; 36
"LUCKY FRIDAY" merchandising plea F 11, 31; 36
Ludwig, J. man shot by hunter N 8, 35; 36
Ludwigson, C.S. named head of rail clubs D 4, 32; 36
Luebben, F. selected Ag 25, 35; 36
Lug, R. shot F 2, 33; 36
Luhala, V. suicide Jn 29, 34; 36
LUMBERMAN'S ASSOC. meeting My 20, 31; 36
Lunery, F.H. missing S 2, 34; 36
Lund, M. freezen to death O 29, 33; 36
Lund, S. drowned Jn 7, 30; 36
Lund, W. burglary D 27, 36; 36
Lundquist, B. students win music tests My 30, 30; 36
Lung, C. narcotic 0 27, 31, 33; 36
LUNDY LEAGUE meeting My 9, 7, 32; meet Jn 24, 32; meeting Jn 29, 30, My 1, 2, 34; board members meet 0 18, 36; 36
LUTHERAN CHURCHES dedicate church F 9, 30; 36
Livingston man elected Ag 6, 30; meeting Ap 7, 32; meet Ag 1, 34; sessions Ag 29, 36; meeting 0 26-29, 36; bridge church named by blaze Ag 24, 37; meeting Ag 30, 31, 39; meeting S 1, 2, 3, 36; 36
LUTHERAN CHURCH, NORWEGIAN meeting Ag 24, 38; 36
Lutte, R. stabbing O 4, 35; 36
Lutte, R. attack 0 9, 10, 35; 36
Luttrell, S. hand in cards Jl 25, 34; 36
Lutz, W. suspects held Jl 17, 8 5, 36; 36
Lyden, F.J. extortion D 30, 31; 36
Lyle, A.E. dies Ap 1, 32; 36
Lynam, E.F. Holtein group meeting Jn 12, 31; 36
Lynch, C. escapes injury D 1, 32; 36
LYNCHING only one yellowstone county mob murder N 11, 34; 36
Lynnes, J.C. dies Jn 11, 35; 36
Lyons, L.R. community chest drive S 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 13-15, 17, 18, 1939; 36
LUMIC THEATER over 2000.00 involved in transaction F 11, 31; reopen 0 15, 31; 36
LYNCH RESERVOIR WO. drain reservoir to evacuate corpse N 7, 30; 36
McAllister, T.F. Bourbon meet planned O 20, 31, 31, 36; 36
McCarthy, P. weed menace warning S 18, 36; 36
McBeath, M. holdup S 6, 31; 36
McBride, H. theft attempt N 5, 31; 36
McBee, O.S. garage for city O 10, 30; 36
McCaw, W. murder trial to open 0 1, 4, 9, 35; 36
McCaw, E.T. heads midland nat'l bank My 9 Ap 19, 39; 36
McCarthy, P. killed Ag 30, 34; 36
McClave, C.R. heads mot. inc. F 16, 37; 36
McClave, C.R. quits as pres. of montanans Jn 29, 39; 36
McClellan, L.P. visits Jn 21, 33; 36
McClelland, L. found dead D 2, 32; 36
McClench, M.H. visits Jn 1, 30; 36
McClintock, J. rustling My 11, 17, 31; 36
McCung, A. dies Ag 29, 33; 36
McCrory, F. study local field Jn 21, 23, 30; 36
McCormack, L.M. dies F 29, 32; 36
M'Cormick, M. dies Ap 1, 30; 36
McCormick, P. home in junction city served As social center D 4, 36; 36
McCormack, W.H. suicide S 13, 36; 36
McCreanor, J.N. "Y" annex structure sold D 18, 31; 36
McCreanor, L. robbery My 22, 33; 36
McCurry, M. jailbreak Ag 23, 33; 36
McCullen, L. killed Jn 11, 31; 36
M'Cune, D. credit groups elect S 20, 36;
McDermott, A.R. bankers name preas. Jl 24, 32;
McDermott, R. Yale plant swept by flames Jl 27, 28, 35;
MacDonald, D. air crashed Mr 21, 30;
MacDonald, D. dies 0 18, 37;
MacDonald, F.J. car-bus crash Mr 23, 35;
MacDonald, G. attempts suicide Ap 17, 39;
MacDonald, J.F. suicide Jl 6, 37;
McDonald, N. slain 0 7, 22, 35;
McDonald, R.L. rustler F 28, 33;
McDonald, R.L. experiences o Uncle Bill Hamilton 0 15, 33;
McDonald, R.L. early experiences Mr 4, 34;
McDonald, R.L. wood cutting on lower yellow-stone Jl 15, 34;
McDonald, R.L. Miles City's early days S 2, 34;
McDonald, R.L. early day county 0 7, 34;
McDonald, R.L. passing of whiskey jug Mr 24, 35;
McDonald, R. murder Ap 17, 34;
McDonald, R. auto theft Ja 11, 30;
McDonald, T. theft Ap 20, 35;
MacEachal, W.Y. goes to Falls house Ap 11, 33;
McEachal, W.S. burglary Ja 1, 34;
McEachal, L.J. co. names officers Ap 22, 30;
McEachal, N dies Ap 5, 32;
McEachal, J. speaks 0 6, 33;
McEachal, W.W. chairman of committee S 7, 30;
McEachal, W.W. named Ireland envoy S 9, 33;
McEachal, W.W. sees democratic win N 3, 30;
McEachal, R.S. motor trades group D 7, 35;
McEachal, C.A. head of pharmacists Jn 25, 36;
McEachal, L.S. dies Jl 1, 31;
McEachal, H.F. dies 0 12, 31;
Mangunnuh, W.J. drowned Jl 5, 6, 36;
McEachal, J.R. assault D 20, 35;
McEachal, J.R. attack S 24, 35;
McEachal, A.E. seeks post My 18, 38;
McEachal, A.E. installed 0 9, 30;
McEachal, J. inmate detained Jl 17, 34;
McEachal, E.E. quits relief positions Jl 7, 34;
McEachal, N. murder Ju 10, 33;
McEachal, E. builds outlet merger benefit Mr 16, 30;
McEachal, T. dies 0 2, 3, 7, 9, 38, 1930;
McEachal, L. found dead My 6, 37;
McEachal, L. Helena suspect is not Mahan Ag 28, 35;
McEachal, G. injured Mr 23, 30;
McEachal, G. hold-up F 7, 30;
McEachal, H.J. appointed to highway group Ap 2, 35;
McEachal, H.J. re-hearing said Mr 1, 2, 37;
McEachal, W.E. killed 0 3, 35;
McEachal, J.H. hurt Mr 4, 35;
McEachal, J. jail break S 27, D 20, 1932;
McEachal, O.S. hit-run case Jl 1, 31;
McEachal, J.M. dies D 19, 37;
McEachal, O.O. from a leaky flue 0 3, 37;
McEachal, O.O. Sashay left and ballance all 0 17, 37;
McEachal, O.O. swats avenge some slander 0 24, 37;
McEachal, P.J. enable construction D 13, 15, 20, 1933;
McEachal, W. destroys home near Roscoe Ag 5, 37;
McEachal, R.B. farm leader purchases steers Mr 2, 30;
McEachal, R.B. trukey growers form group S 11, 30;
bean industry topic S 17, 30; income figures given 0 18, 30; weed control study F 15, 31; aid local farmers on allotment Ag 17, 33; resigns county agent post D 2, 36;
McEachal, S. Hoover asks montanan to white house Ag 20, 32;
McEachal, S. encouraged S 1, 32;
McEachal, G. burglarly Mr 31, 35;
McEachal, N. killed by son N 16, 31;
McEachal, G. prohibition law violations Jl 23, 32;
McEachal, E.R. plane crashes Jl 8, 37;
McEachal, F.P. dies Mr 24, 30;
MACKEY SHEEP COMPANY ships carload Mr 27, 30;
McEachal, O.K. suicide 0 9, 30;
McEachal, D. 0 20, 29, 1932;
McEachal, D.A. bids for loans ruled out F 13, 34;
McEachal, D.H. gets highway post My 24, 35;
McEachal, D.A. highway heads are replaced Jl 17, 37;
McEachal, E. auto crash 0 30, 31, N 4, 37;
McEachal, W. twin killing S 2, 33;
McEachal, H.R. killed 0 20, 37;
McEachal, W.S. talks 0 14, 37;
McEachal, W. McEachal wins Ap 2, 35;
McEachal, W.S. Lions name gov. Jn 11, 33;
M'Emore, C. Yellowstone and big horn valleys favored in fur expedition Ap 22, 34;
M'Emore, C. homesick boy's views of west O 29, 33;
M'Emore, C. Biedler's mishap on yellowstone S 17, 33;
M'Emore, C. Biedler's mishap on yellowstone S 17, 33;
M'Emore, C. Biedler's mishap on yellowstone S 17, 33;
M'Emore, C. Biedler's mishap on yellowstone S 17, 33;
M'Emore, C. Biedler's mishap on yellowstone S 17, 33;
M'Emore, C. Biedler's mishap on yellowstone S 17, 33;
M'Emore, C. Biedler's mishap on yellowstone S 17, 33;
M'Emore, C. Biedler's mishap on yellowstone S 17, 33;
Mcmullen, L.B. summer quarter will close Jul 26, 33; heads information bureau on NRA
administrators, Apr 16, 33; gives data on school budget
Ja 23, 35; tells of changes in education
O 2, 36.
McMullen, C. four hurt Ag 23, 33.
McNamara, E.A. fraud charge Apr 21, 35.
McNamara, J.B. killed S 24h, 36.
McNamara, J. hurt Jul 11, 33.
McNeil, J. installed as rainbow head Ag 7, 36.
McNellis, D.P. dies Mr 13, 31.
McQuarrie, L.R. killed Ag 2, 33.
McQueen, R. dies of rare Malady B 14, 30.
McVey, C. gets vet post N 29, 33.
McVeigh, P.F. dies F 21, 33.
Madson, J. air crash N 12, 34.
Madison, N.D. found guilty N 23, 34.
MADISON COUNTY Montana—Looking backward N 21, 31.
Maden, J.P. dies F 23, 37.
Madsen, G.E. marker honors Mr 9, 38; B 16, 30.
Magon, P.F. believes three drown S 1, 33.
Magen, L. liquor cases N 26, 32.
Magen, C. golfing crown J 24, 33.
Magness, H. holdup N 5, 30.
Mahan, W. is sought near cavin N 14, 35.
Mahan, W. suspect is not Mahan Ag 28, 35.
Mahan, W. theft F 23-25, 36.
Maloney, C. just fumes by J 3, 32.
Mahr, C. dies Ag 16, 31.
MAIL SERVICE see Postal service Airmail Service.
MAIL THEFT mail robbery P 6-6, 37.
Macleod, S.B. dies N 14, 32.
Makiester, J. man killed B 29, N 1, 1934.
MALLARASCE of Office business deals aired
Mr 3-6, 31.
Malin YATES Co. sold F 1, 30.
Malone, V.I. adds two men to police force
Ag 19, 36.
Maloney, R. tear gas gun attack Mr 9-10, 31.
Maloney, R. narcotics sale N 4-5, 35.
MALTA ROAD luncheon Apr 21, 32.
Mamer, N. visits Mr 20, N 11, 30.
Mamer, N. postpones test flight Jul 14, 30.
Mamer, N. ship to reach city at noon Jul 15, 30.
Mamer, N. greet five planes due Ag 21, 23, 1930.
Mamer, N. among victims in tragedy Jul 11, 12,
1938.
MANNER AIR TRANSPORT, INC. officials will visit
Mr 27, Ap 1, 2, 9, 10, 1930.
Manner, C. to start service Ap 17, 30; head visits
My 20, 30; officials here N 4, 8-11, JI 8, 1930.
MANNING SPOKANE - TWIN CITIES AIRLINE Rechar
local envoy Mr 28, 30, 1930.
MANNING CLUB outline plans F 9, 32.
Mancroft, C.L. auto accident Ap 14, 36.
Manager, C.B. british director here N 4, 32.
Maness, C.E. new officers named to police
department S 27, 39.
Manger, R. woman seeking rail board job N 5, 30.
Mangus, E. robbery Ja 18, 39.
Mangus, L. keying car-bus crash Mr 31, 37.
Mann, C.P. four members gather here N 28, 31.
Mann, F.L. dies My 4, 31.
Mann, H. children stranded N 4, 30.
Mann, H. bad boys respond to horse sense D 18,
1932.
Mann, L.E. dies N 11, 39.
Mann, L.E. children perish Ag 13, 35.
Manning, D.N. candidate N 28, 36.
MANSFIELDER strain arraigned N 17, 19, 32.
Mansfielder strain arraigned My 17, 19, 32.
Strain manslaughter Jul 22, 31; Pope sentence is
suspended O 16, 35; Guitera Jul 30, 35.
Stricklin Jr 3, 4, O 5, 6, 9, 37; father and son get pen terms in boy's death D 2, 38.
Caufield, E. & Graham, H.G. My 5, 39.
Manzer, V. poison plots Ja 23, 35.
Marble, A.R. business moving ahead 0 24, 30.
Marble, A. golfer S 5, 32.
Marble, J. dies Mr 17, 34.
MARDI GRAS entertain princesses, attendants
S 10-12, 31; fashion show 9 8, 9, 37.
Mardis, E. nine hurt Mr 4, 35.
Maramo, F. shooting N 12, 34.
Mariner, L. truck accident D 8, 33.
Mark, D. Freeburne aide Ja 2, 37.
Markert, A. rail car kills pair My 24, 34.
Marks, D. dies Ag 30, 30.
Marks, T.A. resigns Ap 9, 30.
Marlow, R. theft O 10, 31.
Marlowe, T.A. game chairman My 24, 30.
Marlowe, T.M. to be removed from fish, game body
Mr 13, 15, 32.
Marlow, T.A. dies Mr 20, 30.
Marquina, B. book on Custer's last fight Ap 19,
1931.
Marquina, T.B. Resigned life on reservation
Mr 29, 33.
Marquina, T.B. Dakota Sioux Mr 5, 33; wagon
train Ap 15, 34; Aborigines roamed widely
Ap 30, 33; Chronicles of James Stuart My 20,
1933.
Marquis, T.B. cont. warrior fought his own
right S 2, 3; gov't deposed chiefs S 17,
33; use of drug in worship O 1, 33; sites
identified and marked N 19, 33; bloody con-
licts J 1, 30; dies Mr 23, 35;
MARRIAGE LAW husbands for all Jn 25, 33; Salons
receive bills J 22, 35; 'gin' marriage act
passed F 21, 35; Gin marriage bill passed
by upper house F 20, 35; signs gin marriage
bill Mr 3, 35; 12, couples beat gin Mar-
rriage deadline Jn 30, 35; Medics refuse
to sign marriage health permits J 7, 9, 11, 12,
14, 16, 1935; commerce club takes lead in
opposing law J 30, 35; Marriage act drive
to open Ay 1, 4, 9, 10, 11, S 1, 3, 5, 1935; will
intensify gin marriage fight Ag 12-18, 21,
1935;
MARRIAGE LIENS, Wyo. montana couples will
escape statute in Wyo. Jn 23, 30; move
swiftly to amend gin marriage statute F 7,
33;
MARRIAGE LICENSES cupid sent many from
Wyo. to wed here J 10, 32;
Marvin, M.H. Legion speech D 17, 34;
Marr, C.B. game warden J 30, 32;
Marsh, M.J. run sentences F 6, 31;
Marsh, O. killed Ay 15, 37;
Marshall, J. suicide F 15, 33;
Marshall, D. robbery O 5, 33;
Marshall, G. buddies form outfit Mr 22, 30;
Marshall, E. deMolay will install Ag 20, 34;
Marshall, M.L. kills his wife, self J 10, 37;
Marshall, S. sentence eight N 23, 34;
Marshall, T.W. DeMolay honor S 19, 33;
MARSHALL - WELLS CO. expanding D 24, 30;
fire F 23, 35;
Marsol, O. found dead N 1, 30;
Martin, S. fire N 11, 35;
Martinez, F. stabs victim O 21, 30;
Martin, B. bartender fined Jn 6, 33;
Martin, C.E. larceny O 29, 33;
Martin, R.J. fair officials will erect two
structures Jn 11, 30;
Martin, C. confesses drowning hoax J 19, 32;
Martin, G. assails pressure group J 26, 44;
Martin, M.E. speaks Jn 24, 39;
Martin, M.E. republican gain predicted J 13,
1935;
Martinez, L. three injured Mr 21, 35;
Martinez, V. robbery Ap 27, My 2, 39;
Martinovich officer shot M 1, 37;
Martine, E. MFA meet O 30, 37;
Martin, E.L. Montana school board associ. meet
Mr 20, 30;
Martin, E.L. Measns close sessions Ag 18, 33;
Mee, J. dance hall fight S 1, 30;
Mason, W.G. improved trade condition seen O
22, 30;
Mason, G. dies D 10, 35;
Mead, W. new record set S 13, 30;
MAIL FRAUD Merrill mortuaries F 2, 3, 7, 1937;
McKinnon, laurel meet Mr 29-31, 36;
McKinnon, D.A. survey Carbon county project
O 29, 34;
Mains, W.L. escape death N 14, 30;
Mains, W.L. same delegates My 11, 32;
Maki, F. bomb thrower J 11, 31;
MARSHA, CROWN PRINCESS royal couple feted
My 27, 28, 39;
Mason, J. laurel riot S 29, 34;
Mason, J.R. G.W. plant head worked in section
in '16-'17 D 25, 35;
Mason, W. four criminal cases dismissed D 1, 38;
MASONIC LODGE shrine to give peace program
Ja 12, 17, 30; Spring ceremony for shrine
Mr 21, 30; coming for reunion Jn 7, 30;
Codles honored Jn 17, 30; Shrine nobility
coming ceremony Jn 20, 21, 30; Montana's
oldest mason tells why he supports Galen
J 12, 30; 200 to make Shriners trip O
10,11, 30; Installation Ja 2, 31; Silver
reunion Mr 8-10, 31; Billings man named
Shrine Chief My 21, 31; open meeting Jn
14-16, 31; to hold ceremonies Jn 19, 20, 31;
stone from Washington estate treasured
relic of Laurel Masonic Lodge J 15, 31;
Shriners will entertain head M 29, 31;
to meet F 10, 32; meet Mr 6, 32; Shriners
start Pilgrimage to White My 3, 32;
Shrine leader coming Ap 7, 33; leader
leaves to meet Ap 26, 33; reunion Jn 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 1933; Masonic event Ag 14-19, 33;
Lofgren named master D 12, 33; picks card-well D 16, 33; Bondel is potentate J 19,
34; will sponsor indoor circus Mr 11, 34;
attorney speaks Mr 20, 34; official will
speak Ap 16, 34; oldest mason dies My 1, 34;
city to have 7 meetings My 27, 34; reunion
Jn 3, 34; 400 are expected Jn 9, 10, 34;
Shrine train starts east Mr 17, 34; meet
Ja 14, 34; elect Ag 17, 34; Al Baddo will
participate at Sheridan S 22, 34; Basket Al Baddo head Ja 18, 35; elect Mr 15, 35;
school system is topic My 19, 35; reunion
opens Mr 20-26, 29, 35; Shriners will attend
Helena ceremony My 22, 25, 35; meet Jn 9,
35; four temples to greet leader Jn 14-16,
35; sessions Ag 22, 23, 35; 350 are expected
S 21, 22, 35; Anderson named D 7, 35; Redden
elected D 10, 35; installations D 14, 35;
names Silesia man Jn 17, 36; annual event
My 17, 36; reunion My 3, 36; meet My 10, 11,
36; sessions My 15, 16, 36; 500 shriners
will stop Jn 11, 12, 36; honor Bair & Rays
O 6, 7, 36; Morris named Ja 22, 37;
MASONIC LODGE CONT. Scottish rite reunion F 20, 37; honor Codres My 15-20, 37; conduct rites My 21, 37; meet My 22, 37; meeting Ag 19, 20, 37; to name officers Ja 20, 21, 38; annual reunion My 8-14, 38; converse Ag 11-21, 39; leader to be guest D 22, 39; meeting Ja 20, 39; head to be here Ap 21, 39; thirty-third reunion My 8, 9, 39; 500 to converse My 12, 39; convention Jn 21, 22, 39; convention S 19, 39;
MASONIC TEMPLE reuion My 3, 36;
MASON'S Holleckey dies N 16, 31; meet O 5, 34;
Kass, E.O. Nardi. Gras S 9, 32;
Steedes, B.L. burglary F 21, 22, 24, 38;
Matheson, J.R.D. writes children's book Mr 22, 31;
Matheson, W. wins after stormy election Mr 29, 31;
Mathews, M. holdup Ja 22, 29, 30, 32;
Mathewson, C. dies Ja 9, 33;
Mathews, J. dies in cave-in Fr 4, 37;
Nason, E.K. candidate for rosesians Jn 8, 32;
Nason, R. K. Freeburne aide ja 2, 37;
Mattson, B. rushes serum to Missoula child Mr 22, 23, 35;
Matthew, W.S. dies Ag 29, 30;
Matthews, J.A. Justice fight N 6, 30;
Matthews, J.A. adds to small edge N 14, 30;
Matthews, J.A. state assoc. justice group refuses charge O 30, 34;
Matthews, J.A. equalization board member named Ja 13, 39;
Matthies, P. dies N 20, 30;
Matton Kidnapping deeross holding suspect Ja 30, F 18, 37;
Maylson, A. murder theory Ag 7, 8, 9, 14, 30;
Mayen, C. jewelry thief Ja 5, 36;
Maynard, E.J. Utah college man takes up local duties Ag 9, 36;
MAYOR, BIG TIMNER dies D 29, 35;
MAYOR, BILLSING see also names of mayors Mayor - biggest events attractors Ag 6, 7, 31;
MAYOR, BILLSING to take office My 3, 31;
MAYOR Strickler D 7, 8, 12, 1933; Gerhart dies My 3, 39; mayors of six Montana cities reelected Ap 22, 39;
MAYOR, BILLSING petition out for city head Mr 5, 37; four candidates Mr 23, 37; cast ballots Ja 2, 38;
MAYORS, BUTTE Nevaq, C.F. dies My 9, 36;
MAYORS, LAUREL Laurel's mayor will carry gun Jn 27, 31;
MAYOR, WO. first woman mayor dies F 20, 35;
Marvin, J.R. Lady from Portage Jn 25, 33;
Mehau, S. body found S 25, 35;
Meierding, W.B. youth injured D 23, 30;
Meadow Gold DAIRIES merger F 27, 31;
MEAGHER COUNTRY Montana-Looking backward Ja 31, 32;
Meagher, T.F. adventure dominates career F 13, 36;
Mecklenburg, L. seniors honored My 5, 37;
MEDICAL ASSOC. convention J 19, 34; Doctors refuse to sign marriage health permits J 7, 35; to meet J 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 36;
MEDICAL ASSN. PACIFIC NORTHWEST Miles City S.D. named head J 1, 4, 30;
MEDICAL SOCIETY, YELLOWSTONE VALLEY officials will assemble My 29, 36; spring clinic My 2, 39;
MEDICINE BAY NAT'L FOREST, Wyo. blaze J 5, 30;
Medina, F. hold suspect J 13, 36;
Mee, W. federal charge Ja 21, 30;
Meek, M.J. Montana leading in child health work S 29, 30;
Meininger, G. stabs nurse N 6, 33;
Melick, A.P. hurt Mr 25, 32;
Melichich, T. 11 injured Ap 5, 37;
Melius, W. carrier arrested in mail thefts My 21, 35, 39;
Mellis, W.S. sentenced Ja 12, 36;
MEMORIAL DAY services My 29, 36;
MEMORIAL WALK, BILLSING gate way to memorial drive N 15, 31;
Menley, F. Mexican sought Mr 24, 36;
Merce, J.A. takes up H.P. duties Ag 16, 33;
Merce, R. Alfalfa to bring $300,000 S 19, 30;
Merce, R.D. appointed agronomist Ja 27, 36;
Mertz, F.P. Find body S 24, 36;
MERCHANDISING DAY plan merchandising Jn 25, 32;
MERCHANTS OF MONTANA see Assoc. merchants of Montana.
Merson, B. Menors hold Ja 1, 31;
Merion, R. golf contest S 9, 32;
Merrill, R. golf contest S 3, 4, 30;
Merritt, R. championship match J 25, 30, 34;
Merkel, A. captures tourney Ag 25, 30;
Merritt, H.O. five teachers are asked to quit S 12, 39;
Merrick, N. L. writes book My 30, 37;
Merrfield, B. loses his damage action Jn 25, 31;
Merrill, C. J.B. found guilty F 2, 3, 37;
Merrill, C. see also Merrill Mortuaries Merrill, C. F.T. takes bank position J 9, 37;
Merrill, O. dies Ja 27, 34;
Merrill, L.B. dies F 7, 37;
Merrill, R.T. VFW meet My 30, 39;
MERRILL MORTUARIES case to carry over Ja 10, 36;
Merritt, B. 1933.3 F 2, 1933.
Merrill, E. talks at wheat meet on 21, 33; Merson, J. dance half Silent S 1, 30; METAL INDUSTRY: displaying gain S 19, 33; Metal Mines Law court decides on assessment D 14, 32; Metzler, M. A. killed in hand Jr 28, 31; Metzler, G. Carbon entries win Jr 6, 37; METEORS sighted F 13, 34; expert arrives Jr 11, 34; seen D 13, 34; Methodist church Bishop Broad here D 11, 30; Broad plans to hold mission Jr 11, 31; meet D 4,12, 31; banquet O 28, 32; history heavy on exact date of founding Jr 14, 33; appointments of pastors announced Ag 26, 33; Low speaks Jr 22, 35; Laurel church redecorated F 15, 37; assigns pastors Jr 26, 39; meet Jr 20-27, 30; METHODIST EPISCOPAL church mission school head speaks O 29, 32; Lowe to speak Jr 20, 33; pastor dies Jr 10, 34; Lowe speaks F 16, 17, 18, 35; state conference Jr 19, 39; Metzler, F. bank robbery Jr 26, 31; Metzler, F. S. dollar exonerated May 10, 31; Metzler, F. S. given post N 4, 30; Meyer, E. R. fire hurt Jr 23, 35; Meyers, C. J. mystery of missing man Jr 13, 60; Meyers, W. M. youth killed Jr 10, 37; Michelson, A. officer kills Big Timber man Jr 22, 34; MIDDLETOWN CANNING CO. will open A 19, 34; open soon Jr 4, 36; to open O 5, 20, 37; to start work Jr 26, 30; quarter million loss Ag 8, 9, 31; MIDDLETOWN EMPIRE aviators re-locate dish of area My 12, 35; MIDDLETOWN EMPIRE COVERED WAGON EXPEDITION N 4-21, 1935; initial drive N 7, 37; see also Covered Wagon Expedition (1935) MIDDLETOWN EMPIRE FAIR prizes offered Jr 10, 30; get third of award Ap 11, 16, 18, 30; sheep sale Jr 26, 30; Indian chief invited Ag 12, 30; slice $20,000 from estimates Ag 12, 30; baseball game junior Jr 20, 25; S 4-9, 1930; attractions Jr 25, 31; Robbins makes contribution Jr 18, 31; 4-H contests Ap 13, 31; expects record delegation Ag 2, 31; fair stock received Jr 25, 31; Mardi Gras S 12, 31; trimus expenses Jr 1, 31; exhibits Jr 11, 32; Barn sale Jr 26, 32; Boston Mayor speaks S 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 17, 1935; eight U.S. displays S 4, 32; sentiment poll F 5, 33; decision up to taxpayers F 10, 33; discussed F 20, 33; favored Jr 4, 33; to revamp fairgrounds F 7, 34; pass privilege eliminated D 5, 34; fair to be held Jr 25, 35; $5,500 program of improvement Jr 25, 36; floral exhibits Jr 14, 31; good-will trip in Wyo. Jr 26, 35; plans for expositions Jr 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 19, 1935; record displays Ag 12-17, 35; reports $30,000 surplus O 31, 35; Vornholt is named head D 29, 35; plans completed Jr 19, 36; rodeo Jr 26-28, 30, 31, 1936; decoration Ag 2-16, 1936; record surplus N 10, 36; fair to be held Jr 17, 37; record fair plans Jr 27, 37; fairgrounds in shape Jr 25, 37; record Ag 1, 3-15, 1937; balance of $163,000 D 15, 37; to be held Jr 0-13, Jr 25, 38; expect record number Ap 30, 38; announces plans Jr 26, 38; prepare buildings Jr 21, 38; children to be guests Jr 23, 38; K-B clubs Jr 21, 38; fair day Jr 24, 38; fair day Jr 24, 38; Jr 19, 39; scale of tickets open Ag 6-8, 39; FRANK fair S 28, 1932; Jr 20, 39; MIDDLETOWN EMPIRE FAIR BOARD price succeeds Elkhart Jr 1, 31; Bresnan resigns Jr 14, 31; reappoint members D 9, 31; white succeeds Bresnan Jr 19, 32; two named Jr 1, 33; board named Jr 20, 33; select Snyder as pres. Jr 8, 34; decides against 1934 exhibition Jr 13, 34; fitton named manager Jr 19, 34; fair action stated Jr 15, 34; session set Jr 14, 35; Snyder resigns S 12, 35; name Cardwell Jr 24, 35; city decorating Ag 1-8, 36; to be held Jr 17, 37; see record session Jr 8, 37; let contracts for fairgrounds buildings Jr 26, 38; reelect officers Je 4, 38; bids asked Jr 13, 38; two named to board Jr 17, 38; Currie named Jr 31, 38; $6,000 profit D 15, 39; erect two new structures Jr 11, 30; MIDDLETOWN EMPIRE FAIRGROUNDS enlarged by 47-acre Jr 15, 36; auditorium is scene of fire Jr 16, 37; exhibit S 14-17, 38; clean-up work Jr 20, 30, 1939; daing herbs displayed O 4, 39; MIDDLETOWN EMPIRE GOLF TOURNAMENT Jr 4, 5, 32; Jr 2, 3, 33; MIDDLERTOWN EMPIRE RURAL SALE Jr 24, 25, 35; MIDDLETOWN EMPIRE SURGICAL AND MEDICAL CLINIC see Surgical & Medical Clinic MIDDLETOWN EMPIRE WOMEN'S DAY Jr 14, 33; MIDDLETOWN LUMBER CO. swept by fire Jr 30, 35; MIDDLETOWN NAT'L BANK employee gets Foraythe post Jr 9, 35; E.T. Comma heads bank Jr 9, 35; pictures of cities past Jr 10, 32; Scott resigns Jr 7, 36; Merrill takes position Jr 9, 37;


MILLHAN, L. Horse thieves. Sentenced F 22, 24, 20, 1930.


HILLS, H.B. Birds helped to return D 5, 37.


HILLS, H.B. Describes three more hawks. D 26, 37.


HILLMAN, R.A. Dromes Jl 29, 36.

MILWAUKEE RAILROAD Milwaukee tax bill is $1,095,747. N 4, 30.

MINES, A. Probe into death mishap. Jl 12, 33.

MINDES, C. Man stabs nurse. N 6, 33.

MINES, MILL & SMELTSMEN'S UNION.バランス. Jl 14, 18, 34.

MINERS WORKERS OF AMERICA. See United Mine Workers of America.


MINES AND MINING. Value gains. Ag 5, 30. Bonanza workings. My 8, 28; boom days ended with 1934 past. My 8, 28, miners to resume posts B 20, 31; Hobson pioneer 0 21, 34; miners resume jobs B 21, 34; value of output gain Jl 10, 37.


MINING AND MINING. ACCIDENTS. See accidents mining.

Miles, P. Jail breaker recaptured. Jl 10, 37.

MISCELLANEOUS PERSONS. Nuisance. Ag 22, 30. Paul Davis. Thought foul play. Victim Jl 13, 31; believed that of a flacker, former sheriff Jl 20, 31; body of missing man (Rylander). Ag 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 1931; Jones, R. 0 20, 21, 31; Greybull boy lost in snowstorm 0 20, 29, 32; two blunders reach hunters in high places 0 22, 32; storm in Big Horn area.

MISSING PERSONS CONT. red Lodge boy Jl 33,
36; Markel, 2 24, 36; son of Carbon residents
S 8, 37; Robert Russell Jl 6, 38; Eitter,
L. Jl 25, 26, 31; Kline, J. Ag 10, 38; Fizer,
G. O 20, 30; Nixon, H. & C. Jn 18-21, 39;
Larson, L. Ag 9, 39;
MISSION CANYON forest blaze Ag 1, 36;
MISSIONARIES Petrolats honored D 11,12, 31;
MISSIONS notables to be participants O 22-29,
36;
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY WATER ASSOC. storage plans
made Jl 14, 31;
MISSOURI COUNTY—montana looking backward Ja
18, 31;
MISSOURI, MONT. in 10,000 class Jn 22, 30;
MISSOURI RIVER river vessels complete rail
to Fort Benton Jn 20, 31;
MISSOURI RIVER BRIDGE Linds highway systems
Jl 9,10, 30;
Mitchell, A.M. feared drowned F 8, 9, 33;
Mitchell A.M. disappeared in D 1932, F 18,
34;
M. tchell, L.H. irrigation parley O 30, 33;
Mitchell, M. two hurt F 1, 37;
Mitchell, S.W. officials criticized Ja 12, 34;
Mitchell, S.W. Right attacks executives Ja
17, 31;
Mitchell, S.W. adjournment depends upon hear-
ing action Ja 18, 34;
Mitchell, S.W. house hears testimony Ja 18,
31;
Mitchell, S.W. defeat motion on gov. Ja 19, 34;
Mitchell, S. operated on Ja 20-31, 34;
Mitchell, W.S. works project district heads
Ja 11, 35;
MYXAM - DUNKIN CREEK RESERVE grazing reserve
proves valuable Jl 3, 32;
Moberly, E. Lightning kills two Ja 24, 37;
MODERN HOME EXPOSITION Ap 8, 32; Ap 6, 34;
More, M.P. fixture of high schools bright S
20, 30;
More, M.P. speaks to educators O 10, 31;
Moffett, F. rum sentences F 6, 31;
Moller, R. injured Jl 23, 37;
Molloy, J. transients hurt Mr 25, 30;
Molt, A. dies F 18, 36;
Monaghan, J.P. returns of late precincts Ja
17, 30;
Monaghan, J.P. wins Ja 22, 32;
Monaghan, J.P. special call Ja 20, 33;
Monaghan, J.P. forging ahead N 7, 34;
Monaghan, J.P. seek nomination for senate
Ja 9, 36;
MONARCH LUMBER CO. rased by blaze Mr 26, 38;
Monteir, W. Four hurt S 7, 31;
MONEY Gold standard suspension may be aid to
silver S 23, 31;
Mourage, J.E. dies Ag 8, 36;
Montana, M. singer wins praise N 29, 31;
Monteau, P. AUDITOR state auditor is criticized
Mr 4, 37;
MONT. BOARD OF ED. named head by educators
(Wallace) Mr 23, 30; state schools' rate rests on N vote S 16, 33; school news to be
censored S 21, 30; approves appropriation D 16,17, 30; selects school heads D 6, 32;
takes action F 1, 33; studies plans for
buildings S 7, 33; solicits request full prob
of education body Ja 9, 34; Normal school
loan test suit at Mr 26, 34; approves loan
O 31, 34; W.M. Johnston appointed F 7, 35;
holds session Ap 15, 36; attends affair
Ap 15, 36; Reyn Leocan alderman Ap 23, 39;
Ayers appoints Gillecez & Snell Ja 15, 39;
return of Chancellor S 13, 39;
MONT. BOARD OF EQUALIZATION better adminis-
tration of school is urged as tax cut D
30, 30; levy about same O 19, 30; budgets
pared to hold total within bounds N 30, 30;
gas tax extension Ja 15, 33; head land
request Mr 5, 32; court decides on assess-
ment D 14, 32; Moses confirmed Ja 16, 35;
county property value gain Jl 11, 36; gain
in taxes N 2, 37; land and stock values
decrease D 2, 37; member named Ja 13, 39;
Senate seeks to scrutinize all salaries
F 15, 31;
MONT. BOARD OF EXAMINERS senate seeks to
scrutinize all salaries F 15, 31; budget
cut Ja 4, 33; acts are questioned D 30, 33;
reports on insurance Ja 11, 34;
MONT. BOARD OF FOOD DISTRIBUTION Ayers appoints
Hansen Ja 27, 39;
MONT. BOARD OF HEALTH Hansen named head of
health board Ap 6, 35; Bums Wasserman tests
Ja 11, 35;
MONT. BOARD OF PRISON COMMISSIONERS Negress
must go to prison P 4, 34;
MONT. BOARD OF WELFARE court gives ruling
Ja 9, 39;
MONT. CAPITAL hundreds visit Mr 9, 33;
MONT. CONSTITUTION new amendment Mr 22, 30;
MONT. CRIME COMMISSION jurists favors second
prison Mr 22, 30; juvenile act change sought
S 7, 30;
MONT. DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS Ayers appoints
Warden F 25, 37;
MONT. DISTRICT COURT jurymen sworn P 4, 30;
Jones estate files suit Ja 1, 31; opens N
21, 33; open D 3, 34; jury session Ag 25,
34; 13 criminal cases N 21, 34; opens D 3,
34; open S 25, 35; open O 22, 37; N 2, 35;
Cattle case O 31, 35; incidents of early
court N 10, 35; Venire will be drawn F 20,
21,25, 30, 36; back pay case P 2, 37; cases
scheduled Ag 21, S 9,10,19, 20, 37; opens
Ja 11, 37; calendar announced N 4, 38; open
D 4, 38.
changes made Ja 17, 30; Marlowe chairman My 28, 30; Yellowstone opened for pheasant shooting S 30, 30; Mont. wild life ranks with sportmen periodicals Ja 10, 31; fingerlings to be requested F 8, 31; Marlowe heads body Ap 28, 31; preserve in pioneer park S 18, 31; cutting staff N 19, 31; requests resignations My 7, 32; Marlo we to be removed My 13, 32; price on new commission My 28, 32; name Sullivan head Ju 2, 32; select Marre game warden Jl 30, 32; appoints Carney warden Mr 25, 34; Billings man named Ap 18, 34; convenes Ap 21, 34; Cooney to face slacker action My 19, 34; pheasant season opens Ag 21, 34; judge sustains incumbent fish, game commission S 13, 34; ruling favors W.P. Sullivan Jr, 35; bill scheduled Ja 25, 35; asks Carney Peasley to resign My 28, 35; fishery improvements Ju 23, 35.

MONT. GOV. Ayers edges over Holt Jl 22, 36; MONT. FISH AND GAME COMMISSION game farm S 10, 36; Ayers appoints three F 22, 37; selects prime chairman F 26, 37; game farm enlarged Ag 12, 39.

MONT. GAME FARM brood stock due O 10, 37.

MONT. GOV. appropriations Jn 7, 31; state of the state message Jn 4, 35; Ayers to seek treasure state governorship D 11, 35; Gov. Cooney, dies D 16, 35; state of the state message Jn 4, 39; appointee powers repeal F 24, 39; S.U. Steward in Helena S 16, 39; see also names of gov. Ayers (1937-41), Cooney (1933-35), Erickson (1925-33), Holt (1935-37).

MONT. GRASSING COMM. Mass named head Ap 30, 35.

MONT. HIGHWAY COMM. bridge across Yellowstone is among projects F 8, 30; contracts list graveling jobs out of Forsyth F 27, 30; Gallatin joins road division Mr 23, 30; five counties due to benefit from contract Ap 15, 30; repairs bridges Ap 15, 30; highway building work starts Ag 19, 30; two contracts are given to Billings firms Ap 20, 30; contracts let by commission total $650,000 Jl 17, 30; money to match federal amount may be raised Ag 21, 30; Glendive-Sidney project entails $28,571L for job Ag 28, 30; winter program due to receive attention soon S 26, 30; Billings firms given contracts as board meets S 27, 30; bridge approved N 14, 30; bridge approved by federal body N 14, 30; three smaller spans & overpass also included in project D 7, 30; let contracts for $1,671,930 on Ja 24, D 24, 30; body on roads for debenture issue measure Ja 8, 31; Warden urges cooperation on road building Ja 22, 31; state highway project bids are scheduled Ja 23, 31; Butte-Silver bow measure is approved Ja 27, 31; 22 Mont. road, bridge projects set F 13, 31; state highway group member outlines plans F 22, 31; road projects relief funds to be determined Ja 5, 6, 22, 25, 1931; highway group will open bids today F 27, Mr 1, 1931; record highway allotment made by state board F 27, 31; state would spend work on park road Mr 27, 31; local labor employment emphasized Mr 26, 31; action may be final unless tax is past Ap 29, 31; Mont. highway body schedules 12 projects at letting on Ap 29, Ap 16, 31; group rejects bid for two road projects Ap 30, 31; highway commission to consider program under debenture act My 12, 31; state highway work delayed wait returns My 13, 31; road warrant plan up today in state court Ju 2, 12, 23, 31; state highway group states added projects Jn 10, 31; state aid 900 miles of improved road Jn 24, 31; contracts on 13 Mnt. highway projects to be let at Helena on Jl 22, Jl 9, 31; state gravels 79 additional miles of road Jn 19, 31; state highway improvement cost revealed Jl 21, 22, 31; Mnt. emergency highway work costs $875, 50872.28 up to date Ag 20, 22, 31; state highway body plans for immediate work 0 5, 6, 22, 31; state highway body to open bids thurs. N 30, D 3, 4, 31; highway body bankers meet about debentures F 26, 32; congressional action may aid Mont. roads Jl 12, 32; Mnt. road commissioners let contracts Jl 13, 32; report state highway administrative cost low Jl 19, 32; will call road bids in Ag 21, 32; schedule 16 road bridge projects for letting soon O 22, 32; club endorses Baldwin for highway commission N 20, 32; Gov. named Sidney man to highway board N 30, 32; state highway body acts bids on D 15, 14 state bridge road contracts at session D 16, 32; Mont. road program to aid list of jobless Mr 26, 33; J.M. Brennan named supervisor by highway body Ag 14, 33; Missoula man gets road post Ap 18, 33; Western highway fund allotment hopes grow My 11, 33; N. Mnt. highway board hears project appeals Jl 7, 33; Mont. highway board announces 9 road projects Jl 8, 33; state highway program is approved Sat. Jl 9, 33; Defer action on debentures as bid is lacking Jl 22, 33.
MONT. HIGHWAY COM. CONT. state highway commission to convene today Ag 22, 35; Mont.
highway body is mapping future program 0
24, 34; lists 11 countries in state highway contract awards N 29, 33; Mont. states $400,000
road lettings soon D 3,15,16,28, 33;
Mont. plans $1,000,000 in road lettings Ja
14, 34; state highway body moves to get
road lands Ja 19, 34; about $1,000,000
is involved for acute projects Ja 26, 34;
state highway letting is set Ja 27, 34;
state to let 24 more road jobs F 20, 31,
34; board awards 25 contracts in 20 coun-
countries F 25, 34; state to spend million
dollars on highway work Mr 17, 34; expend-
ture of nearly million is made Mr 31, 34;
road contract letting to be held on My 24,
My 11, 34; airport road work is given Billings
firm My 25, 34; road projects in Billings
to employ 50 men Jn 2, 34; 10 projects to
cost $158,000 are scheduled Jn 9, 34; 13
million in three years is to be available
Jn 22, 34; 6 projects are awarded cost
set at $115,000 Jn 23, 34; forest roads
improvement work slated Jl 3, 34; city may
get funds for highway beautification Jl
25, 34; early action on east bridge is
assured club Jl 25, 34; contracts to be
awarded Sept. 21, Ag 25, 34; m.t.t. roads
oiling program goal is reached S 19, 34;
Butte co. to get $36,000 for big project
S 22, 34; Mont. plans to spend big sum on
highway work 0 12, 34; state spends large
sum for highway work 0 26, 34; road contract
letting slated N 14, 34; $700,000 slated
to be expended by commission N 27, 34;
state highway contracts let at Helena meet
N 28, 35; road contract letting slated Ja
12, 35; Mont. road contracts are awarded
Fri. Ja 26, 35; road letting set Mr 2,16,
35; Billings man appointed Ap 2, 35; meets
Ap 3, 35; road letting set My 4, 35; resumes
state highway work My 12, 35; Billings
Miles City co. get contracts My 13, 35;
M’Kinnon gets highway post My 24, 35; meet
Jn 26, 35; state to mark interest spots
Jl 11, 35; city-Black Hills road project
to be aired here Jl 27, 35; state highway
body to meet here two days Jl 28, 35; road
body will consider bordus-hardin highway
Jl 28, 35; Hardin, Brodus project to get
attention are Jl 29, 35; state highway body
to open bids today Jl 30, 35; state high-
way group awards contracts here Jl 31, 35;
Mont. road body plans to spend $250,000 Jl
31, 35; state highway letting on 24 projects
set Ag 16, 35; $10,000,000 will be spent
in Mont. on new roads Ag 25, 35;
state highway group launches large program
Ag 31, 35; road contract letting is 0 1,
S 26, 35; Mont. highway body to open bids
on 11, 8, 25, 35; survey work on Billings
black hills road starts 0 1, 35; road pro-
jects to be let 0 11,12,19, 35; overpass plan gets
attention 0 23, 35; Broadus road meet to
draw local leaders 0 27, 35; Billings group
to attend road Parley Mon. 0 28, 35;
Billings group to attend road parley Mon.
0 28, 35; Broadus Highway plans formed
at meeting Monday O 29, 35; road con-
tracts are to be let in city Fri. D 19, 35;
underpass plan favored F 18, 36; Laurel bridge
N.P. overpass assured N 2, 35; underpass
plan favored N 6, 35; would change road
markings N 14, 35; next letting cost $1,300,
000 N 17, D 1, 35; record will be set at
meeting D 20, 35; much of work to be done
in eastern area D 21, 35; sees new trade
area to north last D 27, 35; underpass
plan is dropped F 19, 36; Black hills,
Huntley roads are on slate Ap 19, 35; area
road projects finished Ag 9, 36; trib of
workers ousted Ag 13, 36; nine projects
are involved in Mont. action O 3, 35; high-
way group makes reply to Holt’s charges
N 13,14,15,17,19,21,24, 29, 1936 highway
crash has new charges hurled D 12, 35;
state highway hearing postponed second
time Ja 14; 35; four Mont. highway heads
are replaced Ja 17, 37; Senate to make
probe Je 20, 37; highway case is post-
poned Ja 24, 37; highway case heard by
court F 4, 37; 3-2 decision supports Holt
in road case F 18, 37; rehearing asked by
ousted trio Mr 2, 37; tribunal denies
rehearing plea Mr 11, 37; highway bids are
up today Mr 19, 37; state awards contracts
for highway work Mr 20, 37; state highway
commissioners resign posts Ap 8, 37; Gisel
is named to state roads group Ap 9, 37;
rearrangement of state roads body is ordered
Ap 21, 37; state highway contracts are
let Mr 6, 37; highway board lets contracts
on 11 projects Mr 29, 37; highway bids call
is issued Jn 17, 37; contracts let on high-
way project Jl 1, 37; state highway building
blaze loss is heavy Ag 7, 37; Broadus route
is included in action Friday Ag 29, 37; 98
boards are along montana’s roads tell travel-
cars about points of interest O 3, 37; high-
way work bids will be opened N 19, N 7, 37;
state to build rest camp and museum at cave
N 14, 37; Mont. road contracts are let Fri.
N 20, 37; state tourists season shows gain
over 1935 N 30, 37;
MONT. HIGHWAY COM. cont. Insurance money is
blocked by injunction step Ag 10, 21, 38;
N.J. underpass near Laurel is in road plans
Ag 18, 31, 38; Billings firm in low bidder
on bridge job S 30, 38; Major highway projec-
tives quarter million Ja 1, 39;
Meeting Ja 5, 39; Senate orders liquor, k
highway, highway boards probe Ja 11, 39;
Highway to introduce proposal today
Ja 21, 39; highway probe report is given
to state Senate 1, 39; Mont. highway
department sells road dehentes Mr. 1, 39;
Mont. road, budge letting to be Mr 12,
Mr 8, 18, 22, 31, 1939; Commission lets high-
way contracts Ap 1, 39; highway commission
will open bids today Jn 16, 17, 39; highway
body lets awards for six jobs S 30, 39;
Proposal gets attention Ja 11, 39; receives
another patrol measure Ja 26, 39; patrol
plans die Mr 6, 35; patrol bill is laid
Mr 15, 39; grouped selected head of patrol
Ap 6, 35; Croonenburghs explains patrol
Mr 15, 35; takes to road today Mr 22, 35;
Flying squadron Jl 15, 35;
MONT. HIGHWAY PATROL CAR LIGHTS DRIVE Jl 35;
issues warning 108 killed 0 1, 35; the full
attitude to violators 0 8, 35; changes
are presented F 7, 37; holds session O 29,
37; O 31, 37 makes safe driving plea N 24,
37;
MONT. HOUSING REP. perches name delegates M y,
11, 32; Hedin files Ja 3, 36; Hammond files
Ja 4, 36; Anderson files Ja 5, 36; Phelan
files Ja 10, 36; Donahue files Ja 14, 36;
Farmer files Ja 30, 36; Hammond files Mr
21, 38; Phelan files Mr 28, 38; Fraser
seeks nomination My 28, 38; Arvin files Mr
25, 38; Hoiness seeks second tenure Ja 10,
39; Tietz enters Ja 10, 39;
MONT. INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT BOARD! Clements
chairman Ja 11, 36; move to cust J.B.
Clements F 8, 9, 29;
MONT. INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL needs more quarters
to handle youths 0 26, 30; search for ex-
convict Ag 13, 34;
MONT. LAND DEPT. assets increase 0 29, 30;
MONT. LEGISLATURE Logun heads party Jl 16, 30;
GOP controls both houses N 6, 30; to convene
Ja 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, 20, 25, 26, 30; F 1, 2, 6, 8, 13,
16, 17, 20, 25, 3, 8, 35; gets full list of
committees Ja 14, 31; seeks to scrutinize
all salaries F 15, 31; postpones easy div-
orce measure Mr 1, 31; passes major budget
bills Mr 2, 31; drop special session plans
Ag 22, 31; budget D 9, 24, 31; Ja 1, 10, 15,
F 6, 7, 11, 14, 20, 21, 28, 31; 1939; refunding bill
Ja 19, 33; starting Jl 15; end Ja 25, 33;
Bill N 11, 33;
Eaton states salons should finish quickly
N 25, 33; changes its position on water
measure Ja 3, 34; Page and Knight to seek
offices N 10, Ja 7, 8, 34; session Ja 5, 9,
13, 15, 18, 20, 21, 27, 28, F 3, 4, 27, Mr 13,
1939; Fowler named chairman Ja 10, 35;
session on overspending Mr 1, 7, 12, 35; Mr
Miles City man gets high post Mr 8, 35;
women file for rep. Mr 17, 35; state
salons gather for session Ja 3, 37; passes
expenses bill Ja 7, 37; slashes expense
bill Ja 8, 37; Bitter battles characterize
first Mont. Leg. session Ja 10, 37; takes
time off Ja 11, 37; name page as chief Mr
5, 37; walk-out plan Mr 5, 37; Ayres signs
37 bills, kills 14 with vetoes Mr 19, 37;
parties close N 10, 36; leadership drive
Ja 1-5, 7, 15, 17, 22, 30, 1939; house measure
F 5, 6, 8, 27, 39; session ends Mr 3, 39;
MONT. LEGISLATIVE, PAY ROLL adopt MONT. house
pay roll cut Ja 29, 39;
MONT. LEGISLATURE, RELIEF SESSION O 23, Ja
15, 34; Ja 17, 18, 20, 34; O 23, 33; add to
payroll D 2, 14, 17, 22, 24, 27, 29, 1933;
MONT. LEG. SPECIAL RELIEF SESSION salons
may end work Ja 1, 34;
MONT. LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD back stores as
repeal D 6, 33; distribution on D 15, D 9,
33; plan to open liquor stores Ja 23,
34; state liquor stores report $30,000 sales
F 4, 34; has row on purchasing O 26, 34;
bill to shift liquor control F 25, 35;
group favors changes F 25, 35; Ayers
names Vaughn F 19, 37; bars will open Mon.
Mr 30, 37; members resign posts Mr 19, 37;
Ayers selects liquor board Jl 22, 37;
Senate orders liquor highway, Highway boards
probe Ja 11, 12, 39; investigators ask change
Mr 2, 39;
MONT. PARK COM. commission to prepare for
future establishment Mr 12, 39;
MONT. PLANNING BOARD land problems among
Ja 25, 34; action praised F 3, 35; to meet in capital city Mr 19, 21, 35;
conference Mr 25, 27, 34; balloting in accord
Mr 29, 34; meet my 3, 10, 11, 12, 34; progress
in planning work Ag 9, 34; parley held
Ap 17, 35;
MONT. PRISONS overcrowded Mr 4, 30; repairs
are necessary D 1, 30; Jake Bengart fatally
hurt Ag 31, 35; building had inspection in
territory assembly back in 1907, 8, 1, 35;
Corley, F, dies Mr 6, 39;
MONT. RAILROAD & PUBLIC SERVICE COM.fone
files for nomination Jl 1, 30; Rolla
Duncan to enter race Jl 1, 30; Young holds
margin in race Jl 19, 30; Leonard Young
wins Jl 27, 30;
RAILROAD & PUBLIC SERVICE COMM. cont. authorizes emergency rates Aug 26, 30; consolidation & gas tax extension holding attention June 15, 31; order change July 16, 31; traffic export keeps post July 22, 31; lacks power to compel co. to give plaintiff inventory April 4, 12, 28-31, 1931; rate hearing July 17, 32; meeting freight boats June 18-20, 32; gas co. records studied June 23, 25, 26, 32; Dennis seeks post July 3, 32; Dan Boyle quits & Stout named N 23, 32; rate case D 31, 32; cut in charges July 12, 33; denies special rates on school gas D 3, 33.

MONT. PURCHASING AGENCY Murphy resigns F 3, 34.

MONT. RAILROAD & PUBLIC SERVICE COMM. stout to file for return Jan 4, 34; new service Aug 25, 34; shifts staff July 5, 8, 34; request Eagle move at once in order Oct 8, 34; gas, electric rate hearings set April 13, 35; MONT. power reaches accord N 9, 35; workers ousted Aug 13, 36; approve water rates boost Aug 13, 36.

MONT. REAL ESTATE BOARD park proposal gets backing F 28, 35; meeting O 30, 30.

MONT. RECOVERY BOARD Cooney heads body Aug 30, 33.

MONT. RELIEF COMM. highway work N 7, 31; board to meet Aug 29, 34; relief head assistant quit positions July 17, 34; J.C. Beatty relief chief Aug 29, 34; Beatty issues warning Mar 9, 35; Cooney names new set-up Mar 10, 35; groups battle over control April 11-13, 35; West appointed head Apr 17, 35; Eagle to rule in relief flight Aug 22, 35; Horseford relief head May 6, 35; Bafforn relief head May 23, 35; offices are to close soon S 15, 35; West presses reorganization F 11, 36; studies drought relief Aug 15, 36.

MONT. SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF & BLIND house, senate favor move to Great Falls July 1, 34; contract for new buildings N 25, 34.

MONT. SCHOOL FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED, BOUDER plan gets support D 29, 33.

MONT. SENATE, GOP control both houses N 6, 30; takes over decision on chancellor Aug 18, 33; Hadden files May 14, 33; Burke to seek nomination N 5-6, 30.

MONT. SUPREME COURT Galen friends at dinner in honor July 23, 30; Anderson goes west to press his candidacy Aug 8, 9, 26, 27, N 1, 30; Galen delivers Rollspall talk Oct 16, 30; Anderson gains in contest D 1, 30; rules on Miss property sale N 5, 30; Matthews adds to small edge N 14, 30; receives debenture Oct 19, 30; decisive on assessment D 14, 32; chief justice tells of work N 4, 34; Strong decides needs was fully elected in 1934; July 25, 35.

exassociate justice dies O 22, 36; Devel- land suit July 19, 37; petition ruling of Freeborn N 6, 37; Felt is entry Jan 28, 38; Missoula man named N 20, 39.

MONT. UNIVERSITY SYSTEM rate rests on Nov. vote Sep 16, 38; grads to hear talk on state education bill O 3, 30; W.M. Johnston tables on referendums O 5, 30; votes down Garber's measure 32-22 July 29, 31; continues in post for four years D 15, 31; bill /spl / would abolish chancellorship Aug 9, 31; budget slashed Aug 12, 33; reorganization planned July 13, 33; board of education takes action F 4, 33; senate has passed bill F 8, 33; appropriations July 31, 37; chancellor plan M 1, 39.

MONT. SCHOOL OF MINES has cosmopolitan student body Aug 20, 39.

MONT. STATE UNIV. group pledges aid M 18, 30; rush week S 27, 31; ask journalism building funds July 17, 35; trailer house cut cost of education N 3, 35; transfer caused school system division D 15, 35; new pres. to arrive July 23, 36; dedicates $200,000 home of journalism D 12, 37; opens new dormitory Aug 8, 38; union building closed D 30, 39; opened in 1936 S 17, 39.

MONT. STATE COLLEGE billings group pledges aid M 19, 30; editor Bowden resigns M 26, 30; honors announced Aug 12, 30; Bobcats fall O 19, 30; student strike N 15, 17, 18, 19, 23, 1930; youth shows work F 22, 31; stock wins at Portland O 27, 31; curtailment debate closed F 22, 33; illumination conference opens M 19, 33; barn skating rink forty years ago Ap 23, 33; stock judging honor O 23, 33; Atkinson takes pres. of U. of Ariz. N 6, 13, 34; stockmen open Conclave May 20, 37; to have unique home for women J 7, 35; bald plans concert M 6, 39; inagurate pres. Ap 10, 39; Dr. A.L. Strand is pres. Ap 12, 39; seniors run nursery S 18, 39; was formed in 1933 J 30, 39; experiments with dairy cattle S 17, 39.

MONT. STATE NORMAL COLLEGE former pres. dies Aug 8, 39.

MONT. VOCATIONAL SCHOOL for GIRLS helena vanwomaned head Ap 8, 30; state educational board selects school heads D 6, 32; MONTANA leads in property Ap 1, 30; nation's eyes upon Montana J 12, 30; lecturer advances Montana Ellen idea S 10, 30; MONTANA "SOG" first hualed in Babcock theater Aug 16, 31.

MONTANA BUDGET pared N 30, 30; cut raise
MONT. - BUDGET CONT. cut expenses D 39, 30; hold sum in reserve F 10, 31; state operates under sum set Jl 17, 32; balanced D 9, 32; bill would cut huge sum from appropriation F 2,13, Mr 2, 33; senate for cuts F 17, 33; $2,782,896 Ag 6, 36; property tax cut Jl 5, 38; revenue sought Jn 8, 39; house approves bill to place money in fund Jn 20, 21, 39; senate defeat bill to change bookkeeping F 11, 39; state revenue problem still facing salons F 20, 39; balance state general fund Mr 4, 39; credit rating depicted high Ag 26, 39.

MONTANA - FINANCES 1,000,000 is sought as maintenance fund or state institutions F 1,2,5,6,10, 1931; showing in very good Ja 6, 32; slashing expenses O 29, 32; has big balance N 6, 35; economy plan Ja 27, 37; appropriation bills reduced $34,949,274. Mr 3, 37; house defeat finance bill Mr 5, 37; senators seek more funds in liquor, gaming Mr 5, 37; Ayers delivers accounting of state affairs Jl 3, 37.

MONT. GUIDEBOOKS to be published this year Ag 29, 37.

MONT. HISTORY Montana Looking backward Ja 18, 25, / F 1,7,22, Mr 1,15,22, Jn 14,21,23, Jl 1,12,19,26, Ag 2,9,16,23,30, O 4,11,18, 25, N 1,6,15,22, D 6,13,20,27, 1931, Ja 3, 10,17,24,31, F 7,14, 1932; Ghost city was rendezvous F 1, 31; was in a name Jn 5, 12,19,20, 32; names explorers gave still used Jn 26, 32; pictures telling story of cities past attract scores at Midland bank Jl 10, 39; settlements before Billings was born 0 15, 35; few original settlers now living N 18, 34; stage stops Jn 12, 38; Patton describes old west F 25, 39; Washington's birthday anniversary of enabling act for territories F 19, 39; new guide book relates history of Mont. O 28, 39.

MONT. LAWS compensation interest payments huge Ap 29, 30; seeks new laws S 5, 30; lost primary F 8, 31; state laws now effective Jl 2, 31; revised code sought Ag 23, 32; unincorporal bill Ja 22, F 3, 1937.

MONT. STATE FAIR exhibits ready for visitors Ag 10, 30; Yellowstone county wins honors Ag 21, 30; officials enthusiastic over successful state fair Ag 22, 30; early date for future expositions Ag 23, 30; big attendance Ag 23, 30; opens Ag 17,21,22, 1931; Filton heads fair board Jl 6, 39; Mont. house votes $30,000 F 20, 37.

MONTANA -- ORGANIZATIONS c.g. Mont. automobile ass’n see Automobile Ass’n.

MONT. - ACADEMY OF Ophthalmology meet F 9, 36.

MONT. ASSAO. Connelly head Ap 17, 30; will decide program Jl 17,22,27, 1930; select temporary head S 3, 30; Bart selected head D 27, 30; organizes eastern area Ja 14,24, 29,31, Mr 25,26, My 10, 1931; plans revealed Jl 31, Ag 6,7,13, 31.

MONT. - DOUGHESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS see Parents and Teachers Ass’n.

MONT. - DAKOTA POWER CO. wins verdict Ap 30, 35.

MONT. FREE PRESS jury is told Clark handled paper policy F 15,19,20, 30.

MONT. HISTORICAL SOCIETY 67 years old growth has been steady F 7, 32.

MONT. INTERSCHOOLASTIC MUSIC MEET see Music meet.

MONT. LIFE INS. Co. pres. dies O 28, N 2, 33.

MONT. ORDER OF MOOSE see Moose Lodge.

MONT. POWER CO. declares early river site plans Ap 12, 30; Batte to vote on power firm permit O 2,4,7, 30; thirty trains needed to move pipe for gas line O 21, 30; voters approve power firm gas permit O 30, 30; two companies get franchises H 14,15, 30; construction program entails over $10,000,000 F 20, 31; ready to start gas pipe line Ap 12,14, 31; power files gas rates Jl 17,31; to supply gas Ag 16, 31; valuations assessed 7 million Jl 10, 32; Kerr heads Mont. power Jn 29, 33; official dies S 14, 33; nesting house man speaks Mr 1, 34; end of power shortage seems S 4, 37.

MONT. RECORD HERALD Helena papers are tied up by strike My 17, 34.


MONT. STATE GUIDE Miss Helen writes guide for travelers S 12, 37.

MONT. TWIN CITIES AIRWAYS CORP. announce plane Mr 26, 30.

MONT. - WYO. BEET GROWERS ASSN see Beet Growers Ass’n.

MONT. - WYO. OIL CO. tract adjoins lease held by Ohio Co. O 26, 30.

MONT. YOUNG REPUBLICANS convention - Laramie J 10,19, 36.

MONTANA'S INC. Every named manager D 16, 30; seek data on needs of farmer Jl 10, 31; fight to obtain state potato grading F 28, 33; considers winter's activity programs Ag 22, 32; revised code is sought Ag 23, 32; hear of irrigation O 21, 32; get report on irrigation J 2, 32; aid in state planning work Ap 12, 32; favors mineral survey My 27, 34; plan tourist advertising Jl 21, 34; seek state-wide planing O 27, 34; commercial club to hear facts Mr 13, 35; drive for members Mr 14, 35.
MONTANA'S INC. CONT. advertising is topic Mt 25, 33; outline advertising program Mr 31, 33; manager to talk S 12, 14, 35; officials meet D 3, 4, 35; tourist trade to be topic Mr 27, 36; touristic trade increase Mr 25, 36; district meeting D 5, 36; M'Cleve heads F 16, 37; first ceremony Ap 36, 37; tourists trade plans Ap 11, 37; park official guest Ap 14, 37; 250 attend affair Ap 16, 37; tourist crop certainty Ap 17, 37; publicity session N 20, 37; $19,000 for advertising N 30, 37; tourists season show gain N 30, 37; M'Cleve quits Ja 9, 36; funds campaign Mr 6, 9, 12, 39; reelect Rose Ap 24, 39; wheat protest Jl 12, 14, 15, 39; water sum asked Ja 15, 39; Monte, N.W. grazing groups merger F 19, 36; Monte, N.W. buffalo creek districtokemon Ap 18, 36; Montgomery, B. found shot 0 23, 32; Montgomery, L.B. Arnott case F 15, 31; MONTGOMERY BAND CO. purchases property Ag 20, 32; Moody, W. suspects freed Ja 33, 38; Moon, R.H. & K. carnival troupe held Jl 7, 9; Ag 25-27, 1937; Moon, C.C. cancer head Ja 30, 38; Moody, A. carnival troupe held Jl 7, 37; Moore, J. dies D 26, 35; Moody, J.P. candidates for alderman Mr 21, 36; Moody, J.P. victor Ap 7, 36; MOONSHINE see Liquor violations. Moore, C.C. visits here S 11, 30; Moore, H. h.h club convaces Jn 3, 31; Moore, J.E. pres. of Kewaunee N 7, 34; Moore, J.H. miner arrested Mr 11, 31; Moore, J., carnival troupe held Jl 7-9, 27; Ag 5, 6, 31; D 1, 2, 10, 1937; Moore, J. found dead D 27, 36; Moore, J. Kewaunee officers Ja 9, 35; Moore, L. Eyo, pioneer F 29, 30; Moore, C.C. dies N 14, 35; Moore, W. theft at Custer shop My 18, 19, 33; MOOSE moose holds up traffic Ja 25, 32; MOOSE LODGE plans meeting Jn 12, 31; convane Jl 29-31, 32; heads moose Ja 22, 33; choose Missoula man Jn 30, 33; winter frolic Ja 20, 34; end season Ja 21, 34; annual frolic Ja 19-21, 35; meeting Ja 18, 20, 30; frolic 0 28, 36; open sessions Jl 20-31, Ag 1, 37; special session 0 15, 37; annual frolic Ja 22, 39; spring frolic Ap 23, 39; Moses, E. liquor case F 4, 33; Moses, E. & R. men cut and beaten Ap 25, 33; Morton, A.F. dies F 28, 33; Morton, F.C. Bayly fire Jl 13, 32; Morton, J. elected delegate Ag 5, 38; Morton, L.K. autos-bicycles crash Ap 26, 36; Morelli, W. arrest Helena man Ap 10, 28; Moreno, F. dies N 13, 31; Morton, N.H. find body Ag 13, 36; Moreledge, H.V. 1b Ass'n elects S 21, 34; MORMON CRICKETS drive alated My 8, 38; often devour own members Jl 8, 39; not half effective Jl 3, 36; war planned Mr 21, 37; drive plans Ap 7, 15, 37; intensive campaign My 2, 37; army cut Jn 4, 37; cricket war N 7, 37; hit Sheridan My 29, 38; cricket at river Jn 9, 38; Morris, A.E. killed D 24, 27, 27, 25, 1936; Morris, R. manslaughter case dismissed Mr 30, 37; Morris, C. chosen head of sports group My 15, 38; Morris, C. man gets 20 years D 3, 38; Morris, C.R. new officers named S 27, 39; Morris, C. bandit captured Mr 10, 33; Morris, D. suspects to return to Butte N 5, 6, 30; Morris, D. named economic leader of 5-W N 3, 31; Morris, H.E. mine inspection trip Jl 7, 31; Morris, H.B. hear morris murder trial Mr 3-6, 3; Morris, J.M. headquarters of guard are moved Jl 14, 34; Morris, M. supports Galen Jl 12, 30; Morris, R.L. named potenteate of Shrine Ja 22, 37; Morris, R. cited Jl 25, 30; Morris, R. county trial set S 7, 30; Morris, R. county commissioners action dropped O 3, 30; Morris, V. federal charge Jn 21, 36; Morrison, W.R. named by reserve group Jn 29, 32; Morrison, W.R. named by doctors F 11, 36; Morrow, J.H. head group S 15, 34; Morrow, L. dies F 6, 33; Morse, E.B. dies Ja 29, 34; Morse, L. dead case 0 18, 33; Morse, R. holdup case My 24, 33; Morse, R. discharged Ap 19, 33; Morse, S. women gathering facts 0 18, 30; Morse, S. dies Ja 11, 33; Morton, J.A. dies Ag 23, 34; Mary, C.V. accidental death Jn 20, 35; Moses, G.H. GOP leader S 20, 30; Moses, G.H. visits S 17, 30; Moses, G.H. in Helena S 18, 30; Moss, D. counterfeiting suspects taken My 11, 3.
Moss, D. counterfeiting case 0 23, 37
Moss, L. counterfeiting suspects Mr 11, 37
Moss, R.B. moss property sale N 5, 30
Moss, J.L. steel kill heifer 0 20, 35
MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS & DISTRIBUTORS
OF AMER. in Billings S 3, 30
MOTOR TRADERS ASSOC. meet 0 17, 35
MOTOR TRADERS ASSOC. meet D 6, 35
MOTOR TRANSPORT ASSOC. meeting Ag 13, 39
MOTORCYCLE CLUB hill-climbing event My 24, 31
Mott, G.H. selected as Pres. Jr 22, 33
Moulton, F. places first Mr 12, 30
Moulton, F. crosby go to coast My 6, 30
MOUNT ARTHUR Wyo. peaks dedicated Ji 4, 32
MOUNTAINS virgin land of scenery S 29, 35
MOUNTAIN STATES BEST GOMERS ASSOC. meet Mr 10, 31; hold session F 17, 30; meet Mr 20, 31; growers act Mr 25, 31; laborers offered choice of contracts Ap 4, 37; workers wage hearing 0 22, 37
MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.
phone receiver charged Ja 9, 30; use $10, 20 in Billings F 13, 16, 30; replacement will require few minutes Mr 31, 31; Richmond office Jr 10, 35; toil feverishly to restore telephones Jn 13, 37
Mountjy, J.W. state fire job D 29, 32
Mounton, E.D. air crash Jr 13, 30
Mowar, M.E. dies My 5, 30
Mowre, W.B. resists contempt move Ja 23, 36
MOWRE BAR & CAFE gambling raids N 19, 39
Maye, D. honor early residents Ji 11, 54
Muir, G.E. in Billings S 8, 37
Mufich, J. caps mangle bodies Ji 5, 32
MUSE important to forest service Ji 10, 37
Mullen, J. writes first guide S 12, 37
Mullenay, J.F. one killed other dies Ja 29, 35
Mullenay, J.F. dies My 7, 39
Murlay, J. killed Ji 12, 34
Murlwary, R.E. motor trades convention D 8, 35
Murlwary, W.J. study of airport hangar cost F 14, 30
Murlwary W.J. attend meet of road heads Jr 29, 30
Murlwary, W.J. report on highway work F 7, 31
Murlwary, W.J. outlines p Lane F 22, 31
Murlwary, W.J. director poll Jr 17, 32
Murlwary, W.J. was prominent N 15, 32
Murlwary, W.J. funeral H 18, 19, 32
Munday, B. body found Jr 19, 30
Mueez, B. & M. die of burn N 9, 36
MINITURE INDUSTRY voters opposed to private munitions manufacture Mr 8, 36

Hixson, R. find two dead F 11, 30
MURDERS (name listed may be victim, murderer or other participant) Peterson jury is discharged Ja 19, 30; Davenport face murder count for daughters death Ja 30, 31; Mr 13, 30; Ingram F 1-6, 11, 30; Pinker F 2, 30; Dunn, W. F 3, 4, 16, 30; Billedeaux, F.B. F 13, 30; Askins, B. F 13, 16, 23, 30; fatal fight F 20, 30; wealthy mrs. widow Mr 12, 12, 23, 1930; youth attempts to take organs of dead woman Mr 14, 30; murderer trapped Mr 18, 30; officers will interview suspect Mr 19, 30; arrange to get youthful killer Mr 30, 30; scraps of paper reveal murderer Mr 30, 30; aid promised prosecutor Ap 13, 30; woman killed husband dies Ap 20, 22, 30; finds bodies in teachers home Ap 26, 30; fight results in death Ap 29, 30; Wyo. killer Mr 13, 30; Lewistown lad is exonerated My 14, 30; expert claims spent bullets used Mr 15, 30; mute witness not competent My 10, 30; defense claims evidence failed My 17, 30; recommend life imprison-ment for slaying daughter My 18, 30; Schaper, N. Jr 1, 31; Gilbertson, H. Jr 3, 9, 31; Pierce, A.J. Jr 6, 31; convicts Butte slayer Jr 15, 30; Ryland, H.J. Jr 18, 19, 31; George Fast Horse, Shields, G. Jr 29, 30; crowd applauds verdict Ji 9, 30; Royer, S. suicide kills children Jr 10, 30; posse searches hills Jr 19, 30; finds children's bodies Jr 22, 30; youth held Jr 25, 30; Maulsion, A. Ag 7-9, 30; admits killing couple Ag 11, 30; flight over blouse robe Ag 19, 30; Alice Greenleaf intended victim but twin is held Ag 22, 30; crossed slayer escapes Ag 25, 25, 30; bottle latest clue Ag 29, 30; Fitzpatrick Ag 30, 30; postmaster slayer to plead guilty Ag 31, 30; kills Ralston man Ag 2, 30; Mont. slayer held 8 3, 30; man murdered aboard train S 21, 30; plans inquest into shooting S 23, 30; farmer confesses killing barber S 25, 30; slayer to serve life S 30, 30; Miles City man held 0 4, 30; woodchopper found slain 0 12, 30; Melville ranch owner is shot 0 13, 30; seek slayer 0 15, 30; James, D. 0 16, 30; Martinez, F.O. 21, 30; Scharbaut, P. Fine, C. N 3, 30; climaxes 6-year quarrel N 3, 30; confessions shooting wife N 25, 30; guilty verdict in Butte tribal N 25, 30; killed in dance fight N 26, 30; Charles James—victim Thomas C. Hammon—suspect D 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 30; Flohr, J. killed by gun Calahan, G. wounded D 25, 27, 30; Darrell, W. & A. D 29, 30; Fitzmaurice, L. Jr 2, 3, 4, 1, 1931; Benshoof, A.L. Jr 24, 31; Harrison bank robbery probe Jr 25, 31.
MURDER CONT. Amot case 21; 12/14, 15/17, 19, 20-22, 1931; Morris, H.E.; Grabe, A.; Mr. 3, 21; Morris, M.B., Mr. 3, 31; Boland, G., Struggles baby, shoots self Mr. 7, 31; Metzel death Mr. 10, 31; Baker, C. & Hunter W.P. Mr. 13, 31; Ronn, A. & Kneipp, E., Mr. 18, 31; Pickering, R. & Derr, M. Mr. 26, 31; relative held for murder of Billings man Ap. 7, 31; Denshoof Ap. 9-10, 12-8, 31; Piccioni Apr. 11, 31; Munaloufa lencyency Aug. 13, 31; Hunter My 13, 12, 31; decision by reached My 15, 31; fugitive driving coupe My 21, 31; Southard My 22, 31; woman not Idaho convict My 26, 31; woman admits slaying My 26, 31; ranch owner’s My 26, 31; Reetz, & Geary Jl. 3, 11, 31; Strain Jl. 14, 31; Jones, E. Ag 7-12, 13; Exquibl & Robes Ag. 10, 31; discover body Ag. 23, 26, 25, 29, 29, 31; Schopflein S, 31, 31; best laborer S 3, 31; Anderson S 15, 17, 18, 20, 1931; delays sentence S 23, 31; Gebo S 26, 31; W.W. Edgington O 1, 31; Jones, H. O 13-18, 31; Reiley, M. O 23, 31; Joseph La Court & Paul Boyer N 14, 31; McKenzie, J. N 16, 31; Reetz, J. N 18, 31; Poppovich & Lynch N 30, 31; Akin, A. & Havens, C. D 8, 9, 31; T. Summer & Lynes D 11, 31; Callie & Rylund Ja. 29, 32; Gebo & Pedon F 4, 32; Ingrain J.W. F 10, 32; slayer of two kills himself Mr. 23, 32; skeleton enigma Mr. 26-29, 32; employs kills Hobson man and self Mr. 21, 32; seriously wounds brother My 6, 32; Baltimore slayer Jn. 19, 32; Rivana, J. Jn. 29, 32; Charged hand found Jn. 29, Jl. 1, 32; Mahoney, C. & Fisher, F. Jl. 3, 32; verdict arouses mob Jl. 13, 32; Tirogelas, T. Jl. 14, 32; Garcia A. & Riley, I. Jl. 15, 19, 19, 32; body is found Ag. 25, 32; Johnson, R. Ag. 26, 27, 32; kills pal Ag. 29, 32; Anderson S 1, 32; Muric 0 19, 32; Wyo. man 0 23, 32; Roundup man 0 23, 32; local woman 0 23, 32; neighbor tells of seeing pair N 19, 32; Wilcoxen & Sterling N 20, 28, 32; Ja. 17, Mr. 1, Ap. 25, My 11, 33; Anderson & Herrera D 6-9, 32; Guidoni D 27, 32; Hoffmann, G. O 29, 32; Bruno, J. & Clinghead, W. D 317, 32; Price, M. Ja. 1, 33; McGinley, N. Ja. 10, 33; Lugan, R. F. 2, 33; Drake, A. F. 3, 33; Ruthe woman F 6, 33; Shea & Johnson F 7, 33; Pales, R. F. 17, 33; woman murdered man and kills self Mr. 8, 33; Kinney Mr. 11, 12-16, 33; Peter Halyer Mr. 21, 33; Bushnell Mr. 26, 33; Taylor, T. & Dabbs, W. Mr. 21, 33; Johnson, C. & Weeden, C. Jn. 8, 33; Brown, H.O. Jn. 26, 33; slayer must hang Jl. 1, 33; Mietfield, A. & Ferguson, R. Jl. 15, 33; Hoffman, G. & Burrell Ag. 30, 33; six men held S 22, 33; farmer killed trio S 26-26, 33; Perry, V.H. 6 27, 33; Bellars, F. & W.O. 1, 33; Cates, W.C. O 19, 33; Perry, V. & Perry, M.T. O 19, 21, 22, 33; Palmer, E. & Jones, G. O 27, 33; to file charge N 14, 33; club shooting N 17, 33; Rancher kills worker N 23, 33; Wyo. man N 24, 33; McDonald, J. & Woolsey, M. D 1, 33; Jones, W. & Jones, E. J. 5, 34; Jackson, T. B 8, 34; Kauffman, D & Kauffman, R.W. Mr. 21, 34; Murray, G. Ag. 6, 7, 34; Wells, J.T. & Kittrell, O. My 13, 34; Hernandez, A. & J. My 21, 34; Clesneros, E. & Carasco, A. Jl. 5, 8, 34; Brownwell, Q. & Peppi, G. Jl. 7, 34; Swart, W. & Althouse, R. & Calkaert, C. Jl. 9, 34; Ramriez, F. & Alonzo, H. Ag. 27, 28-26, 34; Miller, H.J. & Jones, L.C. Ag. 13-15, 34; Benson, F. Ag. 15, 34; Miller Ag. 16, 19, 34; Brown, W. Ag. 23, 34; admits firing shots Ag. 28, 34; Knowles, A.L. Ag. 27, 34; Betzer, S. & P. 0 9, 34; Lahey, J. Hoffmam, O. 0 9, 10, 14, 20, 34; Corrinne, M. & Butts, D. O 21, 34; Ziebarth, E. & Haakoa, J. O 20, 34; Malesker, J. N 1, 34; Costa, J. & White, W.S. 7, 34; Zorn N 9, 12, 34; Moreno, F. N 13, 34; supreme court action N 14, 34; Holland, D.O. N 18, 34; Wallace, H.J. N 22, 34; Deskin, J. N 26, 34; Garcia D 4-5, 34; man gets 20 yrs. D 10, 34; Bruce, O.P. J. D 2, 34; Stephens, P. D 26, 34; Zorn, R.J. Jr. 20, 30, 35; Chisholm, D. Budtrick, H. Platz, M. Munster, V. Ja. 23, 35; Zorn, H.Y. Jones, L.C. F 20, 21, Mr. 17, 35; Stockman, F. Mr. 20-27, 35; Zorn Ag. 19, 21, 35; Okeson, E. Johnson, E. Ag. 20, 21, 35; Cline, M. Ag. 23, 25, 27-29, 1935; shoots children and kills self N 8, 35; Brown Jr. 29, 30, 35; Daniel, A. Deman, P. Jl. 3, 35; Guenther, J. Outlier, J. Diabilo, R. Jl. 13, 35; Brown, J.E. Jl. 15, 35; Ralph Scott Jl. 17, 23, 1935; Bueno, C. Vees, V. Jr. Jl. 26, 1935; Mrs. Mazer, J. Wood, G. Ag. 8, 9, 12, 23, 34, 35; Hart, O.B. 2, 4, 35; Carroll, C. B 8, 35; Ralph Scott S 14, 15, 26, 35; Mehus, S. F 25, 35; Hart, O.B. & McCall, W. 0 1-6, 35; Noble, A. & Lutten, R. O 4, 35; Fugitive ends life O 4, 35; Padden, W. F. & Green, A. O 6, 35; Woods, J.B. & McDonald, R. O 7, 35; Hart, O.B. 7-9, 35; Criner, O. O 15, 16, 35; Nyhart, V. N 9, 35; Hanson, A. Boerke, E. Almen, S. D 21, 35; Shelby bandit D 22, 35; Mooney, J. & O’Heil, T. D 26, 35; Woods, F. & Knight, H. D 27, 35; negro arrested Ja 14, 36; Zenegue, L. F 12, 14, 36; Inquest set Mr. 31, 36; murder, suicide verdict Ap. 1, 36; Cabe Ag. 8, 12, 36; kidnaping F 16, 37; Ruthe officer Mr. 1, 37; Rhodes, J. & Owens, S. Jn. 19, 37; charged hand Mr. 30, 37; Sanden, A.J. & Petten, R. & Kortje, V. Ja. 30-11-3, S 22-24, 1937.
ft., J. Jl 8, 9, 37; Indian breed Jl 27, 37; Moore Ag 5, 37; Carnival man Ag 6, 37; Marshall, R.A. & Marshall, M.L. Ag 7, 37; Beck, G. & Copeland, J. Ag 11, 37; Wyo. man Ag 12, 37; Chapman, R. & Evans, R. Ag 31, 37; Moore, J. & Llenberg, J.E. Ag 31, 37; love triangle blamed S 12, 37; Patton S 22, 37; all players will face sentence S 26, 37; Quarrel about stored wheat N 29, 37; Runtz N 30, 37; Robideau D 3, 5, 37; Ja 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 1938; eastern convict D 8, 37; death sentence asked D 12, 37; 7 women & 4 other murder victims D 19, 37; Spotted, W. & E. Jn 11, 30; Spotted, V. & Ha-Doe-It, F. Jn 13, 38; Indian Ja 14, 38; Robideau, & Runtz Ja 15, 38; King, B. Mr 10, 38; Spotted, V. Mr 10, 19, 38; Simpson, L. Ap 8, 19. My 4, 8, 27, 38; rancher Ap 26, 38; suspect in triple murder Ap 27, 38; jury verdict differ Ap 30, 38; Leyton, W. Jl 23, 39; Martin, J. & Whitcomb Ag 9, 39; Burford, A. & McDonald, G. & R. S 6, 11, 10, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 1938; Kunze, J. 0, 12, 15, 38; Hammond, D. ----blow on head victim, Hodges, T.J. suspect N 25, 38; Musselshell murder charge D 18, 22, 38; Hoffman, M. ----victim Luedke, E.H. suspect Ja 2, 39; Scott, B. ----victim Takes-The-Horse, P. & Shane, W. ----suspects Ja 24, 25, 30, 31, Ja 19, 1939; Reichkevin, N. ----murderer Roncevich, S. ----hold on head Mr 15, 39; Durand, E. ----murderer, Baker, D.M. ----shot, Lewis, C.E. ----shot, Mr 17, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 1932; Shrake, W. & Takes-The-Horse, P. ----murderers, Scott, B.A. ----victim shot Jl 1, 6, 9, 11, 12, 1939; Mite Man, S. ----murderer & J. ----clubbed 0 31, N 4, 10, 39;MURDER--CONT. 11 of carnival troupe Jl 7, 37; Mort, C.R. tells of prairie experience 0 20, 35; Murray, G. boy expected to die Ap 6, 7, 11, 34; Murray, J.A. confines on sugar matters Jn 1, 35; Murray, J.E. great care in loan action requested S 15, 33; Murray, J.E. three announce Mr 16, 34; Murray, J.E. holds lead Jl 19, 34; Murray, J.E. closes end tour O 27, 34; Murray, J.E. Murray wins N 7, 34; Murray, J.E. praises administration S 8, 35; to speak Ag 23, 35; says farmers back water program O 8, 35; plans for dam O 27, 35; Huntley picnic Jl 18, 36; seeks WPA funds Jl 31, 36; visits city S 18, 36; speaks dates O 1, 36; head democrat campaign O 6, 36; water meeting S 20, 37; speaks S 30, 37; visits Jn 11, 39; Murray, J.R. missing N 2, 4, 33; Murray, T. came west as boy fresh from Scotland O 21, 34;Mishbach, G.E. to bird refugee office in Utah O 1, 30;MUSIC give opportunities to hundreds. N 2, 30; Worden wins Ap 5, 31; former Montana singer wins praise of coast critics as solo artist N 23, 31; things musical Mr 27, 32; district music contest My 1, 32; Reich & Davies winners My 10, 31; start practice O 27, 32; played part in civilizing the wild west Jn 27, 31;MUSIC CLUBS, FEDERATION of 7 meetings My 27, 34; meet Jn 9-11, 34;MUSIC FESTIVAL expect 400 My 6, 13-15, 32; My 9-7, 32;MUSIC WEEK schools enter Mr 1, 30; local students win Mr 30, 30; band invited to meet Ap 26, 30; Ap 15, 17, 19, 22-25, 1931; arrangements being made Ap 21, 32;MUSIC TEACHERS ASSOC. 7 meetings My 27, 34; meeting Jn 11-13, 34;MUSIC to be observed My 6, 35;MUSICIANS deafness makes violin maker of local man, O S 5 Mr 10, 35; music master O 16, 35;Manzel, C.E. dies Ag 14, 39;MUSSELHELL COUNTIES ANNUAL HARVEST FESTIVAL S 13, 30;MUSSELHELL COUNTY tax trends show increased Jn 16, 35;MUSSELHELL COUNTY ATTORNEY would suspend Judge Mr 28, 32;MUSSELHELL DAM is huge one Jn 25, 39;MUSSELHELL HIGH SCHOOL Smith-Hughes Judging won S 8, 32;MUSSELHELL RIVER IRRIGATION PROJECT contract Mr 10, 30; job assured Jn 20, 33;
MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO. opens agency D 14, 30;
Myers, C.O. road crashed Mr 18, 30;
Myers, C.O. dies Ag 21, 30;
dMyers, T. wound man's capture Ag 12, 31;
Nystol, G. officer kills Big Timber man Jl
22, 34;
MYSTIC CAVE tourist attraction Ag 7, 38;
Nagle, R.T. to act in office flight F 6, 34;
Nagle, R.T. AAUW hears Nagle 0 13, 34;
Nagle, R.T. request move in our flight Mr 8, 35;
Nagle, R.T. to rule in relief flight Ap 22, 35;
Nagle, R.T. new charges filed My 23, 35;
Nagle, R.T. renew gambling drive N 9, 10, 35;
Nagle, R.T. promises staff clean-up Ag 21, 39;
National head to visit S 19, 37; pilots to
join air show S 22, 37;
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY high school given
charter Ag 15, 31;
NATIONAL HOUSING LOANS approval Ja 8, 18, 35;
NATIONAL PARKS preparing for vacationists
Sp 27, 34; see also Glacier, Teton, &
Yellowstone.
NATIONAL RECLAMATION ASSOC. Big Horn Dam N 22, 3;
NATIONAL RECOVERY ACT business men support code
Jl 30, Ag 1, 11, 19, 24, 25, 31, S 26, N 17,
1933; Yates is named chairman F 13, 34;
NATIONAL RELIC AND MUSEUM. NRA appeal Ag 26, 33; co-
officials retake undertakings My 29, 35; nation
deadlocked over new NRA N 29, 36;
NATIONAL RELIABILITY AIR TOUR pilots lose liquor;
S 20, 21, 30;
NATIONAL RIDGE comes back after years under
water Ag 6, 33;
NATIONAL GAS -- Dry creek wash Mar 26, 30; vote
approve permit O 20, 30; rate case hearing
S 18, 20, 22, 23, 26, 29, 30, 27, 1938; gas
flows from Poly drive well Jn 7, 35; ready
to start gas pipe line Ap 13, 31; seek
Cukin city rates My 19, 26, S 26, 1931; gas
rate meet 0 1, 5, 6, 7, 32;
NATIONAL GAS -- Franchise line to supply Man-
cities Ag 24, 30; Livington N 15, 30;
workmen tame wild gasser Mr 7, 36; see also
names of gas companies, e.g. Community,
Mutual.
NATIONAL HISTORY SOCIETY see Society of Natural
History
NATIONAL HISTORY EXPEDITION fossil hunt Mr 7,
34;
NATIONAL RESOURCES water, power, coal My 1, 31;
water plan approved Ag 14, 37;
Naughton, P. extortion D 30, 31;
N A W E DAY ) 27, 28, 34; 0 27-29, 35;
NAVY ENLISTMENTS Billings leads Jl 2, 39;
NAVY WEEK 0 24, 37;
Naylor, S. found safe Jl 6, 34;
NAZARENE CHURCH see Church of the Nazarene
Real, H.S. dies Ja 30, 30;
Nees, B. fight over cowhide robe Ag 19, 30;
Negre, P. hurt F 11, 34;
Neller, W.E. hurt D 20, 36;
Nelson, A. named to highway board N 30, 32;
Nelson, C.E. caucus nominates trio Mr 27, 34;
Nelson, C. school board nominee Mr 24, 31;
Nelson, C. arreste Hillsburg men S 12, 33;
Nelson, C. dies Jn 2, 35;
Nelson, D. marooned by snow Ja 5, 33;
Nelson, E. detained Jn 1, 34;
Nelson, E.M. suicide Jl 21, 34;
Nelson, E. accident fatal Ag 29, 37;
Nelson, G. 3 youths held F 27, 37;
Nelson, E. disappearance Mr 29, 30, 34;
Nelson, J.A. dies F 23, 30;
Nelson, J. auto thieves arrested Mr 16, 31;
Nelson, J., escapes capitivity; F 5, 32;
Nelson, J., state workers voted Ag 13, 36;
Nelson, J.W. criminal libel 0 2, 36; N 31, 37;
Nelson, M. robbed, poisoned N 17, 34;
Nelson, R.C. drowns J 27, 30;
Nestor, R.A. speaks N 22, 33;
Neiland, R. finds missing motor party J 17, 33;
Neiland, R. elected to Pres. J 25, 33;
Neiland, R. advocates changes Ag 8, 34;
Newman, D. & G. auto accident J 20, 30;
NEW DEAL SUCCESS BANQUET Ag 3, 4, 5, 34;
NEW SENATE CIGAR STORE order to abort Ja 22, 36;
Nimberg, A. & P. held for theft J 22, 23;
S 26, 1931;
NIBBENNY, J.J., oil firm to open St Mary O 16, 37;
Ninman, C. boy injured S 27, 30;
Nixand, P. dines J 22, 35;
Newman, H.T. pioneer banquet Ap 25, 37;
Newman, C.N. dairy describes pioneer family
N 11, 34;
Newman, P. girl found J 6, 54;
Newman, W.M. dines Mr 20, 37;
NEZ PERCE INDIANS fight between sturgis &
'fleeing; Nez Perce N 2, 30; Sitting Bull
traveled to canada border F 3, 35; leader
shelled 20 yrs. ago S 22, 35; party attacked
D 3, 35;
Nible, J.H. opposes White house court reorgan-
ization F 19, 37;
Noiman, A.A. local group pays $70,000 S 26,
1937;
Nicolai, R. recover loot My 9, 30;
Nichols, R. visitor Ag 22, 37;
Nicholson, W. J. dies D 25, 31;
Nicholson, J.J. naval officer for Moose J 31, 32;
Nickle, F.H. dines Ag 25, 37;
Nicolson, A.A. villeineter awards D 25, 35;
Nicolson, B. nursing head inspects Ja 25, 31;
Nicolson, A. dines Ja 27, 34;
Nicolson, F. E. injured D 12, 35;
Nicolson, L.H. kidnapping J 19, 39;
NIGHT TRAVELER story of medicine banquet D 17,
1939;
Nolen, G. veteran asks divorce F 7, 30;
Nolen, S. GAR reelected Jn 16, 34;
NORTH SERVICE COMMAND named training aid J 27, 34;
Nivens, J. search Jn 25, 32;
Noble, A. stabbing fray 0 9, 35;
Noeltinger, P.E. burned Ag 2, 31;
Nolen, F. hurt Ag 27, 30;
Nolan, J. murder-suicide Mr 23, 32;
Nolen, W. Laurel youths to appear Ja 4, 36;
Nordlund, C. hit by auto D 24, 25, 36;
Nordlund, C.A. case against Kennedy Ap 15, 16;
S 30, 0 1, 3, 1937;
Nixon, G. suicide J 12, 30;
Norrit, P. junior chamber reception Ap 6, 9, 11,
1939;
NORTHERN EAST MIDNIGHT ASSOCIATION OFFICIALS head
order to convene Ja 18, 34;
North, J. relatives name head Ag 19, 36;
North, H. $22,000 paid for property Ap 3, 31;
NORTH PARK used as camping ground Ag 2, 35;
NORTH STAR AUTO BODY WORKS buildings scheduled
O 27, 37;
NORTHERN HOTEL Shea to retire My 29, 38;
NORTHERN PACIFIC MAIN LINE repair main line
Mr 18, 30;
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY longer time for
accepting orders Mr 27, 30; employees
draw pensions J 1, 30; officers visit
Ja 10, 30; workers start 6-day week Mr
20, 30; official well known Ag 3, 30; Laughey
promoted Ag 16, 30; visit Ag 30, 31; hearing
set S 9, 30; free rate on stock return
S 9, 30; road manager impresses S 13, 30;
honor Lamy S 23, 30; schedule changes O
26, 30; running time reduced N 11, 30;
Sweathen dies N 13, 30; try to stock
show N 25, 30; Glendale rail hearing D
11-17, 30; best crop aids revenue Ja 26,
31; improvements at Laurel yard Mr 7, 31;
changes in schedules Ap 25, 31; progress
made Laurel J 9, 31; notable on first
through trains J 1, 31; dismantle old
equipment J 12, 31; planning improvements
N 14, 31; shift in freight agent D 25, 31;
car remodeling Ja 5, 32; cloud bursts hold
up traffic F 26, 32; tax bill equals
$4,000 per hour S 16, 32; pushes merits of
travertine N 2, 32; Pres. hopes for
bus regulation set F 2, 33; project opens
My 21, 33; officers visit 0 13, 33; freight
rates changed O 28, 33; improvements announced
N 9, 33; bus line beneficial J 11,
34; new service opens Ag 26, 34; Bozeman
Glendale bus service 0 12, 34; Sloan
inspects bus service 0 17, 34; car program
record 0 5, 35; ice house burns N 4, 35;
Villard and his party kept at Huntly by
high water D 8, 35; snowfall brightens
crop outlook F 26, 36; employees dies Mr
13, 36; cites earnings J 1 21, 36; conductor
killed S 22, 36; park rail service N 19,
36; reconditioning Ap 25, 37; crossing
work sought N 11, 37; official reports
Ja 11, 39;
HENDERSON COUNTY COURIER OF TUNSTALL,
NORTHERN SUPPLY CO. pleaders to be erected, S 20, 30

NORTHEAST AIR LINES will extended west, F 25, 34 F 26, 34; aerial beacon, My 31, 34; 'stopped up' air service, S 3, 34; four passenger ships serve Billings, Ap 26, 35; topic, Mr. 25, 36; will speed service, My 7, 37; to be expanded, Jl 3, 37; airplane crash: Groosonel, MAYER are among victims, Ja 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 30; federal group ends inspection of wreck, Jl 13, 30; propeller stops controls unauthorized, Jl 16, 38; subcontract hick ship, Jl 28, 30; report gains, Ag 12, 30

NORTHEAST AIRWAY, INC. key city in air line plans, Ja 30, 31; extending westward, Mr 19, 35; new lockheads expected, N 26, 33; new speed ship, Ja 15, 34; airline quite service, Ap 2, 34

NORTHEAST AUTO SUPPLY CO. AAA damage suits, Ja 1, 31

NORTHEAST COUNTY ELEVATOR ASSOC. Bowden resigns, Mr 26, 30

NORTHEAST POULTRY MARKETING ASSOCIATION turkey growers form group, S 11, 30

NORTHEAST SHERIFFS AND POLICE ASSOC. Howard back Ja 30, 30

NORTHEAST SHIPPERS ADVISORY BOARD needs topic, Jl 28, 30; terminal needs, Ja 26, 30

NORTHERN TURKEY MARKETING ASSOCIATION: growers meet, S 9, 30

NORWILL, EDDIE suicide, Ja 8, 29

NOVIUS, R air crash, Mr 22, 30

Noviun, P cross raid, O 28, 37

NORWAY royal couple visits, My 27, 39; My 26, 39

NUMERICAL ASSOC. collectors have valued array, 0 3, 37

Nummer, B. fire victims, N 10, 36

Numm, O. carnegie fund medals, Ja 25, 34

NURSES graduate 11, My 7, 37; deaconess plans home, D 28, 39

NURSES ASSOCIATION convention, My 26, 32; to elect officers, My 25, 32

Nutting, W. dies, N 29, 30

Nutting, R. twin cities air corporation, Mr 26, 30

Nutting, L. A. recalls memorable snowstorms, Mr 7, 37

Nybo, K. holdup victim, D 30, 36

Nye, G. P. visitor, 0 26, 30

Nye, W. new officials, F 21, 34

Nye, Montana, proposed handbook, N 21, 37; was bustling mining center, JI 28, 38

Nyhart, V. freed, N 9, 35

Oahle, B. F. writes book, S 18, 32

Oberg, H. pursues kidnappers, My 15, 34

O'Brien, J. recalls career, S 23, 34

O'Brien, R. I. named to post of late O'Brien, Ja 3, 35

O'Brien, T. A. dies, My 20, 33

O'Brien, W. A. medical progress great, Jl 9, 35

O'Conner J. J. fills pulpit, Ja 25, 31; transferred to custer, Jl 30, 31

Ochs, J. victim near death, N 8, 37

O'Connell, J. J. stout cuts lead, Jl 21, 34

O'Connell, Jimmy J. wed, Ja 3, 37

O'Connell, Jack burglaries, Jl 8, 39

O'Connell, J. F. candidate, Mr 16, 34; seek senate seat, Ap 15, 36; enters congress race, Ap 22, 36; visits, Jl 15, 17, 30; democratic convention, S 3, 38; rehabilitation of state's area, N 2, 30; gives F.D.R. views, B 13, 39

O'SULLIVAN'S LODGE elect Stone, 6 5, 31; meet, My 25, 32; new officers, 0 19, 21, 32; meet, Ja 15, 33; meet, Mr 4, 33; gather, F 3, 34; tribute to dead, Jl 14, 34; meet, Jl 14, 35; session to be held, My 29, 37; entertain head, D 13, 37; meet, Jl 11, 12, 30; district meeting, Jl 19, 20, 22, 23, 39

O'Connor, James F. meeting beet growers' union, N 19, 39

O'Dell, E. gets penalties, My 24, 32

O'Dell, I. killed, Jl 18, 32

O'Dell, S. L. custos robbery, My 17, 32; My 21, 32

O'Donnell, Ed stockgrowers ask removal of inspector, Jl 26, 39

O'Donnell, Harley, turkey business, N 21, 37


O'Donnell, M. agriculture practices influenced developments, Ja 15, 33; change in cattle industry, Jl 10, 37; appointed board member, Ja 21, 34; outlines state conservation, F 20, 34; collection of souvenirs, F 7, 35

O'Donnell, M. turkey business N 21, 37

O'Donnell, J. C. dies N 7, 35

OFFICE OF MILLAGE TAX & BOND ISSUES CAMPAIGN

Dexter opens offices, Ap 19, 30

Ogrodowski, S. killed S 28, 35

O'Hara, E. new bishop for state deacon Ag 6, 30

O'Hara, E. confirmation of elevations My 16, 35; greeted D 4, 8, 9, 10, 1930; reelected as parson, Ja 14, 31; talks F 9, 32
O’Hara, E. V. meet S 16, 17, 30; speaks F 10, 31, 32;
O’Hara, T. Laurel suspect hold Ja 29, 32;
O’Horn, D.L. Highway commissioner resigns Ap 8, 37;
OHIO OIL Co. dry creek well Mr 26, 30; oil is struck on dry creek Ag 23, 30, S 2, 6, 30;
strikes oil on Garland dome S 25, 27, 28, 30;
start work on third well D 21, 30, 2,040 barrels per day D 7, 30;
O’Keefe, W.C. director poll Ja 17, 32;
th eaters to reopen F 6, 32; manager for
Fox Theatre Ap 20, 31; Pres. Ja 17, 33;
asks aid in recovery plan Jl 22, 33; offici-
O’Keefe, D.L. burns to death N 6, 37;
O’Keefe, J.C. dies Ja 13, 30;
Olesen, E. drama stella trial Ap 20, 21, 35;
Oke, J.R. drain reservoir to locate corpse
N 7, 30;
OLAV, CROWN PRINCE feted N 27, 28, 39;
Olcott, H.C. named head of sports group N 16, 37;
OLD-AGE PENSION pension bill revised Mr 2, 3, 35;
Old Horn, C. indians killed in cliff plunge
Jl 25, 27, 28, 30;
OLD SURFACE grizzlies ex-king meets death on boulder S 2, 33;
Ogles, C. conspiracy My 2, 33;
O’Leary, A.C. dies D 23, 35;
OLEANDER (JUNE) 22/1937
O’Leary, W. dies D 25, 30;
OLEOMARGRINE LAWS also License Fee approved
F 25, 31;
Oliger, C. dies Ag 4, 35;
Oliver, J. killed Ag 10, 31;
OLIVER BUILDING erected My 12, 30;
Olsen, A.K. bughlar returns Ja 10, 34;
Olsen, A.M. boys state ends sessions Ag 23, 10/30;
Olsen, H.I. injured F 6, 32;
Olsen, T. man killed JL 30, 34;
Olsen, R. hand in cards of 1/40 JL 25, 34;
Olsen, S. men killed F 10, 31;
Olsen, J. suicide F 7, 30;
Olsen, J. suicide O 4, 35;
Olsen, S. agriculture topic Mr 28, 30;
new officers Mr 21, 31; leaving for Piarsa
N 21, 31;
O’Riley, B. halfback runs 60 yards S 25, 32;
O’Reall, D.A. speaks Ja 16, 32;
O’Reall, D. Catholics close sessions Ag 31, 27;
O’Reall, L.B. construction program $10,000,000
F 28, 31;
O’Reall, T. shooting D 25, 35;
O’Reall, W.L. men die in air crash F 17, 35;
Ondahl, A. body found Ap 10, 33;

Chated, L.J. southeastern group session F
16, 19, 20, 37; renames officials D 31, 38;
OPERAS PERFORMANCES troupe presented first
stage show in 1808 S 25, 35;
OPTOMETRY open meeting F 10, 36;
OPTOMETRIC ASSOC. MONT. annual sessions Jl 21,
25, 1930;
OPTOMETRIC CONTEST senior places first Mr 12, 30;
seven schools meet Ag 4, 5, 30; Billings
youth in finals My 2, 6, 30;
ORDER OF AXLE see also Ahpeia, Order
ORDER OF EASTERN STAR see Eastern Star
Orino, C. car - train crash Jl 24, 33;
O’Rourke, C. boy wins singing event Ap 29, 3
Orozco, P. theft case Ap 13, 33;
ORPHANS priests budget is $500 D 13, 30;
ORPHANS HOME, TWN FRIDAYS 40 years old
Ottreyer, L.L. Methodists open meet Mr 20-22,
24, 23, 1939;
O’Shea, R.P. scientist to visit Ag 24, 32;
O’Shea, E. killed N 6, 30;
O’Shea, O.C. conspiracy Mr 26, 34;
O’Shea, P. Laurel riot S 29, 34;
O’Shea, J. entries win in judging Ag 6, 37;
Oss, M. shooting fray D 23, 35;
Ostberg, G. murder Ag 31, 30;
Ostern, G. starts county work Mr 11, 31;
Osten, G.C. to seek office Jl 1, 34;
Osten, G.G. office is given tax F 12, 37;
records on registration destroyed Jl 4, 37;
OSTEOPATHIC ASSOC. meet Ag 26-27, 1938;
OSTEOPATHIC, MONTANA WILLIAM speaks S 5, 32;
Ostermiller, G. suicide Ag 3, 31;
Ostlund, H. Lions select Jn 27, 34;
Ott, G. ELKS meet Jl 23, 37;
Ottom, F. jail break D 1, 38;
Otto, J. suicide try failed O 25, 334;
OTO COSS BUILDING scheduled O 27, 37;
Ouette, E. robbery D 15, 17, 36;
Overboy, G. cutting fray N 22, 35;
Overtic, A. hold-up F 7, 38;
Owens, A.D. narcotics sale N 4, 35;
Owens, S. murder-suicide Jn 19, 37;
FEO elects E. Laughlin Jr 24, 34; open session
Jn 25, 36, 38;
Page, D. mount stumbles S 11, 30;
PACIFIC AIR DERRY tomake night stop Jl 25, 30;
Ag 18, 20, 21, 23, 30;
PACIFIC MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO. Elgls named
headquarters Mr 11/1931;
Paddock, D.L. flys pair dead in resort pool
Ap 13, 38;
Paden, R. guilty pleas entered S 16, 31;
Page, J.C. need for water storage O 13, 37;
Page, J.R. seek office N 10, 34; name Page
Mr 5, 37;
Page, W. Chairman convention S 10, 19, 38;
PAGESANTS Poly present pageant My 29, 30;
PARKING CONT. Poly students offer My 23, 31;

Parker, A.M. dies S 5, 34;

Parker, E. Negroes killed 0 27, 33;

Parker, J. burglary F 10, 30;

Parker, W. accident, train Ag 7, 30;

Penetta, C. counterfeiting Mr 20, 22, 33;

Panken, W.D. Race for Senate Jn 6, 34;

Penton, G. dies S 12, 31;

Paton, S.P. celebrates world war I's end N 5, 30;

PARADES: Midland feature Jl 22, 30; Democrats Ag 3, 34; veterans Ag 22, 34; Navy 0 28, 34; youth parade My 1, 37; Western My 5, 10, 14, 17, 19, 1939;

PARADE BRIDGE swept out by flood Jn 2, 33;

PARDONED: Pardosed Costello, S. Jn 25, 31;

Negro slayer Jn 10, 33; county rancher Mr 16, 34; Ballard, C.D. & Vick, C. My 5, 34;

Cates, G. 0 14, 15, 34; Kipp 0 2, 35;

PARENTS AND TEACHERS ASSOC. meet My 14, 16, 1930; meet F 2, 3, 31; Clapp speaks F 18, 30; Mrs. Beers head My 16, 33; meeting Ap 12, 34; session My 4, 5, 6, 34; official speaks S 25, 34; convention Ap 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 1935; Mrs. Bradford speaks Ap 16, 35;

Parnin, H.M. dies Jl 7, 32;

Paskett, Robert C. Legion head Jl 22, 32; district meet Jn 6, 37;

Parker, D.R. killed Ja 12, 36;

Parker, R.L. to inspect grain shipment O 30, 33;

Parker, G. auto thieves Mr 16, 33;

Parker, H.R. killed Jn 23, 30;

Parker, J.J. VFW meeting S 16, 21, 1936;

Parker, J. & Mrs. H.R. two hurt S 9, 30;

Parker, J. VFW reelected Ap 19, 37;

Parker, J.E. water project Jn 11, 31, 37;

Parker, S. killing Tray Jl 22, 30;

Parker, N.C. excellence in seed growing S 20, 37;

Parker, G. head club's campaign O 10, 16, 35;

Parker, V. two hurt S 9, 30;

Parker, W. robbery My 25, 35;

PARKS: Travel Lamps tour to 4K Ranch My 9, 37;

PARKS land offer at Keno monument site D 11, 30; tourists park operation abandoned Ap 11, 35; to improve parks My 9, 35; tourist park is to be used as camping ground Ag 2, 35; Terry Park O 16, 36; athletic park Jl 3, 30; 34 acres for use as park Jl 8, 38; see also City Parks; National Parks; State Parks;

PARDONS see pardons & paroles

PARRIS, V. woman dies Ja 30, 30;

Parrish, M.L. dies Jn 17, 35;

Partello, J.M.F. Mrs. Jones Chapple was early acquaintance Ag 26, 34;

Partington, L. Mrs. Hall dies F 3, 36;

Pasco, J. flood victim Jl 5, 36;

Pascoe, W. named by poultry group Jl 15, 37;

Patton, W. speaks Jn 7, 36; speaks Jn 23, 24, 36;

Patten, F. & wife bridge loses leg Ag 7, 37;

Patten, P.J. pioneer, dies at Columbus N 22, 39;

Patten, R. murder Jn 30, 37;

Patterson, C.S. suicide N 30, 37;

Patterson, H. Cowboy finds body of woman D 19, 37;

Patterson, J.L. leaves Jn 14, 30;

Patterson, J. Kinship host O 27, 31;

Patterson, W.R. suicide Jn 13, 33;

Pattison, E. G. gets ten-years S 9, 30;

Pattison, C.S. views on social unrest My 23, 32;

Pattison, R. murder charge Jn 1, 3, S 22, 28, 37;

Paul, J.C. hog thefts Ap 19, 33;

Paulley, C. & E. & J. & wife & S. road crash Jl 12, 37;

Paulson, C. makes stop at Battle Ap 1, 30;

PAYING CONTRACT awarded Spokane Co. Mr 19, 30;

Pawley, M.W. trapped Mr 18, 19, 20, 29, 30;

Pearson, M. acquit officer Ag 20, 30;

Pearson, H. counterfeiting Jn 7, 36;

Pearson, J. holdup case Mr 28, 33;

PICKS 13,000 acres O 1, 30;

Pierce, G.D. dies O 26, 34;

Peasley, T.C. asked Carney to resign My 24, 3;

Peedacord, C. burglary D 31, 37;

Peligran, W.P. state workers custer Ag 13, 36;

Pelley, J.R. dies N 7, 32;

Pellet, M.L. auto-bicycles crash Ap 28, 30;

Pelt, E. accidents, electrocution Jn 5, 36;

Pemberton, T.E. Pemberton ahead of Kirch N 6, 36;

Pendleton, A. robbery Ja 28, 29;

PENITENTIARIES: Inception in 1857 S 1, 35; to be demolished N 1, 35; confirm prison warder F 26, 37;

Penney, J.C. in Billings N 14, 17, 33;

Penny, J.C. Co. offices to be moved to city Ja 16, 36;

Penrose, R.E. UCT selects Jn 13, 36;

PENSION LAWS Wheeler talks O 20, 34; Pension grant Ap 22, 33; nation 9 to 1 for old age Ja 12, 36;

Penwell, F. state workers custer Ag 13, 36;

Perkins, E. murder O 25, 32;

Perlitz, A. sessions Jn 19-21, 31;

Perry, C. escape hospital guard O 23, 34;

Perry, J.J. injured Ag 20, 34;

Perry, M.T. murder O 19, 33;

Perry, V.P. murder S 24-25, O 19-22, 33;

Perry, W.J. dies Ag 11, 33;

Perryman, First Sgt. E. budded form outfit Jn 19, 37;

Pershing, A. auto crash My 25, 35;
PERSONS, MISSING & LOST SEE Missing Persons
PERSONS, UNIDENTIFIED may identify man by
charts Ja 6, 34; body recovered Mr 21,
30; fall to identify man Ag 22, 30; skeleton
found Jn 19, 33;
PEST & PEST CONTROL map campaign F 25, 37;
criquet war Jn 6, 21, 37; $10,000 budget
in pests battle by 1, 7, 37; see also name of
pests: Grasshoppers, Ants, Beetles.
PET SHOP: Ap 17, 30.
Peters, C. men sentenced by 25, 34;
Petersen, A.T. named rotary pres. My 14,
34;
Petersen, A.D. boys' & girls' week Ap
21, 37;
Petersen, A.T. educational convention O
3, 29; elected to head teachers O 30,
32; named pres. of education body D
27, 32; reply to athletic funds
charge N 8, 35; to be offered new
contract Ja 19, 36; accepts school board
contract F 26, 36; will get new
contract O 10, 36; suits Ja 15, 37; named
head of sports group My 16, 37; honored
by 29, 38;
Petersen, C.B. blast fatal My 11, 34;
Petersen, C. murder Ja 19, 30;
Petersen, F. extortion S 12, 31;
Petersen, G. kidnapping Jn 12, 31;
Petersen, H.H. auto accident Jn 1, 30;
Petersen, J. bank theft attempt My 20, 31;
Petersen, K. head of YCA Ja 12, 32;
Y convention S 21, 23, 39;
Petersen, L.E. win wheat Laurel N 28, 38;
Petersen, L.H. speaks My 27, 32;
Petersen, L. burned My 13, 36;
Petersen, T. injured O 11, 34;
Petrin, A.R. dies D 12, 38;
Petrin, E.L. valley trip Jl 19, 30;
PETROLEUM CO. Montana looking backward Ag
2, 31;
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY & TRADE to locate in
Billings Ja 7, 30; to build new stations
F 1, 30; severe weather F 8, 30; Laurel
refinery slated to open about Ap 1, F
19, 30; production in near-by field Mr 21,
30; county to get share of oil funds Mr
22, 30; dry creek well Mr 26, 30; million
dollar plant Ap 1, 30; petroleum rate
reductions Jn 8, 30; homesteader strikes
oil My 3, 30; plant will open My 10, 30;
plans to tap fields in 2 counties Jl 22,
30; refinery starts operation here Ag 2,
30; take basin test Ag 20, 30; Arnott's
well Ag 27, 30;_midway dome Ag 28, 30; dry
creek Ag 29, 30; pools of crude Ag 30, 30;
organization of Montana independent
petroleum O 26, 30;
PLAYS stand on oil O 25, 30; dägher O 25, 30;
200 at meeting O 31, 30; oil & arsceon well
outlook near here N 2, 30; happy hollow N
15, 30; offices opened D 9, 30; see prosperit
D 13, 30; dealers study federal code D 14,
33; price costs Ja 16, 31; value of oil Ja
17, 31; state's possibilities Ja 18, 31;
Lake basinJa 27, 31; lease beaten F 19, 31;
construction entails over $10,000,000 F
28, 31; beartooths acreage Mr 1, 31; Kerin-
Sunburst fire Mr 2, 31; deep test at dry
creek Mr 3, 31; gas line work to start Mr
12, 31; Buffalo basin Ap 22, 31; oil men will
back road demount Ap 22, 31; gas light Jn
3, 31; new test Nov 11, 31; gas
line expansion Jl 6, 31; test well in Laurel
area Jl 10, 31; strike starts soon near
park Jl 15, 31; gads in crude oil levy Ag
7, 19, 31; Laurel well Ag 13, 31; Mont. pow-
er to supply gas Ag 16, 31; Garland well Ag
20, 31; stations boost gasoline prices C 29,
N 8, 9, 31; plan campaign D 5, 6, 31;
ghastly at Dry Creek D 21, 22, 31; two sent
drop F 26, 32; Spokan-Laurel wildcat My
11, 32; cut bank N 4, 32; Farrant-Ulenock N 5,
32; alas in Keven crude D 3, 32; study
crude drop D 21, 32; cut bank D 25, 32; Dry
Creek Ja 5, 33; house supports refinery plans
F 5, 33; prices cut 2, cents Jn 2, 33;
autofuel sale legal O 22, 33; Conoco group
visits Jn 18, 34; pipe line replacement
Ja 27, 34; new line sought Ag 18, 35; C.H.
Brown dies S 13, 35; Glacier production Co.
D 2, 36; Messer dome D 13, 36; second well
in county Ja 26, 37; Beartooth reserve camp
Ag 1, 37; see also Gasoline, Naturalgas.
Names of companies, e.g. Stock Oil co.,
Independent petroleum assn., Continental
oil co., Ohio oil co., Beartooth Oil co.,
Glacier production co., Resolve oil co.,
PETROLEUM LAW court holds gas law not valid
Jn 20, 33;
PETS cat contest Ap 29, 30; see also dogs
Petitbone, G. robbery S 7, 30;
Pettit, A. liquor trial Ap 3, 35;
Pettit, A. trial of police officer Jl 13, 14, 33
Pettit, A. dies D 21, 22, 35;
Pettit, J.A. assigned Glendive post Ja 14, 31;
Pettit, L. eight revive fines O 22, 37;
Petzer, J. youths sentenced Ja 2, 31;
Petzoldt, W.A. Scottish rite reunion My 20, 37;
scout honored bantist missionary My 30, 37;
honored D 11, 12, 38;
Peyran, P.H. Holly farm N 29, 31;
PETOTE places worshipper in the mood for com-
ming O 1, 39;
PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOC. meeting Jl 11, 12, 9, 33;
meeting Jl 17, 35; Petum to speak Jn 7, 36;
PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOC. CONT. meeting Jn 21, 23-25, 36;
Phelps, R. pipeline work S 15, 30;
Phelps, R. lacrnt charge dismissed N 17, 34;
Phelps, R. rodeo work F 22, 31;
Phelan, D.J. enters for state rep. Jn 10, 30;
files renomination petition My 23, 38;
Phelan, J.F. suicide Ap 2, 31;
Phil, B. battery Ap 6, 32;
Phillips, L.K. supreme head daughters of Nile S 5, 31;
Phillips, A.G. dies D 11, 37;
Phillips, H.W. dies F 18, 39;
Phillips, H. & M. find bodies Ap 26, 30;
Phillips, P.C. asked to quit S 12, 39;

PHILLIPS CO. Montana - looking backward N 15, 31;
Philpatt, K.W. steal, kill helper O 20, 35;
Phoenix, J. explosion N 21, 35;
PHOTOGRAPHY chapanee district Ag 27, S 11, 33; the snapshot grill in J 9, F 6,13,20, 38;
camera craftsmen S 24, 39;
PHYSICIANS & SURGONS clinic held My 6, 30;
meet J1, 30; noted Helena doctor dies F 25, 35; Andrus dies Jn 19, 35; eye & ear specialists meet F 9, 36; Watkins dies F 9, 36; early Mont physician dies D 24, 36; meet J 1-3, 38; Zimmerman dies F 9, 39;
Pickens, J.M. electrification work to start J 23, 37;
Pickens, J.M. named to fair board Ja 1, 33;
Fair board F 28, 34;
PICKERING, J.M. DA класс in gas explosion My 2, 37;
Pickering, F.G. dies D 8, 34;
Picking, R. murder My 21, 31;
PIONEER Iowa's Ap 13, 34;
Porchester, W. dies C 11, 32;
Porcher, W. says J 17, 44;
Pierce, J. bandits shoot Fromberg man Jn 6, 31;
Pierce, J. debate Ap 26, 35;
Pierce, J. youths to rule Jn 13, 36;
Pierce, K. packing coll blazes O 12, 36;
Pierce, R. cave-in at dam S 4, 37;
Person, G.V. dies Ap 25, 35;
Person, J. attack Apr 11,12, 31;
Person, J. dies 7, 31;
Person, M. burglaries in 5,7, 36;
PICOLE-MONTANA CO. sells stores F 21, 31;
Pigott, C.T. dies O 13, 36;
Pigott, H.H. stock industry S 12, 30;
Pilgeram, W.P. nomination as house speaker Ja 7, 8, 35;
Pinchot, G. visits Jn 30, 37;
Pioneer memorial tablet here Jn 22, 28;
PIONEER PARK board approves improvements O 15, N 5, 31; petition launched soon Jn 4, 6, 34; swimming pool appeal refused Mr 12, 36;
PIONEERS Allen dies Mr 24, 30; Crowe dies Mr 27, 30; Cormick dies Jn 3, 30; Vanderbrook, pioneer priest, dies p 6, 30; Beall dies Ap 17, 30; pioneer who crossed plains in '64 dies My 5, 30; Sharlay dies Jn 9, 30; Issac dies Ag 2, 30; Sanford dies Ag 3, 30; Cowlen, Edwards - reveal justice miscarriage Ag 29, 30; to speak during sessions Ag 3, 9, 16, 30; settled here in 1877; O 2, 30; Mo - Girl dies O 3, 7, 9, 30; Bailey dies S 23, 30; Dunne, dies N 11, 30; Fred Sweetman, veteran rail worker dies 5, 13, 30; Livingston hobo leader N 21, 30; A.K. Miles festival at Livingston D 11, 20, 30; came to city 12 years ago D 14, 30; Sandbar Brown, famous writer, dies Ja 17, 31; Binion epic of early day western cattle trails Mr 1, 31; editor tells about boothill Mr 1, 31; pioneer dies at Laurel Mr 17, 31; pioneer dies Mr 22, 31; Lansing dies Mr 23, 31; Recalls bozeman party gold search Mr 29, 31; Clarke, among first settlers Ap 2, 31; recalls cowboy retribution My 3, 31; woman dies at Park City My 12, 31; blow-in-glass pioneers came west in 4 packets My 24, 31; Bowin, dies Jn 1, 31; veteran soldier knew gen. intimately Aug 1, 31; death ends business, civic career My 2, 30, 1,31; M'Farlin, local printer, dies My 1, 31; jurist Judge goss, dies Jn 9, 31; victim of heat Jl 23, 31; Pitman weeps Ag 16, 31; early settler dies Ag 23, 31; RECALLS Boreman trail events Ag 30, 31; Porcher, dies S 12, 31; Wannaker dies N 28, 31; local golfers gem while bear hunting N 29, 31; Goss, dies D 7, 31; dentists office looted - (Allen) D 14,17, 31; GAR Chietain, Ellis dies D 15, 31; Huxton, dies Dec 27, 31; Nicholson, Indian fighter dies D 23, 31; Photographer preserved vanishing west Ja 3, 31; Todd dies Ja 4, 32; pioneer dies Ja 6, 32; Salisbury dies Ja 9, 32; Pioneer dies at Lewistown Ja 14, 32; Littlepage dies F 1, 32; local woman dies F 29, 32; gazettes tell of old-timers Mr 21, 32; Virginia City, native tells of Mont. gold rush My 27, 32; Local pioneer dies Mr 31, 33; Lyle, dies Ap 1, 32; Musselshell pioneer dies Ap 29, 32; local woman dies My 14, 32; woman dies Jn 4, 32; opportunity and
PIONEERS CONT. pioneer dies Ju 12, 32; 
three lost clothes—serenity failed Ju 
32, 32; "best days of life" Ju 10, 32; pioneer dies Ju 17, 32; to plan for meet 
Ag 6, 32; foster dies 0 10, 32; early 
resident dies 0 10, 32; pioneer dies 
at Froenberg 0 31, 32; Felkey, first Mont. 
white child N 7, 32; H. Farlin, Early 
printer, dies D 12, 32; Shanks dies D 24, 
32; judges die D 28, 32; Wunderlin, 
mining pioneer, dies F 9, 33; Frost, westem 
guide F 19, 33; woman dies F 28, 33; 
pioneer dies in big timber W 27, 33; 
Huston, dies Ap 16, 33; editor dies in 
Butte Ap 29, 33; Sheepman dies Ag 26, 33; 
railroad man dies 8 8, 33; Ross, Lumber 
man dies 8 8, 33; pioneer dies 8 8, 33; 
Duckworth dies 0 10, 33; Stillwater pioneer 
tells uncle Bill Hamilton's experiences 
O 15, 33; Pres. dies O 16, 33; local 
pioneer dies O 16, 33; former city resident 
dies N 14, 33; Cardwell dies N 17, 33; 
Sawyer, J.J. dies 8 8, 33; Chapman, J.M. 
dies D 19, 33; Doyle, J.A. dies D 31, 33; 
J.J. Baldwin's appointment is announced 
D 31, 33; Schneider saw "early life—Fort 
Shaw" Ja 4, 34; local pioneer dies Ja 10, 
34; local pioneer dies Ja 26, 34; matron 
dies Ja 27, 34; convention Ja 28, 34; 
local woman dies Ja 29, 34; editor dies 
Ja 31, 34; officers in territory F 4, 34; 
stay on upper Pryor creek F 11, 34; Army 
life at Frontier posts F 11, 34; Gody to 
honor famous scout F 25, 34; came west 
asking boy F 25, 34; PIONEER dies 
mosquito area Fr 3, 34; tells about Calamity 
Jane Fr 4, 34; resident dies Fr 9, 34; 
woman dies Fr 17, 34; woman dies Fr 18, 34; 
man dies Fr 18, 34; cowboys looka 
back Fr 19, 34; annual meet Fr 24, 34; 
woman dies Ap 11, 34; began came 
from Minnesota Ap 15, 34; experience in saving 
pay roll by 4, 34; trip over Bozeman trail 
in 1866 by 6, 34; Gen'rs Haskin's journey 
Sioux City in "78" by 6, 34; Allen dies 
by 7, 34; treasure state pioneers by 27, 
34; stove oven forms escape from Indians 
arrows by 27, 34; Bald of Kendrick was 
ranger rider Ju 3, 34; white battlefield 
guide, recalls winter Ju 1, 34; redoubt 
trip to early Yellowstone park Ju 1, 34; 
rode southwest cattle trail in 1870 Ju 8, 
34; woodcutting on lower Yellowstone Ju 
15, 34; he knew "big, the kid & others 
J.L., 34; burned out one hill singlehanded 
Ju 15, 34; fur traders helped freight, con- 
struction material at 12, 34; Morton dies 
Ag 29, 34;
22, 25; Rockefeller few months older
24, 25; dedication at Bridger Ag 24, 25;
35; resident dies Ag 26, 35; fur traders
31, 35; rancher tells experiences S 15,
35; Swin sailed to St. Louis in 1904 S 22,
35; woman dies S 23, 35; Fort Peck Lake
S 29, 35; walk, dies S 25, 35; Fort's
First white child dies S 17, 35; Cupton
dies S 30, 35; Crimmings dies S 31, 35;
came overland in 1877 N 3, 35; Local
pioneer dies N 9, 35; pioneer dies N 10,
35; pioneer dies N 10, 35; pioneer dies
near Abarookee N 11, 35; pioneers meet
to discuss drive N 11, 35; pioneer woman
dies in Fortyo N 21, 35; George Mason
dies D 10, 35; local woman dies D 10, 35;
story of westward trek D 22, 35; Swinow
sheepman dies D 29, 35; Tschirr, rancher
dies Ja 6, 36; woman dies F 3, 36; pioneer
dies F 11, 36; school head dies F 12, 36;
pioneer dies F 15, 36; merchant dies F
17, 36; woman dies F 18, 36; woman dies
Mr 13, 36; pioneer dies F 23, 36; pioneers
banquet Ag 4, 36; woman dies Ap 18, 36;
pioneers dies at Pocatello Ja 21, 36;
exposition Ag 13, 36; Mickey, dies Ag 25,
36; Shelby man chosen state leader S 5,
36; Caldwell dies S 15, 36; rosebud events
S 16, 36; Shiley, A.B. dies N 15, 36;
Johnston, A.W. dies N 26, 36; resident dies
D 9, 36; memorable snowstorm Mr 7, 37;
Newman, W.H. dies Br 20, 37; Taylor shear
beavers Br 21, 37; annual meet Br 28, 37;
Yegen, Peter Sr. dies Ap 10, 37; cattle-
man dies Ap 10, 37; E/F/21/21/21/21;
pioneer dies Ap 17, 37; woman dies Ap 24, 37;
Hogan dies by 1, 37; walk dies by 18, 37; Jacobs
dies Ja 30, 37; Mill dies Ja 8, 37;
Batterson dies by 1, 37; figure of mining
camps in face of possible death Ag 8, 37;
pioneer dies Ag 18, 37; constitution
framer dies S 22, 37; Hilger dies S 17,
37; oldest native son dies S 10, 37; woman
dies D 20, 37; Coulson woman dies D 27,
37; woman dies D 31, 37; Sheepman dies
F 1, 38; Spencer dies F 24, 38; first
native son dies Mr 11, 38; Cook 102 of Big
Timber dies Mr 18, 38; Big Timber man dies
Mr 25, 38; Lamport (Mrs) dies Mr 15, 38;
Putter, R.W. dies Mr 6, 38; Putnam, F.S.
dies Mr 17, 38; Laid, J.W. dies Ja 24,
38; Goulding dies Mr 21, 38; Putnam, S.
dies Mr 30, 38; Lamport, L.L. dies Ag 23,
38; Williams, C.M. dies Ag 30, 38; O'Brien
dies S 20, 38; Madison dies S 16, 38;
pioneer dies S 18, 38; pioneer dies Ag 24,
38; pioneer dies Ag 24, 38;
Poinsetter, J.R., Hawaiian ruler Mr 2, 34;
POISONING, die of alcohol poison Ja 2, 31;
falls woman Ja 2, 31; girl robbed, polonned
N 17, 31; Great Falls deaths Ja 22, 24, 35;
Palatz, M., poison plot Ja 23, 35;
POLICE believe victim insane F 19, 30; Sheriff
dies F 23, 30; Gaunt ordered fine D 16-19
1930; believed at of afflack Jn 20, 31;
gird for red clashed Ap 30, 32; Dunn's
fight for 40 yr, with wanted man D 3, 33;
pay law will cost $2,400 Mr 1, 35; Vance
dies Mr 12, 35; Murphy hurt, dice S 28,
27, 1937; Boley to meet Stephenson Jl 23,
30; add two men Ag 15, 36; reveals staff
N 26, 36; patrol Billings Jl 13, 37;
early experiences Jl 25, 37; Straw dies
Mr 20, 38; open training school My 2, 38;
King dies Mr 29, 38; Buckner dies D 27,
38; four new officers names S 27, 39;
POLICE force largest in history N 26, 39;
POLICE Commissioner Wise named Ja 26,
1938;
POLICE, LAMSTED, Chief suspended, confiscated
booz in 30, 30;
POLICE dogs swat, swipe... 0 24, 37;
POLICE PROTECTON ASSOC. meet S 19, 21-24, 37;
POLICEMAN's Ball through attends F 23, 32;
Fiehla, H. liquor sale Ap 6, 35;
Poling, D. speaks S 29, 30, 32;
POLLING, official's refuse demand to
close schools S 11, 34; close Sheridan
schools S 21, 37;
Polish, J. & Erie. two killed 0 18, 37;
POLITICAL CAMPAIGN see in months preceding
elections see also names of campaigners.
POLITICAL CAMPAIGN: three parties meet My 1,
32; gather by 16, 32;
POLITICS shifts to atlantic seaboard Ap 12, 36;
PALM TREES to be resumed F 15, 39;
Polly, W. back pay case F 2, 37;
Polewica, J. & L.T. shooting D 11, 38;
Polson, MONTANA, jubilee Jn 21, 30;
pot of gold D 18, 31;
Polson dam cave-in D 4, 37; 90% complete
S 5, 37; home stretch 0 24, 37; dedication
Ag 6-8, 36;
Pomeroy, H. defeat Polson team My 12, 32;
POMERS O'S blockchain question on name of landmark
N 13, 38; reserved by Fort Peck soldiers
Jl 23, 39;
POULIN COUNTY looking backward D
6, 31;
POULIN EXPRESS completes run Sat. My 22, 38;
relay plans complete by 0 29, 30, 31;
Poorman, W.H. dies Apr 30, 34;
Pope, J.B. named to state control survey
Jn 3, 33;
Pope, J.P. manslaughter Ag 15, 35;
Pope, J.P. sentence suspended O 16, 35;
POPE, Pius, diocesan meet D 9, 34;
Poppick, M., plane missing S 27, 38, 38;
POPPY DAY aid vets My 22, 37;
Poppick, J.W. theft My 18, 19, 33;
Poppick, J.W. jail break Ap 5, 6, 35, 35;
taken Ap 12, 35;
Poppick, M.A. holdup O 29, 31;
POPULATION census Ap 15, 17-20, 22-24, 27, 29, 30;
My 1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 16, 22, 28; Jn 1, 1930; six
state cities in 10,000-class Jn 22, 30;
males far in excess of females S 6, 31;
local population 22,000 D 2, 37; school
census reveals 4% gain Ja 5, 38; see also
under names of towns, counties etc.
POPULATION, W.T.O. shows gain Jn 18, 30;
PORTER, Dies of inquest of winter of 1896-97 F 28;
Porter, F.A. suicide Ja 3, 36;
Porter, H. holdup Jl 30, 31, Ag 2, 1931;
POSSIBILITIES after Kidnappers My 15, 34;
Post, W. visitor 0 31, 34;
POST OFFICE Clerks, FEDERATION of meeting Jl
16, 19, 32; to meet here Ag 20, 22-24, 34;
POSTAL SERVICE routing changed Ap 10, 30;
mall service to be extended Ap 18, 39;
POSTERS, ASS'N, hold meet Jn 16, 18, 19, 38;
open session Jl 7, 8, 36;
Potato production falls bins at Dillon D 24, 37;
Pottier, C.E. heads of H H Ag 16, 34;
Pottier, C.E. resigns H H leadership F 11, 34;
A-H twenty-fifth annual My 17, 35;
Pottier, F. death unavoidable Jn 30, 35;
Pottier, J. health survey My 2, 37;
Poultry Growerer's ASS'N Butte woman exhibits
Ja 16, 18, 30; elects leaders F 14, 30;
meat Ja 6, 35; turkey prices show increase
D 11, 35;
Poultry raisers meet Ja 14, 15, 37; youth
develops profitable vocation D 23, 34;
Poultry Show Ja 13, 19, 30;
Powder River Story of measles Ap 16, 39;
Powder River County proposed highway Jl 3, 35;
Powell, A. dies O 10, 34;
Powell, B. dies D 6, 34;
Powell, B. talks N 20, 34;
Powell County Montana Looking backward Jl 12, 31;
Powell, W.D. income from farming Ag 4, 35;
Pozega, N.J. boxer dies O 17, 30;
Prattorius, E.W. church session Ap 21, 36;
FRAIRIE CounTY Montana looking backward F 22, 31;
Prairie Fires see Fires, Prairie
Pratt, J.W. find two dead D 11, 38;
Pray, C.N. adjourns court Ja 22, 30; arrives
here to open federal court Jn 15, 17-22, 30;
PREACHER, J.B. drowns in Missoula D 14, 30;
PRAYER: C.N liquor laws Ja 25, 31; 59 abatement
cases F 5, 31; 40 liquor cases Ja 24, 32;
sentences 2h F 1, 33; federal treason jury
jury call Mr 31, 35; federal court opens Jn 14,
36; set Williams’ hearing Ap 11, 37; court
opens 0 10, 37; court opens Jn 5, 10, 36;
court opens D 9, 15, 15, 30;
PREHISTORIC ANIMALS new specimen Jl 27, 31;
city rich in fossils N 22, 31;
PRESCIENTIFIC CHURCHES Jackson named moderator
0 9, 30; speakers address 0 8, 10, 11, 30;
honor former pastor Ag 30, 31; moderator
speaks 0 6, 33;
PRESIDENT OF ASA. Forsyth makes bid for meeting
Ag 24, 29, 29, 31; meeting, Miles City Ag 20,
30, 31, 34; meeting Forsyth Ag 11, 32; Cooney
speaks Ag 17-19, 20, 1933; names Draper chief
2 2, 34; meeting Ag 30, 31, 35; names officers
2 1, 35; meetings Red Lodge Jl 12, 36; meet-
Red Lodge Ag 12-16, 36; Kelly, H.J. pres.
8 5, 37; Frank Kerr speaks 8 14, 37;
Prewitt, R. hurt in plane crash S 27, 36;
Price, B.L. elected to fill board Jl 1, 31;
Price, B.L. appointed to fish & game commission
My 28, 32; appointed to board F 25, 26, 37;
Price, M. fails to heed halt commands D 30, 31, 32
A 1, F 9, 1933;
Price, O.E. spring show envoy F 10, 31;
Prickett, O.B. chairman of commission Ja 6, 31;
heads commission Ja 30, 32; commission opens
business meeting. Ja 10, 33; head of
commission Ja 8, 35; dies Ja 13, 37;
Priestly, C.D. hurt in derailment Ag 10, 35;
Prindle, S. child, hurt Ag 5, 30;
PRINTERS UNION strike My 17, 34;
PRISON BREAKS convict slain in Missoula S
10, 37;
PRO-AMERICA meeting My 20, 30;
Prochnoj, W. exonerated for slaying bandit
My 23, 30;
PROHIBITION see Liquor laws, Liquor violations,
alleged enemies for prohibition, Allied
forces for prohibition.
PROHIBITION REFORM WEEK open prohibition reform
week in Billings Mon. Jn 5, 32;
PROPERTY TAXES $92,929,696 Jl 6, 35; increase
to be 3.4 mills Ag 13, 35; cut possible Jl
5, 38;
SALES TAXES Lovelace attacks proposal D 10,
33;
SAVING CREEK place of religious devotion F 28,
33; flood Mr 4, 30;
SAVING MOUNTAINS fires, Wyo. Jl 9, 36;
PUBLIC LANDS private initiative Ja 6, 31;
stockgrowers’ assoc. policy My 10, 31;
PUBLIC OFFICERS PENALTY LAWS penalties bill
given approval F 17, 33;
PULCHER, C.I. dies Jl 18, 35;
PULIC WORKS ADMIN appoint R.M. Hart Jl 27, 33;
Cooney will seek funds S 26, 33; 52 seek loans
D 2, 33; requests state continue projects D
13, 33; state projects given approval F 27,
25, 1934; postpones bids Mr 23, 34;
officials to visit Red Lodge Ap 19, 34;
Dana attacks new deal foes Ap 22, 34; Dana
speaks Ap 22, 34; Forsyth irrigation job
Jl 20, 34; state projects discussed Jl 21, 34;
experts early selling of bonds Jl 22, 34;
spend large sums on state Jl 25, 34; contacts
to be let soon Ag 1, 34; 13,000 PWA jobs Ag
8, 38; seven projects A 8, 34; meeting Ag
17, 34; meet Ag 21, 34; annex at Galen Ag 23,
34; job letting N 15, 34; meeting Ja 20, 35;
projects survey Ja 26, 35; 15 projects Ja
29, 35; project bids letting F 6, 35; city
bailiffs half million F 10, 35; contracts hit
$8,000,000 Mr 14, 35; push program Mr 26,
35; Normal school plan 40, 35; state third
in survey Ap 24, 35; data on works aid My 26,
35; director urges speed Jl 16, 35; application
deadline Ag 22, 35; funds to build army My
24, 35; contracts to be let N 22, 35; fund
for rail crossings Jn 25, 35; lists state
projects S 3, 35; deadline extended S 6, 35;
halt requests projects stand 0 3, 15, 36;
hang job 0 27, 36; $65,000,000 loan Ag 13,
37; projects given approval Ag 25, 27, 37; offices
will be closed 0 31, 0 12, 37; federal money
for city hall Jn 25, 38; improvement grant
approved S 15, 38; city hall plans D 3, 38;
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT BILL opposes bureau set-
up Mr 15, 37;
PULP & PAPER INDUSTRY Polson seeks construction
F 1, 33;
Pulcell, R.R. O’Donnell is appointed board
member Ja 21, 34;
Pulcell, R.R. will receive medal Mr 21-23, 30;
Purcell, R.J. honor war veteran Mr 9, 30;
PURIFIA. HENRIRRAGICA rare melody taken 113
of cheyenne man 0 14, 30;
Puimans, W.A. Allied 0 16, 17, 36;
Putnam, W.S. pioneers repeat vows Ag 16, 33;
PYTHIAN SISTERS form auxiliary Ap 7, 34;
Queally, M. charge Casper officials are conspirac
My 2, 33; run conspiracy Jl 26, 27, 33;
Quedado, F. acquit filipino Mr 30, 35;
Quinn, W.D. Jailbird Jl 3, 38;
Quinn, F. gun fray Jl 3, 32;
Rademacher, A. dies of burns N 25, 32;
RADIO dedication boosts state N 29, 31;
RADIO STATIONS power doubled O 4, 30;
Radon, D. slaying S 26, 31; death penalty F 4,
32; Appeal: F 13, 32;
NADonovich, D. see Radon, D.
Rac, K.L. dies 6y 16, 30;
Bagonovich, M. quarrel about card game ends
in Gobo slaying 6 2, 31;
Baggade, W.B. Gov't operates on duty income
F 20, 30;
Rahn, A. guest of local group D 22, 23, 38;
visits Ap 21, 39;
Rahn, C.A. chosen commerce club head Ja 26, 30;
selected for shippers meet Jl 15, 16, 31;
chairman for state division Jn 27, 34;
Daff, F. robberies Ja 3, 32;
RAIN RATES loses battle in rail rate case
F 14, 33;
RAIN REGULATIONS measure beaten F 5, 35;
RAIN RATES faster service slated Mr 21, 30;
same time for orders Mr 27, 30; prospects
bright My 2, 30; park schedules Jn 17, 30;
freight rate meet Jl 23, 30; G.N. to permit
cattle browsing Ag 21, 30; N.P. schedule
changes 0 26, 30; changes in schedules Ap
26, 31; increase in Jl bookings My 14, 31;
drought relief freight rates Ag 21, 31;
discuss freight rates N 20-22, 26; D 2, 31;
announce rates Ja 1, 32; efforts to secure at
rates Jl 29, 32; freight rates case to court
Jn 27, 32; slide in bitter roots F 25, 33;
revise freight levies N 1, 33; car loading
rate cut 4 Ja 9, 34; contract for rail bridge
F 2; 3/4 new service opens Ag 26, 34; res
sumed after lengthy delay Jl 11, 35; carloadings
show increase N 13, 35; better service
sought Jl 1, 36; new park rail service N
19, 36; house passes bill to limit trains
in state Jn 28, 37; drought relief rate
reduction D 2, 30;
MILROADS MENGAR DOGS dies Jl 3, 35; Murphy
dies N 10, 31; killed Jl 11, 35;
MILROAD WEEK telegraphers open rail rites
Ja 11, 35; observance Jl 15, 36;
MILROADS form ship by rail body 0 18, 32;
used of competition D 4, 32; Spar project
be started 0 23, 33; car shipments gain
Ap 23, 36; aid state drought areas Jn 28, 36;
see also Names of Railroads, e.g. Burlington,
Great Northern, Northern Pacific
Golden Spike ceremony.
MILROADS ASS'N reconditioning requires addi-
tional personnel Ap 25, 37;
MILROADS, HISTORY early tragedies of rail-
roading Jn 26, 38;
Bussack, F.O. events on Bozeman trail Ag
30, 31;
MILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY unusual shipments. Ag
22, 37;
RAINBOW GIRLS open sessions Ag 4-7, 36;
Raines, R. scheduled to stand 7 Ja 1, 32;
RAIN IN THE FACE hoped to pray for friend Jl 31,
32; gained revenge on the Little Big Horn
Jl 11, 33;
Railey, H.E. Jr. selected druggists head Jl 12,
33;
Ramirez, P. murder Ag 2, 26, 30, 32, 34;
Ransey, J.M. proofs of the Wild Jl 20, 30;
Moose elect Jl 31, Ag 1, 37;
Rand, C. speaks Ap 11-13, 39;
Randall, B. tells of early experiences S 15, 35;
Randall, D. retires N 4, 34;
Randall, E. suicide Ja 2, 4, 30;
Randolph, J.W. guilty pleas entered S 16, 31;
RANKLAND fine condition Mr 31, 35;
Rankin, C. history of Hardin Ag 21, 39;
Rankin, T. to head air show S 19, 23, 25, 37;
Rankin, W.D. Lewitt urges reappointment F 9, 30;
Rankin, W.D. resigns N 29, 33; candidate for
senate Mr 8, 34;
Ramsay, M. relates story of discovery Ag 11, 35;
Rasch, C. named to post N 2, 33;
Rasler, C.D. dies Ap 18, 35;
Rasmussen, S. mortuary found frozen body F 2, 32;
Rasmussen, C.A. urged for state post N 4, 34;
dies 13, 39;
Rathburn, G. Groe raid 0 24, 37;
Ratkovich, N. murder D 18, 22, 38;
Rauh, R. commerce club meeting Ap 18, 31; music
meet Ag 26, 31; things musical My 22, 32;
RAVALLI COUNTY Montana—looking backward Mr 22,
31;
Ray, E.W. police chief suspended F 4, 30;
Ray, L. manslaughter Mr 30, 37;
Raymond, C. driver hits oriental Ag 21, 30;
Raymond, F.W. four dies Jl 16, 34;
Rayneor, I.R. little interest in farm census
Ja 4, 35; census staff appointed Jl 13, 35;
Read, S.C.A. rites F 4, 35;
REAL ESTATE DEALERS, MONT. ASS'N of meeting Ag
27, 28, 29;
REAL ESTATE TAXES supplemental report made
F 21, 31; senate busy with classification
F 22, 31; senate kills bill to cut land tax
both opposition votes cast N 29, 33; three
months respite given N 30, 33;
REAPPORTMENT levy will be distributed Ja 29,
31; solons take action F 12, 31; proposes bill
F 20, 31; change bill F 26, 31; bill would
cut montana house members to 61 F 1, 33;
senate spurns plan F 23, 33; senate to get
measure Ja 12, 35; house receives bill F 14,
35;
Read, M. auto in lake N 15, 32;
REDKANG odd fellows elect D 5, 31; name Red
Kang My 26, 32; meeting Ja 15, 33; select
Red Canyon 14, 33; tribute to dead Ja 15, 35;
REBEKAH CONTR. flight Jn 16, 35; meet Jn 14, 36; meet My 29, 37; elect My 30, 37;
Reckham, H.E. envoy on airline trip Mr 25, 30; dies N 19, 30;
RECLAMATION ASSOC. meeting N 22, 36; Caspar meeting 0 12-15, 37;
RECLAMATION OF LAND Cebada plans Ag 17, 30; select envoys N 30, 32; editor hits critics Ap 9, 35; meeting 0 27, 33; Hart mountain project Mr 21, 37; sowing wheat grass Jl 11, 37;
RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORP. Helena gets loan agencies F 13, 14, 32; Toole talks Ap 7, 32; benefits N 5, 32; aid quake victims N 10, 35;
RECOVERY, U.S. news follows party lines Jn 26, 36;
RECREATION Wyo. to get million dollar summer resort Ag 18, 30; many plan summer homes near Cooke highway Ja 4, 34; pioneer park swimming pool Mr 12, 36; rodeo, trout streams Jl 2, 4, 37; sleighing left and balance all 0 17, 37; activities gain in popularity F 13, 36;
RECREATION ASSOC. recreation school Ap 5, 6, 1932;
RECREATION FACILITIES recommends expansion N 29, 37;
RECREATION TRAINING SCHOOL leaders course Jn 18, 33;
RECREATION TRAINING SCHOOL many enrolled My 5, 7, 8, 9, 35;
RED CROSS membership increases F 1, 30; to seek $1,000 Ja 14, 31; nursing head to inspect Ja 25, 31; hostess firm gives $1,000 Ja 27, 31; will aid state families Ag 10, 16, 31; cuts sum to be asked of city workers 0 10, 11, 31; farmer bodies planning for food drive 0 22, 31; more than half of funds secured N 13, 31; drought relief passes million Ja 18, 32; aid for northwest S 23, 32; Erickson leads Red Cross S 24, 32; open roll call N 9, 11, 13, 14, 32; meeting S 27, 28, 35; Quake aid funds 0 23, 35; roll call N 12, 35; funds campaign N 11, 12, 17-20, 36; help 300 refugees Jn 13, 37; session 0 3, 6-8, 37; roll call N 15, 16, 37;
RED HORSE encounter on banks of Little Big Horn N 14, 37; speaks of brave leader N 14, 37;
RED LION rodeo caravan Jn 26, 27, 36; rodeo caravan Jn 24, 25, 37; rodeo caravan Jn 26, 30; caravan Jn 29, 30, 39; 604446
RED LION INQUIRY CLUB geology head to arrive Ja 3, 9, 31;
RED TRINITY CLUB WACA derbyists N 24, 25, 30;
YACA derby starts N 24, 25, 30;
Yuba city's 60th anniversary parade T 24, 25, 30;
RELIEF CONT. house adds several to payroll D 2, 4, 13, 15, 17, 22-24, 27, 29, 1933; Galen may end work at 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 19, 20, 29, 1933; CWA cut 1 Mr. 1, 34; 1,500 new working on fort peck dam Mr. 28, 34; new FERA plan Ap 6, 3; rural rehabilitation Ap 7, 3; FERA program...to start Mr. 14,16,19,20, 1934; rehabilitation supervisors named Mr. 23, 34; Cooney claims relief plans have 23, 34; Butler orders change 10, 21, 25, 34; aid expenditure is new high $8, 34; relief program approved 26, 34; sewer project 11, 34; Wheeler airs views N 13, 34; needy get food N29, 34; relief clients must take jobs D 2, 34; FERA will use packing plant of local firm D 12, 34; Holiday cheer for needy D 23, 34; relief pficers here inspected Ja 31, 34; public hearing held F 1, 35; to get large sum from works aid Ap 7, 35; FERA suspended in yellowstone Ap 9, 32; $692,074 for month's relief needs Ja 1, 35; report men on relief refuse to work 26, 35; Ja 10, 35; silver bow has most employables on relief Ag 15, 35; school board hears demand S 6, 35; $781,002 for August relief S 18, 35; quake aid funds sent Helena N 15, 35; all aid clients are given work N 20, 35; $125,000 more in relief funds D 22, 35; resettlement sessions D 4, 5, 12, 36; allot $10,000 for relief work Ja 19, 37; relief Inaugural proposal gets house approval Ja 26, 37; Social security bill progress is made F 1, 37; cash dole act Ap 1, 37; lists relief clients Ja 27, 37; books show gain in expenditures Ja 2, 38; boosts dole F 1, 3, 38; Indian annuity days Mr. 13, 38; request to cut relief burden Ja 6, 39; $75,000 bill F 9, 12, 39; clients to make clothes F 12, 39; campaign to help finish relief people D 9, 39; see also Federal Emergency Relief Admin. Federal Aid, Drought Montana, Relief Commission Yellowstone Co. Relief, Commission.

RELIEF, COUNTY to open commissary D 4, 31;
RELIEF, INDIAN hearing is set Mr 15, 29, 30;
RELIEF, FLOOD--county gives $721 flood aid Ja 27, 28, 38;
RELIEF LAWS body revises relief, water funds request Mr 1, 39;
RENEWALS Club pay fallen tribute 0, 1, 33;
Renfro, T. sportmen elect 10, 19, 31; state treasheeh 10, 20, 35; trapsehoot 10, 21, 22, 35;
Renee, L. jail break 10, 16, 37;
Rennie, W.T. resigns N 27, 34;
Reno, M.A. retreat to refugee hill Ag 19, 34;
Renwick, M. dies D 10, 35;

Remark: B. files for U.S. senate Mr 22, 34;
Renny, G. murder Ja 7, 34;
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION Ag 21, 8 2, 34;
REPUBLICAN PARTY draw GOP summons Mr 25, 30;
Galen files Ap 13, 30; platform convention set Ag 20, 30, 1930; leaders gather S 20, 30; convention O 4, 30; Galen, Lewitts to speak O 26, N 1, 1930; Lewitt speaks N 1, 30; Hurdin GOP rally N 2, 30; Scanlan looks for victory N 2, 30; control both-houses N 6, 30; GOP debt nearly paid 27, 31; for referendum on prohibition Mr 18, 32; Dowlin manages 3, 32; advances Curtis program 2, 32; Roosevelt tops reeley 0 6, 7, 36; bright outlook 27, 34; dinner Ag 8, 11, 34; leaders will attend Ag 11, 34; Dillavou for chairman Ag 12, 34; prepare for elections Ag 25, 34; speed up drives 0 25, 34; forester wins 0 30, 34; vote campaign N 5, 4, 34; hope for legislative slayage N 6, 34; meeting Ji 15, 35; meeting Ag 8, 35; session Ag 15, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 35; to meet S 21, 20, 35; meeting 0 2, 24-27, 35; Dillavou given chairmanhip 0 18, 35; sees win Mr 3, 36; dinner Ap 7, 17-19, 1936; head to visit Ja 24, 25, 36; meeting Ag 2-5, 36; Dakotas to speak 0 11, 36; outline program 0 18, 36; rally N 1, 36; vridges to speak 12, 37; plan 0 3, 37; dinner 0 10, 24, 25, 30, 34, 1037; vice chair of reeleyists to speak 29, 38; gain predicted Ja 13, 38; meeting Ag 28, 39; convention Ja 21, 39; see also Young Republicans.

REPUBLICAN RALLY 0 25, 26, 36;
REPUBLICAN STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEE meeting 0 25, 30;
REPUBLICAN STATE #1 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE meeting Mr 16, 27, 28, 39;
REPUBLICAN WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION to meet D 7, 37;
Reach, F.A. laws to bring recovery Ja 1, 33;
RESERVE OFFICERS ASSOCI. names Monticello Ap 27, 32;
meet Ap 19, 35; convention Ap 26, My 10, 35; banquet, dance Mr 19, 35; defense week programs Mr 30, 36; wants air base F 23, 36; ejection pficers My 7, 36; great national head S 20, 37;
Rising, M. three hurt Ag 4, 30;
RESOLVES OIL Co. hits gas at 8,250 feet N 21, 30;
budget basin Ap 22, 31;
RESORTS fire destroys plunge resort Ja 12, 30;
Wyo. to get summer resort Ag 18, 30;
RESTAURANT ASSOC. food dispensing code meet Mr 2, 34;
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE BOARD grocers name officers Mr 2, 34;
RETAIL & WHOLESALE GROCERS ASSOC. code meeting F 22, 28, 34;
RETAIL LUMBERMEN'S ASSOC. meeting Jan 19, 30;

RETAIL MERCHANTS' ASSOC. state imports too
much Jan 23, 24, 31;

HEX LAUNDRY CO. burglary F 12, 30;

Remoth, C. held Mr 17, 30; Butte officers
will interview suspect M 19, 30;

Reynolds, C. to be honored Ag 16, 17, 18, 39;

Reynolds, J.R. trio killed F 10, 31;

Reynolds, J.N. opportunity and need dictated
labor Jan 5, 32;

Reynolds, M. heads GOP O 11, 30;

Reynolds, M.E. parties name delegates My 11,
32;

Reynolds, M. Reynolds GOP head O 6, 32;

Reynolds, R.B. lands special session O 15, 37;

Reynolds, R.R. speaks to chest workers O 16, 37;

Reynolds, S.G. dies My 30, 37;

Rhinehurt, C. vet Burlington man retires Jan
22, 34;

Rhoads, D. officials cited Jl 26, 30; trial
isect S 8, 30;

Rhodes, E. in state event S 14, 30;

Rhodes, J. murder suicide Jan 19, 37;

Ribria, J. stabbing My 9, 37;

Rice, C.S. delivers Poly baccalaureate My 28,
34;

Rice, J.W. two met death N 12, 33;

Rice, W. six buddies of war form outfit Mr
22, 30;

Rice, S.D. given school post Ag 29, 33;

Richard, W. collected specimens of wild life
Ja 10, 32;

Richards, D. shot S 26, 32;

Richards, D. shooting & robberies D 9, 32;

Richards, D.E. wool market Mr 29, 30;

Richards, E. two killed Ja 30, 38;

Richards, P.E. killed Jl 30, 34;

Richards, W. dies My 2, 34;

Richardson, A. jail break F 7-9, 12, 38;

Richardson, E.A. dies Ag 24, 30;

Richardson, E.J. robberies Jn 23, 36;

Richardson, E. roundup mill robbery F 4, 37;

Richardson, H.L. dies D 17, 37;

Richardson, W. burglary D 31, 37;

Richardson, W. prisoner wounded F 6, 38;

Richardson, W. burglary Ap 15, 38;

Richey, R.E. killed S 6, 33;

Richey, C. autopsy held S 14, 37;

RICHLAND COUNTY Montana-looking backward
Ja 26, 31;

RICHLAND COUNTY FAIR S 2, 35; 8,300 attend
S 10-13, 30; S 7, 30; S 8, 9, 37;

Richmond, N.L. heads phone co. Ja 18, 35;

Richard, H.E. study of airport hangar cost
F 14, 30;

Ricken, A. recover body Jl 26, 30;

Riddell, W. named to lands post My 22, 36;

Riddle, A.R. badly burned Ja 21, 31;

Riddle, C. & J. & N. saved from asphyxiation
Ja 19, 38;

Riddle, J. cheats death Ja 14, 34;

Ridgely, H.S. dies Ap 9, 37;

Ridgeway, R. noted engineer recalls events
Jl 24, 32;

Riding, E. shooting Mr 31, Ap 1, 36;

Rieger, D. dies N 9, 37;

Ries, R. nominated for school posts Mr 28, 35;

Rietz, J.A. murder Jl 3, 11, 31;

Riley, A. youths evade officers F 2, 3, 35;

Riley, I. stabbed Jl 15, 16, 19, 32;

Riley, A. burglary D 27, 36;

Riley, V. fatally injured Ag 22, 33;

Riley, W. burglary N 21, 34;

RIMROCK YEARBOOK gets honor O 17, 30;

Rints, K. to visit Ja 16, 17, 31;

RIONS Butte Jl 8, 30; ACM employee beaten Ag
7, 34; Laurel 8 29, 34;

Ritter, E. dies Ja 16, 34;

RIVERS EXPEDITIONS here to St. Louis in 1904
S 22, 35;

Rixon, F.P. heads pioneer body Mr 30, 30;

Roxon, F. dies Ja 14, 37;

Rizzonelli, E. killed N 26, 30;

Roach, D.J. best growers to be honored Ja 2, 44;

ROAD AGENTS fearless figure maintains calm
Ag 8, 37;

ROAD MARKERS, HISTORICAL change road markings
N 14, 35; tell history & legends O 3, 37;

ROADS policies revealed Ja 24, 30; $30,000
in budget Ap 16, 30; $400,000 allotment My
15, 30; state let road jobs Ag 14, 30;

$6,000,000 matching fund asked S 11, 30;

Erickson plans action S 12, 30; action in
Ja. S 15, 30; Yellowstone adds graveled road
N 2, 30; program passes 600-mile mark N 8,
30; smaller spans & over-pass included in
project D 7, 30; speed program D 21, 30;

Yellowstone trail opened D 23, 30; relief
funds determined Ja 9, 31; Yellowstone
gravel 96 miles Ja 7, 31; Red Point road
Ja 22, 31; 300,000 employed Ja 22, 31;

3,000 workers awarded jobs Ja 25, 31;

National parks Carbon County Ja 27, 31;

Montana road construction F 3, 31; Commerce
club gets F 7, 31; 22 Montana road projects
set F 13, 31; group number outlines S 22, 31;

open bids F 27, 31; contracts let for Mont.
roads Mr 14, 31; labor employment Mr 26, 31;

Mont. federal roads under way Ap 2, 31;

Mont. highway body schedules letting Ap 16,
31; action final unless tax passed Ap 29,
31; progress in state highway work Ap 30,
31; all-weather work My 7, 31; program under
rehabilitation act Mr 12, 13, 21, 31; women's clubs
favor laborers Mr 13, 31; Helena banks buy
warrants Ag 15, 31; oiling road to fair-
grounds S 2, 31;
ROADS CONT. finishes expanded highway work S 3, 31; half million for highways S 5, 31; first bids of year Ap 26, Mt 11, 32; congressional action Jl 12, 32; oiling program Jl 23, 32; complete state highways Jl 26, 32; third letting scheduled Ag 13, 24, S 21, 1932; similar letting held Nov 4, 0, 12, 22, 1932; Billings firm awarded work N 5, 32; Mont. strikes in road building D 18, 32; Mont. shares road building measure Jn 13, 15, 21, 33; oiling contract Jl 26, 33; projects recommended Jl 29, 33; Missouri span included Ag 24, 33; south side surfacing given approval Jl 23, 33; Yellowstone all-weather highway Mr 17, 35; meeting pushes plans Ap 23, 33; $1,000,000 in road lettings Jl 14, 26, 27, 34; million dollars on highway work Mr 17, 31, 34; road appraisal Ap 5, 34; projects employ 50 men Jn 2, 34; forest roads improvement Jl 3, 34; 10 $15,000 projects Jn 9, 34; 13 million available Jn 22, 34; 6 projects at $15,000 Jn 23, 34; n tracts to be awarded Ag 24, 34; oiling goal met Jl 19, 34; big sum on highway work 0 12, 26, 34; contract letting Jl 14, 27, 28, 34; Broadus road plan D 29, 34; Custor forest road Jl 30, 35; highway letting Ag 16, 35; $100,000,000 on new roads Ag 25, 35; Canyon gateway road S 24, 35; Mont. given $55,000 roads 0 17, 35; 2,600 mile network 0 27, 35; road parley 0 28, 35; county seeks funds Ja 22, 36; Broadus road Jl 25, 36; underpass plan F 18, 36; underpass plan F 19, 36; county road project F 27, 36; black hills, Huntley roads Ap 19, 36; east overpass open Jn 26, 36; county roads transfer Ag 4, 36; area projects finished Ag 9, 36; nine projects 0 3, 36; commissioners fight for control Ja 8, 13, 27, 37; head program F 29, 37; southeastern Mont. body drives highways 0 10, 37; Billings listed temporarily on trail My 2, 37; highway contracts let My 6, 37; state offers new way My 23, 37; highway board lets contracts My 29, 37; letting action taken by Ayers Jn 30, 37; contracts let Jl 1, 37; highway bids opened N 7, 37; trail honors chief Mr 6, 38; highway funds raising plan Ap 20, 38; committee selected to study plan Ap 27, 38; funds action taken My 15, 38; Billings firms given contracts My 27, 39; modern travel facilitates vistas Jl 10, 39; Broadus road bids Jl 28, 39; highway plans get attention S 22, 39; federal aid road system developed since 1921 D 9, 39; use of different highways 0 23, 39; funds for trio of road projects D 24, 39; see also names of individual roads: Ballantine road, Bearooth road, Black Hill road, Broaddus-Hardin, Hardin, Yellowstone, etc.

ROADS. MISSOURI COUNTY. Musselshell get funds Jn 30, 39; ROODS, WYO. interest legislators Jn 12, 31; split fund gets approval F 14, 31; highway runs in Wyo. F 6, 37; ROADS, YELLERSON COUNTY. employees pay boosted S 30, 36; Robb, D.W. holdup Jn 26, 34; ROBBERS. McDonald, R. Ja 11, 30; Crable, J. J. Jr. Ja 31, 30; Crable, J., J. Jr. & Thomas W. E. F 1, 9, 12, 30; Fleming, T. Bowers, W. Black, J. Palmer, J. F 10, 30; Rex Laundry Co. F 12, 30; Callahan, J. E. F 15, 30; Kiefly F 23, 30; Laverne Killmoy Mr 2, 30; cleaning shop is located Jn 18, 30; Miles City Copper Mr 23, 30; farm equipment firm head Jl 17, 30; kidnap machine salesman Ap 19, 30; Dinsdale, R. Fleming, W. Ap 27, 30; federal theft at Belairy My 9, 30; two prisoners off My 11, 30; two women wanted Jn 1, 30; Millers Jn 5, 30; suspect sought Jn 5, 30; negroes facing charges Jl 16, 30; double holdup Jl 23, 30; men gets Jn 29, 30; bandit suffers would Ag 26, 30; Dickson, held Jl 27, 28, 30; lottok hardware store Ag 28, 30; Dickson S 7, 30; grocer takes robber S 7, 30; Fattabone, Dawson S 9, 30; saddle stealing S 13, 30; robberies part of county 0 25, 30; bandits obtain $1,500 0 28, 30; trap bials; loot is $7,545 0 29, 30; wife of slain sheriff given post N 4, 30; bandits elude sheriff 4, 30; filling station holdup N 5, 6, 30; three suspects to return to Butte N 5, 30; Ryane, E. Smith, W. Grimes J. N 14, 30; four are held in attempt to rob hen roost N 27, 30; Little, J. & Lising D.C. D 3, 30; Sewell, J. & Luns, T. & Osmie F. & Costello, S. & Bonovich, S. D 16, 30; Callahan, G. & Flahy, J. Jr. D 25, 27, 30; bridger store scene of theft Jn 2, 31; Searle, A. & Cavanaugh, F. & Petzer, J. Ja 2, 31; Metzel, F. Ja 26, 31; stolen biplane found Jn 29, 31; robbers of Molt postoffice Ja 30, 31; Bagley, F. 15, 31; Nelson, J. Parkets, G. Mr 16, 31; large amount of stale silk Ap 9, 31; filling station loses $50 Ap 15, 31; ten box car robberies Ap 22, 31; cigar store robbery Ap 25, 31; $500 in store holdup Ap 25, 31; U.S. mail terminal Ap 30, 31; woman used as lookout My 3, 31; store loses clothing & cash My 6, 31; Lovell robbers sought My 9, 31; lock turnkey in cell & flee F 27, 30; pair arrested Richay bank My 20, 31; plea not guilty Wyo. train holdup My 21, 31; Smith, C. & Scherick, H. Jn 5, 31; Cole admits robbery Jn 6, 31; abandoned car found Jl 18, 19, 31; Reed Point Newberger, I. & F. F 23, 31; Reed Point Burton, J. & Ames, R. Jl 20, 31; Sheridan suspect is taken Jl 3031, Ag 2, 31;
ROBBERS CONT. Sheridan suspect is taken.
Jl 30, 31, Ag 2, 31, sentenced on robbery, G. & Smith, A. & Carter, J. Ag 8, 31; gunman
takes $305 Ag 9, 31; auto used by liquor
runners Ag 12, 31; man held attack charge
Ag 20, 31; seek motorists who picked up
Joliet robbers Ag 22, 31; recover stolen
auto Ag 25, 31; silk stolen Ag 30, 31; trower
drug firm S 1, 31; possese scouring Madison
County S 5, 31; thief confesses S 6, 31;
youths arrested in boy S 6, 31; youths confess
eight robberies S 9, 31; Roundup S 15, 31;
bank robbery, pair charged S 19, 31; Burlington
S 19, 31; couple get pen terms; Red Point
S 26, 31; cafe S 28, 31; Warden S 30, 31;
secrets $70 S 30, 31; Warden O 1, 31; sixty
dollars O 2, 31; $125 O 25, 31; Popovich,
M.A. & Murphy, C. held O 29, 31; $5,000
O 31, N 1, 31; Dietz, J. & McKeath, M. plead
guilty N 5, 31; $60 felling station N 5, 31;
Galagher, V.E., victim of hitchhikers N 11,
31; Harrison bank D 4, 31; Branson, P. &
Jones, D. held D 11, 31; dentist office D
1-14, 31; Carey cleared D 1-4, 31; police
seek suspect in club holdup D 22, 29, 31;
county treasure Ja 3, 32; seek Columbus
bandit trio Ja 4, 32; court house Ja 5, 32;
search for Columbus gang Ja 5, 32; Jackson,
N. gets two year term Ja 10, 32; bandit a
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # 
still off by victim N 10, 32; their
arrested in Laurel Ja 12, 32; fairgrounds
Ja 12, 32; Smith, M. & Jorgenson, O. Ja
27, 32; suspect held in Livingston Ja 29,
32; Frieda, P. given pen term F 6, 32;
Sanlin, J. & Jones, W. & Kipp, B. accused
in $6,000 robbery F 12, 13, 32; DePratto,
F. held F 20, 32; Gifford, E. aided F 23,
32; Warden bank Crawford, O.W. & Hamilton,
H. & Heys, W.W. F 25, 32; Bundy, D. is
held F 27, 32, 32; stolen auto Mr 3, 32;
Stillwater holdup trial Mr 4, 32; Heys hear-
Mr 13, 29, Ap 1, 32; Helps guilty of
trespass Ap 6, 32; Columbus Apr 11, 12, 14, 16,
18-22, 26, 1932; state closes examination
Ap 12, 32; $1,000 in Fast Helena My 7, 32;
man guzzled My 10, 32; files recall train
holdup at Red Point My 15, 32; three
sentenced My 21, 32; O'Reilly pleads guilty My 17,
32; Bundy, O'Reilly and Hamilton sentenced.
My 24, 32; Kim gets nine years Ag 27, 32;
Crawford bank My 31, 32; Kipp and Raines
take stand Jan 1-5, 32; Mathews, M. con-
fesses Jan 22, 32; sentence bank robber Jan
30, 32; Lewis, J.C. Walker, M. Jl 7, 8, 13,
32; Quinn, P. & Barber, B. Yellowstone
Nat'l park Jl 13, 32; verdict against mob
Jl 13, 32; Whitney, A. & Miller, C.C. & Rose,
J. captured Jl 18, 32; six boys detained
Jl 20, 32; Smith, J. Yellowstone Nat'l
park Jl 23, 32;
ROBBERIES CONT. Miles City Ag 19, 24, 34; man confesses Ag 26, 34; gun for bandit Ag 25;
S 1, 34; two highway robbers given prison terms S 5, 34; man kidnapped and robbed S 15, 34; Sloan, A.R. & Bertals, J. & Goorn, G. arrested S 16, 34; service station O 26, 34; Ballantine O 29, 34; Bank, W. & Green, J.D. arrested O 30, 34; Caster N 12, 34; Tabor, J. held N 15, 34; Nelson, M. robbed N 17, 34; charge against Phelps dismissed N 17, 34; Harris, J.A. identified N 18, 34; Buck, W. Riley, W. given terms N 21, 34; Stevens, J. arrested Ja 1, 35; Crabbe, F. & Evine, E. & Smith, J.A. sentenced Ja 26, Ap 25, 35; Riley, A. & Rashingsame, L. evade officers F 2, 3, 35; supreme court affirms H.B. Lake's conviction F 24, 35; Tackett, R.A. Hinson, G.L. sentenced Mr 19, 35; $11,000 is taken Mr 30, 31, 35; McKenzie, G. Mr 31, 35; McDonald, T. sought Ap 25, 35; recover loot Ap 27, 35; mexican given terms Mr 2, 35; Haines, W. arrested Mr 21, 35; Robertson, W. held My 28, 35; Lopez, J. confesses Ag 30, 35; Gillespie, T. & Parker, W. faces charge My 28, 35; Forsyth My 22, 35; Aldemex, R. held S 10, 12, 35; bank 0 24, 35; Whitfield bank N 30, 35; Harrington, H. Tannahill, H. identified D 1, 35; burglar killed D 21, 35; Hanson, A. gets away D 22, 35; Dukley, F. & Ryan, F. caught in Shelby D 23, 35; Laurel youths appear for sentencing Ja 4, 36; Jewelry thief sentenced Ja 5, 36; mail theft, Roundedup Mr 4, 36; clerk held Mr 5, 7, 36; case action slated Mr 21, 36; auto theft Ag 23, 36; Kelly given pen term 'p 26, 36; Lambert Ag 26, 29, 36; Roundedup men get terms Ja 23, 36; new evidence in Saha death Ag 8, 36; $400 Ag 13, 36; Brinham, G.H. & Rodriguez, M. & Smith, D. & Robinson, S. sentenced Ag 16, 36; § 54 N 27, 29, 36; hold up Pryor Creek rancher D 2, 9, 10, 11, 16, 36; youth confesses D 15, 17, 36; carbon youths arrested D 27, 36; youth is victim D 30, 36; youth arrested F 18, 37; officials hold youths F 27, 37; federal agents quizz men Mr 25, 37; file fugitive from warrant Mr 26, 37; Williams case Mr 27, 37; Roundedup youth Mr 31, 37; bandit shoots Billings man My 11, 37; may release negro My 12, 37; robbery is termed hoax Mr 1, 37; Spencer, J.E. confesses Mr 3, 7; Spencer Mr 8, 37; Worden Jl 31, 37; justice noted out 0 12, 37; Wyo. taxi affair O 29, 37; three held D 31, 37; Moody, W. Hughes, E. freed Ja 10, 39; Williams, T. Norris, V. Me, W. freed Ja 21, 39; trio sought F 20, 39; charge to be filed F 10-22, 39; 850 youths Mr 1, 30; Richardson gets term Ap 15, 39; Jack Embry given terms Ap 22, 38; question youths My 7, 39; boys confess My 14, 39; stage holdups Jn 12, 39; O'Connor, J. to face charge Jl 8, 39; Reed Point train hold up Jl 10, 39; Byers J 7, 39; Scott, Burt, victim, Takes-the-horse, P. & Shane, W. suspects Jn 28, 30, 31, 39; fails to hold up service station F 5, 39; Foster, W. dyes Mr 13, 39; Janisch, T., Thomas, J., Balkmore, F., Turner, E., Ap 4, 39; robbery termed hoax Jn 1, 39; burglars entice local offices Ag 11, 39; Gries, Stanley, victim Ag 13, 39; Smith, A. & Davis, W. suspect S 6, 13, 39; Good, E., Mosier, P. Saloon 'O D 3, 39; see also real agents & rustling.
Robbins, M.K. dies F 23, 36; Roberts, E.J. murder Ag 11, 39; Roberts, J. theft S 29, 32; Roberts, J. prohibition heads Ja 28, 30; Roberts, J. head raids Mr 27, 31; leads in raids Jn 27, 28, 31; raids Ja 23, 33; Robertson, B.V. sees republicans win Mr 3, 36; Robertson, C.N. banking chief F 6, 30; Robertson, W.addle theft My 28, 39; (Rohden) F., murder Ag 23, 29, D 1-5, 8, 12, 15; (16), 1937; murder Jl 9, 11-15, 39; Roberts, J. dies Jl 9, 30; Robinson, E. agents arrest four Jn 19, 35; hurt F 11, 34; Robinson, S. four receive prison terms Ag 16, 36; Robinson, W.A. suicide F 20, 30; Robie, E. shot Ag 10, 31; Robson, G. liquor case F 10, 31; Rocha, J.F. praises Billings Mr 7, 39; ROCK CREEK DAM awards contract Jn 16, 35; dam project Ag 31, 35; ROCK CREEK IRRIGATION PROJECT FWA project approved Jn 17, 35; work assured Jl 11, 35; ROCK CREEK RESERVOIR bids to be taken My 24, 35; awaits funds Ag 25, 39; ROCKY MOUNTAIN ASSOY. OF FAIRS exhibit dates D 1,19, 39; ROCKY MOUNTAINT COLLEGE See Billings Polytechnic Institute
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER CO. favor flathead project project F 14, 30; Flathead power permit is granted My 20, 21, 25, 30; Rootan tribe honors Kerr Jn 1, 30; grant tube traps power H 28, 37; ROCKY MOUNTAIN TERRITORY OIL CO. production of oil Mr 21, 39; ROD & GUN CLUB annual meet Mr 7, 8, 31; drive for members Mr 17, 31; rustic structure My 22, 31; Robley, J. arrests church officers Jn 23, 31; Robley, C.E. transferred F 1, 30; RODEO ASS'N OF AMER. Midland empire fair Jl 21, 1938;
RODEO CARAVAN boosters to arrive Jn 21, 22, 24, 25, 31; RODEO BOOSTER TOUR visit Billings Jn 26-28, 31; RODEO 200 spectators N 1, 30; Fourth of July Jl 3, 31; Jl 25-27, 30, 31, Ag 1-7, 1933; Hardin Ag 25, 27; 33; Legon Jl 18, My 2, 3; Jl 4, 31; rider hurt Jl 3, 31; 34; Legion Jl 30; 34; luncheon Ag 1, 2, 12, 14, 20; 1934; Miles City man killed 0 7, 34; pro- gram Jl 1, 3; 35; boosters Jl 18, 19, 35; racing rodeo provide thrills S 12, 35; rodeo caravan Jn 26, 27, 1935; Jl 4, Jl 1, 31; Nick Knight wins Jl 5, 30; Midland fair Jl 26, 28, 30, 31; quick appraisal sale rodeo Ag 2, 31; three-day rodeo program Ag 13, 15, 16, 31; horses play important role Ag 5, 11, 13, 15, 31; Red Lodge carnival Jn 20, 30; to attract many Jl 2, 3; cowboy vs. Broncs Jl 3, 31; rodeo time arrives Jl 30, 31; Hardin Jn 28, 31; Red Lodge Jn 29, 30, 31; 3-day holiday Jl 1-3, 31; the roughest sport Ag 6, 31; Rodriguez, M. auto crash Ag 8, 37; Rodgers, T. sentence defendants N 28, 34; Rodi, D.G. to head chest campaign 0 9, 10, 13, 15, 20, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 37; Roe, R. killed D 12, 34; Roseler, E. accident D 25, 35; Rogers, E.J. guest Ag 10, 37; Rogers, G. two score burned Ag 2, 31; Rogers, G. auto mishap D 11, 34; Rogers, R. 1th disposed of Jn 19-21, 23, 28, 31; Rogers, R. valedictory, commencement My 22, 35; ROGERS PASS highway contracts let M 6, 31; Rogers, R. tells film experiences Jn 16, 30; Rogers, W. world's best hole in ground My 29, 1931; a; ROGERS PASS bill to block highway dies Jn 31, 39; contract let Jn 30, 31; Rohleiter, E. run ring F 10, 34; Rohyfka, R. meeting My 10, 19, 39; Rohdman, R. burned Jn 26, 34; Roll, H.D. near flat bout Mr 3, 4, 37; Denney, R. shooting Jl 31, 34; Damme, M. urges cooperation in recovery work Mr 2, 34; Romney, M. tells about housing Ag 23, 34; local residents hear about housing act explained S 22, 34; Raubach, A. dies Ag 10, 36; Ronquillo, E. jailed N 22, 35; Roquejub, M. receives prison term Ag 16, 36; Roosevelt, F.D. auto tour of Fort Peck Dam 0 4, 37; Mrs. quits train for airplane here D 29, 37; Roosevelt, T. to visit states Jl 29, 31; ROOSEVELT COUNTY Montana, looking backward, F 7, 32; ROOSEVELT COUNTY CLUB of MONT. INC. selects banquet Ja 2, 35; ROOSEVELT MOUNTAIN OPENING ceremony Ag 25, 30; ROOSEVELT PASS celebrates opening F 17, 30; Roppe, A. eight fines O 22, 37; Roscoe, W.P. work on bridge job Mr 15, 30; contractors name head F 5, 37; selected for third time Ja 12, 35; Rose, J. robbery attempt Jl 1, 31; Rose, J. liquor raids Ag 1, 34; Rosson, F. legions enter; meet Jn 28, 29, 31; Rosson, T. seven injured O 31, 37; ROSENTHAL, BATTLE OF THE 55th anniv. Jn 17, 31; DAR chapter will please tablet at ceremonies Jn 10, 34; tablet to be dedicated Jn 17, 31, 39; Winnebago Indians declare three distinct fights were fought Jn 24, 39; ROSENTHAL COUNTY Mont. looking backward F 8, 31; Forsyth custer plaintiff may end case F 24, 25, 31; tax trends show increased gov't costs Jn 10, 33; ROSENTHAL COUNTY FAIR 8 9-13, 30; 8 6-9, 33; 8 11-12, 35; 8 14-16, 17, 36; 8 12-16, 37; Ag 29-30, 39; ROSENTHAL RIVER drowning Jl 21, 30; Roosevelt, W.B. to visit S 18, 20, 37; Roseler, G.L. quit boy scout post N 11, 39; Roseler, G. auto accident Jl 10, 35; Ross, A. killed Mr 18, 31; Ross, C. seven killed Mr 4, 37; Ross, D. injured Mr 29, 35; Rose, H.M. saco students stage walkout Ja 21, 3; Rose, H.M. auto accident O 22, 37; Ross, H. MEA Mr 20, 30; Ross, J. attempts suicide M 17, 31; Ross, J. grog raid O 28, 37; Ross, L. dies O 8, 33; Ross, R. electrocuted F 20, 36; Ross, T. stockmen know Ross My 22, 37; Ross, W.E. dies Mr 5, 32; Rosselle, C. run smuggling Ja 12, 31; ROTARY BOY'S BAND to play Ag 27, 37; ROTARY INTERNATIONAL Billings sends delegation My 15, 17, 30; band invited to meet Ag 25, 30; work for bill S 16, 30; tree is injured D 25, 30; seeks to build camp for crippled children F 15, 31; Schuyler head Ag 29, 31; halloween pageant O 24, N 1, 31; Christmas party D 24, 31; big horn game meet Ja 19, 32; dance F 25, 32; camp themes Mr 25, 37; British director here My 4, 32; candidate contest Ja 8, 32; Watson heads work Ag 22, 32; modernizing event Ag 25, 33; Horn elected My 16, 36; Peterson president My 1, 34; Insenman heads My 22, 34; to send auto caravan to Cooke City Ag 5, 34; conference Jn 6, 9; 35; will entertain Sheriffs Ag 14, 35; Laurel; rotary club installed D 22, 35;
ROUNDDUP boosts days of 169 Jl 7, 3; 2, 37
ROUNDDUP coal mining co. acquires mines Ag 29, 39

Rouse, E. to enter election race Mr 17, 35

Roe, J. H. re-elected by Montana club, Inc. Ap 24, 33

Rowell, E. W. charge Casper officials are
   conspirators My 2, 33; Mayor of Casper
   denies getting run money Jl 22, 23, 25, 27, 33

Rowland, J. W. cites S 14, 36
Rowland, M. B. to tour state Ap 26, 33

Roxey, M. W. dies Jn 20, 30, 31

ROYAL BUILDING rehabiling My 21, 32;
ROYAL NEIGHBORS meet Ag 20, 31; conference
My 15, 30

Rogers, G. slays children self Jl 10, 30

Rucker, T. suicide S 20, 31

Rudd, O. blast fatal My 11, 31

Rudiman, E. youth arrested F 18, 37

Rudiman, P. burglary Mr 31, 37

Rudman, J. jail break Ap 5, 9, 35

Ruffo, C. & M. & V. victim near death n 8, 37

Ruffcorn, W. relief head Mr 29, 35

Rugg, J. B. suicide Jn 14, 33

Ruler, E. mishap victim Mr 7, 36

Ruthroff, C. counterfeiting Jn 7, 24, 36

Rupert, C. A. meeting Ja 8, 11, 12, 13, 39

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION lights
   for rural sections Ag 30, 37; allot money
   for line Jl 7, 39; lines penetrate rural
   areas F 26, 39; extend electric lines S 29, 39

RURAL LETTER CARRIERS ASSOC. set meetings
Jl 16, 19, 32; meeting Jl 26, 27, 37

RURAL REHABILITATION ADMIN. advances in rural
   rehabilitation S 20, 35

RURAL SCHOOLS meet Jl 12, 36

Ravi, B. J. kidnapping 0 11, 37

Rank, O. assault Ag 20, 30

Russell, C. painting purchased Ap 11, 30; he
   gave much to art world Jn 20, 34

Russell, C. H. Roger's words reveal conception
   of hereafter D 1, 35

Russell, D. H. Ekanak to mark anniv. Ag 18, 35

Russell, E. explosion F 4, 32

Russell, H. all to enter city election race
   My 17, 35

Russell, J. damage suits Jn 1, 31

Russell, T. C. named by coal operators 0 25, 33;
   reelected Jn 16, 34

RUSSELL-MILLER MILLING CO. robbery S 5, 33

RUSSIA former Rilling man writes his view
   Jn 10, 31

RUSTLING horse thieves sentenced F 22, 30;
   youths confess Ap 28, 30; Rilling women
   held Ag 26, My 18, 30; arrest alleged thieves
   Ag 16, 30; ring broken Ag 17, 20, 30; Eastern
   case F 7, 31; five arrested My 14, 31; beef
   steak ring F 16, 32; horse rustler admits
   F 26, 33; F. Case My 16, 33; sights between
   women and rustlers numerous Ag 23, 33;
   suicide believed to be rustler Mr 13, 34;
   steal, kill heifer 0 20, 35; Jury to get
   cattle case O 31, 35; Fitzner, wife cleared
   N 1, 35; counties battle cattle rustler D 18,
   35; vengeance by vigilantes F 26, 37;
   three charged D 14, 22, 37; west redoubles
   efforts Ja 16, 38

RUSTLING, SHEEP suspects held F 15, 17, 19, 38

Ruzicka, C. chosen head Ja 29, 30; sends
   telegram to GOP head My 13, 30; good will
   trip My 23, 30; aid in naming body's manager
   Jl 27, 30; wins Caughan award Jn 3, 39; dies
   N 26, 34

Ryan, J. D. loses to state F 12, 14, 33

Ryan, M. operated on big scale Jl 26, 31

Ryan, P. two caught D 23, 35

Ryan, R. criminal cases dismissed D 1, 30

Ryan, T. M. fatally hurt Jl 20, 32

Ryan FRUIT CO. dies N 29, 30

Ryane, E. auto theft N 14, 30

Ryburn, G. auto accident Jl 11, 36

Ryder, A. here on air tour Jn 5, 30

Rye, C. acquires driver Ag 18, 35

Ryland, H. J. salesman may have been in
   eastern part of state Jn 16, 39; Ag 25, 26, 29,
   1931; Ja 29, 1932

Saari, J. A. arson Jl 26, 33

Sabin, J. two score burned Ag 23, 37

SACAJAWEA controversy about instrument Mr 31,
   35

SACO-DIVIDE house approved measure My 2, 39

SADDLE CLUB horse lovers get call S 3, 39

SAFETY FIRST contest judges named Mr 15, My 1,
   31

SAFETY WEEK to be observed O 17, 37

St. Germaine, J. seven die Mr 4, 37

St. Gregory, ORDER OF allay, Dr. L. W. to be
   honored Ja 6, 35

St. JAMES' CATHOLIC CHURCH dedicated Ap 21, 30

ST. LAMBERT'S MISSION celebrate fiftieth anniv.
   Mr. 3, 35
ST. LUKES EPISCOPAL CHURCH  
revision resigns  
N 27, 34;  

ST. PATRICK'S CATHOLIC CHURCH pulpit filled  
by O'Carroll Ja 25, 31; conference Ap 26, 32; silver jubilee My 14, 33;  

ST. PAUL & PACIFIC RAILROAD Bailey, L. & J. & J. die, Lear, G. & L. die Jn 20, 38;  

ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAL banquet Ja 12, 31; hospital to graduate My 7, 37;  

ST. VINCENT ORTHOPEDIC HOSPITAL & SCHOOL fund  
drive S 25, 36; fund campaign N 22-30, 30;  
dance to help crippled Mr 15, 31; aid drive  
N 8,14,15,17,18,20,21, 1931; firms give  
material for camp Jn 7, 32; benefit dance  
Ap 18, 33; funds campaign D 5,8,10-12,14,  
15,17,19, 1933; benefit dance Jn 23, 34;  
crippled children hear al Pearce My 6, 34;  
faces crisis 0 21,23,29, 31, N 1-4, 34;  
Kiwanians aid D 5, 34; Roosevelt ball D 11,  
34; may seek state check liquor profits Jn 5,  
35; benefit Ja 30, 35; Allard asks financial  
help F 2, 35; $700 is added F 5,10, 35;  
funds campaign S 6, 35; funds campaign O  
2, 35; funds drive 0 5,6,8,9-13, 35;  
dance  
Ja 26,30, 1936; fund drive 0 1,16,18,22,  
24,29, 1936; fund drive 0 10,27-31, N 1-7,  
1937; homecoming and founder day Ap 17,  
39; funds campaign to open 0 5,22-29, 39;  
serves wide area 0 23, 39; finance humanitarian  
enterprise D 11, 39; clinic opens My 3, 39;  
council denies zone petition Jl 12, 39;  
Shea purchases tract D 22, 39;  

Sales, B. smoke jumpers trapped Ag 7, 49;  
Sales, A.W. stock show Ja 16, 30;  
SALES, TAXES meeting of assoc. Jn 13, 34;  
protest sales tax F 23, 35; discussed in  
legislature F 9, 37; house defeats plan  
F 23, 37; Wyo. passes sales tax revision  
F 8, 39; bills meet defeat F 17, 39;  

SALT SPRINGS giant eagle circles mission  
as indians hold feast Jn 2, 30;  
Salsbury, F.A. fri. 13th not unlucky Ap 16, 39;  
Salsbury, L.B. dies Jn 9, 32;  
Salsburya J.W. resigns Jl 22, 34;  
Salsbury, W.S. dies Ja 22, 36;  

SALVATION ARMY left estate Jn 11, 30; funds  
drive N 7,9,10, 30; commissioner will visit  
My 3-4, 34; requests relief funds S 18, 34;  
fund drive S 27, 0 2,11,14-17,20,21,28,  
34; meet N 3, 34; charity drive F 2, 36;  
Samlin, J. robbery F 12, 32;  
Sampson, E. scientists arrive for heartdoot  
study--- Jn 24, 30;  
Sampsel, V.E. sampo new alderman My 3, 39;  
Sanchez, D. dies in rock slide My 4, 37;  
Sanders, W.E. dies Ag 7, 35;  

Sanderson, E. seven injured 0 21, 37;  
Sanderson, J.A. burglary F 21,22,28, 38;  

Sanderson, J.A. seven injured 0 31, 37;  
Sanderson, J.A. embrazing N 22, 33;  
Sanderson, J.P. arrest driver of truck Mr 2,  
33; Sanderson, L. to attend 4-N meet Jn 3, 31;  
outstanding member of 4- N b 4, 33;  
Sandford, N.D. fines $12,500 in boose case  
N 11, 31;  
Sadin, A.J. murder Jn 30, Jl 1,3, 8 24,29,  
1937;  
Sands, W.B. murder case Jl 10,15-17, 34;  
Sands, W.B. throw out demurrer F 7, 35;  
was duly elected Jl 25, 35;  
Sandford, H. dies Ag 3, 30;  
Saftor, A.J. Moose opening meetings Jl 30, 37;  
Sasaki, T. found dead My 6, 37;  
Sasich, L. liquor raids Ag 1, 34;  
Sasich, L. jail term Mr 29, 35;  
Saut, R. missing Ap 18, 32;  
Saunders, D.E. dies F 27, 36;  
Saurat, A. hero 0 27, 30;  
Sawin, J. killed N 15, 32;  
Sawyer, C.L. dies N 14, 33;  
Sawyer, S.B. dies D 8, 33;  
Sawyer, S.B. dies F 14, 34;  
Sayer, S.B. pioneer dies 0 24, 38;  
Sayre, H. speaks 0 3, 37;  
Sayre, H.M. RW meeting 0 4, 37;  
Scalan, J.D. GOP leaders gather S 20, 30;  
plays stand of senator on oil 0 25, 30;  
experts TOP victory N 2, 30;  
Scalan, J.D. Walsh win conceded N 5, 30;  
GOP debt nearly paid Jn 27, 31;  
Sclay, J. dies Ja 12, 30;  
Schabney, N. claims farmer's death accidental  
Jn 2, 31;  
Schacht, H. Schacht-economic autocrat Jn 25, 33  
Schaefer, H.R. accepts bureau position Jn  
30, Jl 8,22, 31;  
Schaefer, R.T. red Cross sessions 0 8, 37;  
Schaff, C.A. suicide Mr 14, 32;  
Schaffer, G. to plead insanity Jn 17, 30;  
Schrank, J. ski fans Mr 26, 39;  
Schapary, N. auto found wrecked Jn 1, 31;  
Schamle, J. sketch recalls historic toker  
game My 8, 32;  
Scherbinski, J. eight retrieve fines 0 22, 37;  
Scherick, R. robbery Jn 5, 31;  
Scherick, R. dies Ja 29, 33;  
Scheid, J. assault Ap 12, 37;  
Schild, J.M. iron lung drive Ag 3, 49;  
Schleinger, F. killed Ap 21, 35;  
Schleinger, F. car crash Ap 22, 35;  
Schleing, H. cars crash My 27, 34;  
Schlenz, B. fatally burned Jn 17, 31;  
Schmidt, T. heads my case Ja 22, 33;  
Schmokel, C. loses leg Ag 10, 30;  
Schmolk, A.J. dies Ja 10, 34;
Schneider, A.G. injured My 14, 1936; Schneider, B. drowns JI 30, 1936; Schneider, B. G. dies F 26, 1936; Schneider, C. recals early life Ja 7, 1934; Schneider, W.P. dies Jl 3, 1932; Schnitzler, J.W. here on air tour Jn 5, 1930; Schock, A. dies My 14, 1936; Schofield, R.F. candidates for trustee, Mr 21, 1933;

SCHOLARSHIPS & AWARDS Bohdes nominee Ja 6, 1936; Billings girl winner Mr 13, 1935; Laurel girls My 1, 1936; consider vital subjects F 22, 1930;

SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOC. consider vital subjects F 22, 1930; meeting Mr 22, 1930; meet N 20, 1936; meets D 10-13, 1936;

SCHOOL CHILDREN students are honored My 7, 1930; honor students Ap 23, 1932; essays Ap 2, 1933; invade city My 5, 1930;

SCHOOL DISTRICT favor farm course F 22, 1930; meeting Mr 22, 1930; Dillon head of school board Ap 20, 1930; considers proposal for new park bleachers Ag 20, 1930; Cline resigns Mr 18, 1931; financial condition satisfactory JI 14, 1931; gets annual funds D 24, 1931; contracts to 124 teachers Ap 13, 1932; denies Fowler claims Ag 11, 1933; special meeting Ag 26, 1933; board issues S 3, 26, 1933; votes to pay gas rate bill S 8, 1933; S Kitto lead all others in local school district N 5, 1933; Jefferson is included in building program N 29, 1933; Discrepancies FWA cited Ja 12, 1934; open bids Ja 23, 1934; reorganization of farm economics study F 14, 1934; building loan assured Mr 2, 21, 1930; Ap 3, 1934; to get school loan here with original terms Mr 21, 1934; school board nominates trio Mr 27, 1934; call for bids on Garfield school addition My 11, 1934; readvertise building bids My 29, Jnl 14, 16, 17, Jl 3, 11, 14, 1934; to pay in gas rate affair Jn 12, 1934; open bids for remodeling of high school Jl 31, 1934; let contracts Ag 1, 1934; delay awarding school addition contract F 15, 15, 19, 1935; prepares for April election Mr 13, 1935; caucus Mr 25, 1935; to proceed with school addition Mr 30, 1935; to invite bids Ap 3, 1934; teachers will be named Ap 11, 12, 1935; let contracts for remodeling of high school Ap 18, 1935; reverses stand on FWA project My 9, 1935; excavation on school project My 11, 1935; budget is boosted Jn 11, 1935; equipment contracts let Ag 9, 1935; hears demand S 6, 1935; to open S 8, 1935; athletic funds tangle N 11, 1935; athletic funds charges replied to N 8, 1935; Garfield work starts N 14, 1935; Peterson to be offered new contract Ja 10, 1936; declines contract and Mr 22, 26, 1936; declines contract specifying pay Ap 16, 1936; hires teachers Jl 15, 1936; Burris dies Jl 20, 1936; school head will get new contract D 10, 1936; Peterson gifts Mr 15, 1937; name Metc. Gallagher Mr 9, 1937; nominate incumbents Mr 23, 1937; to elect trustees Ap 3, 1937; budget of $393,437 approved Jn 16, 1937; act on school building budget Ag 5, 1937; adopt budget Jn 15, 1937; expend 1,009,000 on program Jl 8, 1937; opens grade school buildings bids N 2, 1938; rejects all proposals for building N 15, 1938; to open bids D 22-24, 1938; 139 cast votes Ap 2, 1938; adopts budget Jn 15, 1939; lets contracts Jl 19, 1939; sells bonds to Spokan firm Ag 13, 1939; makes changes in facilities Ag 22, 1939; contracts let N 14, 1939; meeting N 20, 1936;

SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS school total gain Ap 20, 1930; SCHOOL MEN'S SORORITY action started S 19, 1930; SCHOOL SAVINGS BANK bank to close My 9, 1930;

SCHOOL, TAXES labor statute will increase school taxes N 1, 1936; Schooley, A. escapes injury D 1, 1937; SCHONEMER'S CLUB Graff named head Ap 13, 1939; SCHONEMER'S CLUB, YELLOWSTONE VALLEY Bruno talks My 11, 1939;

SCHOOL health banner awarded M'Kinley school My 9, 1930; school levies have decreased N 2, 1930; musical organizations give opportunities to hundreds N 2, 1930; better administration urged D 30, 1930; log homestead cabin served as first county school Ja 4, 1931; spring events Ap 9, 1931; sewer fines escape Ap 10, 1931; delay grade school events My 9, 1931; seek increase in new budget Ap 10, 1931; honor roll lists 73 Mr 13, 1932; two of them members still making their homes in city My 21, 1933; cabin served as school house F 18, 1934; budgets are approved Jr 24, 1934; grade schools open doors S 17, 1934; 120,000 children enter S 4, 1935; pioneer teacher tells of experiences in frontier schools S 9, 1934; rivalry caused school system division D 15, 1935; A.T. Peterson accepts school board contract F 26, 1936; school caucus Mr 11, 1936; board declines contracts specifying pay Ap 16, 1936; school plan day Ap 25, 1936; to open S 8, 1936; Billings industries in prize essays D 19, 1937; census reveals 4% gain Ja 5, 1939; Billings public school system dates from 1888 S 8, 1939;

SCHOOLS, BUDGET school funds divided D 31, 1930; SCHOOLS, ELECTIONS trustees to be elected Ap 1, 1933; vote on school sale Mr 17, 1935;
SCHOOLS ELECTIONS Fifield, Woody; Tiffany win
Ap 5, 36;
SCHOOLS, ELEMENTARY children will parade My 2, 36; athletic meet My 11, 36; honor students make tour H 15, 39;
SCHOOLS-ENROLLMENT 5,000 pupils forecast S 2, 39; shows drop S 5, 34; grade school record set S 8, 39;
SCHOOLS-FINANCING common school fund law may be repealed 0 23, 39; education body varies full school amounts Mr 8, 32; reduce school budget by $47,000 Ap 6, 32; board to act on budget Ap 3, 32; permit total expenditures of $290,925 Jn 13, 32; budget increases heard Jl 25, 32; tentative tax levy date given Jl 26, 32; group offers bond support N 25, 33; premium paid to get bonds D 1, 34; cost is shown D 19, 34; plea to aid small schools Mr 1, 35; preliminary budget approved Jn 9, 36; labor statute will increase school taxes N 1, 36; views on assessments F 24, 37;
SCHOOLS-SECONDARY plans for 600 guests My 12, 13, 39;
SCHOOLS, SACO students stage walkout Ja 21, 39;
SCHOOLS TRUSTEES caucus Mon. Mr 19, 33;
SCHOOLS, W.P.O. Shorten schools due to paralysis S 21, 37;
SCHOOLS, KELLOSTONE CO. Kich requests votes recent N 20, 36;
Schopflin, J. murder S 1, 31;
Schreiner, W. hit-run My 13, 31;
Schroeder, W. jail break Mr 13, 30;
Schunk, C.B. killed S 27, 38;
Schultz, E.L. Injured Jl 12, 35;
Schultz, J. dies Jl 5, 35;
Schultz, L. suicide Ap 30, 37;
Schumer, L. dies N 5, 39; a
Schunk, C.B. Injured Ja 26, 39;
Schuster, V.H. dies S 20, 39;
Schuyler, R.A. head of rotary Apr 23, 31;
Schwan, H.E. examiner post Ja 21, 36;
Schweitzer, W.M. auto accident S 25, 39;
Schmitz, L. watch saves life F 27, 33;
Schumaker, F. hunting accident kills son N 10, 36;
Schwoob, J. dies S 18, 32;
Scott, A. dies Mr 12, 36;
Scott, G. rustling My 11, 37;
Scott, H.W. gives facts on Helena quakees N 10, 1935;
Scott, H.L. DAR marks Fort Custer site S 21, 1930; stops in city Jl 15, 32; sought transcontinental west Ap 1, 31;
Scott, J. mishaps take lives of 5 D 18, 34;
Scott, J.J. killed S 23, 34;
Scott, M. dies Mr 18, 34;
Scott, R. murder Jl 17, 23, 35;
Scott, R. Hardin resident found dead Ag 17, 36;
Scott, R. arraigned S 14, 15, 26, 35;
Scott, "Scotty" how to eat politician F 22, 31;
Scott, V.L. resigns Je 7, 34;
Scott, W. car bomb Ap 26, 31;
Scott, W.N. police depart. S 27, 39;
Scotten, F. dies S 14, 33;
SCOTTISH RITE see Masonic Lodge
Scritchfield, O. accident fatal N 14, 37;
Scudder, R. coach, superint. resign D 30, 36;
Seaman, A.E. selected head of council Ag 28, 37;
Searls, F.L. dies Je 4, 35;
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO. to be operated by strain brothers O 8, 35;
Sefried, J.R. will speak Ap 16, 17, 34;
SECURITY TRUST & SAVINGS BANK plans birthday O 5, 9, 30; given approval as mortgage Ja 6, 39;
SEED CORN & POTATO SHOW Eastern Mont. takes honors N 13, 30; win awards N 14, 30; exhibit N 15, 30; yellowstone to exhibit 0 23, 33;
Seely, S.R. mishaps take lives of 5 D 18, 34;
Seethaler, B. dies S 11, 33;
Segregas, O. find ja in dead Ap 13, 35;
Schenk, R.H. passing checks Ja 23, 35;
Seiberling, F. here to attend meet of tire dealers N 19, 20, 31;
SELF-INSURANCE senators kill bill Mr 7, 37;
Sell, C. shot Ja 5, 36;
Selway, E.O. succeeds C.R. Williams Ja 16, 31;
Seltzer, O.C. contributes to art treasures S 26, 37;
Salvage, O. cave-in victim N 2, 31;
Selvey, E.O. dies F 22, 31;
SELLAW FOREST blaze S 3, 34;
Semen, S. golf winner Jl 22, 30;
Seno, E. dies Ag 25, 30;
Senoilo W. Drange defeated Ag 30, 37;
Serich, G. dynamiting Jl 5, 32;
Serrit, G. burns F 6, 24;
Serves, A. dies Ap 9, 35;
72 BARRE fire destroys landmark N 6, 35;
Setrnen, V. see Harry Burnell
SEX CRIMES Carey My 815-19, 21-23, 1935;
Shafter, G.F. republicans plan political rally O 25, 26, 36; speaks N 1, 36;
Shafter, J.P. packing plant planned Mr 29, 31;
Shafter, R. youths killed Ag 23, 37;
Shambo, S. case overland N 3, 35;
Shanks, R. dies D 24, 32;
Shannon, D. prosecution rests F 18, 22, 33;
Shannon, R.H. wins over Smith Ag 5, 36;
Shapiro, F. man hunt F 6, 36;
Sharbo, J. stabbing My 2, 37;
Shart, E.F. came to city 48 years ago D 14, 30;
Shaw, E.R. program for candidates Ja 23, 30;
Show, L. pres. of editors' gang 16; 30;
Shem, G. trustees are named by Commerce Club
Ja 10, 31; retires 1v 29, 30; purchases
school tract D 22, 30;
Shea, W.J.J. assault F 5-7, 33;
SHEEP RAISING progress Ja 24, 30; meeting
F 15,16, 30; urge lamb purchases Mr 12, 30;
pool assemblies wool 10, 30, 28,000
fleeces Ja 20, 30; shipment nearly ended
Ja 10, 30; run sale Mr 17, 31; Ingerman
sheep in fine shape Ag 29, 30; Maine farmers
buy ewes N 27, 30; tests support lamb
feeding containments F 17, 31; lamb campaign
Mr 10, 31; shipment of woolens Mr 25, 31;
N. Dak. outlet for Hont. cloths My 29, 31;
10c for wool clip Ja 1, 30; clip greater
than year ago Ag 1, 31; run sale S 3,19, 31;
Big Timber win D 4, 31; feeder's day program
D 20, 31; cut statistical value F 11, 32; bighorn
lamb & found sheep industry advanced in
2033 Mr 21, 32; feed 100,000 sheep 0 19, 33
Wyo. has big sheep loss Ap 27, 33; wool
prices highest Ap 20, 30; Ja 10, 33; run sale
S 15, 33; run sale N 15, 33; first woolens
in from Calif. Ja 14, 33; fat lamb show Ja
21, F 1, 31; convention Ja 20, 31; lamb
show Ja 30, 31; wool outlook good F 24, 31;
leachs bring 70c Mr 8, 31; fleeces bring over
25c Ja 4, 31; meeting Ag 29, 31; lamb feeding
down 0 9, 31; recalls city's wool hist.
Mr 3, 35; outlook encouraging My 16, 35;
trading wave advances value 10c My 24, 35;
clip good quality Mr 2, 35; encouragement
Ag 17, 35; 1735 lamb crop brings 7,500,000
S 19, 33; run sale S 28, 33; to ship 300,000
leachs 0 9, 33; builds produced fleeces D 22,
31; wool bringing good returns Mr 15, 36;
wool pools brings 30c My 26, 36; quality
leachs raised by 10 Ja 24, 37; sheep
shearing started Ja 6, 37; lamb grading
0 10, 37; clip bring 35c Ja 25, 30; wool
grazing in Yellowstone region in 1881 F 20,
30; sheep grazing on Mr 30, 30; see also Wool
Grower's Assn, Billings Wool Pool also
name of sheep comp., e.g. Hockey, Snyder,
etc.

SHERIDAN lamb marketing My 30, 30; meeting
Ja 6, 30; cut more lamb Ap 23, 31; Finleyson
dies F 19, 31; to meet Ja h-9, 37; 1,000
are expected at wool meet Ja 3, 37, 37;
Sheeley, C. corps found 12, 30;
Shelley, E. dies My 12, 31;
Shephey, O.P. urges Gov support Mr 18, 30;
welcomed by Red Lodge My 25, 31; seeks
six-year term in US Senate My 27, 34;
SHELTERBELTS may now have--Ag 20, 35;
Sheridan, City of Bulk on getting out
of federal job Ag 13, 33;
Sheridan, P.N. party first crosses hearthtoths
in 1882 Ja 24, 37;

SHERIDAN COUNTY Mont. Looking backard Ja 27,
32;
Sheriff, E. inspects port JL 11, 35;
SHERIFF & PEACE OFFICERS ASGN convention JL
24-26, 33;
SHERIFF'S name Fullock as pres. Mr 28, 33;
pioneer started to ride west trail in 1870 JL 8, 34;
Sheridan, F.J. orphan budget is $500 short D
18, 30;
Sherron, J. dies Ag 14, 39;
Shevlin, F.J. gets new post O 13, 31;
Shields, C. Indian killer sought Mr 29, 30;
SHIP BY RAIL ASSOC. meets N 27, 32; gather
D 3, 4, 32;
Shiip, E. dies S 8, 33;
Shipp, J. killed S 5, 31;
SHIPPER'S ADVISORY BOARD bills men selected
Ja 15,16, 31; meeting Mr 13,19,22,24,26,27,
2933;
Siraly, B.A. history of noted shrines F 28, 33;
Schudir, L. gift provides new crippled child-
ren's hospital F 27, 33;
Schumacher, B.F. Lightning kills two Mr 28, 37;
Schumacher, J. A. critically ill D 1, 30;
Schumacher, J.A. credit for starting use angler
Ja 1, 31;
Schumacher, G. five die N 31, 37;
Shope, A.R. missing F 11,12, 35;
Shorley, R.O. dies Ja 9, 30;
SHERRIFF IRRIGATION DISTRICT reportJa 17,
30;
SHERIDON NAT'D FOREST air photographers B 11,
33; Rare Ag 24-26, 37;
SHERRIDON RIVER once followed through gap in
Pryors Ag 25, 33;
SHOOTING Stewart, E. & Oldhauber, A.R. Mr 39,
39;
SHRINE see Masonic Lodge
Shotts, P.H. looks back upon early experiences
Mr 25, 37;
Stibley, A.B. dies Mr 15, 36;
Sickler, A.R. sentenced more face charges 0
16, F 26-28, Mr 3-6, 1931; custer model
may end case F 24, 30, 31;
Sickler, A.R. to use offices of Duncan as city
Ja 1, 30; dies Ja 12, 36;
SINHEAD, MONT. to crown long campaign for pro-
ject Mr 25, 32; looks back 50 yrs O 29, 35;
Sieben, K. dies N 27, 37;
Sieg, S. owns two old papers Mr 25, 31;
Siegfried, J.C. Elk of corphodan discovered
S 5, 30; Montana elk S 10, 30; to bring
out specialist for hearttooth man hunt F 18,
31; victor in Red Lodge Ap 6, 37; convention
Ja 1, 39;
Sielmers, E. hospital N 23, 33;
Siemers, D. auto accident Mr 28, 30;
Sigler, H.W. alcohol poison Ja 2, 31;
Silvers, R. hunting accident N 4, 37;
Silberman, S. & Son will hold its new high Jan 30; Silva, J. holdup D 22, 31; Silver reclamation action seen N 9, 33; Silver bow county Mont-Looking backward My 24, 31; Silver bow employers again strike Jl 13, 15, 30; Silver conference, Wyo. silver parley F 13, 32; Silver mining miners Ap 21, 33, 35; rise to reopen Mont. properties Ap 20, 32; Silver, K. count agent D 10, 36; farm leaders will meet Jn 9, 37; worst cold Ag 22, 37; conservation meeting O 17, 37; Simon, G.F. new pres. of uni. Jn 23, 36; Simmon, K. tennis Ag 10, 30; tennis Ag 10, 31; Simmon, D.B.L. counsel post Jl 16, 33; tennis Ag 22, 33; Simon, A.J. dies Jl 20, 34; Sloan, C.F. purchase coal company interests O 2, 36; Simon, B. sentence Jn 20, 30; Simpson, G.M. Simpson death cuts easter's quota Jn 2, 31; Simpson, L. triple murder Ap 17-20, My 4, 5, 27, 1938; Simpson, L. Durford, A. gun shot, McDonald, C. & R. slaying S 6-11, 12-20, 24, 25, 1938; Sims, A. Injured My 9, 30; Sim, E.P. slayer given pardon Jn 10, 33; Sinclair, E. prohibition reform week Jn 9, 32; Sioux City Seed Co. loss over $150,000 Jn 25, 33; Sioux indians attempt to massacre settlers Jn 8, 33; attempted massing of historical whites Jn 9, 33; trial brought up unusual low point Ap 6, 13; raid of Indian's arrows My 27, 36; will place tablet at cemetery Jn 10, 36; silver eating Johnson is wounded Jn 6, 36; sitting bull trailed by troops F 3, 35; Sippel, J.F. visits Jn 18, 19, 30; Shriner, H.H. grass seed to alk preservation D 26, 37; Sitting bull not death Ag 23, 31; recollects him as agitator & distributor N 27, 37; recalls experience Ag 19, 34; trail to Canadian border F 3, 35; Sitting hall, C. death probd Ag 25, 49; Sible, W. burglary Jl 2, 33; Stages, H. burglary D 31, 37; Stagen, H. prisoner wounded F 6, 11, 36; Karpins, J. dies of injuries Jl 3, 35; Skimming skis versus horses D 25, 38; Skiles, L. bond stealing F 11, 33; Skinner, B. dies F 5, 31; Skinner, F. carnival troupe held Jl 7, 31; Skaug, M. hit run, case Jn 1, 31; Skorrud, K.J. in state event S 14, 30; Shunk, R.A. dies Ag 1, 37; developed museum Ag 8, 39; Slade, J. hit-run Jn 21, 31; Sluittinb, H.G. carmelgold medals Jn 25, 34; Slusse, D.F. pioneers elect Ap 9, 33; trip to Yellowstone park Jl 1, 34; pioneer dies O 24, 39; Slesier, F. in Helena S 18, 30; Sliman, G. escapes injury D 1, 32; Slippery gull stag party Mr 10, 15, 35; Sloan, A.R. car theft S 16, 25, 34; Sloan, C.S. declines call to postelto Jl 31, 32; to carry marriage fight to Rysah Ag 9, 35; Sloan, J.H. robbery My 10, 32; Sloan, W.C. slated to repair main line Mr 18, 30; crops hold up Jl 17, 32; business gain reported Jl 25, 33; bus line would be beneficial Jl 11, 30; Soate, A.D. dies Jl 19, 34; Sloatta, L. robbery Ap 25, 31; Slowen, W.L. rail employee draws pensions Jl 30; SLOM CLEARANCE see City Planning Smail, E. horse thieves F 22, 24, 26, 30; Small, B.C. motor trades group to hear leader speak D 7, 35; SMALL HIGH SCHOOL CONFERENCE meet W 23, 35; Smalley, A.W. honored D 12, 37; SMALLFOX spread denied D 5, 30; shows decline Je 3, 31; Gazette's files recall 1905 epidemic D 29, 33; Smith, A. sentence trio Ag 8, 31; Smith, B.O & D. wound fatal Mr 23, 30; Smith, C.F. Crow indians who fired into camp My 29, 33; Smith, C. car crash Jl 4, 35; Smith, C. robbery Jn 9, 31; Smith, D. dies Mr 17, 39; Smith, D.B. Injured N 27, 34; Smith, D. held in death of Baba Ag 12, 16, 36; criminal cases dismissed D 1, 38; Smith, E.C. Helena man dies F 25, 30; Smith, E. suicide Jn 16, 34; Smith, E. Injured D 31, 37; Smith, E.F. postman meeting Jl 26, 37; Smith, F. star heads form Mont. group Ag 22, 37; Smith, F.P. slayer S 30, 33; Smith, F.T. slayer escapes Ag 25, 30; Smith, F. meeting-preserving food F 17, 37; Smith, G. victors drive off Laurel band 11, 29, 32; Smith, G. fights for attorney post N 1; Smith, G.S. Omen office given tax F 15;
SNOW BIRDS (ARMY ARCTIC PATROL) see US Army Arctic Patrol

Snyder, F. extortion F 3, 36;
Snyder, H. convent ione Jn 18, 33;
Snyder, N. midland empire fair F 28, 34;
Snyder, L. married Mr 6, 34;
Snyder, H.J. fleece Jn 4, 34;
Snyder, H. sheep business Ap 20, 36; wool growers Jn 6, 37; sheep shearing Jn 6, 37;
resigns S 12, 35;

SNEEZING SHEEP CO. purchases 26,000 fleeces Jn 20, 30;

SOAP BOX DERBY parade S 10, 11, 36; boy racers Ag 20, 39;

Scarse, A. youths are sentenced Jn 2, 31;

SOCIAL SECURITY forms N 7, 36; launched by state's solons Jn 14, 25, F 1, 2, 9, 10, 27, 28;
Mr 3, 7, 1937;

SOCIALLY PARTY Thomas speaks O 6, 7, 36;
SOCIETY OF MONT. PIONEERS meet Jn 25, 30; invade Butte Ag 6, 9, 36; meeting Ag 5, 6, 36;
travest state's solons Jn, 37; sessions open Ag 30, 37; pageant Ag 9, 11, 37;

SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY, MONT. to be formed Jn 12, 15, 36; saves study Jn 11, 37;
meeting Ag 9, 15, 17, 18, 37; Indian caves funds $ 24, 37;

SOCIETY OF SONS DAUGHTERS OF MONT. PIONEERS invade Butte Ag 6, 8, 31;

Soderland, W.J. banking group my 31, 35;
See, R.C. Chew narcotics D 1, 34;
Sodrington, J.E. petition Jn 16, 33;

SOIL CONSERVATION best contracts F 25, 35;
protested by best growers Mr 24, 36; meet slated Mr 8, 36; parley is held Jn 30, 36;

farm practices Ag 22, 37; CCC AG 14, 36; counties group discuss O 29, 38;

Somers, A.R. bears stolen from zoo Ag 30, 40;

Somerville, L.P. dies N 20, 31;
Sommers, J. Patton trial S 23, 37;

SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF MONT. PIONEERS meeting
Ag 5, 32; open sessions Ag 30, 34; review pageant Ag 9, 10, 35;

Sorby, P.J. worker kills Fawcett man S 8, 30;
Sorensen, A. Fromm girls return; two men held S 13, 30;

Sromson, C.C. fossil hunters My 30, 34;
Sosa, F.F. dies O 16, 33;

Sowle, C. A. names thrust F 9, 30;

SOUTH DAKOTA TRAINING SCHOOL Britten, V. & L
Taren, T. & Haberlands, A. sept. 14, 36;
SOUTHERN MONT. CAVITIES ASSOC. meeting
Jn 25, 39;

Southard, L. murderMy 21, 22, 24, 31;
SOUTHEASTERN MONT. COUNCILS ASSOC. meeting
Jn 23, 29, 35;
SPOTTED SOUTHEASTERN MONT. COUNTY DEPUTY PLANNED TO
assault area D 4, 30; head is to address cession
motion F 16, 19, 20, 37; opposes bureau set-up
for 35; drive for more highways 4, 10, 37
day up paper 0 29, 37; holds session Mr
20, 30; ends two-day dam site tour Ag 1, 39;
hold session Ag 27, 30; meeting S 30, 33;
meeting 0 29, 30; urges highways be completed
N 26, 30; removes all of its officials D 30,
30; meeting M 31, 30; meeting 0 28, 39; meet
D 28, 30; advances ambitious programs Ja
8, 30; air stand on legislation Ja 28, 39;
meeting Ap 1, 30; agriculture S 30, 39; meet
D 30, 39; Carbon man is named head of cy
16, 37; counties group endorses three for state
John F 25, 39; honors A.T. Peterson My 29,
30;
Speake, L.H. suffocation F 7, 37;
Spalding, C.G. resigns My 10, 35;
Spalding, L. farmer shot My 6, 33;
SOMETHING WAR VETERANS remember bugle call that
started warfare Mar 1, 33; will honor leader
My 23, 37; Larrick to speak Ja 5, 6, 37; to
meet Ja 12, 30;
Speer, A.L. lion club governor to visit O
20, 37;
Speerling, J. Dye, Sperrling are appointed to
state jobs Ja 31, 37;
Sperling, P.R. commerce club picks trustees
Ja 1, 36;
Spear, C.N. dies F 17, 39;
Sperpling, T.C. hurt auto accident My 6, 34;
Sperpling, T.A. state relief leader Ja 13, 33;
Sperpling, T.C. relief leader Ji 19, 33;
relief plan S 12, 33; plan to hold meets
F 9, 33: 6,000 to start work N 25, 33;
relief head Ji 7, 31;
SPECIAL ACHIEVERS ASSOC. state meet N 6, 31;
SPECIAL ELECTIONS handshake votes on guns 0 7, 30;
SPEECH new grammar rect
Speer, H. Olsen, Lattwell, and Spear hand in
words Ji 25, 26, 31;
Sper, A.C. dies Je 20, 30;
Sper, J.E. stealing Jn 3, 30, 37;
Sper, J. robbery case Ja 29, 32;
Sper, J. dies D 13, 37;
Sper, J.L. dies F 21, 38;
Sper, K.R. robbery is turned hoax Ja 1, 39;
Sper, R. youth killed Ja 29, 32;
Spill, R. cowboys assoc. meeting F 19, 39;
Spillner, L. blind newspaper Ag 2, 32;
SPokane - LAUREL OIL CO. wildcat blows in as
a gasser My 11, 32;
SPOTTED'S ASSN. invited to held four tours
here Ji 16, 30; fingerlings to be requested
F 9, 31; Hill and Benfro elected Ji 19, 31;
attempt to save wildlife D 20, 31; Laurel
man is chosen head Mr 19, 32; to seek posture
Mr 19, 34; meeting D 17, 35; meeting F 10, 11,
30; meeting My 18, 19, 39;
SPOTTED S. F. man is wounded Ja 13, 14, 39; in
murder case Mr 18, 19, 39;
Sprain, J. dies Ag 31, 30;
SPOTTED FEVER decline shown Jn 25, 30; health
chiefs support move N 4, 30; warning ap
23, 39;
Spieck, B. dies Mr 22, 31;
SPRING INDUSTRIAL & AUTOMOBILE EXPOSITION
entertainment plays road F 7, 9, 11, 12, 14,
32;
SPRING SHOW AND EXPOSITION larger budget is
dated Ja 13, 31; dates coincide Ja 16, 20, 21,
32;
Spurling, J.B. early freighting Ag 12, 31;
Spurling, J.E. to retire N 22, 23, 30; D 1, 32;
Spurling, T. dies F 25, 32;
Ster, M. named head of commerce group Ja
27, 33;
Stafford, A.A. advisory committee Mr 19, 30;
Stafford, A.P. finds thriving crops Jn 7, 30;
takes steps to clear heat situation Ji 11,
30; pay checks held up F 1, 2, 3, 6, 19, 34;
Horse receives senate check Ja 19, 35;
supreme court rules stafford not qualified
F 22, 35;
Steinh, N. children found safe D 2, 34;
Steinbrook, D.W. pedestrian hit Ji 30, 35;
dies Ag 5, 35;
Steincup, B.W. & L. son held for brutal act
Ag 8, 34;
Staley, G.A. average 20 tons of beets
an acre Ja 10, 32;
Stamm, C.A. heads Y.W.C.A. Ja 24, 35;
Stamm, J.S. will speak Ja 10, 12, 32;
STEAMPED COLLECTING specializing S 19, 37;
STANDARD DRUG STORE robberly Ji 8, 30, 30;
STANDARD OIL CO. to build structure Ja 19,
36; men win promotion S 3, 39;
STANDING BEAR looking backward Jn 4, 33;
Stardah, J.K. wars with Sioux Ja 6, 33;
Stadford, A.R. wins court fight Ag 6, 34;
Stanley, W. jail break Ag 29, 34;
Staples, F.R. dies S 2, 33;
Star, S. suspects Ji 17, 39;
Stark, E.A. named to federal post D 18, 38;
Stark, C. earring theft F 4, 34;
STATES RIGHT party positions reversed Mr 1, 34;
Steffen, C.H. bishops arrive O 22, 37;
Stearman, C.E. dies Ja 29, 33;
Steppins, M.E. wool outlook good F 28, 34;
progress in sheep industry Ji 24, 30;
Steele, L. fire insurance plot 0 2, 3, 8, 31;
Stack, J. believe 3 people S 7, 33;
Steinbrenner, C.L. twelve elk lodges meet
Ag 15, 16, 31;
Stem, J. selected as commander Ja 22, 36;
Stevens, C.D. (skilled Ji 13, 35);
Stevens, J. & F. Glasgow trial Mr 20, 35;
Stevens, J. held in armed theft D 24, 34;
Stevenson, R. Local girl disappears My 29,
Stephenson, D. sheriff contest Jl 23, 36; Sheriff-elect reveals staff N 21, 36; jail break told Ap 3, 37; Burke, & Stephenson 29, 10, 11, 32; Stephenson, E. & F. & W. shoots children kills self Jn 9, 35; Stephenson, H.J. convention-Red Lodge S 17, 32; Stepp, P. C. dies D 20, 32; Sterling, C. murder Jc 17, Ap 25, M 12, 33; Stevens, S. dies Ap 10, 37; Stevens, C. fire insurance plot 0 3, 2, 5, 31; Stevens, C.V. on the man-hunt. F 27, 38; Stevens, F. conference M 15, 39; Stevens, H. C. hold up 0 25, 33; Stevens, H.I. lands work of Legion Jl 29, 1932; Stevens, J. robbery Jl 12, 35; Stevens, R. & wife played under machine My 25, Jl 1, 30; Stevenson, A.M., his uninvited disturbance that ended in slaying of drags-up his-tail N 18, 1934; Stewart, A. six carbine J 27, 33; Stewart, H.P. dies M 10, 32; Stewart, I.M. dies Mr 20, 36; Stewart, J. endeavor convention Ag 26, 37; Stewart, R.R. files for auditor Jn 11, 32; Stewart, R. has margin N 10, 32; Stewart, S.V. dies M 17, 33; group refuses charge 0 30, 36; Summer, T. advisory committee announced Mr 17, 30; Ulmer, R.F. spring clinics 2, 39; STILLWATER COUNTY Mont.-Looking backward Jn 8, 31; increased car-t. costs Jn 16, 35; sanitv. Mr 13, 31;itures 0 5, 38; STILLWATER COUNTY Forest blaze Jl 6, 36; SLUGHAM survey Jn 27, 39; STILLWATER TURKEY GROWERS Assoc. turkey grow-ers enlisted to hold marketing meet 8 9, 30; STILLWATER KNOCK OUT Boston Co. purchases Jn 11, 30; calls for 32 cents Jl 23, 37; Stinchfield, P.R. guest Ag 21, 31, S 2, 1937; TOOK shipped J 17, 34; OOK FEDERALS Dears-O'Brien moves for liquidation Mr 6, 35; OOK FOWS herefords Jl 31, 36; D 14-19, S 10, 38; 4-H club FY7, Midland empire fair-grounds N 14-17, 38; MOOSEHOUNDS ACTV. indicate view My 22, 30; discuss rabbit J 15, 30; Hunter, Deffenbachi eJ 27, 31; favor state control of public lands My 10, 32; elect Anceny My 20, 32; Reinrich dies Ag 19, 33; fourth meat J 7, 35; look for large crowd My 24, 28, 33; gallic train Jn 17, J 20-27, My 13-20, 33; 10th anniv. M 20, 34; outlines plans J 1, 31; meeting My 28-29, 35; open drive silent range thieves F 2, 36; meeting Ag 26, 36; meeting My 14, 17, 20-23, 1936; will receive credit Jn 14, 37; stockmen open Bozeman conference My 16, 20-22, 37; hear Hyatt warning Jn 2, 37; Casper meeting Jn 3, 37; grazing act-discussed O 16, 37; meeting My 19, 20, 38; ask remo-sion of inspectors Jl 25, 38; convention Ap 30, 39; Wyd. stockmen meet Jn 1, 39; STOCKMEN rustling drive Ja 7, 35; J. B. Elliott dies S 25, 36; John N. Tolson dies 0 14, 36; Conant, J.W. dies M 29, 36; early montana stockman dies D 4, 39; Philbrick, P. dies D 19, 39; STOCK OIL CO. well blaze Ag 16, 36; Garland dome fire S 23, 36; STOCK RAISING breeders will attend meet Ja 13, 30; cattle feeding experiment Mr 29, 30; feeder's day Mr 30, 30; feed situa-tion serious Ag 16, 17, 30; market discussed Ag 23, 30; prices advance Mr 30, 30; market hampers industry B 12, 30; volume increased B 18, 30; rains end B 18, 30; prominent breeders listed D 14, 30; stock sale Jn 4, 31; recommends more local feeding Mr 15, 31; cattle queen buried Ag 26, 31; information on industry Jn 9, 31; Ryan brothers Jn 26, 31; stock tests Ag 4, 31; letter recalls first stock here N 1, 31; baby beef sale N 10, 31; price pictures conditions 46 yrs ago N 13, 31; cut state tax value F 11, 32; industry improved My 27, 32; grazing reserve proves value J 3, 32; cattle brought in by soldier escort for NF are believed first Jl 25, 32; gift of Mont. beef delights pres. Ag 22, 32; cattle lost in Hors cave-in S 2, 33; Mint. wins stock judging honor 0 23, 33; purebreeds Ja 5, 34; range prospects good Jl 14, 34; Burnett tells experiences S 30, 34; drouth cattle buying plan drafted D 8, 34; booz & partner call stockmen's gummy snake hunters F 17, 35; hereford sale Ag 5, 35; 374; 374 herefords bring $25,000 Ag 4, 35; Initial grading districts set up My 13, 35; stock outlook encouraging My 16, 35; Cardwell herd will be sold My 22, 35; sale highly praised My 21, 35; sale market set My 22, 35; 35 carloads shipped Ag 1, 35; pioneerman rancher tells of early experiences S 15, 35; feeders increase N 15, 35; hereford cow average $140 N 19, 35; livestock killers take big toll N 24, 35; prices drop F 7, 36; sale F 14, 36; prices remain steady F 20, 36; railroads aid state drouth area Jn 24, 36; changes in industry Jl 18, 37; price livestock due Ag 7, 37; sale S 26, 37; luncheon 0 23, 37; land and stock values decrease 0 23, 37; should see meet J 9, 38;
STOCK RAISING CONT: Hereford bale Mr 29, 38; calves hit $60, 375 Feb 29, 38; livestock feeding plan D 10, 39; see also: Grazing, Realizing, Yellowstone, Registered Livestock Aga 'H'.

STOCKYARDS cattle shipped Ag 1, 35; stockyard T.H. Han property Ag 5, 30; Stoddit, L. radio station takes stand F 10, 14, 15, 33; Stoddit, R.C. named as city treasurer Ag 4, 38; captures treasure race Ap 2, 35; takes gain O 21, 37; Stodditt, R. bart Mr 15, 36; Stipe, J.E. jolly mate Jan 21, 22, 24, 30; Stolp, L.L. golden mailbox address Ag 31, 35; Stone, J. dies Ja 17, 39; Stroy, H.C. order to elect new delegate Ja 22, 39; cumulative Ja 5, 30; future will be drawn F 21, 22, 39; may cumulative Mr 17, 39; snowstorm Monday Ja 12, 30; cold Ja 10, 30; Gail strikes Missoula M 20, 30; rain Mr 22, 30; longhairs Ja 19, 30; twister Jn 12, 30; cyclonic gale Ag 3, 30; fresh electrical storm At 7, 30; hail, damage $15,000 Ag 21, 30; blizzard N 14, 30; soaking rain F 20, 30; blizzard Mr 8, 31; winds Jn 5, 31; rain Jn 5, 31; hail, wind Jn 17, 31; rain Jn 26, 31; deluge Jl 1, 31; lightnings Jl 17, 17, 27, 28, 12, 13; Jl 21, quarter million loss Ag 8, 9, 31; 

WIDE SECTION swept Jl 22, 35; hail and rain Jl 27, 35; hail, rain Ag 18, 35; snow S 27, 35; snow Q 9, 35; snow 0 29, 35; snow and cold 0 30, 35; highways flooded Ag 12, 36; Livingston hit by rains Ag 13, 36; first snowfall 0 10, 36; blizzard N 1, 36; snow, Butte N 2, 36; li below 0 6, 36; freak storms S 25, 37; trees snapped by wind Mr 29, 37; three states are covered by grit Jn 4, 37; general storm Jn 5, 37; rain Jn 6, 37; cloud-burst Mr 11, 12, 13; lighting Jl 24, 37; tornado at Miles City Ag 3, 37; Cyclone at Helena Ag 6, 37; In bitter root valley S 5, 37; hailstorm S 6, 37; snow S 24, 37; storm near New York 0 6, 37; Bozeman hill storm stalls 50 motorists N 28, 37; blizzard D 23, 37; strikes midland empire Mr 21, 22, 38; hailstorm hits Cody Mr 19, 38; floods Mr 31, 38; rain and hail Jn 23, 38; rain & flood—Laurel Ja 24, 25, 38; hail Jl 4, 5, 38; highway forces battle to keep main lines open O 18, 19, 38; run N 3, 38; blizzard N 12, 38; sweeps midland empire N 23, 30; five inch snow F 1, 39; snow Mr 5, 39; snow Mr 27, 39; wind & snow Ap 6, 39; tornado-Miles City My 6, 39; rain—2.34 inches Jn 18, 39; rain 0 3, 39; see also Lightning, Floods, Tornadoes.

Strey, N. dies O 22, 32; Stout, T. seek Congress seat Jn 4, 5, 30; Wheeler supports 0 31, 39; talk on benefits of flood control D 12, 13, 33; Stout to railway board N 23, 32; outlines labor's fight S 5, 33; file for return to railway board Jn 4, Jl 20, 21, 34; Stout, W.C. dies Ja 20, 38; Strow, E.W. odd Fellows elect D 5, 31; Strochan, W.H. impressed with billings S 13, 1939; 

Strain, J. manslaughter My 17, 19, 31; Strain, J. trial set Jl 14, 31; gate year Jl 22, 31; 

Strain, T. killed 0 30, 30; 

Strait, W.P. dies D 8, 34; 

Strand, A.L. crop pest campaign F 25, 37; NDC inaugurates Ap 10, 12, 38; 

STROGOSOPHERES Flights stratosphere hop 

Straw, J.W. dies Mr 20, 38; 

STRAWBERRY CLOVER thrives on west, alkaline 

Land Jn 6, 37; 

STREET CARS Judge Mann tells of fate of old street car loaned to Miles City. Ja 4, 31; trucker attracted patrons Jn 3, 37; 

STREET WORK pairing contract Mr 16, 30; 

Strooty, D.W. wins over Tolson Ap 7, 36;
STRENGTH, BILLINGS ambitious schemes of early
days Je 25, 31;
Stretton, E.L. golf events Ag 24, 30;
Strickland, L.M. crash case Jn 3, 4, 37; jury
to inspect scene 0 5-9, 37;
Striker, W. reduces order charge F 29, 30;
STRIKES rioting breaks out Jl 8, 30; general
strike in Butte Jl 9, 13, 15, 30; wholesale
firm clerks Jl 12, 30; student strike in
Bozeman N 15, 17-19, 30; farmers detain rail
shippers Ag 22, 32; Butte miners My 6, 9, 9,
10, 34; Helena papers My 17, 34; best work-
ers Jn 13, 14, 34; Butte clerks Jn 15, 34;
Butte strike Jn 19, 34; coal code fight Jn 30,
34; Butte strikers will arbitrate Jl 20, 34;
Helena papers Ag 8, 34; Butte miners
Ag 17, 18, 34; ballot on union proposal S 14,
34; majority given peace proposal S 18, 34;
miners to resume posts S 20, 34; sugar factory
strike D 16, 10, 21-26, 34; NRA squabble
Mr 1, 35; sugar meet Mr 21, 23, 29, 35;
minders await word Jn 11, 35; coal miners
return to jobs O 1, 35; high school students stage
walkout Jn 21, 30; DIOI1/4/14/11/12/13/14;
STRIKES The Iron wife dies Mr 13, 31;
Stripp, A.F. food poisoning My 29, 36;
Strobic, S. dynamic caps mangle bodies Jl 5, 32;
Strong, A.M. injured Mr 15, 30;
Strong, P.C. Indian killed D 25, 27, 28, 38;
Strong, R.C. judge dies Ap 26, 36;
Strowel, A. business woman honor three Jn 9, 30;
Stuart, C. saving Industry Jn 18, 33;
Stuart, J. (See of flight) Jl 20, 33;
Stuckey, L. tangled emotions tell story F 27, 39;
Stull, G. dies Jl 10, 34;
Sturgis, S.D. pursues Los Angeles N 2, 30;
Sum, Jun Chen gets pens from Nara Jl 16, 35;
Smye, M. six arrested Q 27, 33;
Smye, T.B. dies Mr 11, 37;
SWEET (DEATH) see Bozos and Bost Sugar
SUICIDES Bagian, J.L. Jl 22, 30; recover from
suicide attempt F 4, 30; Olson, J. F. 7, 30;
Sedlo, C.A. F. (30) Bagian moved from
hospital F 11, 30; Robinson, W.A. F 20, 30;
Sche, H. Ap 1, 30; Woman instantly killed Ap
20, 30; double tragedy Ap 21, 30; woman
suicide here My 20, 30; waitress turns gun
on herself Jn 2, 30; suicide verdict Jl 4,
30; youth suicides Jn 7, 30; bullet enters
breast Jn 20, 30; woman at Columbus Jl 6, 30;
rancher's wife Jl 10, 30; Negro woman's Jl
12, 30; hanging from trampoline rods Jl 14,
30; guerrilla proceeds to 5, 30; believe suicide
in Hill Grain S 10, 30; may be suicide S 22,
30; Holt farmer O 19, 30; Dean, L.M. B 27, 28,
30; Frantili, V. Jl 28, 31; Carpenter, C.E.
Jl 28, 31; Ryo. woman Mr 7, 31; Jones, E.E.
Mr 13, 31; train crash in local hotel Ap 8,
31;
SUICIDE CONT. kills his wife and self. Age 38.
37; Schultz, L. S 2, 37; Williams, F.C.
S 2, 37; sheriff of Rosebud county S
4, 37; love triangle blamed for deaths
(Redmond) S 12, 37; Westbrook, T.E. S
16, 37; local matron 0 17, 37; Patterson
was not suicide N 30, 37; Sheriff death
D 11, 37; Waco farmer 0 23, 37; woman
strikes mate with ax; kills self F 4, 38;
Link suicide case up with recall action
F 26, 39; Callantine, E., 19 F 5, 38; Hobson,
F., 0 1, 39; Anderson, N. O 27, 38;
Burlingame, J.W. D 29, 39; Lacy, R. Ja
*, 39; Zimmatt, E.L. Ja 20, 39; Ramey,
M.S. F 20, 39; Miller, M.W. Mr 3, 39;
unidentified My 10, 39; Langley, J.W.
D 28, 39;
SUICIDES ATTEMPTED woman's not serious S 18,
30; Vilks, R. D 12, 31; man near death Mr
7, 33; Kostello, M. O 12, 36; Kelly, J.
N 6, 36; Luedke, E.H. Ja 2, 39;
Sutter, K. 0-11 Laurens N 30, 39;
Sullivan, W.P. head of fish, game Jn 2, 32;
court ruling favors Sullivan Ja 4, 35;
Summit, F. fraud F 13, 31;
SUN RIVER RIVERS project value of
systematic programs My 13, 34;
SUN RIVER VALLEY trials of fur traders S 1, 35;
Sunderland, F.R. on program Ag 27, 39;
Sundifoot, O. injured Mr 6, 34;
SUNSHINE INTERNATIONAL AIR ROUTE ASSOC. seeks
Billings as major port 0 16, 37;
Sutton, J. robberies Mr 28, 31;
Svenson, R. 0 5, 35;
Swan, ill, reserves elect My 7, 36;
SURGERIES needle from lung S 26, 31;
SURGICAL AND MEDICAL CLINICS Ap 29, My 5, 6,
1930;
Swanson, A. ends service with railroads Mr
31, 32;
Sweet, W. killed Mr 9, 34;
Swearingen, F. member N 3, 30;
Swartz, B. jail break S 19, 37;
Swasey, O. killed Mr 12, 31;
Sweeney, G. peace officers select S 24, 37;
SWEEPTAKES WINNER Great Falls winner Ap 27, 30;
SHEET GRASS COUNTY Mont.-Looking backward
Mr 15, 31;
Sweet, W.H. dies in strange manner Mr 22, 30;
Sweetman, F. dies Mr 13, 30;
Sweetman, L. Ryker award to DeMolays Mr
3, 32;
Swingle, R.H. kidnapped My 27, 29, 32;
SWIMMING Terry, glide swim (illes) Jn
5, 24, 29, 30, 33; the new swimming hole Jn
25, 30; Clarence (illes Mr 71, 39) pool to
open Ag 23, 39;
Swinklehurst, J.E. dies Ag 21, 35;
Swink, E.B. dies Mr 11, 35;
SYNCH OF THE NORTHWEST meet 0 12, 30;
Szitnick, E.W. dies Mr 9, 35;
Tabor, J. robbery Mr 15, 34;
Ta f 2, sculptor will lecture F 27, 29, 31;
Tart, W.H. visit recalled Mr 9, 30;
Telcutt, M.E. dies My 26, 35;
Talga, M. awaiting closed of long career F 28, 32;
Talga, C.L. dies Mr 20, 30;
Talman, N. commander of Legion post B 17, 30;
Talman, N. aldermen to seek office Mr 19, 36;
Tannehill, R. pair identified D 1, 35;
Temper, G.W. heirloom tells soldier's story
of civil war F 20, 30;
Tensil, J.B. potlifter Mr 8, 31; f d named to
district post Mr 15, 30; U.S. attorney to
establish affidavits Mr 1, 37;
TARIFF aids industry 0 8, 30; Walsh's tariff
vote attacked 0 10, 38; Dixon addresses
Anamosa meet Mr 29, 30; support for sugar
 tariff 0 22, 32;
Tarr, H. & N. drown F 24, 30;
Tate, J. brief criminal careers Mr 11, 31;
TAX CONFERENCES to be held 0 22, 30, 34; financial
data reviewed D 18, 34;
Ta-{bash}-large
TAXES outlook good Mr 4, 30; will be topic 0
10, 30; state chairman speaks 0 11, 30;
utilities will show increase 0 12, 30; school
levies have decreased Mr 2, 30; average taxes
lower N 2, 30; Milwaukee bill is 1,009,747
Mr 4, 30; praises passage of state tax, bond
acts D 31, 30; discussion of referendum Ap 4,
31; all men back road debenture Ap 22, 31;
est on legality of state debentures By 23, 31;
land value lower Mr 9, 31; council approves
suit 0 10, 31; delinquency in taxes is light
D 31, 31; aids in filing income taxes Mr
2, 32; aid is given club taxation body Mr
6, 32; Commerce Club postpones tax exam
meet Mr 10, 32; Polk group seeks to halt
state tax bill Mr 16, 32; club hears talk on
tax problem Ap 12, 32; farmer tax load
lessens, utilities gain My 19, 32; Erickson
talks on taxes Jn 27, 32; hike in poor fund
causes higher total Ag 9, 32; N.P. tax bill
$1,000 per hour S 16, 32; tax bill cut
$210,000 N 4, 32; gets several bids on
debentures D 15, 32; ruling forbids state
blanket appropriations Ja 8, 33; tax total
less than year ago Ja 12, 33; apportion note
progress Ja 22, 33; bill proposes tax be
kept the same F 11, 33; house kills bill
charging fee for fruit inspection F 12, 33;
insurance bid measure wins house favor F 17,
37; chain store tax under attack Ja 30, 33;
TAXES CONT, senate favors sta, income levy measure Mr 1, 33; declare tax measure vote Ap 8. 33; vote for bond issue is gain for taxpayers N 12, 33; farmers will get big sum in wheat tax N 28, 33; impose levy on power output Ja 8, 34; await final action by Mont. body N 31, 34; seeks method to get revenue Ja 12, 84; declares auto tax law is illegal Ja 17, 34; levy on cigarettes Ja 21, 34; Bemnon to talk My 17, 34; processing tax on cattle My 22, 34; slash in tax levies Jn 12, 34; tax levies announced Ag 14, 34; Yellow stone to stay in fourth class S 8, 34; plan to mould proposals N 18, 34; gain in county tax delinquency N 28, 34; to attend tax meeting D 14, 34; senate defeats plan to lower tax exemptions Mr 4, 35; revenues Mr 18, 35; tax trends show increased gov't. costs Ja 15, 35; council studies budget Jl 17, Ag 8, 35; facing increase tax levy Jl 27, 35; utilities tax payments show increase Ag 3, 35; delinquent taxes act invalid O 9, 35; ruling on state tax law still permits savings O 10, 35; discusses possible sugar tax plans here Ap 30, 36; tax delinquency less Jn 11, 36; Wyo. sales levy split party F 9,12,13,16, 23, 1937; house favors chain store tax increase F 13, 37; tax moratorium bill passes house F 26, 37; $760,000 increase Jl 2, 37; record county tax levy seen Jl 28, 37; county board, city council to set levies Ag 8, 37; Billings' 1937 assessed valuation gains million S 14, 37; gov't. operates on duty income alone S 7 of first 72 years F 28, 38; delinquent tax list is lowest here since '22 My 8, 38; Bemnon speaks My 20, 21, 38; house gets bills on taxes changes Ja 15, 38, 39; see also kinds of taxes e.g. - cigarette, gasoline, sales, chain store, telephone, property, real estate, livestock.

TAXES WYO, chain store tax F 14, 33.

TAXES - CITY adjust budget estimates Jl 21, 38; tax collections show increase D 19, 38; to be up Ag 9, 36; remains same Ag 11, 36; to be set Ag 9,10, 37; gain on 21, 37; council will set levy Ag 9,7, 38;

TAXES, COUNTY show increase Ag 13, 31; 12,000,000 gain on 10, 35; gain in tax receipts N 4, 31; court upholds Osten's action N 26, 31; paying of warrants with tax money D 28, 31; commissioners working on 1933 tax levies Ag 15,16, 33; 1933 statements being mailed S 21, 33; county to fix levies Ag 12, 38; tax delinquency has dropped Jl 19, 36; to be up Ag 9, 36; drop Ag 11, 36; apportionment made S 18, 36; decline 0 16, 36;
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY state may face crisis on water Mr 13, 36; 

Tennis, M. referendum measures S 12, 28, 30; 

TENNIS contest for state title Ag 10, 30; 

summons drops final Ag 10, 30; seeded players take initial round Ag 11, 23, 32; 

local players enter finals My 11, 33; vet 

campaigner defeats Lewis Ag 22, 33; trio of stars to preform Mr 4, 5, 35; large crowd 

expected F 21, 36; vine and Lott shine F 

22, 36; meet attracts large field Ag 26, 36; 

outsiders will battle for title Ag 25, 26, 30, 37; 

Dranga defeated Ag 30, 37; 

TENNIS ASSOC. clash for Mont. title Ag 30, 30; 

TENNIS TOURNAMENT, BILLINGS Ag 18-21, 33; 

Tennis, M. back contest on reformation S 28, 30; 

Tenny, E. shoots himself Ja 25, 37; 

TENNIS PARK city purchases 46 lots O 16, 36; 

TETON CO. Mont. - Looking backward D 13, 31; 

TETON MOUNTAINS rare beauties Ja 29, 30; 

Tevrett, J. officer reselected My 28, 35; 

TEXTBOOK REGULATIONS textbook bills to be offered Ja 16, 37; 

Thaler, J.A. dies Mr 5, 30; 

Thatcher, M.W. visits Ja 25, 30; 

THEATERS theater men pledge relief aid N 18, 31; to reopen soon F 6, 35; former RIS girl plays legitimate stage Ja 9, 10, 35; as also 

Pioneer Playhouse; also names of movies/theaters e.g. Fox, Liberty, Killings Cipios, 

Y etc. 

THEFT see Robberies 

Thom, W.L. Beartooth study Ja 24, 30; 

Thom, W.T. arrives here Ja 3, 8, 9, 31; will speak Ag 3, 10, 34; 

Thess, D.S. Butte man named leader Ag 22, 35; 

Thomas, M. kidnapping F 18, 37; 

Thomas, W.E. holdup F 12, 1930; 

Kilgoy given 5-years Mr 2, 30; 

Thomas, W. injured O 15, 30; 

Thompson, C. legon elects Ag 7, 35; 

selected Freeborn aide Ja 2, 37; 

Thompson, C.E. those days as best of his life 

JL 10, 32; 

Thompson, C.H. first to land cubes miles S 16, 34; 

Thompson, E.L. robbery Ja 5, 32; 

Thompson, F. enter city election race Mr 17, 35; treasurer race Ap 2, 35; 

Thompson, M. death probd Ag 3, 20; 

Thompson, C.P. Schacht - Economic Autocrat 

Ja 24, 33; 

Thompson, F.E. to visit O 4, 10, 32; 

Thompson, F.W. two named at caucus Mr 21, 37; 

Thompson, G. fire near big horn fair Ag 31, 30; 

Thompson, H.A. dies D 22, 34; 

Thompson, H.O. dies Mr 21, 35; 

Thompson, H. closing of post office brings 

MEMORIES OF Hennie's busier days F 13, 39; 

Thompson, I.O. 4-H boys win awards S 25, 36; 

Thompson, J.C. bean mart outlook good Ag 22, 3; 

Thompson, J. rustler Mr 13, 34; 

Thompson, J. dies F 5, 33; 

Thompson, J.J. missing Ag 16, 35; 

Thompson, M. strikes oil My 3, 30; 

Thompson, S. trip by wagon from Basin Ag 29, 

dies Mr 13, 35; 

Thompson, V. escapes injury D 1, 32; 

Thorson, G. drowns Ag 7, 13, 36; 

Thornton, N. dies Ja 16, 32; 

Thurton, W. new quest for gold Mr 19, 33; 

Thorpe, F. killed S 3, 34; 

Thorpe, H.B. named head of commissioners Ja 24; 

TWO FORKS earth tremor Ja 13, 30; 

Throssell, D. dies Mr 11, 33; 

Thueson, E.W. dies Ja 12, 15, 16, 30; 

Thulin, M. Wynerhaeuser boy will take stand 

Ja 11, 35; 

Thurston, B.F. court term to start S 20, 37; 

Thurston, R.S. press names officers S 1, 35; 

Thurston, W.O. winter of 1886-87 F 25, 37; 

Thussan, N. injured F 25, 30; 

TICKS disease carrier Ja 9, 35; warning My 1, 39; warning Ap 23, 39; see also Spotted Fever. 

Tlote, E.R. enters representative race Ja 19, 35; 

Tiffany, E.E. three men for school board Mr 22, 

24, 36; win school poll Ap 5, 36; Davis 

speaks insurance meet Ag 26, 36; nominate 

3; to school board Mr 21, 39; 

Tiffield, R. candidates for trustee Mr 21, 33; 

Tilden, W.T. preform at fair Mr 4, 35; 

Tilton, F.L. run for Mayor Ja 31, Mr 27, 

Ap 5, 6, 7, My 3, 1931; enters for reelection 

23, 33; names committee to draft beer 

ordinance Ap 5, 33; proclamation in daylight 

savings time My 1, 32; plan merchandising 

event Ja 25, 32; living music day Ja 20, 32; 

efforts to cut expense F 26, 33; rodeo Ja 30, 

33; stricken D 7, 8, 12, 33; 

Tinglay, R. villard kept at Huntley by high wat 

D 8, 35; 

Tinklin, A. gambling Mr 19, 35; 

Tintinger, J.C. dies Mr 11, 36; 

TIME DEALERS ASS. seiberling here Mr 19, 30, 31; 

Tirogales, Z. verticil aroes mbe N 13, 19, 39; 

TOBACCO SOCIETY OF THE CROW INDIANS study N 3, 34; 

TOBACCO, TAXES for Wyo. F 6, 31; 

Tobin, J. dies D 1, 37; 

Tobin, W. escapes death N 29, 30; 

Todd, J. four members gather Ja 28, 31; 

Todd, J.S. dies Ja 4, 32; 

Todd, O.E. change in hiring street workers 

jurged O 2, 35; 

Todd, B. killed Mr 3, 37;
TOEPFER, S. children present in "Miller" Ag 13, 35;
TOEPFER, C. auto crash My 19, 30;
Toand, O. robbery F 19, 20, 30;
TOGA, N. dies Ap 1, 37;
Toll, R. forecasts big park year Ap 29, 35;
Towler, C. hazardous puts Indians on wagons Ap 17, 33;
Tolman, J. H. dies O 14, 35;
Topkins, A.C. dies Ja 25, 36;
TONGUE RIVER PROJECT biller urges Ja 12, 37;
meet F 4, 5, 37; will irrigate 30,000 acres Ap 7, 37; $500,000 to be FHA loan Ap 13, 37; money sought My 12, 37; bids My 26, Ja 13, 30, 37; Miles City to celebrate Ja 28, 37; work begins Ja 30, 37; tunnel being built N 7, 37; funds secured by 6, 38;
Tongin, G. recycled head of gun club Ja 31, 33; heads state association Ja 20, 30;
Tongin, J. G. rod & gun club recycles heads Mr 8, 31;
Tongin, B.O. firm adjudged insolvent Ja 21, 2, Jl 2, 31;
Toneill, J. B. heads county's Democrats Ag 17, 31; speaks on ballot O 31, 34;
Tootey, E.O. debenture plan defended Mr 19, 31; speaker at Poly commencement My 28, 33; Lincoln dinner Ja 30, 34; speaks F 13, 36; clears Tootey Ja 18, 38;
Todde, R. kidnapped Jl 1, 34;
TOOLE CO. Mont. - Looking backward N 1, 31;
Tootey, E.O. commerce club dinner N 18, 19, 31; discusses freight rates N 8, 20, 21, 22, 23, D 2, 3, 31;
Toree, L. hog thefts Ap 19, 33;
Toling, G. burned Ja 29, 34;
TORNADES For Peck Dam area Ja 9, 12, 35;
Miles City Ag 3, 37;
Touste, B. suicide Mr 5, 33;
TOURISM topic Ap 12, 30; travel shows increase Ja 31, 30; alpine beauties F 15, 31; Seiberling hero N 19, 20, 31; urges greater tourist trade F 14, 32; camping season My 13, 34; showing gains Ja 13, 34; tourist advertising Jl 21, 34; advertising Mr 8, 35; promotion Mr 24, 25, 35; Mart. Inc. Mr 31, 35; big park year Ap 29, 35;
Gin Ja 21, 35; Cody center of WYO. resort area Ag 4, 35; Custer Forest O 4, 35;
1,295,000 visit Mont. in 1935 O 15, 35; tourists benefit businesses O 16, 35; 14,000 used Cooke entrance O 24, 35; tourists spend $25,351 N 14, 35; Laurel meet Mr 25, 31, 36; record business Ja 9, 36;
320,000 have entered area Ag 16, 36; park travel shows mark O 10, 36; tourists spend $30,293.40 in Mont. D 3, 36; budget raised to advertise Mr 10, 37; tourists trade plans outlined Ap 11, 37; gain expected My 21, 37;
TOURING to Billings land My 23, 37; Max Big Man is operating information bureau Ja 6, 37; shows increase Ja 6, 37; developing center Ag 1, 37; gratitude for friendly service Ap 15, 37; rules for good camper Ag 19, 37; half million may visit Yellowstone 8 11, 37; steady gains 8 25, 37; Yellowstone sets record 0 17, 37; O 17, 37; shows gain N 30, 37; topic at commerce club F 25, 30; record season F 26, 38; pay $1,000,000 annual for ranch vacationing Mr 5, 39; parks prepare for record season Ja 30, 39; appeal planned Mr 19, 39; see also Du Bois Ranch Yellowstone Park;
TOURIST ASSOC. promotion body organized Mr 24, 35;
TOURIST DAY park officials to be guest Ap 14, 17, 37;
TOURS caravan off My 29, 30;
TOURS YELLOWSTONE NAT'L PARK Normal student tour Ja 2, 30;
Toole, R.E. speaks Ap 7, 8, 32;
Toms, C.W. tourist crop certainty Ap 17, 37;
TOWNSEND PARTY third state party O 30, 38;
TOWNSEND PLAN nation against Townsend plan Ja 12, 36; gets attention Ja 21, 37;
Treber, F. state Y. head My 8, 38;
Tracey, J.H. knife victim B 3, 33;
TRAVEL MEET My 15, 16, 21, 331; Missouri River My 14, 32; My 11, 12, 39;
TRAFFIC Holiday through swarm highway;
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS See Accident, Auto;
TRAFFIC BARAQUET assails railroad plans D 28, 39;
TRAFFIC CENSUS jumps O 30, 35;
TRAFFIC PROBLEMS has grown Ja 18, 39;
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS, bans left turn on four corners F 19, 22, 30; Leach starts design Mr 2, 35; ordinance revise traffic Ja 3, 1934; traffic change My 2, 34; to enforce traffic law Ja 15, 34; auto owners get warning Ag 17, 34; ben placed on big trucks Ja 17, 35; patrol issues ultimatum 0 9, 35; reveal regulations Ag 6, 36;
TRAFFIC SAFETY traffic safety program Jl 4, 34; sticker deadline set F 5, 35; car lights drive Jl 31, 35; warning about school buses B 13, 35; Kiwanis club supports contest P 28, 32;
TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS eleven booked Ap 19, 30; cases dismissed Ja 2, 31; arrest driver Mr 2, 35;
TRAIL RIDERS report variety of game Ag 1, 37;
TRAILS Basin's life episode of cattle trails Mr 1, 31;
Trenkum, E.H. aspirants file My 23, 34;
TRANSPORTATION Cody a bus, train changes J 6, 1, 37;
TRANSPORTATION ASSOC. of AMER. formed Ag 18, 36;
Turtle, G. late victim insane F 19, 23, 30
New York, Chief smugness to honor F 19, 23, 30
212 HIGHWAY see Canada and Mexico Highway
Tyler MEMORIAL HALL to be dedicated F 9, 10
otyping local girl writes book F 30, 3
Tyrell, T.R. shooting affair F 13, 30
Tyrell, P. H. fire death toll increases D 15 Ag 27, 31
Tyson, C. named to Yellowstone relief position F 14, 30
Uncofer, B. body found O 17, 30
Underwood, R. car scene F 23, 30
UNEMPLOYMENT idleness scores F 14, 30
Infollettese speaks O 26, 30; at Red Lodge claimed lights Ag 13, 31; highway work
thought best aid solution F 7, 31; back to
lead move F 18, 32; Senate relief action O 13, 32; road program to aid jobless F 26, 33; Silver Bow has most
employees on relief F 15, 30; voters think politics p
part in relief F 26, 30; Census program
F 14, 16, 17, 37
UNEMPLOYMENT compensation bills offered F 14, 30
UNEMPLOYMENT TAKES tax exemption is denied
small business firms F 23, 30
UNFAIR TRADE practices bill is voted F 26, 30
UNIDENTIFIED PERSONS see Persons, Unidenti-
UNITED HOSPITAL meeting F 21, 23, 25,
UNITED COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS see commercial
travelers.
UNITED MINES WARRIORS OF AMERICA assemble
My 15, 16, 30; discuss pay scale F 13, 30;
wait word on strike My 14, 35; meet S 26,
29, 35; return to jobs O 1, 35; Riddell
named My 26, 30; elect new pres. F 13, 32;
select hunter O 22, 35; coal parley My 14,
37; relatives hunter O 25, 30;
U.S. ARMY, ARCTIC PATROL minus nine ships My
14, 15, 21-23, 30, 1930; planes stop here My
24, 30;
U.S. ARMY, CO. H. had incidence here B 17, 35
U.S. ARMY, CO. K. had incidence here B 17, 35
U.S. ARMY, 163RD INFANTRY had incidence here
B 17, 35;
U.S. ARMY, 416TH INFANTRY Army chief arrives
assume post J 1, 30;
U.S. ARMY RESERVE offices taken to Helena B
6, 34;
U.S. ARMY SEVENTH RESERVE DISTRICT chief
arrives J 1, 30;
U.S. ATTORNEY Tonsill confirmed J 20, 35;
U.S. BUREAU OF BUREAU OF IDENTIFICATION print records
and officials Ag 6, 33;
U.S. BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS to move fargo
city to J 6, 34; police to seek statute B 23, 37;
U.S. BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. Contr. city may get offices F 8, 33; short wave radio plays important role Mr 25, 33.

U.S. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION office to be located in city JL 20, 33;

U.S. CAVALRY, organizes here in 96 Ap 24, 38;

U.S. CALVARY, Company K. old graves may be those of soldiers Mr 22, 31;

U.S. CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS favors firm for engineers D 18, 30;

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRIC. Plans receives ok and Ja 19, 35; man named to federal post D 18, 33;

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR interior office to be located Ag 1, here JL 20, 33;

U.S. DISTRICT ATTORNEY establish offices JL 1, 37;

U.S. DISTRICT COURT grants jury establishes record Ap 26, 30; jury arrives Ja 15, 17, 19, 20, 22, 1930; releases Dickson N 6, 30; opens Ja 20, 30, 31; F 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 31; open Ja 18, 31; convenes Ja 13, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 29, 1932; prohibition JA 5, 10, 4, 1932; opens Ja 31, 33; sentences 24 F 1, 2, 8, 33; opens Mr 10, 15, 17, 20, 22, 35; to convene Mr 27, 20, 29, 30, Ap 2, 10, 1935; hear five cases Apr 14, 35; sentences eight Apr 20, 35; water rights case Mr 1, 35; 70 criminal cases Ja 9, 11, 29, 35; Ja 1, Mr 25, Ja 14, 35; calendar set Ja 11, 37; opens 0 10, 20, 35; pair sentenced 0 23, 37; to open Mr 16, 18, 39; open July 10, 45, 10, 39; open D 15, D 9, 15, 16, 39; opens Ja 16, 23, 39;

U.S. FOREST SERVICE agrees rush to scene Ag 2, 30; lifts Lolly mule out of Doldrum JUL 8, 37; investigations into Shoshone tragedy Ag 12, 37; presses drive to weed out blister rust S 26, 37;

U.S. INDIAN SERVICE Barber speaks F 3, 37;

U.S. LAND OFFICE commissioner visits here S 11, 30;

U.S. NAVY recruits tell of foreign ports Ja 9, 30; youth sets travel record Apr 2, 30; Chaplin tells interesting facts about life aboard submarines JL 30, 39;

U.S. POST OFFICE receipts show decreases Ag 13, 30; receipts similar to '29 N 23, 30; closing will be observed Jul 11, 31; moved Jan 11, 32; receipts gain Ja 3, 35; examinations for postmastership Ja 29, 35; Fogg postmaster Mr 2, 35; receipts advance Ap 12, 35; receipts set mark Jul 7, 35; Fogg nomination Jul 11, 35; receipts show increase Aug 3, 35; receipts nearing record D 7, 35; receipts exceeded dollar mark 22, 35; receipts set mark Nov 5, 35; receipts hit record Jul 18, 30; revenue office report Ag 6, 35; receipts now equal 1928; 1929 receipts attain high D 10, 36; receipts hit D 19, 36; improvements My 15, 37; project approved My 29, 35; $45,000 set aside for city JL 2, 36; Christmas mail record D 23, 1930; final drawings approved D 2, 39; Holiday mail gains D 23, 39; District service Mr 10, 35;

U.S. PRISON $25,500 paid for property Ag 25, 31; site will be inspected Ja 23, 34, 11; work to start in 60 days Ag 11, 24, 35; bids opening for N. V. 0 31, N 30, D 9, 1930 work to start Ja 50, 32;

U.S. RECLAMATION SERVICE Govt. act orders disposal of lands Mr 27, 31;

U.S. SENATE Galen forces GOP success N 2, 30; O'Connor files Ap 15, 34; Lovell files Ap 29, 34; Exemptions files Mr 9, 36;

U.S. TREASURY DEPT. sets opening Ap 18, 34; treasury agrees to pay $50,000 My 30, 31;

U.S. UNDERSECRETARY OF AGRIC. Wilson named Ja 1, 37;

U.S. WEATHER BUREAU, BILLINGS Closing JL 15, JL 8, 33; airport to get weather plant O 12, 33; aerial weather station opens My 5, 34; Gathering weather data for pilots Ja 24, 34; -130° degrees at 45,227 degrees above city Ag 17, 39; aerial tactics aid federal weathermen S 17, 39;

U.S. CENSUS heads in Helena F 8, 30; progress starts Tues. N 14, 37;

U.S. BUILDING & LOAN ASSOC. Rebuilt dies N 27, 32;

UNIVERSAL CREDIT CO. opens offices Mr 11, 39;

UNIVERSITY OF MONT. ALUMNI holds sessions O 29, 3;

UNIVERSITY WOMEN ASS'N. meeting S 12, 34; met O 1, 34;

UPPER MISSOURI DAMS project huge Ja 25, 35;

Upshur, L. E. head Legion athletic work D 17, 31; progress for beantime Ja 20, 32; home robbed S 11, 33; quits as end of Killings 'Y'. Ja 6, 34;

Uzelac, T. swingle F 17, 18, 23, 26, 27, 39;

V.F.W. see Veterans of Foreign Wars;

Vacees, V. murder JL 26, 35;

VACATION CAMP Ja 3, 30;

Valiton, N. escape rain of Indian's arrows My 27, 34;

Vailance, T. E. dies Ja 26, 38;

VALLEY COUNTY. Mont. Looking backward N 22, 3;

Van Antwerp, R. I. urges support for neutral JL 1, 39;

Van C. slayer held S 3, 30;

Van, F. car collision Ja 1, 31;

Vance, C. jail break 0 16, 34;

Vance, F. twin cities air corporation Mr 26, 33;

Vansekroch, L. dies Ap 6, 30;

Vanseman, S. car crash 0 31, 37;

Vandervitt, G. murder S 8, 30, 37;

V. W. Honors W. J. honor early lawyers Ag 29, S 4, 37;
Van Doren, B. & C. mother near death D 25, 26, 27, 30, 31
Van Dyke, R. holdup D 26, 32
Van Haute, J. hurt Ag 6, 30
Van Haute, S. M. radio 'war' case figured in
  saying of cook Mr 9, 30
Van Houten, J. A. dies Ag 8, 37
Van Sickles, R. forest blaze claims 2 lives
  Jl 23, 37
Vance, E. L. extend air line F 16, 31
Vance, H. E. dies Mr 12, 35
Vann, C. trio given 5 years Ap 21, 33
Vann, G. miner Ag 25, 26, 30
Van Vlack, D. dies D 10, 37
Varnes, W. robbery 0 30, 30
Varnes, W. bank case D 1, 31
Vasques, R. shot S 23, 39
Vazquez, T. theft Ap 13, 33
Vaughan, E. fair board named F 28, 34
Vaughan, J. W. dies Mr 28, 1033
Vaughan, L. A. dies Ap 28, 34
Vaughan, M. music tests Mr 30, 30
Vaughan, A. named to fair board Ja 1, 33
Vaughan, W. named to liquor board F 19, 37
bars will open Mr 30, 30
Wyman, H. swindle F 17, 24, 26, 27, 39
Veach, R. U. candidate Mr 16, 34
Venables, F. boy's hand invited to meet Ag 26, 30
Veneto, H. A. experiments of last year told F 16, 30

Venno, J. L. finally gave up search for wealth
  on Little Big Horn F 10, 35

VETERANS DEPARTMENT ASSOC. meeting Jl 11, 33

VETERANS will receive medal Mr 21, 22, 23, 30
veterans loaned $20,000 Mr 17, 31, pay $5
Fallen tribute 0 1, 33; parade Ag 22, 34
Indian war vet dies F 17, 35; Indian wars
vet tells of many experiences F 24, 35
run hold on medals Mr 3, 35, suicide Ap 17, 35
Capt. White dies Mon. S 22, 23, 25, 30
Col. Williams dies F 14, 37; see also
Civil War Veteran, United Spanish War
Veterans, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
European war Veterans, Indian war Veterans.

VETERANS, CARBON COUNTY hear Galen S 18, 30

VETERANS BONUS in given house Ja 16, 35

VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS untill head will f
  stop Ja 7, 31; meet leader Ja 25, 29, 33
Godard named agent 0 27, 33; Kelly new
leader Ja 10, 34; Kelly retires Mr 9, 35;
close sessions Ja 16, 35; entertain Van
Zandt N 27, 35; leader urges support for
neutrality Jl 1, 2, 39; program for chieftan
D 1, 2, 3, 35; meeting S 16, 21, 36; reelects
Parker Ap 19, 37; poppy sale My 22, 37
meet My 30, 39; convention Jn 21, 25, 28-30,
1939; chief will speak N 18-20, 39

VETERANS WELFARE CONF. convention Ag 23, 34
VETERINARY MEDICAL ASSOC. meet Jn 21, 28-30, 1934

Vick, C. governor asks two to be freed My 5, 34
Vickers, R. tells of stirring events in Mont.
  gold rush era Mr 27, 32
Vidal, C. E. K. convention of medical body Jl
  13, 34; quits post at Galen F 25, 37
Vidic, L. killed F 2, 35
Viera, A. inquest in death D 26, 35
Vig, J. one killed; nine hurt Jl 12, 34
VICTIMISTS Diplomacy reveals its worth with
  passage of whiskey jug Mr 24, 35; vengeance
  dalat out F 25, 37

Vilas, J. C. dies My 25, 37
Vilk, R. tries suicide D 12, 31
Villard, R. kept at Huntly by high water
  D 8, 35

Vine, F. girl enquired Jl 21, 37
Vines, E. stars preforms at fair Jl 5, 35
Vines, E. shine in tennis matches F 22, 36
Vinkl, L. agriculture to be topic Mr 28, 29, 30
Vinkl, L. speaks Jl 7, 30; judging work
  completed Jn 5, 7, 33; dies Ag 31, 35

Violett, W. three hurt Ag 4, 30

VIRGINIA CITY, MONT. reports greatest gold
  hunting activity Jl 11, 33; Jacobs and
Rozeman should share honors in establishing
routes for travelers Ap 11, 37; fire
  destroys landmarks at early capital N 18,
37

VIRGINIA CLUB aid sentenced Ja 19, 30
Virian, J. C. will visit Ja 15, 31

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION vocational education
profitable Mr 6, 32
Voceck, V. Filipino gets life S 10, 35

Van Denmark, F. lions to hold sessions Ap 8, 3
lions conclude parley Ap 9, 37
Voelker, C. E. dies Mr 4, 34

Varnholt, F. C. named head of fair board
D 23, 35; group pays 70,000 for structure
S 26, 37; fair board named F 26, 34; fair
board reelects Ja 4, 38

Vasques, R. prison term 0 20, 35

VORDER, REGISTERED high mark set S 3, 18, 23, 35
16,150 voters eligible Jl 17-19, 39

Vukovich, D. & D. & S. 11 injured Ag 5, 37

WAGENSTOLL favors minimum wage amendment Jl 19,
36

WAGE LAWS businessmen hit wage bill Ja 23, 24,
26, 39
Wagner, C. east through western eyes N 4, 35
old nutrail D 23, 34

Wagner, J. plays legitimate stage Ap 9, 38
Walco, E. L. story of western trail D 32, 26
Waldron, W. H. named to loan advisory group
F 14, 32
Waldrum, W.E., sees fine progress II 2, 31;
Wales, W. montana-Wyo. Aug 2, 31;
Walk, E.D. dies NY 14, 37;
Walk, J.A. tells about calamity Jane Mr 4, 34;
dies 5 5, 35;
Walker, F.C. honored at Butte D 31, 31;
Walker, G. murder Mr 21, 32;
Walker, H. & wife auto truck crash F 1, 32;
Walker, J. yale plant fire Jr 27, 35;
Walker, J.J. contest undecided Jr 21, 32;
Walker, J.W. named to head girls school Ap 8, 30;
Walker, J.A. killed Mr 21, 33;
Walker, L. judge releases attacker Mr 16, 35;
Walker, M. men captured Jr 7, 8, 13, 32;
robberies Mr 17, 33;
Walker, R.R. killed Jr 9, 36;
Walker, B. race for chief court justice Jr 10, 30;
Wall, F. murder Ja 25, 31;
Wallace, J.D. head by educators Mr 23, 30;
Wallace, H.J. murder Mr 22, 34;
Walls, J.T. murder suicide My 13, 34;
Wallace, W. pardons one, paroles six D 30, 32;
Walker, G. music lecture 1 Mr 1, 30;
Walsh, T.J. denies discrimination Ap 18, 30;
will visit Jr 27, 31, 30; speaks S 10, 31;
speaks 0 4, 8, 9, 10, 30; tariff vote attacked 0 10, 30; speaks 0 11, 30;
tariff charges attacked 0 14, 30; speaks 0 22, 30; lugs stand on oil 0 28, 30;
farmer attacks Walsh 0 26, 30; oil tariff talk 0 30, 30;
speaks N 1, 30; confident over elections N 2, 30;
leading Galen N 5, 30; gold N 5, 30; leads Galen N 5, 30;
reconsiders power group Ja 23, 31; meet or drought aid S 10, 31;
looks as chairman of convention Jun 6, 32;
strategic spot at convention Jun 26, 32;
body well paid Ja 29, 32; speaks N 1, 32;
scores hoover claim N 2, 32; stays in cabinet picture D 4, 32; to wed senora
Truflin F 25, 33; resigns F 27, 33; hundred's visit capital for ceremonies Mr 9, 33;
bides instate Mr 10, 33; museum plans progress Ap 15, 33; land grant proposed
for Walsh funds N 4, 33;
Walsh, V.H. WIA director urges speed
JL 16, 35; contracts to be let N 22, 35;
Walters, I. bandit states victim 0 21, 30;
Walters, T.A. here for grazing meet 0 15, 37;
Walk, J.A. dies 0 5, 30;
Bennaker, R.A. dies N 28, 31;
FAIR ANGELUS credit to J.A. Schromen 1 1, 31;
WAR RISK INSURANCE verdict Jr 9, 32;

Wolf, L.H., resigns post at Polytechnic Ag 9 33;
Wolson, C.B. urges cooperation Ja 22, 31;
road bill F 7, 31; gas tax defeat F 22, 31; all-Mont. day Jr 3, 37;
Waring, C.L. named wheat production control official 0 14, 33; protection of resources
0 31, 37; contour system to conserve water N 25, 37; resigns Mr 20, 35;
Ward, A.R. dies Jr 10, 35;
Wasson, F.E. train holdup Mr 21, 31;
Warrant, B.C. ella advance Warren Jr 28, 35;
WASHINGTON RECESSIONAL CELEBRATION Ja 12, 32;
Upshaw shapes program Ja 20, 32;
War, I.A. head of state grazing board Ap 30, 35;
WATER arsensal well outlook report N 2, 30;
WATER CITY new filtration plant S 26, 34;
WATER COMPACT compact with Wyo. 0 7, 32;
WATER CONSERVATION arsensal well survey Jr 9, 30; discussed Ag 29, 31; of mat'1
importance Ag 30, 31; compact with Wyo. 0 7, 32; tells of state plans Jr 26, 34;
policy pledge is given Ja 25, 34; Cooney sure of federal aid S 4, 34; O'Donnell
outlines plan F 20, 34; state pushes projects Mr 11, 34; Big Horn County drainage
loan is granted Mr 11, 34; Pca contracts to be let Ag 1, 34; to let contracts for 7
projects Jr 11, 34; project near Red Lodge awaits funds Ag 25, 34; Cooney goes
to Helena to speed water program S 2, 34;
CCC Reservoirs 0 7, 34; M'Kennon will
survey carbon county project S 29, 3, 34;
F 20, 35; applications made J 1, 35;
plans submitted F 22, 35; project asked
J 1, 35; Mont. lead in conservation
N 7, 35; vprk 8m carbpa ta start My 25, 35;
Buffalo rapid action Jr 10, 35;
Laurel submits WPA proposal Ag 7, 35;
asks watersheds survey S 5, 35; water py
system plan sent to Helena S 11, 35;

urges erecting new statutes S 12, 35; farmers
back water program 0 8, 35; Holt speaks S
15, 36; Holt requests project stand 0 3, 15;
meet Mr 22, 37; Wyo. plan approved
Ap 14, 37; Tongue river project due My 26, 37;
sessions at Red Lodge Jr 22, 37; Miles city
celebrates Jr 20, 37; Wheeler pushes state projects Jr 1, 37; celebration is set
JL 10, 37; water project list submitted Jr 31, 35; Ag 2, 35; 41, 638, 180 for five projects
Ag 27, 37; tunnel to control water flow N
7, 37; contour system to conserve water
N 28, 37; agencies join in plans to conserve
water Jr 2, 38; State-Wyo. meet My 4, 38;
water compact meeting My 8, 38;}
WATER CONSERVATION CONT. — parsley is concluded

Mercury drops to set new record F 28, 30; 117° below 75°-8°, 30; 94 Jn 8, 30; 90° heat
shatters record J 6, 30; 92.5 Ag 8, 30; temperatures mark shattered F 4, 31; Red
Lodge has 2 ft. of snow p 23, 31; snow
near Bozeman J 4, 31; new record establ
J 22, 31; winters of 1886-87 F 7, 31;
new cold mark Mr 9, 32; from 40 below zero
to eight above F 8, 33; to 101 J 3, 33;
fall rain over 3 inches Ag 28, 33; 71 P
3, 34; cold mark set F 27, 34; 94 Mr 6, 3
to 17 Ag 4, 34; 1934 was hottest year 2, 35;
under zero Ag 2, 35; three-year cold record is broken F 6, 9, 36; July weather
breaks 42-year record Ag 1, 36; blizzard
N 1, 36; 30 below Ja 8, 37; all-time cold
record F 1, 37; winter of 1886-87 F 29, 3
Atkinson hits cold sharp theory Mr 13, 37;
how to keep when it’s hot Ag 1, 37;
forecasting Ag 1, 37; cloudburst at Miles
Ja 22, 37; 72 degrees F. D 6, 39; frost
warning Mr 21, 39; Bozeman Butte gets
snow Mr 19, 39;

WEATHER BUREAU, BILLINGS information aids
pilots 6, 35;

WEATHER STATION beacon to be erected D 12;
WEAVING style dictates for cold come from
Mont. Ag 5, 34;

Webb, J. captures two thieves Ja 22, 33;
Webb, W.R. robbery S 19, 31;
Webber, M.U. will at Dry Creek Mr 3, 31;
Weber, D. killed Ap 17, 33;

WEED CONTROL losses in millions Ag 16, 31;
weed-free seed planting urged Ja 23, 31;
meet F 15, 14, 31; noxious weed drive
10, 32; chemical war D 4, 32; drives Ag 2,
37; weeds take heavy farm crop toll 0
31, 37; eradication of noxious perennial
weeds Ag 24, 38; warning S 18, 39; wages
war Ja 2, 39;

Weeda, C. murder Ja 8, 33;
WEEDS weevil threat has diminished Ap 7,
35;

Wegner, M. awarded medal J 2, 33;
Weideman, D. drowned Ap 16, 39, 1934;
Weidenaar, airplane crash Ag 30, 39;
Weimer, R.B. bottles name weimer F 17, 37;
Weser, E. victims near death N 8, 37;
Weistner, N.A. dies Ap 20, 35;
Welsh, J. killed N 19, 35; a
Welsh, R.J. men eludes police F 25, 30;
WELFARE ASSOC. OF MONT. meet J 17, 36;
WELFARE safeguards health of infants and
mothers Mr 2, 37; court gives ruling Jn
9, 39;

WELFARE, CHILd child welfare gets attention
D 11,12, 31;

WELFARE COM. court blocks fund transfer
Mr 27, 38;
WELFARE, PUBLIC cash Cole Act 1, 37;

Bandford speaks 12, 37;

Wells, C. views on Soviet system 19, 32;

Wendt, T. diploma from normal school 19, 30;

Weinrich, C.C. talk to postmasters 14, 32;

Wantzen, J. dies 21, 34;

Werts, F.W. high school's Baccalaureate 27, 35; pastors assigned 26, 30;

West, F.W. identification of three men 12, 30;

West, V. forest fire 31, 32;

West, P. Western subjects in art 23, 39;

Westbrook, E.D. dies 23, 39;

Westbrook, T.E. suicide 16, 37;

WESTERN ASSOC. OF HIGHWAY OFFICIALS meet 29, 30;

WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY CO. auto supply firm sold 29, 30;

WESTERN DAYS PARADE Billings on Parade 28, 30;

WESTERN MONT. COLLEGE former president dies Ag 8, 36;

Western retail lumbermen's Assoc. see lumbermen's assoc.

WESTERN STATES ENGINEERS' ASSOC. opposes seven little TVA's 6, 37;

WESTERN WILDERNESS LEAGUE hunting, fishing gets first aid 6, 30;

Westfall, J. fine, pen term Ag 13, 35;

Weston, R. favored for 10. My 11, 32;

Westphal, J. men arrested 12, 33;

Westwood, W.W. hurt 11, 35;

Wetzel, R.F. killed Ag 25, 35;

Weyerhaeuser, G. will take stand 11, 35;

Weyley, N.C. dies 10, 32;

Wixton, C.F. wounded 7, 30;

Wheat high price 6, 31; big crop 26, 32;

53,650,000 bushels 31, 32; near 5-year average 20, 32; boost income My 18, 32;

elevators triple wheat handle 10, 33;

for under year ago 12, 33; meet 21, 33;

wheat tax 29, 33; wheat allotment checks 1, 34; sessions 18, 34; eastern output may be reduced 30, 34; winter wheat crop may surpass 1,333 My 10, 34; drop forecast 14, 36; crop may be doubled 1936 37; increase over 1936 is seen 5, 37; yields in Stillwater set new mark 18, 37; record crop looms My 13, 38;

western protest meeting 12, 14, 15, 39; yields as high as 96 bushels per acre 5, 38;

Wheelriths program 8, 38; bumper crop forecast 11, 33; Wheeler urges loans 13, 38; wheat crops benefit 3, 38;

western Wheat Adjustment Program sessions 18, 34;

favors wheat program 28, 35;

$7,494,000 wheat payments 19, 35;

Wheat allotments editor speaks 21, 30;

meeting set 23, 35;

Wheat assoc. meet 19, 35;

Wheat control program inspection 19, 34;

Wheat grass care, work achieve excellence 30, 37;

Wheat production low cost from My 26, 30;

outlook good 1, 32; harvesting 19, 37;

Wheat production control Assoc. growers to get $100,000 for crop slash 2, 30; meet 12, 35; control body formed 13, 35;

parley 4, 35; meetings 18, 35;

farmers get 60,000 in AAA checks 23, 35;

farmers get AAA money 24, 35; wheat board 13, 35;

Wheat Storage urges farm storage 19, 30;

Wheat grass farmer advises 1, 37; selecti;

work builds quality 17, 37; profits 11, 39;

Wheeler, B.K. visits 17, 30; Garner attacks Wheeler 26, 30; talks 0, 30, 30; attacks Galen 2, 30; endorses airmail route 29, 31; cites reaping frauds 29, 31;

raid 8, 31; plank on white metal 29, 32; Mont. holds strategic spot at convention 26, 32; silver views 26, 32; plays Garner's plan 18, 33; speaks 16, 22, 23, 33; gold standard of 5, 33;

opposes sugar beet restriction 11, 33;

Fort Peck dam 7, 33; Big Horn dam 6, 9, 33; silver remonetization action 9, 33;

Big Horn dam 15, 33; public works admin. 27, 34; public works adm. 21, 34;

beets & beet growers 22, 34; silver coinage 13, 34; Buffalo Rapid 30, 34;

Big Horn Dam 23, 34; plays Bankers gold advocates 25, 34; Bourguin hits at remark of his opponent 0, 25, 34; pension law 0, 26, 34; closes east-end tour 0, 27, 34; speak 28, 34; gets 2-1 margin 7, 34; relief views 13, 34;

resume White metal battle 21, 34; push state projects 21, 34; seen as chairman of I.O.C. 22, 34; Custer Museum bill 8, 35; rock Creek irrigation 17, 35; Custer Museum F 6, 35; corporations tax F 20, 35; hits at railroads 27, 35;

water projects 28, 35; Custer memorial 28, 35; Buffalo Rapid 25, 36; Dem. demonstration 0, 28, 36; tongue river project 12, 37; Custer museum funds approval 10, 14, 37; talks to restor 22, 37; hits court plan 5, 37; warns on loss of liberties 0, 37; urges industry avoid federal control 12, 37; state projects 17, 11, 37; speaks 8, 37; speaks 6, 37; court question 8, 37
Wheeler, B.K. Cont. Dead man's basin S 8, 37;
gets FDR policies at Deadman's S 9, 37; hits
at FR power S 10, 37; warns against dictator
ship S 10, 37; warns on court fight O 13, 37;
busts N 10, 12, 13, 37; hits wheat pro-
gram G 8, 30; urges wheat loans G 13, 38;
sees primary wins G 27, 38; speaks 0 5, 38;
price of copper O 7, 38; farm program si
codkified N 24, 38; urges party unity
N 26, 38; speaks D 3, 38; speaks Ja 22, 39;
Wheeler, G. Liquor case Ja 27, 32;
White, W.H. recalls rich life Oct 1, 34;
Whippa, W.O. high-way heads are replaced Ja
17, 37;
WHISKY see Alcoholic Beverages
White, A.C. jail break Ag 28, 34;
White, R.C. dies F 1, 39;
White, E.M. succeeds Breesbahan to fain post
Ja 19, 32;
White, H. explosion Ap 26, 29;
White, H.L. dies Mr 11, 30;
White, J.L. K.C. meet Mr 21-24, 39;
White, J.V. elopers Ag 20, 30;
White, W.S. shot N 4, 34;
White, W.D. dies S 22, 23, 25, 36;
White, W.H. helped to carry wounded in Reno's
command Jr 3, 32;
WHITE MAN RUNS HIM writes story of ceremony
My 30, 37;
Whiteside, F.D. dies O 23, 35;
WHITE SLAVERY suspect sought Ja 5, 30;
Whitey, N.C. asphyxiated F 5, 37;
Whitla, F.R. GOP dinner Ap 7, 36; to speak
Ap 17-19, 36;
Whitney, A. robbery attempt Jr 14, 32;
Whitney, T. rescued two Jr 14, 35;
Whitten, R. M. 11 lauren N 30, 38;
WILKINSON county K.O.T. looking backward My 17,
31;
Wicks, C.E. commissioners' chairman Jr 18, 35;
Wicks, L.A. named head of federation F 28, 39;
Wien, J.C. gun May N 4, 30;
Wiggenhorn, A.E. appoints Ireland assist. Jr
16, 33;
Wiggenhorn, E.M. 4-H club meet Jr 3, 31;
Wiggenhorn, R. business survey S 25, 26, 30;
nominated for school board Mr 25, 30;
Wiggenhorn, R.G. attack on amendment O 22, 36;
Wilbur, J. murders D 19, 37;
Wileckan, G.W. murder N 19, 20, 26, Ja 17, Mr 1,
1932-33;
WILD LIFE Mont. Wild Life Jr 18, 31; bears
hibernation Mr 6, 30; mountain lions
Mr 6, 30; a week for wild life Mr 20, 30;
needs man's aid Mr 27, 38; game program
D 25, 30; elk Mr 12, 39; elk Mr 19, 39; see
also Game
WILD LILY week Mr 19, 39;
WILD WEST (Garson) S 16, 17, 37;
Wilde, O. lost all his clothes Jr 12, 32;
Wiley, C. liquor violations Ap 4, 35;
Wiley, E.M. dies Ja 13, 36;
Wilkins, T.L. lodged elect My 30, 37;
Willard, A. speaks S 5, 32;
Willett, J. city's program calls for 0, 300
feet of piping Mr 29, 30;
Willett, J.F. dies N 21, 31;
Williams, C.J. succeeds Tigerton D 13, 33;
proclamation Jr 30, 34;
Williams, C.H. supports Galen Jr 10, 30;
Million sheep men succeeds Williams Ja 18,
31; Sheepmen name leader Ja 21, 33; discuss
public domain Ja 30, 31, 34;
Williams, C.J. trustees named Ja 18, 31;
enters contest for mayor Mr 22, 27, 31;
Nevada pris. D 7, 32; outlines municipal
work relief program ap 17, 34; speaks N 1
34; car accidents must decrease Ag 13, 34;
airport lights N 27, 34; favors city
garage Ja 29, 33; seek to retain mayoral
F 12, 35; supports modernizing show Mr 21,
35; to make appointments My 5, 35; day time
savings time Jr 20, 35; sheet workers O 2,
35; airport project N 20, 35; petition
out for city head Mr 5, 37; seeks reelec-
Mr 10, 23, Ap 5, 37;
Williams, C.R. elopers Ag 20, 30;
Williams, D.S. educators pink officers D 29,
38;
Williams, E.H. dies F 14, 15, 37;
Williams, F.E. school caucus nominates Mr 27,
34; nominated for trustee Mr 26, 35;
nominated Mr 23, 39;
Williams, F.C. suicides S 2, 37;
Williams, H. extradition Ap 2, 37; gold theft
Mr 25-27, Ap 3, 4, 11, 12, 27, 37;
Williams, J. wool purchase Ja 11, 30;
Williams, L. arrest four Jr 19, 35;
Williams, R.Q. stops in city Ag 28, 37;
Williams, S. Holmes crash O 9, 30;
Williams, T. hurt Ap 6, 35;
Williams, T.W. hog thefts Ap 19, 33;
Williams, T. federal charge Ja 22, 28, 38;
Williams, T. fire at Helena Ja 10, 44;
Williams, W. car crash Ap 8, 35;
Williams, W. bus, truck accident D 9, 38;
Williamson, A.T. home fire My 9, 1930;
Williamson, F.E. stops in city Jr 9, 30;
Wilkinson, L. suicides Jr 6, 30;
Willard, H.C. medical meeting Jr 4, 30;
Willis, S.A. U.S. Marshall Jr 16, 36;
Wilson, D.K. & O. & H. two are shot Jr 8, 31;
Williston, H.S. dies Mr 1, 30;
Wilson, C. moose dies at Crow Ancy Jr 21, 36;
Wilson, C.A. pastor appointed accepts Ag 30,
Wilson, C. murders Mr 13, 18, 14, 17, 18
1930;
Wilson, C. G. daces 0 2, 34;
Wilson, C. L. to head rotary My 7, 35; to
address meet N 16, 37;
Wilson, E. back pay case F 2, 37;
Wilson, F. killed Mr 3, 37;
Wilson, F. E. murder N 25, 30;
Wilson, H. E. fugitive pair Ap 9, 35;
Wilson, J. A. advocates wheat grass Jl 11, 37;
Wilson, M. L. may get Tugwell's post Jn 21, 34;
named undersecretary of agric. Ja 1, 37;
Wilson, O. F. robberies F 18, 34;
Wilson, R. fire Jl 20, 34;
Wilson, W. E. leaves alderman body for police
job Jl 18, 34;
Winson, J. assault Ag 25, 26, 27, 37;
Winston, G. B. dies Ag 18, 36;
Winter, C. E. rail firm to take up option Mr
26, 30;
Winters, E. killed D 29, 38;
Wise, T. J. Great Falls swept by violence D 12,
37;
Wise, E. hurt Ja 17, 32;
Wise, R. safety first essay contest Mr 15, 31;
Wise, R. M. speaks My 1, 32; named police
commissioner Ja 26, 37;
Wissler, S. R. dies F 10, 33;
Withington, H. S. succeeds leavens Ap 2, 32;
tales of roaring juncton My 12, 35;
Wold, B. jail break Ag 13, 30; directors meet
My 18, 30;
Wold, O. M. delegate My 11, 32;
Wold, O. M. co. buys Malin-Fates Co. F 1, 30;
Wollem, E. & O injured D 21, 34;
WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMERANCE UNION Wals-Leavitt
given support Ag 29, 30; eek Galen aid 0
21, 30; essay contest awards made Jn 18, 31;
attack on Roosevelt S 22, 32; hears talks on
prohibition gains S 23, 32; sessions S 24, 32;
meeting F 16, 17, 30; elects Chappell
Jl 1, 39;
WOMEN'S FEDERATION OF CLUBS meet F 20, 30;
meeting F 21, 30; Strand chosen Jn 9, 30;
Sippel, J. F. here Jn 8, 30; welfare topics
discussed S 9, 30; Referendum measure S 12,
30; seek $3,000 budget S 25, 30; back
contest on referendum S 26, 30; meet 0 3;
Hiltz, R. chosen F 20, 31; session 4, 31;
to aid in relief work S 16, 19;
meet at Miles City 0 5, 7, 31; huntley
23, 31; meet in Laurel F 27, 32;
and drove My 18, 32; meeting Ag
drive for old clothes 0 12, 32;
26, 32; meeting F 21, 22, 33;
test 0, 33; reports bus
meet in Billings F 20, 21, 34; meeting Jn
2, 34; meeting Jn 9, 34; meeting S 13, 14, 15,
16, 34; meeting 0 11, 12, 34; fine arts
festival N 11, 34; discusses various topics
F 15, 35; meeting My 16, 37, 35; meeting S
18, 35; ends sessions 0 18, 35; meet in
Laurel F 27, 28, 36; sessions held in Hunt
My 22, 36; meeting S 4, 36; meeting S 15-
1936; meeting 0 18, 20, 21, 36; elects head
F 12, 37; to hold spring sessions My 20, 37;
meeting My 21, 37; Edgar woman named
0 10, 37; adjourns 0 20, 21, 37; local
woman named F 25, 38; meeting 0 14, 38;
meeting F 17, 8, 1939; meet My 11, 39;
convn: - Red Lodge S 17, 39; convention -
Roundup S 21, 23, 39; meeting 0 12, 13, 39;
WOMEN'S FIELD ARMY OF THE AMER. ASSOC. FOR
THE CONTROL OF CANCER stresses early cancer
detection Ap 3, 38;
WOMEN'S MISSIONARY SOCIETY woman selected
head S 2, 38;
WOMEN'S REPUBLICAN GROUP Hamilton aiding to
give talk Jl 12, 39;
WOMEN'S VACATION CAMP to be held Jn 1, 30;
Wong, C. narcotics sale N 4, 5, 35;
Wong, C. & E. injured S 7, 37;
Wong, L. narcotics case N 28, 35;
Wong, H. finds scales in trunk D 2, 3, 33;
Wong, H. arraigned 0 27, 33;
Wong, H. sentenced Mr 20, 34; drops two-
year term D 2, 34;
Wong, J. & J. narcotic raid Ap 28, 31;
Wong, Q. S. sentenced N 23, 34;
Wood, S. speaks S 10, 30; candidate for school
board Mr 22, 24, 36; school poll Ap 5, 3;
nominate 3, to school board Mr 21, 39;
Woodford, L. A. speaks 0 23, 30;
Woods, A. A. dies 0 18, 33;
Woods, F. feared slain D 27, 35;
Woods, F. T. dies 0 15, 33;
Woods, H. W. & Mrs. injured Jn 16, 35;
Woods, J. B. slain 0 7, 23, 35;
Woods, W. fire Jl 29, 34;
Woodward, E. rescued Ag 16, 37;
Woodward, F. O. Turkey growers name 0 26, 35;
WOODWARD CONST. CO. paving contract My 19,
30; repaving work Ap 19, 30;
WOOL carload Mr 25, 30; market agency to earn
half of clip Mr 25, 30; shearing starts
Ja 4, 30; clips go on market Jn 6, 30;
net at 32, 36, 000 pounds Ag 2,
clip Ja 19, 37;
KNOGBROKERS ASGSO: approve federal farm board plans Mr 1, 30; run sales Mr 1, 30; run sale Jl 17, 30; meeting Ja 15, 31; meet Ja 15, 31; meet Ja 17, 31; Selvey succeeds Williams. J. R. named Mr 22, 31; run sale Jl 20, 31; infant industry boosted few sheep Jl 26, 32; meeting Jl 26, 27, 32; Williams named leader Ja 21, 31; meeting Jl 18, 33; run sale Jl 27, 28, 33; meet 0 13, 33; meeting Ja 14, 21, 27-30, 34; tax reforms, public domain urged F 1, 34; meeting Ja 22, 23, 24, 35; wool clip above last year Jl 9, 35; meeting Ja 16, 34; meeting Ag 1, 36; meeting N 25, 30; meeting Jan. D 25, 30, 36; meeting - Battle Ja 17-19, 39.

WOOL MARKETING AGENCY: agency to carry half of clip Mr 2, 32; purchases 28,000 fleeces Jn 20, 33.

WOOL MARKETING CORP OF BOSTON: Mackey ships carload Mr 25, 30.


Weiden, O. S. Highway body plans work 0 5, 6, 25, 31.

Work, L.P. to head loan campaign Mr 18, 31.

Workmen, R. injuries prove fatal Ag 13, 30.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION ACT proposed law strikes at all who have occasion to hire help Ap 25, 26, 30; apparently fails for place on state ballot Jl 4, 30; solons take action F 12, 31; final measure passed Mr 7, 31; meets defeat Ja 25, 39.

WORKS PROGRESS ADMIN. house bills R 27, 30; body to handle task Jn 28, 35; Fohler named assist. Jl 5, 35; announces district heads Jl 11, 35; speeded by Fifield Jl 27, 33; Laurel submits proposal Ag 7, 35; forward requests Ag 21, 35; forward projects Ag 27, 35; requests S 1, 35; 223 projects given approval S 4, 35; council asks project S 4, 35; court extends deadline S 5, 35; projects forwarded S 7, 35; dispatch project requests S 11, 35; workers get prevailing wage S 21, 35; $42,000 receive approval S 27, 35; army job approved 0 6, 35; projects approved; funds lacking 0 17, 35; speed jobless transfers 0 31, 35; demolish penitentiary N 1, 35; plans speeded N 6, 35; goes over top in supplying work N 7, 35; airport N 20, 35; select 1st authorized N 22, 35; airport job N 26, 35; projects get approval N 30, 38; fall softwood trees in Billings D 1, 35; million for WPA jobs D 1, 35; program too costly D 15, 35; road funds Ja 22, 36; water storage construction Mr 12, 36; 10,000 projects Mr 18, 36; budget hearings Ap 9, 36; workers met $1,400,000 Ap 23, 36.

Fifield quits My 16, 36; Murray seeks funds Jl 31, 36; observes first birthday O 4, 36; hangar 0 7, 36; reinterviewing of clients 0 21, 36; urge work continue N 28, 36; 10,000 will be dropped D 2, 36; charges defalcation by agents gets more for WPA Ja 17, 37; new highway entrance F 6, 37; beet growers make plea F 11, 37; to finish 18 undertakings F 20, 37; 900 to Jn 27, 37; tightening seen imminent Mr 2, 37; house brings new life to program Mr 2, 37; session going extra period Mr 4, 37; bill designed to assure program Mr 6, 37; Ayers sings measure Mr 7, 37; $12,435,620 for work relief My 3, 37; gets big sum My 9, 37; improvements at port My 15, 37; tongue river My 18, 37; local projects approved My 29, 37; rush task of rehabilitation Jn 16, 37; civic center projects Jl 4, 37; water projects hit $1,250,000 Ag 2, 37; consolidation ordered; office moved to Battle Ja 30, 37; Dawson county fair Ag 23, 37; WPA guide sequel to Mullan guide S 12, 37; million and half for Yellowstone co. Ap 24, 38; water projects Jl 3, 37; approve Laurel Hardin jobs Ag 17, 38; house back FDR Ja 22, 39; relief clients make clothes for needy F 12, 39; workers resume jobs Jn 15, 39.

WORLD ECONOMIC CONFERENCE private line to peace Jn 18, 33; terrors of cheap labor Jn 25, 33.

WORLD WAR I see European War.

Wora, J. body discovered Ja 26, 30.

Worth, J. theft S 29, 32.

WOUNDED NERE, BATTLE OF INDIAN ACCOUNT OF BATTLE Jn 24, 37.

WRAPS UP HIS TAIL (CROW INDIAN) again N 18, 34.

Wright, E. Normal obtains book lecturers Mr 27, 30.

Wright, J. murder S 21, 30.

Wright, M. S. dies Ap 12, 30.

Wright, R. dies Ag 9, 34.

Wright, W. N. officers named S 27, 39.

Wuerthner, J. elected mayor at Great Falls Ap 6, 37.

Wuerthner, J. J. named leader of bar group S 5, 37.

Wunderlin, J. T. dies F 9, 33.

Wynne, H. hurt Ag 10, 34.

WYO. INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL escapees captured Ag 27, 37.

WYO. LEGISLATURE roads Jn 12, F 1, 3, 5, 31; in session Jn 11, F 1, 15, 18, 20, 33; special meeting 0 27, 33.

WYO. good-will tour S 4, 36.

WYO. HISTORY of stirring days Jn 19, 38.

Ap 9, 36; workers meet $1,400,000 Ap 23, 36.
WO. AIR SERVICE extend line to Great Falls
JL 23, Ag 13; S 16; 1937
WO. GOV. two to stick to guns Clark Miller
D 29, 32
WO. PUBLIC LANDS COMMISSION urges mineral
surface rights Ja 23, 31
WO. RAILWAY CO. claims to top
fiddles JL 22, 30; work goes on decision S
18, 30; permit denied N 10, 30
WO. MONT. PIPELINE to be called upon
take on option Gr 26, 30
WO. STATE PUBLIC UTILITIES work awaits
decision S 13, 10
YALE OIL CORP. fire JL 27-30, 35; buys old
city hall 0 4, 39
YALE OIL REFINERY fire D 19, 33
Yates, J.R. declares M'st. lends in prosperity
Ap 1, 30; stressess necessity of referendum
0 28, 30; named chairman of advisory board
F 13, 38
Yates, J.R. accident N 20, 35
Yates, R. car-bus crash My 31, 37
Yegen, C. campaign for mayor N 27, Ap 2,
31; may take flight to court Ap 3, 31; beats Anderson Ap 5, 32; playing leading
part in city JL 29, 33
Yegen, C. mayor contest N 29, 31
Yegen, F. elected legion commander S 14, 32;
dies Ap 10, 37
YEGEN BROTHERS HANKERS enters not guilty plea
S 11, 30
YEGEN DRAINAGE DITCH injunction sought O 3, 35
Yegen, Mrs. Z. FEO chapt. open sessions Ja
25, 26, 33
YELLOW HAWK encounter with BUFFALO BILL My 5,
35
YELLOWSTONE BANKS Columbus branch Ag 10, 34;
30 yrs. service Ap 25, 37
YELLOWSTONE BASIN DEVELOPMENT Wheeler will
back program I 3, 37
YELLOWSTONE - BIG HORN RESEARCH ASSOC. meet
Ag 3, 4, 37
YELLOWSTONE COUNTY AUDITOR German wins auditor
race JL 26, 30
YELLOWSTONE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ask nurse
in county Mr 30, 30; commissioners only
officials cited by body JL 25, 30; Val
Lechner selected D 10, 30; Prickett chairman
of Ja 6, 31; fix load limit on east
bridge JL 7, 33; offer budgets JL 24, 33;
consider budget Ag 10, 33; Durland files
suit 0 7, 33; school budgets are approved
Ja 24, 34; budget is $521,975-50 JL 29, 34;
to adopt budget Ag 8, 33; Prickett head of
commissioners Ja 0, 35; study budget Ja 27,
35; budget $393,428 JL 13, 35; Wicks new
chairman JL 15, 35; budget $404,489 JL
1, 35; roads transfer seems certain Ag 4,
35; adopts budget Ag 6, 35; hearing on water
plan in poly meeting N 22, 35; rights to keep
roads decline on Ja 13, 37; Osten office give
us N 15, 37; set on school budget Ag 3,
37; set levies Ag 8, 37; adopt budget JL 27
39
YELLOWSTONE COUNTY DISTRICT COURT Venire will
be drawn friday by judge Stong N 20, 21, 29, 3
1936
YELLOWSTONE CO. EXTENSION SERVICE launch survey
of conditions JL 12, 31; dry land farm meet-
ing F 21, 32; county leaders attend session
D 18, 36; broadens scope since days of
farmers' institute Ap 4, 37; meeting O 19,
37
YELLOWSTONE CO. HEALTH NURSE fulltime nurse
asked Mr 30, 30; bad teeth and poor vision to
list My 2, 37
YELLOWSTONE CO. HOME DEMON. COUNCIL improves
yards in county prairies of real values
D 7, 30; office discontinued Ag 2, 31; office
continued Ag 12, 31; electing county's
home demonstration 0 1, 31; Cooch heads
Sal 25, 35; meeting Ja 5, 36; meeting Ag 27, 31
37
YELLOWSTONE COUNTY RECREATION COUNCIL meeting
N 9, 34; meets N 22, 36
YELLOWSTONE CO. RELIEF COM. meeting O 9, 31;
Hurt on relief body O 30, 31; gets official
approval Ja 30, 34; J.W. Salsbury quits JL
22, 34; Tysell named F 14, 35
YELLOWSTONE COUNTY SHERIFF selects Boley, dep
N 18, 34
YELLOWSTONE COUNTY SHOPS fire Ap 17, 37
YELLOWSTONE CO. WELFARE BOARD Cash dole act
Ap 1, 37; indian cases F 12, 30; asks re-
organization Mr 1, 39
YELLOWSTONE CO. county vote check JL 18, 30;
adds gravelled road N 30, 30; in fourth class
S 13, 32; Mont. - looking backward My 10, 31
memorial drive honoring veterans N 25, 31;
assessed valuation drops Ja 8, 32; demand
for New county came soon after city's initial
growth JL 21, 32; to stay in fourth class S
8, 34; registration sets mark S 26, 34; Kerr
suspected Ag 9, 35; tax trends show increase
gov't. costs Ja 16, 35; 5000 miles of roads
O 27, 35; valuation gain JL 14, 37; irrigat-
benefits spent F 7, 35; war on weeds N 12, 39
YELLOWSTONE CO. BEAUTIFICATION tress for rural
areas Mr 13, 30
YELLOWSTONE CO. BUDGET $577,940.69 JL 27, 30;
costs to be taken up at hearing Ag 6, 30;
shows gain of $4,000 Ag 1, 5; cuts $16,0
JL 29, 33; $593,469 JL 13, 35; county to add
budget Ag 7, 35; $700,407 JL 25, 36; indigens
slated Mr 22, 33; budgets show increase JL
23, 31, 38; tax payers promised budget action
Ag 4, 38; boost county taxes Ag 9, 38;
estimates, $761,023.67 JL 13, 39; budget
for 1939-1940 Ag 15, 39
YELLOWSTONE CO. FUND WARRANTS. Data for general fund are registered as of 31, 36.

YELLOWSTONE CO. BUDGET boosted by $225,264.

JL 15, 37.

YELLOWSTONE CO. FINANCES less than estimated. JL 12, 30.

YELLOWSTONE CO. GOVERNMENT officers assume posts.

Ja 6, 37.

YELLOWSTONE CO. PLANNING hearing slated on water plan D 25, 36.

YELLOWSTONE CO. PUBLIC HEALTH

Dakota woman selected for county nurse N 9, 30.

YELLOWSTONE CO. SHERIFF Stephenson, D. N 21, 36.

YELLOWSTONE CO. VACATION JL 13, 30; drops
two million riders. JL 9, 33; drop
due to large increases JL 6, 39; gain cited JL 10, 37; gain of $1,070,700 JL 9, 39.

YELLOWSTONE COUNTY BAR ASSOC. opposes court reorganization plan F 19, 25, 37; Chapple heads J 12, 30.

YELLOWSTONE CO. HOME DEMON. CLUBS meeting Jn 3, 30; meeting S 23, 29, 38; review of work JL 13, 35; meeting S 3, 33, 38; meeting My 2, 37, 20th anniv. Ag 21, 39; review of club activities Ja 22, 33; meeting My 5-7, 37.

LAMONT C. TEACHERS INSTITUTE next O 23, 31.

LAMONT CREAMERY merger with bulk bond.

J 7, 31.

YELLOWSTONE DISTRICT EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING CONTEST Penrose takes honors Ap 19, 30.

YELLOWSTONE HIGHWAY Master gravel road complete J 27, 39.

LAMONT KELLY see Kelly, Luther.

LAMONT RAILWAY. Barnaby extra trains J 17, 30; hundredsteam, women's clubs lead

at gate Jn 16, 39; travel increases.

L 1, 30; Harvey Wild dice P 5, 31.

Lamont beauties P 31, 31; meetings scheduled.

N 31; located solitary gem while hunting JL 12, 31; "truly tells of Park In 182, 0 27, 31; gates opened Jn 23, 1966. TELLS OF TRIP TO YELLOWSTONE 45; attendance record set 192, 37.3.

big park near Ap 29, 35; gates

Ja 11, 20, 3; park airport deal.

Jn 22, 39; 15,000 used Cooke entrance.

51 Indians will get bonus from park.

Premier travel heavy Jn 10, 39; visit Ag 1, 36; "go back keeps" Hayden park.

Ja 3, 36; port 0 10, 30; park rail service.

30; travel underw. My 7, 37; gain among JL 21, 31; ready.

bonfire in My 9, 37; capping the peak.

F 31; new round set JL.

- 3, lap of the old "lake; travel Jl 7, 37; airplane.

naturalis finishes book Ag 15, 37; injured

tower rescued Ag 15, 37; half million in may

J 8, 37; park closing is delayed by

FDR order S 25, 37; park search be same

J 7, 37; to close today S 11, 37; ending

record season 0 12, 37; nearly half million

pass gates 0 17, 37; bill to oppose adding

lands to park J 27, 39; prepare for record

tourist season J 4, 39; airport to be

dedicated Jn 22, 39.

YELLOWSTONE PRESBYTERIAN ASSOC. local woman is receded Ap 19, 33.

YELLOWSTONE REGISTERED LIVESTOCK ASSOC. meet.

Ja 13, 16, 30; meet S 0 3, 30; show D 14,

Ja 5, 6, 6, 39; S 30; show 3 sale D 13, 31, 31,

Ja 3, 5, 6, 7, 32; show sale D 10, Ja 1, 38-33;

sale D 20, Ja 3, 4, 5, 6, 33-34; sale and

show N 17, 34.

YELLOWSTONE RIVER bridge pier snapped F 22,

39; old files recall early days F 4, 34.

five spans give way Mr 7, 39; work starts

on second Lassen temporary bridge Mr 25, 36;

flood control session 0 24, 27, 31, 37; run

off said adequate Mr 14, 39; battle crickets

at rive Jn 9, 39.

YELLOWSTONE RIVER BRIDGES Roscoe begins work

Mr 15, 39; approved N 18, 30; Jack Barnatt

was builder of initial span Jn 17, 39; event

to Crown Long campaign for project.

Jn 26, 39; eight thousand persons dedicate

span at Sidney Jn 5, 39.

YELLOWSTONE TRAIL oiling progress J 21, 32,

now all-weather highway N 17, 35.

YELLOWSTONE VALLEY, world's best hold in ground

Hill Rogers Mr 24, 31.

YELLOWSTONE VALLEY PACKING CO. plant planned
Mr 29, 31.

YELLOWSTONE VALLEY RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ASSOC.

WORK SHANTED TO START J 13, 37.

YELLOWSTONE VALLEY SCHOOLMEN'S CLUB see School-

men's club, Yellowstone Valley.

Yellowtail, R. crow to vote Ap 17, My 2, 3, 34;

confirmed as agency chief J 28, 34; to take

job soon Jn 29, 34; superintendent of reservation Ag 1, 34; annual fair Ag 28, 37.

Yorkes, A. K. writes of first church My 25, 32;

boot hill cemetery My 1, 3.


Y-0 BEE LINE ASSOC. Leavitt head 8 16, 30.


Yook, H. opens dairy Ag 10, 34.

Yost, H. purchases steers Mr 2, 30.

You, W. lottery F 15, 39.

Youk, A. worker may die N 10, 30.

Young, A. killed O 20, 36.

Young, C. dies J 7, 32.

Young, F. stung by wasp bite Ag 10, 38.
YOUNG, L. winning, J1 1, 19, 27; YOUNG, L.C., race for Senate J1 6, 34; YOUNG DEMOCRATS new deal dinner J1 30, 33; local views sought Ag 5, 33; meet 0 5, 7; hear Middler S 5, 37; plan drive F 15, 37; YOUNG REPUBLICANS Reynolds heads 0 11, 30; Reynolds 0 6, 32; meeting 0 24, 26, 37; Young, S. opinion don Ag 10, 34; Y.M.C.A. meet J1 19, 30; derby N 15-25, 30; conference in March J1 13, 31; victors over Red Lodge Mr 6, 31; bond issues J1 30, 31; pageant on Halloween O 24, N 1, 31; girl and boy activity clubs authorised O 28, 31; annex structure sold D 18, 31; meet My 7, 9, 32; Upham quits J1 6, 34; Bjorgum gets secretaryship S 18, 34; former leader dies J1 18, 35; local program My 20, 37; pays $40,000 for structure S 26, 31; purchase site for building O 23, 37; Y.M.C.A financial drive S 21, 22, 25, 30; financial drive S 23, 31; Mrs. Peterson retains post J1 12, 32; Mrs. Walverson resigns My 21, 32; opens finance drive N 14, 32; conference Mr 13, 31; financial drive S 10, 12; Mrs. E.J. Kwas elected Ja 17, 34; 12,000 budget D 10, 34; campaign for funds S 16-21, 34; meet Ja 23, 24, 35; funds campaign S 29, 35; R. Hill new secretary Ag 13, 37; names officials J1 1, 30; YOUTH France sees differences Jn 22, 33; YOUTH WEEK parades My 1, 37; Young, L.C. narcotics Mr 29, 30; Zoegers, L. found slain F 12, 36; Zepp, R. oratory victor Ap 25, 33; Newhart, E. killed O 23, 34; Zeigler, W. production of oils in near-by fields Mr 18, 34; Zimmerman, A. killed S 18, 33; Zimmerman, H.L. missing Ap 28, 32; Zimmerman, M. gladiola awards Ag 24, 33; ZIMMERMAN PARK 9h acres J1 8, 30; Zimmerly, R. escape in crash O 9, 34; Zimmerman, M. Ross still survive wound My 17, 33; Zion, W. 11 injured Ap 16, 37; Zimmerman, W.M. files petition for rep. J1 17, 30; dies D 9, 36; ZIONING public hearing Ap 2, 30; hearing Jn 1, 30; zoning law passes J1 10, 30; council denies zone petition J1 12, 39; Zion, H. appeal death sentence 0 17, N 9, 12; 13, 18, 31; state replies Ja 29, 30, 35; denies appeal F 21, 35; hanging set Ap 28, Mr 17, 35; execution Ap 1019, 21, 23, 24, 25, 123; Zoski, S.A. & W. explosion F 4, 32;